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Abstract 
 
Thailand’s education system faces a problem with distinct disparities between levels of 
regional education management. Consequently, urban areas seem to have obvious 
perceivable advantages over rural area settings. In response to this problem, the central 
government has authorized the local government to supervise and support local education 
settings including early years education and child caregivers who have the responsibility 
to provide education and care for early years leaners in the form of Child Development 
Centres. The purpose of this current research is to investigate the knowledge, 
understanding and practices, including the factors and challenges which impact upon 
child caregivers’ day-to-day performances regarding education and care provision for 
disadvantaged young learners from hill tribe communities who attend the rural Child 
Development Centres in Thailand.  
A qualitative approach was employed to collect data from twenty-three child caregivers 
and seven educational officers. Two investigative methods were used in this research: 
interviews and direct observations. The interviews were conducted with all the 
participants including child caregivers and education officers, followed by observations 
of four child caregivers.  
The results provided indicate that the child caregivers perceived themselves as 
performing several roles alongside their main responsibilities as education providers, 
while being simultaneously challenged by issues including regional deprivation, 
underfunding for learning resources, and insufficient support from local authorities. Child 
caregivers revealed obtained by a range of means external support from local 
communities and parents to meet their resource requirements. In addition, to a full
II 
 
discussion of the findings from the empirical work several suggestions have been made 
to the central government and local authorities in order to improve the quality of early 
years education management delivered within rural CDCs.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis will examine the issues associated with child caregivers’1 self-perceptions 
regarding their understanding of, and practices around, child’s development and learning. 
It will focus upon Child Development Centres in Thailand with particular reference to 
child caregivers who work with disadvantaged young learners from those hill tribe’s 
resident within the remote and mountainous regions of Mae Hong Son Province, 
Thailand. The study therefore not only examines perceptions of child caregivers in 
relation to their practices, but also the importance of child caregivers’ knowledge and 
understanding. It situates its analysis of these educational and care practices within the 
Department of Local Administration’s policy and standards which established operative 
guidance for child caregivers within Child Development Centres. 
 
1.2 An overview of Thailand 
The Kingdom of Thailand is located within the heart of Southeast Asia, covering a total 
area of 514,000 sq. km and composed of 77 provinces. It shares borders with Western 
and Northern Burma, Northern and Northeastern Laos, Eastern Cambodia, and Southern 
Malaysia. Previously, Thailand was called Siam. Thais are very proud of their nation, 
which is the only country in Southeast Asia that has never felt colonial occupation 
throughout its long history. The climate is warm and humid with seasonal monsoons. 
 
1 People who are directly responsible for taking care of children in the Child Development Centres 
are called caregivers, whilst those working within kindergarten education are called teachers. 
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Thai language is the official national language, although English is extensively spoken 
in big cities such as Bangkok (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Thailand, 2006). The capital, 
Bangkok, is the country’s centre of political, commercial, industrial, and cultural 
activities. Thailand is substantially an agricultural country with a few rapidly growing 
alternative industries (Office of the National Education Commission (ONEC), 2002). 
 
Figure 1.1 Map of Thailand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: United Nation (2009) cited in OECD/UNESCO (2016) 
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Thailand is a constitutional monarchy with Maha Vajiralongkorn 
Bodindradebayavarangkun, or King Rama X, the tenth monarch of the Chakri Dynasty 
as the present king and head of the nation. The population has increased rapidly and now 
consists of 68.86 million people (World Population review, 2017), 70% of whom live in 
rural areas (National Statistics Office of Thailand (NSOT), 2008). The majority (95%) of 
people in Thailand are Buddhists and 5% are other religions (Tourism Thailand 
Organization, 2006); most of the people in Thailand are ethnically Thai with significant 
minority groups including Chinese and Muslims in the south. Thailand’s economy has 
increased with an average raise of 8-9% in GDP per year since 1995 (Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), United Nations Education, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), OECD/UNESCO, 2016: 41-43). Despite this, 
economic progress has not been of equal benefit to all Thais. Poverty has become 
increasingly concentrated in the rural areas where about 80% of the country's 7.3 million 
poor live (World Bank, 2014 cited in OECD/UNESCO, 2016: 41-43). This applies 
particularly to the rural northeast, and in the remote areas in the far north and south.  
There are educational institutions in rural areas, which are responsible for providing 
education services to learners from the poorest families. Nevertheless, education in 
remote areas in Thailand faces significant challenges: these include a systemic lack of 
effective administration, instruction, and financial support (Buaraphan, 2013). The area 
explored in this study, Mae Hong Son Province, located in the Northern region of 
Thailand, is populated by diverse hill tribes who inhabit mainly mountainous areas. These 
tribes have multiple distinct languages and cultures (OECD/UNESCO, 2016: 39) and the 
provision of education for their young children constitutes the focus of this study, as will 
be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.  
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1.3 The rationale for the study 
The origins of this research lie in the background of the researcher: I gained a bachelor’s 
and a master’s degree in Early Childhood Education and I was a preschool teacher in 
Thailand for several years before starting my PhD in the year 2015. My Masters research 
focused upon issues surrounding leader performance within child-caregiver networks2, 
specifically the Child Development Centres under the Department of Local 
Administration (DLA). She conducted research involving the 75 Centre leaders and, in 
the process, visited 21, largely rural-based, CDCs (Chongcharoen, 2009). 
Drawing on this earlier work, this study argues that problems existing within CDCs 
significantly impact children’s development and learning, an issue with which the DLA 
should be concerned. In the course of fieldwork, I observed 21 child caregivers’ 
performances and within their respective (21) CDC learning environments. 
Subsequently, I identified that not only did categorically disadvantaged children grow up 
in conditions of poverty but that children consequently possessed fewer opportunities for 
engagement with diverse learning opportunities and resources. Additionally, it became 
clear that parents were greatly dependent upon child caregivers for their children’s care 
and development. Therefore, child caregivers require appropriate knowledge and 
understanding of suitable teaching methods in order to support the progress of 
disadvantaged children’s progression and increase their potential.  
Predicated and building upon these initial conclusions, this research seeks to examine the 
main elements determining child caregivers’ practices in order to address the needs and 
 
2 Leaders of caregiver network have been chosen from all caregivers in one province to be the leaders 
of them. Thailand had 75 leaders of caregiver from 75 provinces. 
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challenges of child caregivers, particularly within rural CDCs in Thailand. Given the 
substantial proportion of the day young learners spend with practitioners and the 
measurable, variable social impacts relating to child development and learning associated 
with differing qualitative levels of education provided to disadvantaged communities 
within Thailand, it is unsurprising that there is a concurrent, continuing focus upon these 
areas in the country, particularly with regards to instructor and attendant roles. 
Additionally, the research elucidates the current situation and the reasons for serious 
concerns on the part of the government. It particularly notes that, ‘Teaching-learning 
activities are organized without understanding the basic concept of child learning […] 
Furthermore, there is a lack of systematic monitoring and control of the quality and 
standards of early childhood care and development centres’ (Office of the Education 
Council (OEC), 2007: 12-13).  
From the information above, it can be understood that child caregivers are trusted and 
expected by parents and communities to look after and educate their children. Therefore, 
CDCs must provide preschoolers with knowledge, understanding skills and appropriate 
behavioral practices; these prepare students for entry into states of properly socialized 
adulthood as defined within Thai society. This research’s chief concern then centres 
around child caregivers’ performances, especially in rural CDCs where child education 
appears by empirical measures to be comparatively disadvantaged. Thus, the study seeks 
to investigate professional self-perception and actual performance of child caregivers 
based upon their demonstratable knowledge and understanding, their general roles, and 
their discernible aptitude for develop children in the appropriate way in those rural CDCs. 
Finally, I believe that this research facilitates a more thorough understanding of child 
caregivers’ performances with regards to the leading factors and challenges impacting 
upon their current practices. Likewise, this research will provide actionable information 
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to the DLA which enables both a greater understanding of and more effective response 
to the situation within rural CDCs. 
 
1.4 Sociology of childhood parenting and care in Thailand 
In Thailand, Thai children were traditionally looked after during the day by their primary 
care-giver mothers at home while fathers worked externally to earn income for the family. 
This was particularly the case in rural areas where children grew up surrounded by nature 
and natural resources (Jiumpanyatach, 2011). Children thus had a variety of chances to 
explore surrounding places.  
On occasion, they accompanied their parents to work as agriculturists or stayed at home 
with their extended families (grandparents, siblings, etc.), particularly in rural areas 
lacking suitable childcare centres in the event of both parents working (Amornvivat, 
1990; Chotsuwan, 2007; Mo-suwan et al., 2014). The family - the basic unit of society - 
is a group of individuals, generally connected by association or marriage, which aims to 
provide its members with mutual social, emotional and economic security (Wright and 
Leahey, 2000; Clark, 2011). Contemporary family structures in Thailand have shifted 
from extended families to a nuclear family model. According to the National Statistics 
Office of Thailand (2005), 55% of the Thai population now live in a nuclear family, 
principally consisting of a father and mother with their children, and that most parents 
tend to work, regardless of the age of their children (NSOT), 2005).  
Unsurprisingly, the lifestyle of many Thai children has changed, especially in terms of 
being looked after and raised. Parents need to send their children to early years 
educational institutions instead of having them in the primary care of the family; children 
are more likely to spend more time in CDCs with childcare providers than they do with 
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their own family members. Therefore, early years educational institutions such as the 
school system or CDCs have become substantially more significant in terms of looking 
after children (Sudjainark, 2013). 
The table below shows the number of learners in early years education under the 
supervision of the Local Administrative Organizations (LAOs) in Academic Years 2011-
2015 (Ministry of Education (MOE), 2017: 29). 
 
Table 1.1 Number of early years’ attendances in early years institutions under  
     the LAOs, academic years 2011-2015  
 
Levels of 
Education 
Academic Years 
2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
Early Years 1,159,816 1,162,098 1,162,113 1,158,981 1,162,259 
Source: Thailand Education Statistics Reports (2011-2015), OEC, MOE (2017: 29) 
 
The LAO in the form of CDCs has a significant duty to provide education and care of 
young children while parents might be employed; this is particularly pronounced within 
rural areas where the young leaners do not have many choices to attend the early years 
institutions.  
 
1.5 The early childhood education system in Thailand 
The current education system in Thailand emerged from the revised Thai constitution 
promulgated in October 1997; the constitution obligated the state to enact new national 
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education legislation (Office of National Education Committee (ONEC), 2002). Hence, 
the National Education Act of B.E. 2542 (1999: 4), Chapter 1 indicates that: 
 
‘Section 6 Education shall aim at the full development of the Thai 
people in all aspects: physical and mental health; intellect; knowledge; 
morality; integrity; and desirable way of life so as to be able to live in 
harmony with other people’. 
 
The National Education Act of B.E. 2542 (1999) established a new administrative 
structure for Thai education. In Section 8 of the National Education Act, the provision of 
education was conceived along the following principles: (1) Lifelong education for all; 
(2) All segments of society participating in the provision of education; and (3) 
Continuous development of the bodies of knowledge and learning processes. 
Additionally, Section 15 states that there are three types of education, consisting of 
formal education, non-formal education and informal education spanning from birth until 
death (Office of National Education Committee (ONEC), 2002: 7-8).  
The purposes of this system were to develop the human personality, intellectual abilities 
and other specific skills, whilst also enhancing living experiences, and fulfilling the 
professional and social ambitions, of people irrespective of age or social category 
(ONEC, 2000). The Ministry of Education (MOE) (2017: 4) also stipulated that 
‘Education is a foundation to the production of human resources and the nation’s future 
and creates a robust society, with quality and morality […] It is believed that education 
is able to build a stronger society full of virtue and ethics’. 
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In Thailand, early childhood education incorporates formal, informal and non-formal 
education systems (UNESCO, 2013: 41) alike. In addition, through the National 
Education Act B.E. 2542 (1999), the LAOs under the supervision of DLA, Ministry of 
Interior (MOI) (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), 2006) was were given right of governance over CDCs. Figure 1.2 below 
illustrates the Thailand education system diagrammatically.  
Figure 1.2 The education system in Thailand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Thai government’s policy on pre-school education has been to develop clear 
pathways with a view to expanding and improving the provision of pre-school education 
Thailand Education System 
Formal Education Informal Education Non-formal Education 
- Basic Education              
(pre-primary, primary, 
lower secondary, upper 
secondary) 
- Promoting Education for 
adults 
- Serving all Thai people 
outside the formal 
- Providing lifelong 
learning opportunities 
- Workplace and 
community learning 
Early Childhood 
Education 
The Ministry of Education 
- Kindergarten (public and private) 
 
 
The Ministry of Interior  
(The Department of Local Administration) 
- Child Development Centre 
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within rural areas. According to the National Education Act of B.E. 2542 (1999), the 
principal objectives of the Act were to provide an education for all Thais in order to 
potentially develop multiple aspects of the self, including those relating to physical and 
mental health, intellect, knowledge, morality, integrity, and pursuit of a desirable 
lifestyles regarding harmonious social living (Israsena, 2007).  
The policy additionally mobilizes all political parties around participating in promotion 
of high-quality early childhood care and development (Office of the National Education 
Commission of Thailand (ONEC), 2004). Although Fujioka (2002) states that there has 
been increasing recognition of the function of education for children around the world 
including in Thailand, the country has seen increasing numbers of children resident in 
those remote areas where education and learning opportunities are still limited. 
Furthermore, budgets allocated from central government have decreased while costs have 
been increasingly transferred to community members. Such phenomena therefore 
corroborate the argument of Raudenbush, Kidchanapanish and Kang (1999: 256)’s that 
“disadvantaged children are substantially less likely than advantaged children to have 
access to pre-primary education. Studies conducted in […] Thailand have found that 
preprimary programs are found most often in urban areas to serve children of relatively 
high socioeconomic status”.  
Such concerns led the Thai Ministry of Education (2012) to mention in the National 
Strategic Plan for Early Childhood Development (Newborn to Pre-First Graders) 
developed in accordance with the Government Policy 2012-2016, that early childhood 
rearing discernibly suffers from a ‘lack of data for effective planning and management of 
early childhood development, especially a lack of categorized data reflecting the situation 
of disadvantaged groups; consequently, it has been difficult to plan specific projects in 
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support of these groups’ (MOE, 2012: 46). As a preliminary response, the government 
therefore considered providing better and more extensive educational opportunities for 
young children through establishing CDCs under the DLA and MOI since 1999 (MOE, 
2015; MOI, 2016).  
There are now CDCs found in every sub-district with the possibility that one sub-district 
may have two or three CDCs. Despite these advances, inequality in educational 
investment among Thai families has persisted (DLA, 2015). The National Statistical 
Officer (1999) cited in Pattaravanich, et al. (2005: 563) argues that ‘children in urban 
areas continue to be advantaged over their rural counterparts in terms of educational 
attainment, and rural families continue to report economic constraints as among the most 
serious barriers to school continuation for their children’. 
Limited access to education is still a significant issue in Thailand, particularly with 
children who live in remote rural regions. Parents often struggle to meet many of the 
additional costs associated with schooling, such as transport and uniform (Lakin and 
Gasprini, 2003; MOE, 2015). In rural educational institutions there are often only limited 
learning materials available, whilst such a lack of learning resources is compounded by 
a lack of qualified instructors. In addition, the authorities struggle to provide adequate 
funding for these institutions.  
 
1.6 The early childhood education setting under the Department of Local 
Administration 
Based upon the National Education Act B.A.2542 (1999), the Thai Ministry of Education 
has reformed its policy on pre-school education so as to improve schools in rural areas 
thereby providing better educational opportunities for young children within CDCs. In 
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2015, the MOE produced a report, subsequently presented by the Thai national authorities 
at the World Education Forum in Korea. This  stated that: “Education development has 
been consistent with the Constitution, the national policies, and the national economic 
and social development plans of every government, with a focus on the development of 
quality, on access to and expansion of opportunities for education, and on equity and 
fairness for all groups within the society…” (MOE, 2015: 4). These economically 
disadvantaged children in rural areas constitute a part of that aforementioned group who 
are to be afforded better educational opportunities around access to early year educational 
institutes (DLA, 2015).  
This revised early childhood learning opportunity provision, then, potentially provides 
greater benefits for the most disadvantaged young learners. According to the Ministry of 
Education (2007: 20) addresses in the Long-Term Policy and Strategy for Early 
Childhood Care and Development (0-5 Age Group) 2007-2016, “Disadvantaged groups 
and those with particular needs are entitled to receive special care and assistance. They 
need to have secure life for their survival and protection. They also need full development 
to their highest potentiality, so as to be able to lead a happy and creative life in society”. 
Since 1999, under the situation outlined above and Thailand’s wider educational reforms, 
responsibility for pre-primary education has therefore been transferred from the 
Department of Social Development and Welfare, Ministry of Social Development and 
Human Security to the DLA and MOI (UNESCO, 2006; DLA, 2015). In 2011, the MOI 
was assigned supervision of 20,997 CDCs in order to prepare a budget for child 
caregivers' salaries, teaching materials, lunches, milk and other core resources. (OEC), 
2012). In 2015, there were 1,162,259 children attending the pre-primary service delivered 
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through CDCs (MOE, 2017: 29). The National Education Act of B.E. 2542 (1999: 15-
16), states that: 
 
‘Section 41 Local administration shall have the right to provide 
education at any or all levels of education in accordance with 
readiness, suitability, and requirements of the local areas.  
Section 42 The Ministry shall prescribe the criteria and 
procedures for assessing the readiness of the local administration 
organizations to provide education. The Ministry shall be 
responsible for the coordination and promotion of the local 
administration organizations' capability to provide education in 
line with the policies and standards required. It shall also advise 
on the budgetary allocations for education provided by local 
administration organizations.’ 
 
The Ministry provides support to the Local Administrative Organizations (LAOs) in 
extending educational opportunities to all young children between three to five years of 
age. In addition, the CDCs are obliged to provide a ‘quality’ early childhood education 
service to all children in the local areas; this entails delivery of developmental activities 
in order that students have the opportunity to reach their highest potential (UNESCO, 
2006; MOE, 2007). The LAOs are the organizations closest to the local communities, in 
turn actively improving quality of life for people in the rural areas (Hrigchan et al, 2008 
cited in Taecharungroj, 2014: 71).  
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Child Development Centres are supported with academic guidelines, a budget and 
training, and their purpose is to prepare children under five years old for high-level 
school. There are three types of activities undertaken by CDCs: (a) centre management 
and administration; (b) teaching and learning processes to strengthen child development; 
and (c) learning quality assurance. The CDCs exist predominantly in rural areas but also 
in some urban areas within Thailand’s 76 provinces (excluding Bangkok) (MOE, 2012: 
16). 
In addition, the local government is responsible for supervising the CDCs, including 
establishing administrative structures, authority lines, and budget allocation (DLA, 2011; 
Department of Health (DOH), 2009). The Ministry of Education (2017: 30) states that: 
 
‘Local administration organization play a greater role in the provisions 
of education. … Many local administration organizations are able to 
provide education effectively and contribute to the improvement in the 
ways of life in local communities because of sufficient education 
resources and an appropriate number of schools in each area under 
their supervision. Additionally, they can arrange learning and a 
teaching curriculum which is flexible and conforms to various needs 
and ways of life in each local community”.  
 
The DLA (2012), which supervises CDCs, is mandated to provide and support 
educational institutions under its jurisdiction. This provision of early childhood 
education, in part through the managing of CDCs, is predicated upon developing four 
features in children:  physical health; emotional wellbeing; intelligence; and social skills.  
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1.7 Education for disadvantaged young children 
Advantaged young children have many opportunities to access and engage with 
educational resources relating to their development and learning, consequently, they 
demonstrate greater outcomes of improvement. In contrast, children living in remote rural 
areas disproportionately encounter comparative economic and resource poverty, which 
leads to a lack of various learning opportunities (Kantabutra and Tang, 2006; 
Prasartpornsirichoke and Takahashi, 2013) and reduced outcomes. Early years learner 
attendance of CDCs has increased rapidly due to rising number of mothers seeking 
employment (Ministry of Public Health (MOPH), 2011). Conversely, UNICEF (2006: 7) 
states that, “the quality of Thailand’s education that is provided to all children equally is 
a major concern due to discrepancies in the provision of education quality between urban 
and rural areas”.  
The OECD/UNESCO (2016: 16), Review of National Policies of Education in Thailand 
asserts that “Thailand needs to do much more to attract, retain and support educators in 
disadvantaged rural schools”. In respect of the remote areas, disadvantaged young 
children indubitably underachieve educationally; determining factors include their 
greater exposure to risk, involuntary failures around parental support driven by lack of 
financial resources, relatedly, of time. Individual and regionally-centred unequal 
distribution of learning resources sees rural children subsequently engage with limited 
set of learning materials, leading in turn to relatively obstructed to children’s essential 
development and learning.  
This study’s interests and concerns focus on child caregivers’ performances in relation to 
the effectiveness of their knowledge, understanding, general role and aptitude in 
developing underprivileged young children’s development and learning. Crucially, these 
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young children attended those rural CDCs where authorities paid less attention to 
supporting their learning activities; in consequence, this study also examined factors and 
challenges which child caregivers faced. 
The main area of focus for this study is the Mae Hong Son province, a region dominated 
by mountainous ranges and forests (Office of the National Economic and Social 
Development Board, 2018). Crucially, as the report by the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees states: (UNHCR, 2007: 14), “Mae Hong Son, which is about 
924 km from Bangkok by road, is one of Thailand’s poorest provinces, lagging behind 
the rest of the country in many areas of development”.  
This area is primarily populated by minority ethnic groups referred to as hill tribes; in the 
highland areas where they live, tribe members face limited access to basic services 
including education and health. Living in isolated areas, some of them lack a sense of 
national identity (Fujioka, 2002: 3), exacerbated by lack of access to government 
services. For the purposes of this study, these disadvantaged children, lack access to 
proper care and education for two discernible reasons. Firstly, as Fujioka (2002) and 
UNESCO (2016) state, early years children receive initial care through senior family 
members. Many working-age people of tribal heritage move to the city to seek a basic 
income through labouring or otherwise undertaking menial roles, to avoid poverty life in 
rural hill areas and very low-wage work available.  Empirical research has shown that 
people who are responsible for young children do not speak standard Thai to an 
acceptable level and do not have a suitable knowledge and understanding to nurture the 
children.  
Secondly, the remoteness of the hill communities and poor roads make it difficult to 
provide standard education services in these communities and to find adequately 
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qualified educators to teach the rural children (Fujioka, 2002; UNESCO, 2016). The CDC 
is the only educational institution in these rural areas which delivers education and creates 
skills development activities for young children aged three to five. Education within the 
CDCs is maintained through relations of dependence towards local authorities as 
administered under the supervision of the DLA and MOI (Gongphet, 2018). Despite this, 
the local government administrators are not interested in matters concerning 
determination and developmental control of services (Fujioka, 2002; Pattaravanich et al., 
2005; Taecharungroj, 2014; Pesses, 2018) 
At present, the CDC of the local government serves as an early year educational 
institution for children between three to five years of age. It has the same status as other 
educational institutions (MOI, 2008). The Local Administration Organization (LAO) 
oversees promotion and of all dimensions relating to children’s development within 
Thailand. This is considered a significant mission which all involved units must be aware 
of and pay close attention to, thus ensuring that the quality of the children’s education is 
improved, and standards are met (Local Education Management and Coordination 
Division, 2002).  
Duly contextualized, this study seeks to shed light upon rural CDCs’ operations with 
regard to practitioners’ day-to-day practices around development and provision of 
opportunities for disadvantaged young children based within local communities.  In doing 
so, it seeks to better understand the childcare providers’ perceptions according to the main 
issues and challenges that they face when undertaking their tasks and thus provide an 
opportunity for development of policy insights. 
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1.8 The importance of child caregivers 
Child caregivers’ roles in CDCs are the same as the roles of teachers in state schools, 
namely, to develop young children’s learning experiences and skills, as well as 
supervising and caring for children who attend their respective educational 
establishments. As the MOI (2016: 16) states, “the main responsibility of a child 
caregiver is to perform in set up learning experience, develop learning skills for young 
learners and perform to improve academic education”.  
In caring and educating young children, practitioners are required to understand the 
young children’s objectives, so they can devise age-appropriate and engaging 
development and learning activities. Additionally, the National Education Act of B.E. 
2542 (1999: 11), states in section 24 that: 
 
“Section 24 In organizing the learning process, educational 
institutions and agencies concerned shall: 
(1) Provide substance and arrange activities in line with the 
learners’ interests and aptitudes, bearing in mind individual 
differences; … 
(3) Organize activities for learners to draw from authentic 
experience; drill in practical work for complete mastery; enable 
learners to think critically and acquire the reading habit and 
continuous thirst for knowledge”. 
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This means the child caregivers who work as providers of learning experiences for young 
children need to understand approaches to educational management of children and be 
able to synthesize all their curriculum-derived knowledge so as to develop learning 
principles, learning experiences, and activities orientated around enhancing child 
development, whilst also evaluating children’s development and learning. In terms of 
working with disadvantaged young children, using local materials and resources ought to 
offer them opportunities to engage fully and achieve their potential. It is important that 
child caregivers be sufficiently qualified to operate effectively within their roles and to 
avoid having a harmful impact on young children (Bruce, 2011). 
 
1.9 Research context 
The field research carried out as part of this study involved interviewing and observing 
child caregivers directly responsible for taking care of children aged three to five years 
old within rural CDCs located in the Mae Hong Son province, Thailand. Mae Hong Son 
is 924 kilometers from Thailand's capital city, Bangkok. The total population is 
approximately 248,178 people. Mae Hong Son has the lowest average monthly income 
per household in Thailand, which is 8,821 Baht per month (approximately £176 per 
month) (NSOT, 2014). Mae Hong Son province largely consists of complex Thai 
highland mountain ranges, which are still covered with rainforest. The province is 
subdivided into 7 districts. There are approximately 163 CDCs from 45 sub-districts and 
415 villages, with 255 child caregivers, and 4,407 young children attending aged between 
three and five, within Mae Hong Son province (DLA, 2014). This geographical context 
will be further discussed within Chapter Four: Introduction and context of the fieldwork 
area, Mae Hong Son Province. This is essential so as to situate the study within its 
physical and human-geographical context, that of a particular region of Thailand 
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specifically selected as a case study for this research. Relevant aspects of these 
environments will be also integrated within the data analysis sections. 
In terms of participation, the child caregivers were invited to participate in this research 
play significant roles throughout their careers with those disadvantaged children. They 
are seen to be representative of the childcare practitioners who work in the rural CDCs. 
Moreover, the educational officers3  were also invited to participate in the research.  
As part of this study, participants had opportunity to reflect upon their working 
experiences in relation to their knowledge and understanding, their day-to-day 
performances, and their aptitude for developing children within the rural CDCs. The 
research findings, as showcased and analyzed within the remainder of this study, will also 
provide evidence outcomes which permit increased departmental focus upon those rural 
CDCs providing a core educational service to young learners in remote areas. 
 
1.10 Summary 
Thai children have progressively begun to spend more time with child caregivers than 
with family members; this trend is particularly pronounced within poor remote areas 
where parents tend to seek paid work from economic necessity in contradistinction to 
closely raising their children. There is evidence that child caregivers have a quantifiable 
impact upon young learner social and cognitive development; it is reasonable to conclude 
that they require proper knowledge and understanding regarding early years’ 
development and learning in order to provide the ‘quality services’ which the Thai 
 
3  The educational officer is in charge of supervising the child caregiver’s performance around 
provision of education responsibilities and care duties towards young learners attending the CDCs in 
relation to the DLA’s policy and standards.  
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constitution mandates. CDCs are early years educational institutions located consistently 
throughout every sub-district in Thailand, particularly in remote areas.  
However, the findings of previous studies (e.g. Fujioka, 2002; Isaranurug et al., 2007; 
Maleeles, 2008; Chongcharoen, 2009; Sudjainark, 2013; Bhulpat, 2014; Taecharungroj, 
2014; Thianthad, 2018)  have revealed high levels of inadequate educational provision 
based upon the observed quality of teaching, knowledge demonstrated by practitioners 
and learning outputs. Indeed, practitioners seemed to lack basic understanding of children 
knowledge-acquisition processes. Despite this, the findings of this project will highlight 
the main factors and challenges which child caregivers face throughout their work, 
serving as an academic study and a basis for policy recommendations in respect of the 
DLA. The goal in this final regard is to help the DLA understand better the difficulties 
faced by childcare practitioners according to their rural conditions and thus improve 
oversight and learning delivery outcomes. 
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Chapter two: Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the existing literature and research around child caregivers’ 
performance in relation to early years’ development and learning within Thai rural Child 
Development Centres. The purpose of this chapter is to develop an analytical framework 
which will underpin the design of data collection and analysis in order to answer the 
research questions. To that end, this chapter is divided into four sections. The first section 
presents discussions of international jurisdictions in early years education and early 
childhood education policy within Thailand in reference to the Child Development 
Centres under the Ministry of Interior which constitute the main substantive focus of this 
study. The second section provides a review of: (a) child caregivers’ qualifications, 
training and standards; along with (b) child caregivers’ roles in accordance with early 
years’ development and learning theory. The third section summarizes the key issues with 
regards to child caregivers’ day-to-day practices in Thailand, including the everyday 
problems relating to the child caregiver themselves, the policy-commitments and 
practical support associated with local governments, and the challenges of theories within 
child caregivers’ practices. The final section is comprised of a conceptual framework and 
summarizes the chapter. 
 
2.2 International jurisdiction in early years education 
Early Years education and care is widely acknowledged as foundational in terms of  
young children’s future learning, since it nurtures and develops those fundamental skills 
key to their prospective attainment. At the same time, it is a significant field and has 
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consequently generated much critical discussion. In Europe, there are two approaches 
interconnected approaches around promoting access to Early Years educational 
institutions, the legal right to access and a legal – mandated compulsory obligation 
attendance as stated by the European Commission (2019). The European Commission 
also reveals that public authorities need to be involved in each approach so as to fulfill 
the obligations around Early Years education provision. It states that “top-level 
authorities in all European countries issue official guidelines to ensure that settings have 
an intentional educational component” (European Commission, 2019; 16).  
In the United Kingdom, early childhood education and care comprises a wide range of 
provision which involves creating and running diverse nursery institutions, such as day 
nurseries, nursery schools, and nursery classes (Wall, Litjens and Tagume, 2015; 32). 
Early Years education policy highlights the importance of good quality in early schooling 
and underlines early years’ development and learning essentials. According to Mathers 
et al. (2016: 23) state that “the 2004 Children Act states an explicit duty on local 
authorities to promote the educational attainment of all children in their care. In carrying 
out this duty, local authorities are expected to give particular attention to the educational 
implications of any decisions regarding the welfare of looked after children”.  
The local authorities are required to provide adequate support to Early Years educational 
institutions whilst educators are required to have “a Personal Education Plan (PEP) as a 
part of their care plan” (Mathers et al., 2016; 24), which in turn establishes termly reviews 
by an education officer (DCSF, 2009 cited in Mathers et al., 2016). In term of early years 
educators, the local authorities are required to ensure that the educators who provide 
education and care for young students have achieved either a good or outstanding grade 
in their most recent Ofsted evaluation (Department of Education (DfE), 2014). Ofsted 
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(2016 cited in Mathers et al., 2016; 26) reveals that “the national regulatory body (Ofsted) 
is responsible for monitoring and assuring the quality of early years education settings in 
England”. Ofsted’s responsibility is based around devising and ensuring adherence to 
frameworks around both Early Years education settings and local government Early 
Years’ education delivery, Ofsted processes in turn are obliged to offer sufficient support 
Early Years educational attainment whilst local authorities must guarantee the quality of 
education provision (Ofsted, 2016).   
The Department for Education provides ‘free places for two to four years old children 
which offer 570 hours a year over no fewer than 38 weeks of the year and up to 52 weeks 
of the year for every eligible child’ (DfE, 2018; 7- 8). In addition, the Early Years 
Foundation Stage (EYES) produces the curriculum which underpins early years 
education programmes in England which covers young children’s development and 
learning from birth to the age of five in six aspects of learning (Wall, Litjens and Taguma, 
2015; 40):  
§ Personal, social and emotional development 
§ Communication, language and literacy 
§ Problem solving, reasoning and numeracy 
§ Knowledge and understanding of the world 
§ Physical development 
§ Creative development.  
Additionally, EYES outline the standards by which all early years educators need to 
ensure their young students develop; such interventions include improvements to their 
development and learning as well as keeping attendees healthy and safe (DfE, 2018; 17). 
Lipscomb and Pears (2011) and Wall, Litjens and Taguma (2015) further describe how 
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early years educators are required to address these areas of learning within their personal 
education plans and apply these plans and principles within their activity settings. 
Attendance of early childhood education centres is aims to delivering valuable early 
interventions around young students’ development and learning in the form of 
opportunities. Local authorities would be anticipated to deliver services through early 
years educational institutions, taking much stronger responsibility for how well attendees 
perform through regulating their performance and provision.  
 
2.3 Early childhood education policy in Thailand  
In Thailand, early childhood education has recently become more significant than ever 
before. The official policy line of the Ministry of Education (MOE) is that high quality 
training and development of learners should begin at an ‘early stage of life’ (MOE, 2017: 
88). In 2008, the Ministry explicitly stated that it aimed to support the development of 
quality early childhood programmes and the government thus appointed a National 
Committee on Early Childhood Development. The committee, which was chaired by the 
Prime Minister, announced a comprehensive national policy for early childhood 
development. This was geared towards implementing urgent measures supporting the 
overall development of young children from birth through to entry into first grade formal 
educational studies (MOE, 2015).  
The importance of early childhood education has therefore become increasingly central 
to the Thai government. The MOE (2015: 10) states that: “Because of the problems and 
challenges involving the implementation of early childhood care and education, both in 
the overall development of young children in all aspects and in the integration of effective 
holistic growth, it is essential that there be improvement in the approaches to education 
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and care of young children so as to produce sound, moral, and ethical individuals who 
are able to adapt effectively in society”. There has been a rapid expansion of early 
childhood educational provision due to increased understanding from parents of how 
these early years constitute an integral stage of speedy physical and mental growth. 
Therefore, young learners need access to high-quality early years programmes and 
services in order to achieve positive outcomes and thus become ready for integration into 
society through scholastic development as well as inculcation with core social values. 
As discussed, early childhood is the foundation for all subsequent developments and the 
sustainable development of human qualities (Sangnapaboworn and Changdacha, 2007). 
In Thailand, there is the National Strategic Plan for Early Childhood Development 2012-
2016 which asserted that all Thai children have equal rights to being provided with 
education and training from an early age (MOE, 2002; MOE, 2015). In terms of early 
years institutions’ structure, the Ministry of Education is responsible for the regulation of 
general Thai education. Early childhood education has over time been developed and 
enacted in conjunction with several Ministries and organizations. These include: Ministry 
of Education; Ministry of Public Health; Ministry of Social Development and Human 
Security; Ministry of Interior; Ministry of Labor; Ministry of Industry; Royal Thai Policy; 
Border Patrol Police Bureau; Bangkok Metropolitan Administration; Ministry of Culture; 
and Private Sector Organizations (MOE, 2015; UNESCO, 2016).  
In addition, the Thai government has clearly committed itself to providing improved early 
year care and education for Thai citizens. This is seen in the delivery of appropriate 
content knowledge which seeks to develop young children and prepare them for basic 
education. These services are designed to provide opportunities for an enlightened 
population to emerge and as well for the growth of economic prosperity within the 
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country (MOE, 2015). In addition, the Thai government promulgated the National 
Education Act B.A. 2542 (1999) (Office of the National Education Commission (ONEC), 
1999: 10), which states within section 18 that ‘early childhood development institutions, 
namely: childcare centres, child development centres, pre-school child development 
centres of religious institutions; initial care centres for disabled children or those with 
special needs, or early childhood development centres under other names’, are all 
mandated to provide education for all children. Emerging out of this new-found focus, 
this current study therefore focuses upon Child Development Centres (CDCs) under the 
administration of the Department of Local Administration (DLA) part of the Ministry of 
Interior (MOI), with particular reference to those situated within local areas. Early year 
students in these areas have limited access to early years’ institutions, and they tend to 
attend the CDCs in order to receive proper care and develop essential skills, thereby 
making their educational institutions particularly germane objects of study. 
In 2018, the government launched the pre-elementary curriculum, B.A.2561 (MOE, 
2018), which provided guidelines for educating young children from birth to three years 
old and from three to five years old respectively. The Office of the Education Council 
(OEC) explains that: “Organized for the 3-5 age group, the 2003 Early Childhood 
Curriculum focuses on preparing children in terms of their physical, intellectual, 
emotional/mental and social readiness. The curriculum provides guidelines to parents, 
caregivers and teachers in caring for and educating children” (MOE, 2017: 48). As a 
result of this legislation, all early childhood educational institutions have to now develop 
their own early childhood curricula in accordance with the concept and principles of this 
Early Childhood Curriculum 2003 (B.E. 2546) (UNESCO, 2004: 22 cited in Lungka, 
2014: 31). This curriculum stipulates child rearing and learning experiences, guidelines 
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for educators, as well as teaching and learning experiences for the children to develop 
appropriately (MOE, 2003; Tongthaworn, 2003; and MOE, 2008b). 
Essentially, early childhood education is considered to be an initial step towards basic 
education for every young child. The Thai government’s policy on pre-school education 
has developed a clear pathway for expanding and improving the provision of pre-school 
education in rural areas on a general scale in order to provide better educational 
opportunities for economically disadvantaged young children within these areas 
(UNESCO, 2011). This policy demonstrates the Thai government’s commitment to 
equity and social justice for all children. 
Within those local communities (municipalities and sub-districts) whose child population 
is primarily made up of those classified as ‘socially disadvantaged’, education and care 
have been essentially organized through the Ministry of Interior (MOI) in the form of 
CDCs. The ministry supervises CDCs throughout the Department of Local 
Administration (DLA) in order to provide equal educational opportunities to those local 
young children, with the key measure being access to early years’ institutions (DLA, 
2015). This study’s literature review will now focus more specifically upon these CDCs 
administered under the MOI and examine these in greater detail; it does so in the context 
of these organizations’ relevance relating to the levels and types of provision which 
constitute the focus of this study. 
 
2.4 Child Development Centres under the Department of Local Administration, Ministry 
of Interior 
The provision of early years education is a crucial part of children’s development and 
learning quality and the worth of learning and education can impact upon their 
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development significantly when they are growing. Young children are active learners and 
they learn through the everyday activities they engage with. Early year learners 
enthusiastically drive their own learning and development by exploring in a stimulating 
environment, which is provided through activities established and carried out within early 
year institution settings (Resnick and Snow, 2009; Janta, Belle and Stewart, 2016; Lindon 
and Brodie, 2016; Palaiologou, 2016; Macblain, 2018; Powell and Smith, 2018; Reardon, 
Wilson and Reed, 2018). 
The study from UNESCO (2012) and the Office of the Education Council (OEC) (2013) 
confirm that 94 percent of children in Thailand aged two to five years attending early 
years educational programmes are at an ‘appropriate’ standard developmentally. They 
are also on average healthier, more enthusiastic around learning, and behave better than 
the children who are without preschool education. High-quality early year education 
constructively impacts preschoolers’ linguistic and overall cognitive development. 
Donoghue (2017: 2) states, “Research of high-quality, intensive ECE programmes for 
low-income children confirm lasting positive and social abilities”. This has been 
confirmed in studies (Kiernan et al., 2008; Woodhead, 2009; Gambaro, Stewart and 
Waldfogel, 2015; Bakken, Brown and Downing, 2017, Donoghue, 2017) where the 
quality of early year education helps to counteract the negative effects of poverty for 
disadvantaged children. Crucially, it can be noted that the young learners engaging with 
educational institutions achieve appreciably positive learning expansion outcomes 
(Buain, 2017). 
This study focuses on CDCs, particularly those based within rural remote regions in 
Thailand where education and care are provided to disadvantaged young children 
organized by the MOI. Therefore, the Centres are responsible for delivering proper 
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education services and care procedures; within this model, educators help preschoolers 
acquire knowledge and thereby encourage their healthy growth, understanding of society, 
and readiness to live peacefully within the world (Pinyoanuntapong, 2013). CDC services 
thus primarily provide education and care for young learners in local units where there is 
limited access to educational attainment. 
The National Education Act B.E. 2542 (1999: 15), section 41 states that Thailand’s MOI 
has “the right to provide education at any or all levels of education in accordance with 
readiness, suitability, and requirements of the local areas”. In principle, then, the MOE 
becomes responsible for setting the framework underpinning the Thai education 
management system as well as its guidelines. In practice, however, it is dependent upon 
each Ministry to establish the policies and specific practices for each target group. In 
terms of local divisions, the MOI becomes responsible for education management which 
establishes the goals and practices for providing education and care for young children, 
especially in rural areas which house a disproportionate percentage of underprivileged 
children. Unfortunately, there are educational issues in underprivileged areas, which 
include inequality in education and these issues certainly impact on the children who live 
within these areas. Thailand has increasingly concentrated on developing early years’ 
education provision, particularly focusing on childcare providers’ performances as these 
influence children’s development and learning (Wiboonuppatum, 2002; MOE, 2015). 
Therefore, the MOI has deputed responsibility to the DLA around administration of 
education  and provided authorization to Local Administrative Organizations (LAOs) 
around providing education and care for young children aged three to five in the form of 
Child Development Centres (CDCs) (Hrigchan et al, 2008 cited in Taecharungroj, 2014; 
MOI, 2016). In 2001, the Office of the National Primary Education, along with the MOE 
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and other agencies, transferred responsibility for education of children within pre-schools 
to the DLA; this education was to be carried out through the CDCs. Such transfer of 
responsibility for educating and taking care of children aged 3 years has been adjudged 
by some commentators to be a significant development within provision of organized 
educational services (Maboon, 2011 cited in Taecharungroj 2014). Figure 2.1 displays 
the current CDC administrative structure in Thailand. 
 
Figure 2.1 Administrative structures of CDCs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The CDCs are expected to provide young learners with the following services - food and 
nutrition, physical care, and support for holistic child development. Holistic child 
development comprises love and care; space for physical movement; various resources 
and learning experiences with which the young learners can engage; opportunities to 
investigate and solve problems; and interaction with peers. With regard to early years 
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education management, there is the Early Childhood Curriculum, B.A.2561 (MOE, 
2018), launched by the MOE, which provided guidelines for all early years’ educators 
engaging with young learners’ development and learning to understand and provide 
appropriate activities settings for them. 
In 2011, there were 20,997 CDCs for which the DLA is responsible; duties include the 
provision of payment to child caregivers, of materials and of supplementary food (lunch 
and milk). Within these CDCs, the total number of children who attended was 1,141,184 
(OEC, 2012; MOE, 2013). UNESCO (2006) and Wilkinson (2009) concurred that the 
local authorities have a significant role in the childcare institutions in terms of providing 
an adequate education service in terms of quality and through supporting educators. The 
local government administration has been assigned management of local education 
according to the needs within that locality. Consequently, the Municipalities and Sub-
district Administrative Organizations (SAOs) are responsible for providing the early 
childhood care and education services for children in the communities because these are 
the organizations most closely associated with the people in local areas (Hrigchan, 
Pichayakul and Kosalanantakul, 2008).  
The National Education Act, B.A. 2542 (1999) and Amendment 2nd edition, B.A.2545 
(2002), section 10, states that equality within education must be guaranteed through equal 
provision of educational opportunities to all people for at least twelve years. In effect, the 
state must provide its citizens with free education. Unfortunately, despite the state’s 
policies involving free education for the poor and the underprivileged, inequality in 
education persists as a major issue (Achavanantkul, 2011 cite in Thumthong, 2014). 
There is a quantifiably large gap in the quality of early childhood education delivered to 
children in isolated areas compared to city areas. Educational inequality is consequently 
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a policy issue which has been under substantial discussion over the past decade 
(Chiengkool, 2009: OECD/UNESCO, 2016). 
The DLA on behalf of the MOI is responsible for providing quality education to the local 
children in the form of CDCs. Sricharatchanya (2016) elaborates the point that the quality 
of the centres depends on the context, skills and knowledge of early childhood educators 
providing these services to young children. The parents rely on sending their children to 
attend CDCs and trust child caregivers to nurture their children while they spend their 
time working. Working with young children is stimulating and diverse and this job 
requires accurate knowledge and understanding based upon professional values, skills 
and capabilities along with a sense of personal responsibility in order to ensure that 
practitioners provide appropriate opportunities for the young learners to reach their 
potential (Scott et al., 2008; Bruce, 2015; Neaum, 2019). Suwannasuan et al.’s (2015: 
182-183) study revealed that educational management problems with underprivileged 
children who lived in the highlands of Thailand stem from “first, in terms of students […]  
they live in poverty and they do not support their children to further their education. The 
students also lived far away from schools. Furthermore, in terms of schools, the 
curriculum was not suitable for school located far away from the students. The teachers 
lacked understanding regarding their students”. 
In essence, there are still three main factors contributing to the disparity between urban 
and rural areas: the government problematic policy itself; the quality of educators; and 
the economic background of the parents (Chiengkool, 2009; Oviedo, 2009; Schmidt, 
2011), each of which will be discussed in more detail later. According to this study, the 
child caregivers working in the rural CDCs frame everyday self-perceptions of their 
practices and self-evaluations around their performance within the context of cultural, 
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economic and environmental challenges; such challenges experientially and qualitatively 
impact upon their day-to-day practices. 
 
2.5 The Child Caregivers’ Qualifications, Training and Standards 
It is critical to understand that the role of the child caregiver is to assist parents by taking 
care of young children during the day whilst at the same time educating the young 
children by developing their essential skills in order to prepare them for further education. 
Therefore, caregivers ought to have proper knowledge so as to enhance children through 
activities in order to meet the early year learners’ development needs, interests and needs 
(Bosch and Jacobs, 1998 cited in Sudijainar, 2013; Vickerius and Sandberg, 2006). 
According to the Long–Term Policy and Strategy for Early Childhood Care and 
Development (0-5 Age Group) 2007-2016, the Office of the Education Council, Ministry 
of Education (MOE, 2007: 9) states that in childcare centres for children aged 2-5, 
“Parents, guardians, teacher and childcare providers are required to have knowledge and 
understanding, as well as the capacity to appreciate the importance of development of 
those in the 0-5 age group, in order to properly nurture the children, with care and 
experiences, thus enabling them to learn and develop themselves to the best of their 
ability”. It is clear that young children need a high-quality early years educational 
provision; this can be assured in part through an effective qualifications structure 
attainment through which helps confirm that the practitioners will perform with the 
knowledge and skills in order to work with young children. 
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2.5.1 Qualification and Training 
The child caregiver is defined by Curtis and O’Hagan (2003) and Wood (2013) as a 
worker who identifies and meets young children’s care, support and learning 
development needs and, finally, supervises learning activities in order to provide the best 
experiences for young children. Indeed, the child caregiver should ensure that all children 
in their care feel included, secure, valued, and happy to spend their learning time in 
CDCs. Child caregivers need to provide essential learning and development opportunities 
through setting realistic activities and challenging expectations, thereby in summary, 
meeting the various needs varied children. Similar to the Long–Term Policy and Strategy 
for Early Childhood Care and Development (0-5 Age Group) 2007-2016, the Office of 
the Education Council, MOE (2007: 21), therefore states that the main strategy  for 
developing children in the early years group lies within ensuring that: “Childcare 
provider, teachers etc. are true professionals, endowed with knowledge, desirable 
attitudes and values as well as the most appropriate and best skills for the protection and 
all-round development”. 
In relation to the question of Thai educators’ levels of qualifications, as previously 
discussed there is an increasing awareness of the significance of early years education, 
which requires qualified educators to be performing well and enhancing young children’s 
development and learning (Holman, 1995 cited in Rodd, 1997). The DLA specifies that 
in relation to child caregivers’ qualifications: “the minimum requirement is that they are 
over 18 years old and have completed nine years of compulsory education (secondary 
school). Furthermore, national standards for childcare centres now require all child 
caregivers to undergo a six-week training course, based around a standard core 
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curriculum, either before they are hired or within three months of their employment, 
provided by any institution approved by the MOE.” (UNESCO, 2011: 18). 
In addition, practitioners who complete a bachelor’s degree in early childhood education 
and hold a teaching license have the opportunity to become civil servants whilst others 
(who are unqualified) will be assigned the status of local government employees; 
however, this depends on the jurisdiction of the chief of local authority (MOE, 2016: 15-
18). There is also as discussed by Bhulpat (2012), a view that childcare providers should 
continue to learn and attend training programmes in order to update their knowledge. 
Training session programmes consist of minimum 20 hours per year around working 
skills, and are intended to be tailored, individually catering to child caregivers’ needs by 
providing various kinds of immersive, reflective and observational learning experiences. 
These include classroom observation, teaching technique and individual counseling. 
Qualified child caregivers can thus help young learners achieve early learning goals on 
condition that they maintain and augment the quality of their teaching through attending 
basic training sessions.  
Beyond this, the practitioners are mandated to provide appropriate care and support 
children around developing their curiosity and knowledge. The MOE (2007: 26) 
produced guidelines around offering quality early childhood education through its Long-
Term Policy and Strategy for Early Childhood Care and Development (0-5 Age group), 
2007-2016. These guidelines stipulate that each educator should “Provide services for 
strengthening knowledge, understanding and skill-training for parents, family members, 
childcare providers, teachers regarding early childhood psychology and appropriate and 
suitable methods of rearing all young children in different situations in accord with their 
age”. Unfortunately, in Thailand, there are no administrative structures responsible for 
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early years educator training; therefore “most training programmes are dependent on the 
perceived needs and budget in each school or school department or more particularly on 
the resources of individuals” (Lungka, 2015: 7).  
It is crucial for educators to be trained, which as UNESCO (2011) and Sudijainark (2013) 
indicate, means that the onus is on educators to develop their roles efficiently and update 
their knowledge and understanding in relation to providing proper learning activities 
which are beneficial to young children. In terms of the child caregivers’ development, it 
is stipulated by the DLA that child caregivers should undertake further education 
programmes to increase their knowledge skills and experiences, which help to improve 
the quality of childcare provision. Consequently, the child caregivers should be involved 
in in-service training sessions, as organized by the DLA (consisting of 5 days/35 hours) 
and other agencies with regards to educational providers and early years carers 
(UNESCO, 2006: 8).   
The DLA (2012) has one significant mission; providing and supporting education for 
local children within its jurisdiction through ‘establishing child development centres for 
small children aged 3 to 5 years’ (MOE, 2015: 12). As childcare providers, they are 
expected to have enough knowledge and be well prepared enough to work effectively and 
efficiently; as a consequence, and as mentioned above, the DLA has promoted essential 
workshop-training programmes for them. The DLA has established training topics 
(Bhulpat, 2012: 7), consisting of 11 categories for practitioners who work under the 
jurisdiction of the DLA, which relate to childcare practices and early childhood 
education. These practices can be found detailed within the table 2.1 below. 
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Table 2.1 The topics of child caregiver’s basic training by the DLA (Bhulpat, 2012: 7) 
 
Topics of the training 
1) Children with special needs  
2) How the environment and learning build the brain  
3) Classroom management for young children  
4) Young children’s development 
5) Learning experiences for young children  
6) Observation, record, assessment and reporting young children development 
7) Creating materials for young children 
8) Nutrition for young children 
9) Promoting integrity and ethics for young children 
10) Health and safety for young children, and  
11) The importance of song, poem and circle activities for young children 
 
The provision of early childhood education and CDCs’ operations seek to educate young 
children with an emphasis on the overall development of their physical, social, emotional, 
verbal, cognitive, and intellectual skills. Crucially, child caregivers whose work involves 
offering care to develop children may find that workshop-training programmes are very 
useful. These can provide child caregivers with both theoretical insights and details of 
appropriate practices regarding young learners’ development and learning.  
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In addition, the DLA requires practitioners to attend 20 hours per year of additional 
training sessions aimed at improving their working skills around children; the content 
must be devised according to individual needs of child caregivers with the aim of 
affording them various kinds of experiences such as classroom observation and 
individual counseling. Along with these professional qualifications, it is expected that 
they will enjoy working with others, are well prepared for classroom life and will choose 
appropriate methods for teaching (Bhulpat, 2011). All teaching training should be 
appropriate and related to the practitioners’ practices, relevant to children’s ages and 
stages of development, attuned to learners as unique individuals, and responsive to those 
social and cultural contexts within which both practitioners and young students live.  
Essentially, the quality of provision within early years institutions depends on all 
practitioners having suitable qualifications and training proficiencies commensurate with 
their roles and duties. Jaturapat (2004) indicates that training can increase practitioners’ 
knowledge, understanding and teaching skills in order to work professionally. Despite 
this, Lungka (2015: 8) argues that: “in Thailand, most of the content used in the training 
that does exist focuses on the development of cognitive skills more than social skills, for 
instance developing scientific and mathematical skills, and there are no other agencies 
providing training for teachers in developing children’s social skills, despite their key 
importance”. 
 
2.5.2 Standards of child caregivers  
The DLA has the responsibility of inspiring and supporting the provision of good-quality 
and standardized education in Early Childhood Development (ECD) programmes along 
with CDCs. The Centres are obliged to provide proper development of children’s skills, 
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which are deemed to be physical, emotional, social and intellectual skills. Besides, the 
Centres retain the Standards Operational Guidance for Child Development Centre, 
B.A.2559 (2016), established by the DLA to determine functional standards in order to 
be able to deliver the quality and appropriate education and care to young children (MOI, 
2016). 
Within this research study, attention has been paid to the performance of child caregivers 
in CDCs, particularly with attention to those based within rural high mountain areas 
remote from various facilities. The aim, as discussed, of setting up CDCs is to implement 
the government’s education management policy around provision of equal education in 
all regions within Thailand (MOI, 2016; MOE, 2017). The operating standards of the 
DLA attempt to ensure consistent delivery of sufficiently well-developed policy that 
allows young learners to learn and develop appropriately. It was on these grounds that 
the DLA launched the Standards Operational Guidance for Child Development Centre 
under the Department of Local Administration, Ministry of Interior, B.A. 2559 (2016) 
providing guidance and mandatory standards in respect of child caregivers’ operations 
within CDCs.  
The purpose of the standards is to help local authorities and childcare providers 
understand in greater detail the DLA’s expectations around how to provide proper and 
equalized education and care for young learners aged two to five years throughout the 
CDCs. These criteria can be divided into 6 areas (MOI, 2016: II), with each defined as 
follows: 
(1) Standards for management of CDCs 
The CDCs of the local administration organization are considered to be an educational 
institution under Section 4 of the National Educational Act, B.E. 2542 (1999). Local 
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authorities are therefore responsible for the CDCs’ operation in terms of academic 
principles, laws, regulations and other relevant orders with cooperation from local 
communities. The management can be divided into 2 areas, which are educational 
management and budgetary management (MOI, 2016: 1). 
Ø Educational Management 
The CDC is a place where parenting and experiences are provided for young children in 
order that they can develop their skills according to their age and potential. Consequently, 
the duration of learning management and its guidelines are crucial and need to be 
“implemented continuously and appropriately so that the children can receive education 
and development appropriate to their age” (MOI, 2016: 2). This also has highlighted the 
need to be consistent with the social and cultural contexts as well as use local wisdom 
and the curriculum for early years education (MOI, 2016). In this regard, the local 
authorities have to provide education based upon an understanding of local backgrounds 
in order that young learners may achieve this objective. Education has always played a 
significant role in the culture of Thailand particularly in disadvantaged areas (MOI, 
2013). 
Ø Budgetary Management 
The budget used for the management of the CDC is obtained through the DLA and the 
income of the Centre itself. Local governments also need to provide a budget for Centres 
in accordance with principles of encouraging educational development (MOI, 2016). 
Nitain and Ketsiri (2014: 133) suggest in their study regarding financial administration 
that “abiding by laws and regulations and transparency should be practiced”. Kanmok 
(2010) and Wanrawae and Utairat (2017) argue that there should be sufficient budget 
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within the CDCs, as a percentage of revised overall funding reasonably awarded to them, 
for the organizing of education activities applicable to young learners.   
(2)  Personnel Standards 
In order for the CDCs to be able to operate to high standards, efficient and systematic 
personnel management is required. The MOI (2016: 16) thus states that: “child caregivers 
must hold a bachelor’s degree in education in early childhood or hold a bachelor’s degree 
in other fields but with at least 3-year experience or training related to early years’ 
development”. Additionally, they must possess a certificate of teaching or be able to 
demonstrate that they are capable of performing early years’ teaching tasks. Likewise, 
the MOE (2007: 18) describes their mandate as being: “to provide all children in the 0-5 
age group with an opportunity for quality development to their highest potentiality […] 
with the children providers and all segments of society participating in providing 
desirable and suitable services and environment in keeping with the local context and the 
children’s development in accord with their age”.  
CDC administrators are comprised of local government organization executives, 
government administrators responsible for the Centre, and personnel in the field along 
with other staff such as food caterers, janitors, and mentors. Collectively, they ensure that 
successful educational provision is provided according to early years principles. The 
main responsibility for management of CDC lies with child caregivers (MOI, 2016). 
Despite this, Taecharungroj’s study (2014: 78) argued that: “more children and less 
caretakers lead to higher caretaker problems”. Similarly, Maboon (2011) revealed that 
child caregivers faced challenges stemming from lack of financial and human-resource 
assistance and which were exacerbated by having to perform additional works alongside 
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teaching and taking care of young learners. The cumulative effect of these responsibilities 
without adequate provision was that their performances were detrimentally impacted.  
 (3)  Standards for Buildings, Environment and Safety of CDCs 
In terms of the construction or renovation of buildings and management of the 
surrounding landscape, durability, sturdiness, sanitation and security for children must 
be taken into consideration. The Centre should be appropriately sized, should not be in a 
dangerous area and the doors and windows should be in good condition. In addition, the 
area has to be clean and safe, since the sanitation will directly affect the children’s health 
(MOI, 2016).  
In terms of buildings, environment and safety administration, “maintenance of buildings 
and environments to keep the Centres safe and habitable should be promoted” (Nitain 
and Ketsiri, 2014: 133). It is essential to guarantee that both child development and 
children’s health are promoted, and the parents can rely on the fact that their child will 
be safe while being in the CDCs. 
(4)  Academic Standards and Activities according to the Curriculum 
Caregiving, organizing learning experiences and promoting the development of young 
children are all important missions within the education management of CDCs, as 
supported by local administrative organizations. Educational providers have a 
responsibility for activity planning, materials usage and evaluation of children’s learning. 
The availability and strategies underpinning the selection of learning materials are both 
key aspects relating to educational provision within local areas; this importance relates 
to practical provision, the applicability and efficacy of national guidelines, and critical 
evaluations of caregiver performance by local administrators and research studies 
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including this current study alike. Specifically, as determined within the guidelines, 
provision of materials has to ensure that these are diverse in order that young children 
gain the opportunity to learn different skills.  
In turn these skills underpin learner development around cognitive, social and emotional 
skills and knowledge, and must be cultivated within appropriate settings; the form and 
subject content of exercises and environments are both ultimately based upon early years 
curriculum guidelines (MOI, 2016). In order that young children receive appropriate 
education and development around their physical, emotional, social, and intellectual 
needs, the teaching and learning will consist of an integrated approach based upon the 
aforementioned engagement with activities planned by practitioners (Buain, 2017). 
Hay (2015) further supports the contention that effective education for young learners 
involves both development of an applicable curriculum and the use of qualified 
practitioners with proper knowledge and understanding in areas of young children’s 
development and learning. Therefore, the practitioner has responsibility to design 
activities, providing activities, using teaching materials and evaluating learning 
outcomes. However, Tepvorachai and Cheunarrom’s (2018) study identified significant 
causal links between the child caregivers’ background knowledge and their subsequent 
service provision within the CDCs. They found that the child caregivers invariably 
identified their overriding responsibilities as being provision of good education and care 
of young learners in order to prepare them for further education, regardless of other 
caregiver background factors. 
(5)  Standards for Participation and Support 
The teaching and learning activities of the CDC of the local government must be based 
on the participation and support from all sectors in society. This is important, as it is the 
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cooperation in terms of the resources as well as social investments that has to be used to 
its potential to develop the children and prepare them for higher education. This is also 
important for strengthening relationships within families and local communities in order 
to meet the needs of society (MOI, 2016).  
With regards to the educators within remote CDCs, the OECD/UNESCO (2016: 28) 
claims within the Reviews of National Policies of Education in Thailand that: “Educators 
in disadvantaged areas need more support to improve the outcomes of students who are 
at the greatest risk of falling behind”. Thus, if educational management of local 
government is accepted and supported by the local authority, community and the society, 
budgets can be efficiently allocated, and other essential support provided which 
ultimately helps ensure positive outcomes around delivery of education and care of young 
children alike. Furthermore, Tepvorachai and Cheunarrom’s (2018) study reiterated that 
when CDCs operate effectively, the child caregiver provides opportunities for parents to 
become involved in activities settings for young children. Furthermore, the parents 
provided fully encouragement in response to child caregivers’ requests for support. 
(6)  Standards for Promoting the Network of Early Childhood Development 
The operation behind creating a network for CDCs is predicated upon collaborative 
learning exchanges between CDCs in order to promote early childhood education and 
disseminate their best practices around teaching and provision of early years activities. 
This is also an opportunity for practitioners to participate in early childhood development 
organization in the form of CDCs. The Network Operations Committee may be 
established or appointed to strengthen the performance of early childhood development 
within respective local government organizations’ CDCs (MOI, 2016). 
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Child caregivers need to recognize, integrate and analyse approaches to maintaining 
education management standards relating to caring for young children. Essentially, their 
practices should be appropriate to children’s age and developmental status, attuned to 
them as unique individuals, and responsive to the social and cultural contexts in which 
they live (MOE, 2013a). Furthermore, Scott et al. (2008) claim that child caregivers must 
have the ability to practice principles relating to good instruction and respond 
appropriately to young children. Despite this, Kaewsawa’s (2017) study revealed that the 
overall problems identified relating to the child caregivers’ performances stem from local 
authority administrative practices and degrees of support around personal development; 
issues at these levels are correlated with qualitative underperformance on the part of 
practitioners.  
This current study focuses upon the child caregivers, who are trained to meet specific 
DLA’s standards within teaching settings when providing education and care to 
underprivileged young children. The study investigates the main factors and challenges 
determining child caregivers’ day-to-day practices as well as impacting upon the 
assessment of professionalism in the proficiency of child caregiver throughout their 
performances within CDCs under the Standards Operational Guidance for Child 
Development Centre, B.A.2559 (2016) (MOI, 2016). 
 
2.6 Child Caregivers’ Roles 
The National Education Act of B.E. 2542 (1999), section 22 states that “Education shall 
be based on the principle that all learners are capable of learning and self-development 
and are regarded as being in the moment. The teaching-learning process shall aim to 
enable the learners to develop themselves at their own pace and to the best of their 
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potentiality” (ONEC, 1999: 12). Attached to this, Bredekamp (2010) states that a 
significant goal in teaching young children is identifying a way for them to receive proper 
development and learning, thus encouraging them to overcome their challenges and 
complete their goals for uninterrupted learning. 
The  Standards Operational Guidance for Child Development Centre under the DLA, 
MOI, B.A. 2559 (MOI, 2016), relates to the Early Childhood Curriculum, MOE, B.A. 
2560 (MOE, 2017); both affirm the division of daily activities between those serving 
children aged two years and those enabling children of three to five years. In addition, 
the early years practitioners are obliged to understand these capacities of organization 
and delivery of appropriate educational activities and care with regards to young learners 
towards the ends of development and learning. 
 
Ø Scope of Daily Activities for Children Aged 2 Years 
Activities for children aged two years are crucial for physical emotional, mental, social, 
and intellectual foundations. Activities should be consistent with the needs, interests and 
abilities of children according to their age. Such consistency can be achieved by 
integrating learning activities through parenting according to their daily lifestyle and age. 
Movement and balance, for instance, encompass heterogeneous activities promoting use 
of arms and legs muscles, hands, fingers and other parts of the body, thereby emotional 
development and a healthy mind through providing an environment that encourages 
children to feel warm, happy and able to express their inquisitive qualities. In terms of 
promoting social skills, the practitioner should therefore create activities that encourage 
children to interact with other people and the environment around them.  
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Children need to be taught how to play in groups with others and how to share and wait. 
Therefore, promoting language skills is an activity that practitioners need to employ, 
whilst children need to speak and say a variety of words along with also learning to 
express their feelings gesturally (MOI, 2003; MOI, 2016). All early years institutions aim 
to offer young children a daytime environment which is safe with healthy mealtimes 
along with an array of learning opportunities (MOE, 2003). 
 
Ø Scope of daily activities for children aged 3-5 years 
Activities for children aged three to five years foreground the development of large and 
small muscles in order to help the children successfully use their body within their present 
routines and future activities. There is an emphasis upon emotional development and 
inculcating morality and ethics within children which is related to good attitudes towards 
the self and others; children are thus encouraged to become confident, assertive, self-
disciplined, responsible, honest, and sharing. These attributes are inspired through 
activities that allow children to make their own decisions whilst within their structures 
teach morals at the same time in order that children acquire good manners and follow 
ideals associated with public and private conduct within Thai culture.  
Through engaging with sessions children should be able to become independent in 
carrying out daily routine tasks and be aware of their own safety. Therefore, it is 
important that practitioners provide opportunities for young learners to train by 
performing daily tasks regularly. In addition, within properly run CDCs, young children 
are able to become involved in discussion periods concerning various topics and have 
worthwhile discussions with experienced guest speakers, clearly advantageous to their 
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development, as well as the opportunity to use language to communicate with other 
(MOE, 2003; MOI, 2016).   
In terms of this study, underprivileged young children grow up within poor environments 
and lacking various learning opportunities according to their life conditions. There are 
considerable empirical and correlative indications of links between social privilege or 
deprivations and the quality of educational provision available to students (Fujioka, 
2002). The practitioners’ role is significant in providing relevant learning activities in 
order to fulfill their responsibilities around providing essential skills provision to these 
young children. Drawing on the Standards Operational Guidance for Child Development 
Centre (MOI, 2016), childcare providers need to appreciate these principles when 
engaging in early years education management in order to provide appropriate learning 
activities for children according to their ages and abilities. Prasartpornsitichoke and 
Takahashi (2013) argue that practitioners should focus on young children by taking into 
account the context of the children’s lifestyle, community, traditions and culture. 
The professional standards of early years educators who work in the CDCs under the 
DLA, MOI are addressed by the same regulations governing preschool teachers who 
work in schools under the MOE. According to the Long-Term Policy and Strategy for 
Early Childhood Care and Development (0-5 Age Group), 2007-2016, MOE (2007: 21), 
referring to the early years educators’ professionalism in relation to development of 
children in the 0-5 age group, “childcare providers and teachers are true professionals, 
endowed with knowledge, desirable attitudes and values as well as most appropriate and 
best skills for the protection and all-round development. The environment should also be 
conducive to their development, with continuous participation and cooperation of 
parents, guardians and family members”. As discussed, all teaching practices should be 
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appropriate to children’s ages and developmental status, attuned to them as unique 
individuals, and responsive to the social and cultural contexts in which they live. 
Yangbuddha’s (2010) study points out that in order for child caregivers’ performances to 
be professional, they need to be trained around understanding young children’s 
development and learning levels so as to deliver quality and creativity learning activities 
for them. Yangbuddha also highlights various learning experiences which utilize local 
resources and integrate these within activities based around both inside and outside 
classroom settings.  
The National Standard for Early Childhood Care, Development and Education Thailand 
B.A. 2562 (2019) recently established the appropriate ratio of childcare providers to 
children within materials assigned to all early years institutions. This standard consists of 
one childcare provider per 10 - 20 children within the two to three age group and one 
childcare provider per 15 - 30 children within the three to five age group (Committee of 
National Early Childhood Care and Development, 2019). This ratio seems to best 
facilitate positive interactions between childcare providers and children, and it may affect 
the quality of CDCs, which impact on children developing and learning.  
 
2.6.1 Child Caregiver - Children Interactions 
The interaction between practitioners and children is an important element in developing 
the secure emotional base essential to children’s learning and thus ensuring the quality of 
early childhood education. Standards from the Developmentally Appropriate Practices 
(DAP) launched by the National Association for the Education of Young Children 
(NAEYC) highlights the significance of appropriate interactions such as sensitive and 
responsive contact which enhance young children’s social-emotional development 
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(Copple and Bredekamp, 2009). In particular Bredekamp (1987) cited in de Kruif et al. 
(2000), describes how the interactions between early years educators and young learners 
are perceived to be developmentally appropriate when the educators: (a) immediately, 
quickly, straightforwardly, and lovingly respond to children; (b) thoroughly deliver a 
diversity of opportunities to contribute in verbal interactions; and (c) cautiously specify 
and clarify on the children’s development and organize proper activities.  
According to Love et al. (1996: 6) it is possible to define the quality of childcare 
providers’ roles in terms of interactions where: “caregivers encourage children to be 
actively engaged in a variety of activities; have frequent, positive interactions with 
children that include smiling, touching, holding, and speaking at children’s eye level; 
promptly respond to children’s questions or requests; and encourage children to talk 
about their experience, feelings, and ideas”. Elicker and Fortner-Wood (1995) and 
Whitebread (2003) also highlight various interactions with childcare providers, of a 
sensitive and reactive nature, which are valuable to children’s learning development. The 
quality of collaboration between educators and children has a direct influence on the 
children’s development and learning consequences (Mashburn and Pianta, 2010).   
With regards to CDCs in Thailand, Bhulpat’s (2016) study notes the importance of 
connections established within CDCs between child caregivers and young children, 
highlighting that the child caregiver assumes a leadership role in guiding the development 
of trust and clear communication-based relationships within one-to-one and whole-class 
interactions. Commencing CDC day sessions with greeting, smiling, hugging, and using 
gentle tactile reassurance towards young children in the morning helps generate an 
encouraging atmosphere for and amongst young children; this atmosphere in turn creates 
associations between the care environment and feelings confidence, protection and 
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stability in children’s minds. This current research study focuses upon CDC work carried 
out within rural regions located in high mountainous areas populated by hill tribes.  
As Chapter One discussed, the young children have their own cultural values, beliefs and 
diverse dialects unique to each region along with their families (Fujika, 2002; Kaewnuch, 
2010), which provides specific challenges and thereby demands definite skills relating to 
knowledge and adaptability on the part of child caregivers. As set out earlier, this thesis 
study examines potential shortfalls, as addressed in previous studies, within the nurturing 
of children in relation to the CDC’s environment in terms with of guidelines around 
educational standards. It reassesses the degree to with these are present as well as 
identifying strategies in current critical literature and suggested by practitioners 
themselves for addressing these needs. Therefore, this current study is clearly essential 
to consider the context in which young learners grow up and the importance for child 
caregiver practice of developing good relationships with learners which lead to a better 
understanding of the learners’ behaviours as well as addressing knowledge gaps and 
promoting self-reflection upon practice by the part practitioners.   
Ø Verbal collaboration 
It is worth highlighting the significance of good initial interactions as these underpin 
verbal collaborations offering children the opportunity to reflect, associate, and deploy a 
wide range of expression when interacting with practitioners (Hughes and Westgate, 
1997), an issue this study will go on to explore. When using language to describe things 
to young children, the practitioner’s input may  clearly involve adjectives or idioms 
explaining the children’s actions and providing triggers for them via the posing of 
questions pertaining to ‘why’, ‘what’, and ‘how’ when the occasion permits (Allen and 
Hart, 1984 cited in MacHaughton and Williams, 2009), thereby teaching as well as 
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drawing upon pre-established  conventions familiar to the children. Through questioning, 
the practitioner seeks information from the learner;  in this fashion the practitioner and 
the learner can exchange responses, with each response eliciting the next question from 
the practitioner in order to drive the discussion in accordance with the objective of the 
session (Carlsen, 1991 cited in Lucy, 2012).  
Since questioning constitutes such a substantial element in educator-child verbal 
collaboration, Kyriacou (2014: 61) explicates the distinctions between ‘open and closed 
questions’, where ‘open questions can have a number of right answers, whereas closed 
questions will only have one right answer’. Open questions offer children the chance to 
demonstrate their experiences, thinking, understanding or feeling about what has been 
asked, and the answers can be one of many probabilities. Conversely, closed questions 
normally elicit a short response requiring minimal thought processes or cognitive 
processing before responding and limited communication (Wells, 2009).    
Additionally, McNaughton and Williams (2009) emphasize one teaching technique, 
which involves using verbal techniques to encourage understanding in children of the 
complex dissimilarities as well as parallels between occasions, people, and things. They 
also suggest that the educator use descriptive language as clearly and accurately as 
possible. Descriptions can increase children’s vocabulary; the child caregiver in this 
instance must use appropriate words in order to establish a basis for understanding. The 
child caregiver should facilitate children’s interaction and encourage children to share 
their knowledge and understanding with others using their own descriptive language.   
It is key to establish that young learners involved in the classrooms during the observation 
sessions were hill tribe young members who not only spoke their own mother tongue as 
a first language but also needed to learn standard Thai language in order to pursue 
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subsequent core education opportunities. Hovens (2002), cited in UNESCO (2016: 133) 
states that “Children who are given opportunities to obtain early literacy skills in their 
own, home language have been found to be better adjusted when they start primary school 
and more able to transition efficiently to learning in a second language”. UNESCO’s 
(2016) study found that minority-culture youngsters become more confident around 
learning freely when able to use their language in the course of studying. It is well 
established that early years students naturally absorb information, are known to benefit 
from actively learning and learn particularly well through a variety of activities.  
Furthermore, when these children have a secure relationship with their childcare 
providers, they are more likely to be receptive to exploring tactile objects, sensory 
phenomena (like sounds), naming and concepts of language, and concepts of community 
and belonging within these learning environments. Security in this case starts with a 
baseline of common verbal communication as well as extralinguistic techniques and 
common cultural familiarity. When engaging hill tribe young children, the practitioners 
understand that they need to strategically communicate with the learners within their own 
dialect whilst inserting Thai language phrases into the teaching sessions. The nature of 
this practice-descriptions of its form and evaluations of its efficacy-needs to be framed 
within a detailing of those circumstances in which the practitioners provide education 
and care for the learners within both languages. 
 
2.6.2 Teaching techniques 
As a means of providing information to young children, the childcare provider may 
choose from a range of appropriate methods: these include questioning; proposing cues; 
adding more of a challenge to tasks; and offering opportunities and encouraging children 
to work together with peers in terms of ideas and solutions. The educator is completely 
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responsible for deciding to use the teaching methods in order to stimulate young learners’ 
learning abilities as well as preparing them. In supporting the children’s achievement in 
activities, the child caregiver provides opportunities for encouraging children’s thinking 
and learning without any interruption (Hyson, Tomlinson and Morris, 2009). 
Child caregivers can engage children in a range of activities which promote awareness of 
interpersonal relationships pertaining to children and other children, children and 
caregivers, children and family units and children in relation to society. They are 
trustworthy to help make children’s learning easier. Tomlinson and Hyson (2009: 150) 
advocate that childcare providers should be characteristically ‘warm, caring, and 
responsive’ and every child under their responsibility should deemed a priority in order 
that healthy relationships be constructed and maintained with each of their charges. 
Physically helping can form part of these interactions, for instance aiding a child with a 
task with which they are struggling or encouraging them to achieve a solution by using 
materials (McNaughton and Williams, 2009).  
As a practitioner, choosing the appropriate methods can be deliberately or unconsciously 
utilized to develop the young learners; this development is an integral part of every 
exercise. The techniques discussed below constitute a sampling of good practice in 
accordance with the practitioners’ obligations around providing effective services for 
young learners and in turn such sampling can assist the researcher in developing a 
framework for observations.  
 
Ø Guidance 
Children practice and learn to develop their skills through two methods; namely, listening 
to instructions and observing consistent behaviour from the educator as in the form of 
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learning guidance (Tu and Hsiao, 2008). Subsequently, they imitate each step physically. 
With regards to realizing goals around children’s learning development, educators 
provide opportunities for children to associate with peers, undertake hands-on activities 
and explore within their environment, thus practicing their basic life skills (Copple and 
Bredekamp, 2009; Parker and Neuharth-Pritchett, 2006).   
In terms of instruction, the educator needs to plan procedures and activities before starting 
a lesson. Then, the educator needs to instruct children how to approach a task in detail 
(Whitebread, 2003). This can be done through engaging the children in discussion about 
real experiences whilst providing direct instruction to them at the same time. However, 
Gillies (2006) argues that the approach of giving direction on a task can reduce creativity, 
since children are given only one direction as how to approach a task and may therefore 
have their development compromised. One suggestion should be provided at a time, 
whereby young learners take the requisite time to work throughout the information 
intellectually before moving on to try out the other concepts presented by the practitioner.   
 
Ø Praise 
Additionally, praise is another part of the teaching approach in the form of reward and 
support given to children aside from coaching them on how to complete a task. 
McNaughton and Williams (2009: 68) define the term as: ‘to praise someone means to 
show that you approve of what they have done and that their act deserves acclaim’. In 
terms of teaching activity, praise is a teaching strategy which supports and assures 
children that what they have achieved is correct as well as expressing gratitude for their 
efforts (Copple and Bredekamp, 2009). Verbal feedback in the form of praise, can be a 
positive influence for children’s learning; it encourages children to continue with their 
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current method whereby they can develop their aptitude for completing tasks and 
accomplishing goals (Bronson, 2007 and Lucy, 2012).  
Once the childcare provider engages young learners with good interaction, they are able 
to practice their essential skills by using their curiosity to discover and explore various 
environments and activities. In addition, the techniques such as describing, questioning, 
guidance and praise have to be merged into the discussion sessions between practitioner 
and young learners in a natural manner in order that they will be productive.  
 
2.7 Key Issues with regard to the child caregiver’s performances  
The above sections of this chapter draw on the significance of education within young 
children’s development and learning in terms of child caregivers’ practices in order to 
provide appropriate education and care toward disadvantaged young children. 
Unfortunately, Thailand has struggled with inequality around education. Conversely, 
Prasertpornsirichoke and Takahashi (2013: 1) argue, in clarifying the issue of equality, 
that “Equality in education, an issue in many countries including Thailand, does not mean 
that all citizens must have the same level of education attainment, but rather that all 
citizens should be treated the rights, opportunities, and accessibility with regards to 
certain basic education.” This study looks at work by caregivers within Child 
Development Centres under the administration by the DLA, MOI which have focused 
operationally around underprivileged young learners’ development and learning.  
The child caregivers are responsible for children’s care and development, so they need to 
have sufficient knowledge and understanding, and possess the appropriate skills to 
develop children in terms of fulfilling their learning potential. Despite this, 
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Sricharatchanya (2016) contends that even children who attend early childhood 
programmes do not always receive the proper educational services they require. External 
issues and structural factors relating to educational service delivery potentially impact 
significantly on children’s development and learning, particularly those learners 
originating from disadvantaged backgrounds. In addition, low quality provision in the 
CDC-based early years education was often evident within those areas where the majority 
of parents were living below the Thai poverty line. It is therefore clear that the quality of 
CDCs still needs to be improved, particularly, this study contends, in relation to 
developing and supporting those early years practitioners directly responsible for 
providing education and care to young learners (Prasertpornsirichoke and Takahashi, 
2013). 
There are several studies on practitioners’ performances, which all differ in perspective 
and context. With regard to the previous studies, the practitioners were examined and had 
concerns around their knowledge, understanding and qualifications which were seen to 
impact on their performance.   
 
Ø Issues from staff themselves (Qualifications, knowledge, and training) 
Several studies have shown similarities with regard to the issue of the practitioners’ 
performances. Chengkoon (2001) and Songsaree (2001), which highlighted lack of 
knowledge relating to child psychology on the part of childcare providers as well as, 
consequently, how to teach young children appropriately in accordance with their ages 
and interests. Likewise, Aekphong’s (2008) study, which interviewed 80 child caregivers 
in 54 childcare centres in Thailand, found that child caregivers had low standards of 
knowledge when understanding child intelligence quotient (IQ) and emotional quotient 
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(EQ) development. Yangbuddha and Prasertcharoensook (2011) further reported that the 
child caregivers lacked sufficient knowledge for the purposes of educating and caring for 
children. They regularly did not have any knowledge and experience within early years 
education and did not likewise know how to arrange appropriate activities for the young 
learners.  
This means that the childcare providers had no appropriate qualifications and experience 
in either child development or learning (Kuptusthein et al., 2001; Keenmok, 2010). 
Similarly, Jerajaturapornkul (2017) argued that the practitioners have little understanding 
of curriculum preparation due to inadequate knowledge and training. Knowledge and 
experience were both crucial within not only effective provision of education but also in 
engaging in holistic, caring work with young learners. Yangbuddha and 
Prasertcharoensook (2011: 164) further suggest the necessity for developing guidelines 
around childcare providers development which is “to provide training and field trip 
studies regarding how to care for children in early childhood. The caretakers need to be 
trained in quality care taking and there is a pressing need to establish the early childhood 
curriculum, written by experts and those with experience in educational management for 
the early childhood”. 
Isaranurug et al. (2007) examined 20 CDCs and found that there was a lack of trained 
and qualified staff members in the Centres. Similarly, Lungka (2014) examined the 
teachers’ training programme and, upon evaluation, found it to be unsuitable and not 
sufficiently up-to-date for their current needs. Lungka thus recommended that training 
services develop high quality, relevant and up-to-date training appropriate for young 
children’s educators. In addition, the role of child caregivers in CDCs is complex, as 
identified by a myriad of studies which includes that of Suelierm et al. (2008), which 
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found that child caregivers have additional jobs apart from their teaching, including 
paperwork, cooking, cleaning, and looking after the CDC environment and these can be 
obstacles that adversely impact upon their main roles. They suggest that the local 
authority should consider resolving these issues, since child caregivers are unable to work 
successfully without minimization of these obstacles and these can only be fully tackled 
at a more structural level through their local governments.  
Despite this, Thianthad (2018: 1078) suggested that: “one practitioner alone could not 
provide an efficient performance; therefore, the local government should employ a local 
resident in the position of a monthly employee in order to assist the practitioner’s 
performance”. Likewise, Roa and Sun (2010) suggest another solution to resolve this 
issue which would be to provide more than one staff member per group of children. In 
other words, the problem can be at least in part resolved by providing an assistant to 
support the main childcare provider. Surprisingly, in 2010, the DLA surveyed the country 
and found that close to 20,000 Thai child caregivers had not attended official training 
sessions provided by the department. Through surveying  885 caregivers from 74 
provinces of Thailand, the majority of whom  have attended training organized by the 
DLA, Bhulpat (2014) determined that the knowledge of appropriate teaching techniques 
and approaches regarding children’s development and learning was low, with only 
10.76% of caregivers meeting the requisite standard in this regard, and concluded that 
caregivers had not effectively improved their teaching skills in line with in the DLA 
regulations and through the training programme. Likewise, the MOE (2007: 12) argued 
that: “Teaching-learning activities are organized without understanding the basic concept 
of child learning”.  
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Young learners aged three to five years receive education services in the form of CDCs, 
which, as discussed above, have structural inadequacies which affect the way the children 
develop and learn. These issues should be considered due to the fact that child caregivers 
play an essential role in providing education and care for children during their 
development period. These aforementioned studies above examine issues relating to child 
caregivers’ qualifications, knowledge and training, and conversely better provision, 
measurably impact upon young learners’ development in the broadest sense of this latter 
term. This current research study explicitly examines child caregivers’ performances with 
regards to disadvantaged young learners. The research parameters include accounts by 
practitioners and educational officers, as well as analyses from studies of previous 
researchers and this study’s author determining how practices approach and adapt to 
culture-specific needs. Moreover, these needs created by family conditions relating to 
poverty and linguistic competency (in this case, in Thai) and the symbolic status of CDCs 
and child caregivers, are magnified by an objective lack of appropriate various learning 
resources. 
Practitioners who chiefly form the basis of this study clearly have a significant role in 
providing enriching activities and instruction in order to develop the underprivileged 
children and to ameliorate the effects of resource shortfalls through their ingenuity and 
adaptability, in particular, to local holistic needs as well as more universal tenets around 
children’s intellectual, affective and social development. In order to better frame these 
discussions and highlight the most salient issues with regards to the CDCs’ teaching and 
care operations in the context of LAO support. The next section will discuss those studies 
which illustrate the issues addressed by, and stemming from, national policy and local 
government which impact on the practitioners’ day-to-day performances.  
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Ø Issues from policy and local government 
In operational terms management of the CDCs by local government currently involves 
adhering to guidelines of the DLA, which aims to properly develop the children in terms 
of their education. However, there are still a number of problems that cannot be 
effectively dealt with. Keenmok (2010: 145-149) cited in Nammanee, Ketsiri and 
Pakotang (2014: 117) reported that the main problem for CDCs’ administration was the 
lack of adequate budgets around personnel development due to “the local authorities 
allocating most of the budget to local facilities”. Likewise, Buranakanon (2010) cited in 
Tumthong (2014: 134-135) revealed that: “the budget allocation for educational 
management for underprivileged children is a complicated system. It involves 
complicated steps as well as delayed payments, and the budget allocation has not met the 
requirement of the target group”.  
Selaruk and Asawaphum (2015) contend, based upon their research, that local 
government organizations did not always allow their staff to attend training sessions due 
to limited budgetary support. Consequently, the staff remain underqualified which impact 
on the quality of early years educational programmes. Besides, Sawangkhot, Kumsri and 
Rittidej (2010) state that the child caregivers desired their local authorities’ 
administrators support around attending basic training sessions relating to the early year 
learners’ development as well as onto increasing caregiver work productivity in order to 
meet the standard requirements of the DLA. This is consistent with the research of 
Boonmee (2011), which claimed that problems and obstacles of the CDC and the local 
government primarily stem from lack of understanding on the part of caregivers, 
curriculum inadequacies, flaws in activity management, flawed evaluations of child 
development, as well as absence of funding for teaching aids and playgrounds. These 
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problems arguably stem from the fact that the local administrators do not value the 
management of CDCs as a priority (Kantabutra and Tang, 2006). 
In fact, the evidence points to local administrators paying more attention to facilitation 
services rather than educational management within CDCs. Due to rural Thai society 
lacking the awareness of the importance of education for young children the measures to 
take care of and support these groups of children are insufficient, both at the level of 
policymaking and on the ground, and also with resource-driven authority to perform tasks 
(Buranakanon, 2010 cited in Tumthong et al., 2014: 134-135). Buranakanon also argues 
that the lack of understanding within early years education sustains these structural 
impediments through a combination of practical actions combined with the lack of 
continuous follow-ups from the authorities. Consequently, researchers have identified 
inconsistencies with regards to the fulfilment of educational institutions’ responsibilities 
and regional inequalities regarding the provision of useful activities and projects.  
There have been several studies, as discussed in this literature review, relating to 
practitioners’ performance and the challenges encountered which impact the CDCs’ 
operation and the practitioners’ practices. Despite this, from a policy and scholarly 
perspective, there is a discernible lack of studies focusing on rural CDC practitioners’ 
perceptions of their roles in principle and practice, including empirical observations of 
day-to-day practices, specifically at the CDCs which are located in high mountainous 
regions and provide education and care for early years students from hill tribe 
communities. Such studies would potentially allow the researcher to learn more about the 
main factors and challenges in rural areas and provide a foundation for practical policy 
as well as educational research. Therefore, this study seeks to address this disciplinary 
gap by highlighting child caregivers’ performances relating to provision of education and 
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care for underprivileged young children and support from local government. In doing so, 
it will examine the practitioners’ levels of knowledge and understanding about how to 
develop young children effectively as well as providing the basis for further empirical 
research, guidelines and institutional analysis of educational provision at a national, 
regional and CDC centre-based level.  
Additionally, the practitioners experience receipt of internal support from their local 
authorities or external support from communities, and how these support systems 
actually, and symbolically, affect participant performances and mindsets. Critical 
reflections from their views and the data from the direct observation will in turn allow 
the development of actionable information for the DLA, providing in turn a more 
comprehensive picture of the condition in rural CDCs. The rural CDCs operate less 
professionally than urban ones and there the policies around improving educational 
attainment must therefore be a priority in order to reduce the inequality of early years 
educational provision  
 
2.8 The challenge of theory in child caregivers’ practices 
Child caregivers are responsible for ensuring that their performance appropriately 
encourages children’s development with particular reference to their knowledge and 
understanding of principles and practices associated with early years’ development and 
learning, and stimulation of young learners’ curiosity (Davidson, 2005). The task for 
childcare providers is to establish proper expectations and deliver according to standards 
and practices laid down by the government through provision of various activities for 
preschoolers. The early years activities need to be supportive, sensitive, and provided 
within a stimulating environment which encourage development and learning through a 
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nurturing adult-child learning relationship (Burchinal et al., 2008 cited in Tomlinson and 
Hyson, 2009). Tomlinson and Hyson (2009: 113) further argue that:  
 
“Preschoolers revel in their increasing coordination, using their bodies 
exuberantly. They thrive in an environment with new materials, roles, and 
ideas through various projects and especially through play; they have great 
interest in feelings and are better able to express and label their emotions 
and identify others emotions; they make some important gains in cognition, 
allowing them the pleasure of representing their world in pretend play, 
symbols, objects, drawings, and words; and given a rich language 
environment, they show astonishing gains in language skills”.  
 
McClelland, Acock and Morrison (2006) argue that early childhood educational 
institutions contribute to enhancing children’s learning skills. Thus, early year educators 
need to have an understanding of children’s learning and development, teaching methods, 
and management of classrooms with children from different backgrounds. Moreover, a 
study from Kugelmass and Ross-Bernstein (2000) cited in Lucy (2012) identifies specific 
influences upon adult and child interactions. These include education, training, theory 
around children development; teaching experience; preceding work experiences; and 
general knowledge in the context of with childhood development and learning. With 
regard to early years education development in Thailand, the MOE (2017: 88) states that, 
“Early childhood education is deemed important to Thailand since it is the development 
of learners’ quality at an early stage of life. Policies and disciplines on early childhood 
development have been under continuous development’. This principle applies to all 
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educational institutions and must be observed by all agencies overseeing them as well as 
child caregivers and teachers managing their day-to-day practice. 
In terms of managing local education, the DLA throughout the local authorities aims to 
develop local young learners’ readiness to the basic education level. The mission behind 
education management amongst many local governments is the same; that is to provide 
education and care for the local young children particularly in rural areas where education 
was previously difficult to access. The CDCs as institutions provide the education and 
the local governments monitor the CDCs’ duties: the latter’s functions include assessing 
childcare providers’ performance in order to verify operational consistency and delivery 
of appropriate support for young children’s development and learning. 
Conversely, the local government administrators do not understand the roles and 
responsibilities around educational management which constitute their own duties around 
early years education in terms of providing appropriate support to the practitioners (MOI, 
2002). 
The Local Education Management and Coordination Division, of the DLA, MOI (2002), 
states that the LOAs identify the aim of organizing education for local residents following 
the DLA’s educational policy. Conversely, the local government administrators do not 
understand their responsibilities for educational management, which constitute their own 
duties around early years education in terms of providing appropriate support to the 
practitioners (MOI, 2002). Moreover, executives have the power to approve all local 
developments to meet residents’ requirements, meaning that predominantly more 
attention is given to the provision of infrastructure rather than the CDCs’ operational 
support (Selaluk and Asawaphum, 2015). This has led Yangbuddha and 
Prasertcharoensoon (2010: 165) to state that “guidelines in developing the administration, 
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finance, and supply include carrying out resource allocation and investment from various 
sources for education by setting up scholarships clearly as well as allocating more budget 
for education in order to be sufficient and covering educational the implementation”. 
In addition, childcare providers form part of the local resident community and 
consequently apply for posts based on various reasons which include proximity to their 
homes, serving  the communities where they were born, and developing young local 
children who may be their relatives or children of their friends/acquaintances (Sueluerm 
et al., 2008). Furthermore, they may apply for these roles on the basis of needing a stable 
income or pride in working within local services/ the civil service. Nevertheless, the study 
conducted by Sueluern et al. (2008: 40) discuss how the childcare providers have many 
issues including, “Lacking knowledge about child development, lacking educational 
equipment, inadequate budgets and inadequate facilities”. As discussed, in addition to 
their responsibilities as early years practitioners, they also have further tasks such as 
cleaning, cooking, whilst sometimes they are assigned extra work from their local 
authorities. All of these additional responsibilities can be obstacles for their capability 
performance (National Institution for Early Childhood Education, 2002 and Sueluerm et 
al., 2008).  
Furthermore, the findings of several studies described above (detailed in section 2.6) 
found these challenges explicitly influence the child caregivers’ performances and 
indicate that caregivers are nevertheless unaware of how significantly their education and 
their understanding impact on the young children’s development and learning. In a 
significant number of cases, based upon the available evidence, practitioners create early 
years’ activities without proper knowledge and understanding about early years learning 
needs. Also, their local authorities are unwilling to deliver appropriate support to the 
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CDCs’ operations and the childcare providers’ personnel development due to the limited 
budgetary provision (Nammanee, Ketsiri and Pakotang, 2014; Pongdech, 2015). 
These concepts are brought into this discussion since they have been established as 
having a significant impact upon how childcare providers perform with children, based 
on children’s subsequent development and learning. This study examines the 
practitioners’ perceptions and their performances in respect of disadvantaged young 
children’s development and learning. Disadvantaged children often lack appropriate care 
and various learning opportunities. Therefore, child caregivers’ qualifications, training 
and teaching techniques are critically important in creating developmental early years 
daily activities. Consequently, their performance should meet the standards established 
by the DLA.  
 
2.9 Conceptual framework  
Based on the following research questions detailed below, the conceptual framework is 
structured so as to provide a clear and focused direction for the researcher (Hatch, 2002). 
By so doing it can provide actionable information as well as making a contribution to 
academic research in the field of early childhood education. Through the designated 
research questions, the study will look to ascertain:  
i. What role do current child caregivers think they are playing in the education system? 
ii. Do child caregivers’ levels of professionalism match the demands of the Department 
of Local Administration’s policy and standards? 
iii. To what extent do child caregivers think that the Department of Local 
Administration’s policy and standards on early childhood meet the Department’s 
aims and objectives? 
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The above questions will lead the study to investigate possible answers in the context of 
rural education, using this as a case study which is positioned within larger Thai-based 
educational policy and practices but yet which seeks to make a practical-theoretical 
driven contribution to provision of education for disadvantaged, predominantly minority 
groups within the region in question. The conceptual frameworks are essential in order 
to create practical and analytical research outputs. There is substantial literature, 
suggesting that child caregivers’ perceptions underpin their practices (Coopple and 
Bredekamp, 2009; Tomlinson and Hyson, 2009; Bhulpat, 2011; Lucy, 2012, Sudijainark, 
2013; Gambaro, Stewart and Waldfogel, 2015). In this area, determinant factors involved 
may include the attitudes and teaching styles of child caregivers. A study of the literature 
also points to the fact that child caregivers’ qualifications, knowledge, training and 
support from the local authorities directly affected their effective performance 
(Wilkinson, 2009 and Taecharungroj, 2014).  
The child caregivers’ performances and the collaboration between child caregivers and 
children have a significant impact in terms of children’s development and learning. It is 
found that the overall quality of the programme and other external factors relating to child 
caregivers, as well as those implicit within child caregivers’ perceptions of themselves 
and their characteristics, also discernibly affect the quality of the early education 
programmes. Critical reflections by child caregivers undertaken as part of this study and 
recorded as part of its research outputs will help to overcome challenges by allowing 
theory to be developed as well as better applied through practice: by implication, it is the 
child caregivers who can make a difference.  
As discussed above, the main focus in this study lies within rural areas where the child 
caregivers work with disadvantaged young children throughout the CDCs. It is 
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recognized that disadvantaged young children start their early years programmes with 
some concerns regarding inappropriate education and care based upon their social and 
especially familial background, which influence their physical, emotional, social, and 
intellectual skills developing. The onus is upon CDCs to help make up this shortfall and 
thus prepare them higher education. Consequently, the child caregivers’ perceptions 
regarding their knowledge, their understanding with regard to early years’ education and 
care, their general role and their aptitude for fulfilling their obligations around educating 
these disadvantaged young children have a cumulatively significant impact care 
provided. Crucially, the local context in the broadest sense needs to be more closely 
examined in order to provide equality of quality education in the context of tailored 
provision. 
 
2.10 Summary  
The supporting literature alluded to and explicitly presented within in this chapter reflects 
upon the effectiveness of child caregivers’ performances within rural Child Development 
Centres; it does so through framing discussion within the context of Thailand’s 
educational organization. This chapter outlined the Thai policy relating to children’s 
education, the quality of CDCs, child caregivers’ performances, and interactions between 
caregivers and children. The facts relating to child caregivers’ qualifications, training, 
and standards have been broadly illustrated in this chapter in order to demonstrate the 
importance of these factors. In addition, the chapter also presented the changing structure 
of the Thai family and early childhood education policies, both of which are essential and 
significant with regard to the development of young children. Studies undertaken by 
several researchers have also been taken up in order to provide some salient discussion 
points regarding issues and challenges related to this particular study (Jindadath, 2003; 
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Chongcharoen, 2009; Bhulpat, 2011; Sudijainark, 2013; Taecharungroi, 2014). The next 
chapter will highlight and discuss the methodology and research design, the procedures 
for data gathering and finally the mechanisms used to undertake analysis of evidence 
gathered. 
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Chapter Three: Methodology and Research Design 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter will examine research methodology and applied research methods. The 
chapter will include an explanation of the underpinning philosophical approach, case 
study’s research design as well as an explication of its data collection methods which 
included interviews and observations. In addition, it will discuss the sampling techniques 
and the context within which the study was conducted. The chapter will also provide an 
explanation of data collection procedures and ethical considerations. The data analysis 
process will then be discussed in detail, together with the processes around transcription, 
translation and resolving issues of validity. In addition, it will illustrate the researcher’s 
involvement in all aspects of the research design. Finally, as a point of reference, 
participating child caregivers and educational officers were and are referred to 
interchangeably as child caregivers or as participants.  
 
3.2 The underpinning philosophical approach 
Grix (2004; 59) defines ontology as those “claims and assumptions that are made about 
the nature of social reality, claims about what exists, what it looks like, what units make 
it up and how these units interact with each other”. In other words, the ontology 
constitutes the philosophical consideration of reality’s very nature and there may 
therefore be different understandings of fact on the basis of not how but what we come 
to known (Jackson, 2013). Bergene (2007) and Pratt (2009) argue that the ontological 
approach to accountability thus involves the approach towards and evaluation of the 
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reality underpinning both data collection methods and objectives. In addition, it implies 
that participants’ perspectives expressed within language signify their reality.  
By contrast epistemology focuses on what comprises acceptable knowledge and how we 
are able to acquire such knowledge (Sharp, 2009 and Oliver, 2010), with this 
epistemological perspective being utilized within the current study. The epistemological 
perspective is definable as “research itself which is concerned with seeking new 
knowledge. The way in which knowledge is developed is dependent upon the 
methodology, and the rigour of the methodology therefore has a direct link to the strength 
of the claim to new knowledge” (Jackson, 2013; 53). Likewise, Toohey (2007) indicates 
that the epistemological relates to participants’ knowledge and how such knowledge is 
attained. It indicates that the epistemology is concerned with nature and procedures of 
knowledge which constitute what is defined as acceptable within research and therefore 
what evidence meets the criteria for satisfactory presentation of objects of enquiry, 
analysis and research findings.  
Additionally, this study is framed within an interpretivist approach – known as 
constructivism (Gray, 2004) which is frequently applied and used in qualitative research 
so as to reflexively understand the implications, from the perspective of participants of 
being subjects of enquiry when fieldwork is being undertaken within the community as 
well as when engaged in the practices which forms the main field of study (Creswell, 
2014). Creswell (2009; 8) cited in Scotland (2012; 12) further explains that “the 
interpretive methodology is directed at understanding phenomenon from an individual’s 
perspective, investigating interaction among individuals as well as the historical and 
cultural context”. With regard to this current study, the researcher adopted the ontological 
perspective in conjunction with epistemological perspective where the ontological 
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viewpoint facilitated the researcher’s enquiries around the reality of the situation being 
study and the epistemological viewpoint concerning about the knowledge being obtained 
from studying the situation (Jack, 2013).  
 
3.3 Case study design 
A case study research design is employed within this study in order to investigate real-
life phenomena (Yin, 2014). Here, the case study design is used to examine the particular 
phenomenon of child caregivers who worked in rural Child Development Centres 
(CDCs) within Thailand. More specifically it seeks to explore pertinent issues relating to 
child caregivers’ knowledge and understanding of their day-to-day performances. Yin 
(2014) defines a case study as the method which allows a researcher to investigate and 
pay attention to an interesting case whilst retaining a holistic and realistic worldview. 
Furthermore, the case study method can be used in various circumstances in order to 
extrapolate broader conclusions from, and develop actionable findings relating to, each 
individual case as part of a larger thesis whilst also recording its particularity. Robertson 
and Darling (2004: 165) likewise indicate that case studies permit researchers the 
opportunity to appreciate what they are exploring from ‘the perspective of what is being 
studied’.  
Essentially, the case study model encompasses a variable, combined and selected, range 
of data gathering methods such as interviews, observations, questionnaires, documents 
and text analysis which permit both qualitative and quantitative approaches to be used 
(Yin, 1994: 14). Creswell (2012: 98) indicates that the case study constitutes a good 
qualitative method for presenting an in-depth understanding of the case through a 
potentially rich description of data. Within educational field research, case studies are 
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methods of ‘collecting and disseminating research’ which not only impact upon practice 
but also refine theoretical frameworks and conceptualizations (Freebody, 2004: 81).  
In this study, twelve rural CDCs in Mae Hong Son province were selected as case study 
subjects for this research, from which were obtained thirty human participants: twenty-
three child caregivers and seven education officers. The process of devising selection 
criteria and applying subject selection methods will be further discussed below in section 
3.4. In the process of carrying out field work with participants, the researcher employed 
two methods, interviews and observations, as tools to collect appropriate data sets in 
order to appropriately address the larger research questions.  
 
3.4 Research methodology  
The researcher chose to utilize a qualitative approach for this study. Such qualitative 
research constitutes “a broad approach to study of social phenomena […] social 
interactions as expressed in daily life along with the meanings participants themselves 
attribute to these interactions” (Marshall and Rossman, 1999: 2). The aim of this study 
was thus to empirically describe and account for childcare providers’ perceptions and 
performances, rather than to test pre-established hypotheses. Qualitative research 
methods offer ‘the best source of illumination’ (Richards, 2003: 8) and may be deemed 
especially useful in investigating the meaning and the way participants behave and think 
within particular research objectives (Bogdan and Biklen, 2003; Denscombe, 2003).  
Qualitative methods can, for instance, explore ‘people's life histories or everyday 
behaviour’ (Silverman, 2013: 11). In addition, the reasoning behind deployment of 
qualitative methods within this study was in part predicated upon Creswell’s rationale 
(2013: 45) which indicates that: 
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“Qualitative researchers often collect data in the field at the site where 
participants experience the issue or problem under study. They do not 
bring individuals into a lab (a contrived situation), nor do they typically 
send out instruments for individuals to complete, such as in survey 
research. Instead, qualitative researchers gather up-close information by 
actually talking directly to people and seeing them behaves and acts 
within their context. In the natural setting, the researchers have face-to-
face interaction over time.” 
 
In this study, the researcher collected data from interviews and observations, rather than 
testing hypotheses, since this method was perceived as the most productive way for the 
researcher to reach and understand participants in terms of their concrete thoughts and 
performances (Silverman, 2013). The researcher directly gathered the data from child 
caregivers and educational officers, regarding their perceptions in relation to child 
caregivers’ knowledge and understanding of early years’ development and learning; their 
general role working in rural CDCs; their understanding of policy and standards; and the 
challenges which occur and self-descriptively impact upon their performances. 
The study sought to utilize these qualitative approaches for the purposes of obtaining and 
extracting data from interviews and observations. Each participant explained his/her 
specific situation in detail via the form of in-depth interviews. Observations were then 
used as a secondary method in order to verify the findings derived from interviews by 
framing them within the child caregivers’ day-to-day practices. Details of justifications 
and methods pertaining to the interviews can be found below.  
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(1) Interviews 
The interview is a frequently used method for collecting qualitative data in education 
research (Atkins and Wallace, 2012: 86). The interview allows the researcher to 
investigate the interviewee in order to explore an idea or perception in more detail 
regarding the research questions (Britten, 1999). When the researcher used semi-
structured interviews in a qualitative approach, the researcher talked to participants who 
had direct knowledge of/or experience around the issue of interest (Rubin and Rubin, 
2012: 3).  
In-depth interviews are considered a beneficial technique for gathering data, since they 
provide an insight into the opinion of participants. The interview method for this study 
therefore constitutes an effective technique for assessing the participants’ knowledge, 
perceptional understanding and views, which are relevant to the broader research 
questions. Patton (2002: 341) defines the purpose of the interview as a method allowing 
the researcher access into ‘the participants’ perspectives and to study what is in someone 
else’s mind in order to gather their stories’. In addition, the researcher chose the interview 
format in order to investigate the participants, since the interview structure afforded them 
significant opportunity to ask and clarify questions when information was not clear 
(Henning, 2004). The interview guide, in turn, demonstrates how the structure of the 
interview was formulated in accordance with the research questions. 
The interview guide is the list of questions or issues, which help the researcher to gather 
data and is developed upon the basis that questions will be approached in a specific order 
and in an appropriately open-ended fashion according to the individual research 
objectives and research questions (Patton, 2002; Bernard, 2011). Additionally, the 
advantage of having an interview guide for the researcher is that it enhances confidence 
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and competence, ensuring that the researcher can control the direction and structure of 
the interview whilst under time limitations during the interview process (Patton, 2002).  
In this research study, the interview participants were divided into two groups: 
educational officers and child caregivers, from whom the researcher collected both 
factual and attitudinal information (McNeill and Chapman, 2005). Given the group 
distinctions, the researcher created the interview guide which was divided into two forms 
(Table 3.1). The first interview group was educational officers, chosen on the grounds of 
their responsibility for supervising child caregivers’ practices and ensuring that they met 
the aims and objectives of the Department of Local Administration (DLA). The purpose 
of these educational officer interviews was to gather their perceptions and broader 
attitudes with regards to the effectiveness of child caregivers’ general performances.  
The second interview group was the child caregivers, who were ultimately to be the main 
subject group of this study. The purpose of these interviews was to obtain child 
caregivers’ perceptions of the teaching environment and their own practical 
competencies; these included self-descriptions of their knowledge and understanding of 
educating and caring for young children, along with effective and reflective 
identifications of those factors and challenges which impacted on their actual practices 
within working in rural CDCs.  
The two interview guides contained six questions for the educational officers, which 
corresponded with their role in supervising the practitioners, and three main questions 
with applicable sub-questions for the child caregivers; in each instance these were 
formulated based upon the study’s research questions (see Appendix Two, p.342-344). 
Participants were interviewed according to the list of topics and their taxonomies detailed 
within Table 3.1 below: 
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Table 3.1 The main topic of interview guides 
Interview Officers Interview Child Caregivers 
1. Current practices 
2. Current role as supervising child 
caregivers 
3. Policy standard within their 
institutions 
4. Relationship with child 
caregivers 
5. Perception about child 
caregivers’ performances 
6. Perceptions about good 
education 
 
1. Roles as caregivers within the education 
system - Daily routine - Role within education system - The importance of policy and curriculum 
2. Perceptions of caregivers’ jobs 
- Understanding of good education in early 
childhood education setting 
- Training programme 
- Opinion about child’s development and 
learning 
- Motivation to do this job 
3. Level of professionalism 
- Effective in developing children 
- Method of teaching 
- Challenging work 
- Perception of their knowledge and skill 
 
All interview questions were developed between September and November 2016. 
Interview sessions were divided into two sets, relating to the respective target groups and 
associated questions. As noted earlier, these sessions were used to interview the 
educational officers and child caregivers respectively. Interview guides relating to each 
interview group were sent to the supervisory team for comment before being taken to the 
project’s subjects. The researcher then revised the interview questions following these 
comments. 
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In addition, the Keele University Research Ethics Committee approved the interview 
guides before the data was gathered. The interview visits were subsequently conducted 
in the period between March and May 2017. The interview sessions were the first part of 
this two-part approach. Observational visits were then used to obtain more detail around 
child caregivers’ practices in order to support data gathered through the interviews.  
 
 (2) Observation 
Observation is the second method utilized within this study. It is an essentially qualitative 
technique, used in this research to help the researcher observe the childcare providers’ 
actual performances inside and outside the classrooms. This conceptualization of 
observation is further supported by Creswell (2013) and Yin (2014), who indicate how 
observation can be utilized to provide answers for questions raised by the researcher’s 
investigation. In addition, observation is ‘the systematic description of events or 
behaviours in the social setting chosen for study’ (Marshall and Rossman, 2006: 79).   
The role of the researcher was to take field notes without any participation, recording 
objectively through descriptive writing what occurred during the observation period 
(Creswell, 2013; Phillippi and Lauderdale, 2018). Estacion et al. (2004: 9) state that 
‘Direct observation is the best methodology available for studying how teachers teach’. 
The purpose of the observation in the study was therefore to obtain more details about 
child caregivers’ performance in order to support data garnered through interviews. The 
researcher informed the child caregivers in advance about the aims and procedures of the 
study along with the potential benefits for more effective educational practice arising 
from their co-operation.  
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Field notes included observations relating to behavior and activities performing, 
following Marshall and Rossman (1999). An unstructured, continual observation method 
was employed within the note-taking in order to avoid missing important child 
caregivers’ practices within the sessions and to record as much detail as possible through 
the period of the observations. The notes rendered a stream of action and events as these 
naturally unfolded, following Marshall and Rossman, (1999) and Punch (2014). Geertz 
(1973) as cited in Ponterotto (2005), indicates that this type of observation provides key 
information including the context, details, emotions, and interactions. It describes the 
significance of events or behaviours, which include voices, feelings, actions and 
meanings.  
In this research, the observation method was developed so as to be relevant to the topic 
of how childcare providers perform. The researcher therefore structured the framework 
of the observation into three categories: 
(1) Daily routine, 
(2) Classroom management and the techniques being used, and  
(3) Child caregivers and children interaction. 
An observation guide was developed in parallel with the interview guide over the period 
September to November 2016. The researcher decided to observe each child caregivers’ 
performance for ten days, amounting to forty days in total across four child caregivers in 
four CDCs. The draft of the observation guide was sent to the supervisory team along 
with the associated interview guides. The observation guide was checked and commented 
on by the supervisory team as part of the development process, and was, as with the 
interview questions, revised by the researcher. The Keele University Research Ethics 
Committee approved the observation guide before the data was gathered. Following the 
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initial research methodology, observation fieldwork was carried out once interviews had 
been concluded and occurred between May and August 2017.  
Qualitative research methods employed in this study therefore included interviews and 
observations. The interview questions and structure of the observations were developed 
as to be relevant to the research questions relating to the examination of those factors and 
challenges which impact on the child caregivers’ day-to-day practices, particularly in 
rural CDCs. The following section discusses this correspondence of research forms to 
objectives further, positioning it in terms of the methodological trustworthiness and 
validity of this study. 
 
3.5 Trustworthiness and Validity 
Trustworthiness is significant when assuring the quality of any qualitative approach. 
Guba (1981) cited in Shenton (2004: 64) divided such trustworthiness into 4 criteria: 
these include; credibility (internal validity); transferability (external validity); 
dependability (reliability); and confirmability (objectivity). In order to meet these 
requirements, the researcher employed the two research methods: interviews and 
observations respectively, to investigate phenomena in depth with the aim of acquiring 
rich data and developing a better understanding of childcare providers’ performances in 
relation to work in rural CDCs. 
In this context, the triangulation of data collection methods aided the researcher to 
accurately assess the phenomenon under investigation (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 
2007; Silverman, 2010). Silverman (2010: 277) defines triangulation as the “attempt to 
get a true fix on a situation by combining different ways of looking at it or different 
findings”. Jakob (2001), as cited in Yeasmin and Rahman (2012: 154), argues that ‘the 
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purpose of triangulation in specific contexts is to obtain confirmation of findings through 
a convergence of different perspectives’, which refers to the combination of multiple 
investigative methods in one study.  
In this study, the researcher interviewed two groups of participants, which were child 
caregivers and educational officers, and observed the performances of the former. There 
were three steps to gathering the data. Firstly, the researcher gathered data from the child 
caregivers to obtain their self-perceptions relating to knowledge around, understanding 
of, and actual practice in educating and caring for the disadvantaged young learners who 
attended the CDCs. Secondly, the educational officers were interviewed in order to 
ascertain their perceptions of the child caregivers’ performances based on officers’ roles 
as supervisors to the child caregivers. Finally, the child caregivers’ performances were 
observed over 10 days whilst engaged in their day-to-day professional practice in order 
to support the data from the interviews.  
These three steps helped the researcher to gather a range of evidence types suitable for 
methodological triangulation, as described above, which in turn enhanced the credibility 
of the research findings (Hesse-Biber, 2010). The use of the three steps enabled the 
methods of observation and interviews to be combined and set in conjunction with one 
another, a technique which Dewalt and Dewalt (2002) argue strengthens the validity of 
data through its permitting observation to accurately clarify data obtained by other 
research methods.  
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2011: 179) reiterate that, "validity is an important key to 
effective research. If a piece of research is invalid, then it is worthless". The use of a 
combined method across a three step research process enabled the researcher to critically 
examine all aspects of the research questions through a comparison of the data provided 
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by participants interview responses and the researcher’s own observation of practices; in 
turn, this comparison allowed them to develop a more accurate assessment of relative 
concordance between child caregivers’ perceptions and the practices (Silverman, 2010).  
The researcher was conscious that the data needed to be represented honestly and 
correctly. In this study, the sample was chosen purposively for accurate representation, 
whilst in the case of the interviews, the researcher created the questions from the research 
objectives and interviewed both childcare providers and educational officers. Content 
validity was further assured through the researcher’s consulting with academic experts, 
who were specialists in early years education within Thai CDCs, to assess the questions’ 
content and observation’s framework. Following this, the supervisory team from Keele 
University provided further comments on both aspects of the research framework. 
Finally, the researcher completed revisions in order to ensure that these tools could 
represent the content of the study (DeVaus, 2002). 
The researcher designed the length of observations, comprising ten days in each Centre, 
in order to obtain in-depth data and to make the child caregivers, who were observed, 
perform naturally and with ease. The researcher obtained rich information through 
combining different ways of interrogating sources, providing more rigorous, 
substantiated and ultimately trustworthy data, contributing to the efficacy of the overall 
study. The researcher also employed direct quotes from interviews and observations in 
supporting these findings in order to corroborate assertions around the trustworthiness 
and validity of the phenomena being studied for the reader. 
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3.6 Sample and Contexts of the Main Study 
‘Broadly speaking, sampling is a process of selecting subjects to take part in a research 
investigation on the grounds that they provide information considered relevant to the 
research problem’ (Oppong, 2013: 203). According to Bemard (2002) and Oppong 
(2013), purposive sampling techniques, especially in the context of qualitative research, 
involve the selection of participants, ‘who can and are willing to provide the information 
by virtue of knowledge or experience’ (Etikan, Musa and Alikassim, 2016: 2). As a result, 
purposive sampling was adopted in this study in order to gather qualitatively rich data 
which could explore the selected child caregiver research subjects’ performances in order 
to answer the broader research questions.  
The researcher wanted to investigate child caregivers’ perceptions and their day-to-day 
performance as a means of determining the effectiveness of child caregiver’s practice 
around facilitating disadvantaged children’s development and learning within Thailand’s 
rural CDCs (discussed in Chapter One). The selection was done in three steps: 
(1) The researcher used purposive sampling to select 12 CDCs out of 163 CDCs in the 
above area. The main objective in using the purposive sampling was to select a sample 
representative of the case study which would enable the researcher to answer the research 
questions (Ritchie et al., 2013). Selection was approached through using records from 
the Office of National Education Standards and Quality Assessment (ONESQA)4. This 
office offered access to the department’s database in order to select the centres for this 
research.  
 
4 The Office of National Education Standards and Quality Assessment (ONESQA) is the recognized 
and standard external quality assessment agency which assesses and certifies  educational quality, as 
well as providing recommendations leading to the development of quality national educaiton. 
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(2) In terms of the interviews, the 12 selected CDCs were divided into 2 groups; these 
were based upon the ONESQA performance assessments, and comprised of the 6 highest 
scoring and 6 lowest scoring Centres. As such, 12 Centres were chosen for the case study 
in order to establish an average and a representative sample of the entire population. The 
intention of such selection procedures was also to ensure that the study’s findings were 
not biased towards either good or poorly performing Centres, in contradistinction to the 
outcome of only focusing on one grouping. All child caregivers who worked in the 
selected Centres (12 Centres) took part in this current study.  
(3) For the observation process, the 4 selected Centres were the 2 highest scoring and 2 
lowest scoring, thereby following the same criteria as the interviews in order to similarly 
obtain a representative sample of 4 child caregivers (Table 3.3) 
 
Ø Participant selection for interviews 
For the interviews, two procedures were used to select participants from each of the 
groups, i.e. child caregivers and educational officers. Firstly, the researcher selected the 
twelve CDCs, following the rationale described above, in order to establish a sample of 
twenty-three child caregivers, this uneven number can be accounted for on the grounds 
that individual Centres frequently employed more than one child caregiver. Secondly, the 
seven educational officers invited to participate were drawn from nine of the selected 
Centres, since the other three Centres chosen for study had no educational officers. 
Consequently, the study involved thirty participants in total. The breakdown of interview 
participants relating to each individual centre can be found illustrated in detail below 
within Table 3.2: 
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Table 3.2 The number of participants in the interviews (N=30) 
Child Development 
Centres’ name 
Number of  
child caregivers 
(N=23) 
Number of  
educational officers 
(N=7) 
CDC (1) 2 1 
CDC (2) 2 1 
CDC (3) 2 - 
CDC (4) 3 1 
CDC (5) 2 1 
CDC (6) 4 1 
CDC (7) 1 
1 
CDC (8) 1 
CDC (9) 2 
1 
CDC (10) 1 
CDC (11) 2 - 
CDC (12) 1 - 
 
All the participants were Thai, consisting of twenty-three female child caregivers along 
with a mixed-sex group of seven educational officers, the latter encompassing four 
females and three males. As noted above, not every CDC in this study had educational 
officers in place to supervise the child caregivers. The reason for this was that certain 
Centres were under the same Local Administrative Organization (LAOs). Hence, three 
CDCs did not have the educational officers because they had been moved to other LAOs, 
and in those centres the chief of the LAO office performed the duties of the educational 
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officers. The LAO chiefs were not willing to participate in the study as they only took on 
the duties of educational officers temporarily.  
 
Ø Participant selection for observations 
Observations were done after the interviews. The researcher explicitly requested the 
educational officers’ permission once again in order to collect data from the child 
caregivers who were being observed. The four Centres were selected from the 
ONESQA's assessed database; once again this selection was made upon the basis of their 
corresponding to the two highest and two lowest ONESQA scores respectively. The 
researcher obtained four child caregivers from these four Centres. The number of 
observation participants is illustrated in detail below within Table 3.3: 
 
Table 3.3 The number of participants in the observations (N=4) 
Child Development Centres’ name 
Number of child caregivers 
(N=4) 
CDC (1) 1 
CDC (2) 1 
CDC (7) 1 
CDC (8) 1 
 
Additionally, the children attending the twelve CDCs of the twenty-three child caregivers 
were automatically involved in the study due to proximity; consequently, details of the 
study were given to parents in the form of an information sheet and they were asked to 
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consent on behalf of their children before any data gathering commenced. In practice, 
participants willingly allowed the researcher to conduct the study and welcomed the 
opportunity to participate. They accepted the researcher with hospitality even though they 
spoke their own regional dialect as a first language and could not speak Thai confidently 
whilst the researcher could not speak their dialect; standard Thai was however 
sufficiently widely understood to ensure that there was no issue in relation to 
communication.  
The participants were hospitable and courteous in allowing the researcher to carry out the 
study, including calling to ensure that the researcher knew how to locate their CDCs and 
arranging lunch for the researcher during the observations. The researcher and the 
participants arranged appropriate contact and observation time according to the 
procedures for conducting the study. 
 
3.7 Data conducting procedures 
The study was conducted between March and August 2017, with the data collection 
process being divided into two sets of sessions. The first set involved gathering data from 
interviews with child caregivers and educational officers during the period between 
March and early May 2017. The second involved observation of child caregivers’ 
performances and occurred between the mid-May and August 2017. This process can be 
found illustrated within Table 3.4 below: 
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Table 3.4 The methods in this study 
 Participants Purpose Method 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
 S
es
sio
n 
O
ne
 
Officers (7) 
To investigate a general view of 
child caregivers’ knowledge, 
understanding and performances 
to develop children and their 
training according to the policy 
and standards.  
Interview 
Caregivers (23) 
• To investigate child 
caregivers’ perceptions 
focusing on the knowledge 
and understanding of 
caregivers’ activities, their 
general role, and their 
aptitude to educate and care 
for young children.  
• To investigate the main 
factors and challenges 
according to child 
caregiver’s performances 
Interview 
Se
ss
io
n 
Tw
o 
Caregivers (4) 
To explore what actually happens 
in a daily routine between child 
caregivers and young learners. 
Observation 
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Session one 
To organize interviews, the researcher took the initial step of contacting the educational 
officers responsible for supervising the caregivers in order to explain the aim of the 
research through telephone calls and emails. Requests were made to the educational 
officers, inviting them to take part in the study along with extending this invitation to the 
respective child caregivers themselves. Subsequent to this, the researcher hand-delivered 
the consent letters to the LAOs’ Chief Executives and the invitation letter, information 
sheets and consent forms to the educational officers and child caregivers. Once approval 
was secured, the researcher asked each participant to select an interview time convenient 
for them.    
The interviews took approximately 45 - 60 minutes and were conducted face-to-face, 
whilst the researcher used the approved interview schedule as a basis for directing the 
discussion appropriately and effectively. The participants were given the opportunity to 
choose a place and time for the interview to be conducted. Dates for the interviews were 
determined based on mutual consent, with most interviews taking place after lunchtime 
for both educational officers and child caregivers; these took place at their office for the 
officers and in the Centres for the caregivers. Seven educational officers and twenty-three 
child caregivers were interviewed to investigate their general views of child caregivers’ 
knowledge, understanding and their day-to-day performances according to early years 
education and care. In conjunction with this, the researcher explored the participants’ 
perceptions with regards to the main issues impacting upon the efficiency of the child 
caregivers’ work.  
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Session two 
In addition, four of twenty-three child caregivers were chosen to have their performance 
observed, with the observations conducted after the interviews. Informed permission was 
obtained prior to data collection from all the participants, educational officers and 
program directors. After the approval process, the four childcare providers who worked 
in the four CDCs were informed in advance via telephone calls and hand delivered 
invitation letters, information sheets and consent forms. The researcher and child 
caregivers arranged suitable dates for the observational visit together.  
Regarding observation of the child caregivers, the researcher informed the parents of 
children who were in the classroom (even though the children were not the subjects under 
observation) in advance about the aims of this study by hand delivering letters and 
information sheets to them. Afterwards, the researcher returned to the Centres, met with 
parents and confirmed that those unable to read and write could understand the message 
contained within the letters and information sheets. This also afforded the researcher the 
opportunity to provide parents with any necessary clarification before parents were asked 
to sign the consent forms. The observation participants were informed in advance about 
the field-notes written during the observations.  
During the observations, the researcher arrived at the classrooms 10-15 minutes before 
the start of the observation to ensure that children and child caregivers were happy for 
the researcher to be there. Subsequently, the researcher observed the class’s usual routine 
without interrupting, which included observation of activities occurring both inside and 
outside the classrooms; observation points also included facial expressions and multiple 
interactions between the child caregivers and young learners between 8.30am to 11am. 
This time frame was selected due to its being the chief period when child caregivers and 
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young learners would participate in a variety of collective activities. The observation 
allowed the researcher the chance to directly watch caregivers’ interactions with children 
and the children’s activities within the usual educational environment. 
 
3.8 Ethical considerations 
The main research data for this study was collected from CDCs, which given their 
educational status and their involving minors, meant that several ethical issues needed to 
be addressed. Research ethics consider several categories of risk when planning, 
conducting, communicating and following up research (Punch, 2014). These risks relate 
to: harm; compromised autonomy and informed vs uninformed consent; privacy; 
confidentiality; and anonymity.  Ethics consequently influence research procedures as 
well as determining whether the researcher is able to complete a successful project. 
Through analysis of potential ethical risks and associated obligations, three main ethical 
issues emerged, as illustrated within the following discussion.  
 
(1) Gaining access 
The research tools for this study were submitted to the Keele University Research Ethics 
Committee and approval was granted approval by the Ethics Review Panel on 24th 
February 2017 (Ref: ERP2316) (see Appendix One, p.341). After permission from the 
university had been granted, the researcher contacted the Department of Local 
Administration’s (DLA) staff with responsibility for supervising all CDCs in Thailand to 
inform them about this study. The process of gaining access to the university and the 
initial contact to the DLA was successful. The researcher then contacted the ONESQA 
asking for the CDCs’ performance evaluation records in order to obtain a list of the 
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highest and lowest scoring centres. Prior to moving into the centres to begin the data 
gathering process, it was necessary to obtain the approval of the LAO chief executives. 
Therefore, further permission was needed before doing fieldwork. The letters of 
permission were requested through emails and followed up via telephone calls.  
 
(2) Informed consent 
In addition, the researcher sought permission from the child caregiver and educational 
officer participants. An invitation letter (see Appendix Three, p.345; Appendix Six, 
p.352; Appendix Nine, p.359), an information sheet (see Appendix Four, p.346; 
Appendix Seven, p.353; Appendix Ten, p.360), and a consent form (see Appendix Five, 
p.350-351; Appendix Eight, p.357-358; Appendix Eleven, p.364) were sent directly to 
the officers and passed to the caregivers individually through emails before being 
followed up on by telephone calls after a few days. The follow up was to gauge interest 
and ask for agreement to participate in the interview process. The participants were then 
asked to sign a consent form in order to confirm their willingness to participate in the 
study prior to starting interviews. 
Once the selection of Centres where observations were to be conducted had taken place, 
the researcher contacted the childcare providers again to inform them and arrange a time 
to attend the Centre. Since the observations focused on child caregivers’ performance the 
involvement of the young children could not be avoided. Given that children were 
directly part of the observations, the researcher arrived at the Centres before the 
appointment to ensure that parents understood about the aims and objectives of this study. 
In the course of these meetings they clarified to parents that there were no harmful 
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consequences pertaining to the children. The parents were provided with an information 
sheet.  
In addition, the researcher hung up a poster (see Appendix Fifteen, p.370) at the entrance 
of the Centre. The poster introduced the researcher and what the researcher was doing for 
this study as well as its more general aims. The parents were asked to sign the consent 
form (see Appendix Fourteen, p.369) on behalf of the children due to the extremely young 
age (aged 2-4) which precluded them from directly giving or withdrawing their research 
participation consent. The parents had to sign a consent form in order to affirm their 
willingness for their child to be involved in the study. In addition, the researcher took 10-
15 minutes before the start of observations in order to ensure that the children were happy 
for her to be with them. 
All participants understood and confirmed their consent to be a part of this study. The 
participants were informed of their right to withdraw their participation through the 
information sheets and consent forms (Mackey and Gass, 2005). Those taking part in 
individual interviews and observations could withdraw up to one month after the 
interviews and observational visits. If they chose to withdraw, their data would not be 
used in the study; no participants requested withdrawal.  
 
(3) Confidentiality and Anonymity 
The participants were informed through the information sheets at the beginning of the 
interviews and observations that they were assured of confidentiality and anonymity 
since the researcher would change or remove any information (Babbie, 2004 and Punch, 
2014), which could personally identify them. In terms of the reporting and publication of 
results, participants were anonymized as far as possible through the deletion of names 
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and other potentially identifying information. In addition, consent forms containing 
participants’ names were stored separately from the data and locked in the researcher’s 
office at Keele University. Only the researcher and her supervisors could access these 
forms along with the other data collection documents. 
 
3.9 Data analyse 
The data was gathered between March and August 2017. All interview data from the 
audio recording was transcribed verbatim, following which thematic analyses were 
conducted by the researcher.  Transcription in this text means ‘transposing the spoken 
work (from audio recorded) into a text (transcription)’ (Marshall and Rossman, 2006: 
110). The interview transcripts were typed into Word format and divided into 2 folders, 
namely, caregiver and officer. There were 23 files within the caregiver’s folder and 7 
files within the officer’s folder. The researcher transcribed the audio-recorded interviews 
verbatim in order to familiarize herself with the data.  
Using an inductive approach to data analysis, which allows themes to emerge from the 
data (Cohen et al., 2011), transcribed interviews were read and reread by the researcher 
several times. As Marshall and Rossman (2006: 158) suggest, ‘reading, rereading and 
rereading through the data once more forces the researcher to become intimately familiar 
with the data’. The researcher read and reread the transcripts and field-notes in order to 
become familiar with the entire rich data set before going further in organizing their 
coding.  
The data from the interviews was analyzed through focusing on meaning, which involved 
coding and interpretation of meaning (Kvale, 2007: 104). Coding here refers to the 
analytical practice of arranging raw data and producing categories to organize relevant 
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data (Neuman, 2013). The data was coded and interpreted in terms of themes inferred 
directly from the interview questionnaire text whose form is itself derived from the core 
research questions. Having the research questions in mind helped the researcher to read 
the transcriptions which were coded line by line.  
When the researcher finished the line by line coding, all similar codes were grouped into 
categories and were moved around to identify the form most conducive to analysis. Each 
category was named and then related to themes which were based on the research 
questions. The coding of the interview data was done manually, and the words found in 
the transcribed data were used as codes.  
In terms of the observation, the data from field-notes was analysed in order to support the 
data obtained from the interviews. Meanwhile, the observation data was presented 
impartially by the researcher in line with Ki’s (2013: 197) suggestion that research 
observations must be presented in a manner which allows them to ‘speak for themselves’. 
The researcher then used the thematic analysis approach in the process of analyzing the 
raw data from both interviews and observations. 
According to thematic analysis, Maguire and Delehunt (2017: 3352) clarify that, 
“Thematic analysis is the process of identifying patterns of themes within qualitative 
data”. Thematic analysis was thus employed in the process of identifying, analysing, and 
reporting themes within this qualitative study through reading those multiple combined 
themes emergent from the interviews and observational data in relation to the research 
questions (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  
Semi-structured interviews and observations were conducted in Thailand using the Thai 
language. The data was transcribed and analyzed in Thai and then translated into English 
by the researcher (Rossman and Rallis, 2003; Chen, 2010; Naruemon, 2013). All 
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recorded data was transcribed word-by-word in the Thai language in order to ensure that 
all the data was accurate. The researcher read through the scripts several times to look 
for significant, pertinent information regarding research question concerns, and to 
formulate an interpretation of the child caregivers’ attitudinal stances and conduct framed 
within the supporting literature.  
Data was analyzed according to the objectives of this study and the research questions. 
A matrix of themes was developed based on the research questions. Examples of these 
categories include: the child caregivers’ perception of their role; support from local 
government executives; and the standards of child caregivers’ performances. Both the 
English and Thai versions were audited by Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University’s 
language institution in Thailand in order to test the accuracy of the original translation. 
Although the researcher works at Suan Suanandha Rajabhat University, there is no 
relationship between the researcher and the language institution. This process is further 
described in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1 Translation Procedures 
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Translation into English 
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All transcriptions were anonymised in order to protect the identity of the participants. 
The transcriptions in turn were provided to all respondents in order to ensure that they 
were comfortable with the data and to ensure the validity of what had been recorded.  
 
3.10 Summary  
This chapter has presented the research methodology utilized within this study. It 
elucidated the researcher’s use of a predominantly qualitative methodology, using 
interviews and observations to investigate the caregivers’ perceptions in relation to the 
effectiveness of their practices around developing children’s physical, emotional, social, 
and intellectual skills within rural CDCs in Thailand. The case study approach was 
presented, subsequently adopted in this study.  
The researcher’s methodology was described in detail, specifically two methods 
comprising of interviews and observations. A sample and context of the main study was 
illustrated. Ethical considerations were explained, followed by a description of the 
principles and practice around data collecting procedures and data analysis. 
Trustworthiness and validity were also discussed in detail within the context of research 
ethics. The next chapter presents the findings which emerged from this study. 
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Chapter Four: Introduction and Context of the fieldwork Area,      
Mae Hong Son Province 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter outlines the social geography of the rural region chosen as the focus area for 
this study and illustrates the background of the young children who live in this area. 
Crucially, these youngsters receive education and care from the child caregivers who are 
constitutive of this study’s main research subjects. In addition, the chapter aims to 
establish these children’s social context and situate this both in relation to their everyday 
life and their educational and pastoral needs following the concerns of this research 
project. The majority of young children in this region are likely to attend Child 
Development Centres (CDCs) under the supervision of the Department of Local 
Administration (DLA) part of the Ministry of Interior (MOI), since they do not have 
access to multiple alternative early years educational institutions, in contradistinction to 
children from urban areas, owing to regional poverty and individual difficulties around 
travel. Therefore, children in rural areas will generally have to attend CDCs located 
nearest to them.  
Mae Hong Son province is the rural area represented in this study. The province is 
geographically isolated due to being comprised of high mountain ranges. The local 
population living in this mountainous area maintains a traditional and peaceful rural 
lifestyle, one deeply interconnected with nature and the natural world. Conversely, this 
area experiences significant problems illustrative of broader structural issues pertaining 
to rural Thai early years education.  
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4.2 General background of Mae Hong Son Province 
Mae Hong Son is a western border province, bordering Myanmar and Laos in the northern 
part of Thailand see Figure 4.1. The province is covered with fog throughout the year. It 
has long been isolated from the outside world, comprising 13,814 square kilometres. It is 
the third largest province in the North and the eighth largest in the whole country. The 
population density is the lowest in Thailand, numbering 279,088 people, and is extremely 
rural.  
 
Figure 4.1 Location of Mae Hong Son Province  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The province is divided into 7 districts, namely, Mueng Mae Hong Son, Khun Yuam, 
Pai, Mae Sariang, Mae La Noi, Sop Moei, and Pang Mapha see Figure 4.2. These are 
further subdivided into 45 sub-districts and 402 villages (Office of the National Economic 
and Social Development Board (ONESDB), 2018).  
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Figure 4.2 Mae Hong Son Province’s districts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The area is dominated by a high mountain range and dense forests, which cover 
approximately 88% of the province. The roads in Mae Hong Son are asphalt surfaced 
roads see Photo 4.1, which are often extremely steep, winding, and therefore potentially 
challenging for motorists (ONESDB, 2018).  
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Photo 4.1   The complex mountains and road (Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are secondary roads, which link the main roads to the rural areas; nevertheless, 
these largely consist of dirt roads across tricky terrain which become difficult to use in 
the May to October rainy season. Travel can therefore be practically restricted for five 
months of year.  
 
Ø Mae Hong Son’s population 
Mae Hong Son’s population is divided into 2 major groups, the Tai Yai descendants and 
the ethnic groups (referred to as hill tribes). The Tai Yai people migrated from Myanmar 
and practice the Buddhist religious faith. Ethnic groups, by contrast, are labelled as hill 
tribes and comprise 63% of the province’s population. They belong to 7 groups, namely 
the Karen, Hmong, Yao, Lahu, Lisu, Akha, and Shan (Office of the National Economic 
and Social Development Board (ONESDB), 2018). Due to these diverse groups, Mae 
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Hong Son is characterized as the most nationally diverse Thai province. The hill tribes 
themselves are undoubtedly amongst the most disadvantaged and vulnerable groups in 
Thailand society. The majority live in extremely remote regions, primarily working in 
agriculture although, in some cases, primary income is derived from off-farm occupations 
which include selling products or handicrafts at local markets. It is also not unusual for 
people in employment to have additional secondary sources of income (Fujioka, 2002: 
vii), combining the agricultural and non-agricultural.  
Due to the diversity of its people, Mae Hong Son has a variety of languages which 
originated amongst different ethnic groups. The Karen is the most populous of the tribe 
of hill tribe people, comprising 78% of the population in the province’s highlands. They 
have settled across all districts and have lived in the territory of Mae Hong Son province 
for a long time. They also have their own traditions, deliberately associated with a 
peaceful way of life and consciously grounded within nature an important feature. This 
association with nature is materially reflected within the predominance of agriculture as 
a tribal occupation and source of income (Sutamongkol, 2006).  
Following the place-based and observation-orientated methodology underpinning this 
study, the researcher travelled to each CDC in order to gather data by herself and spent 
some time communicating with local people. I found that most of the hill tribe people 
live in relative cultural isolation within small villages and communities along foothills, 
valleys, and high mountains. Each village seems to exist independently from their local 
authorities due to inaccessibility, which causes difficulties for interaction with other 
villages or the wider area as well as precluding the potential construction of a more 
modern, higher-quality infrastructure. The hill tribe peoples tend to retain a lower status 
and experience poorer living conditions compared to those groups classifiable as 
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indigenous Thai natives. In this instance, such patterns and conditions of habitation have 
led to diversification of belief, with each village having developed their own distinct 
ancient traditions in accordance with their beliefs and way of life. In hill tribe villages, 
shared experiences of poverty, combined with the remoteness and isolation of each 
village, often leads to very close and trusting relationships with other members of the 
village community. Consequently, it is common practice to regard other members of the 
village as relations, even if there is no familial relationship (Kaewnuch, 2010: 43).  
 
Photo 4.2 The small village of a hill tribe (Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ø Mae Hong Son Economic Geography 
Agriculture practice occupies 11.7% of Mae Hong Son’s total land area. Such practice 
largely consists of rice, garlic, maize, chili, and cabbage production as well as cattle and 
pig rearing. These farmers grow produce chiefly for consumption within the province 
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although excess production is sold in other provinces to supplement income. In terms of 
the Thai hill tribe settlement, 87% of these people choose to both reside and work outside 
of the municipality (ONESDB, 2018). 
 
Photo 4.3 The agriculture of the hill tribes (Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mae Hong Son is Thailand’s smallest provincial economy, with the population’s income 
primarily dependent on agriculture and tourism. Due to the rural nature of Mae Hong Son 
and the lack of industry, this province has the highest level of poverty in comparison with 
other provinces, with the average income per head 56,862 baht per year or 
(approximately) 1,354 pounds per year (42 BAHT = 1 GBP) (National Statistical Office 
of Mae Hong Son, 2015) representing a lower average income and lower material quality 
of life than the remainder of Thailand. 
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In Mae Hong Son, people of working-age have a statistically lower standard of education 
with 33.5% classed as uneducated and 33.6 % having completed primary or lower 
education compared with only 9.9% having graduated from higher educational 
institutions (National Statistical Office of Mae Hong Son, 2015). 
 
Ø Infrastructure problems in Mae Hong Son 
As alluded to earlier, Mae Hong Son’s landscape creates difficulties for transportation 
due to its remoteness and difficult, rough terrain along the province’s key transport 
routes. As a result, the government is constrained in terms of developing basic transport 
infrastructure and improving services (ONESDB, 2018: 2). Structural constraints 
include: 
• Persistent Poverty: Mae Hong Son has the highest level of poverty in the country and 
this problem has been getting worse since 2006. The majority of people in this 
province rely on agricultural labour as their main source of income. This income is 
usually quite small and there is little job security. Also, difficulties in transportation 
mean commuting any distance is not possible, with a general lack of opportunities to 
undertake alternative labour. All of this has combined to create systemic poverty in 
this province. Fujioka (2002: vii) thus stresses that, “in addition to long-standing 
problems such as citizenship and land settlement, a wide range of issues related to hill 
tribe people are being addressed. Particular emphasis is on the promotion of quality of 
life and welfare through human resource development. Accordingly, the role of 
education in improving socio-economic condition is further recognized”. 
• Limitations on infrastructure development: Most of the landscape is mountainous 
terrain, which can be dangerous and roads particularly steep and difficult to traverse. 
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This terrain often obstructs the development of infrastructure, especially with regard 
to transportation and public utilities. In addition, the area is mostly a conservation area 
and a national forest, which legally limits agricultural, industrial and residential 
development. 
• Limitations on basic services: Health care, education and other basic services provided 
by the government are not consistent throughout the province. This is primarily due 
to the impossibly high mountainous terrain and distance between communities. 
Therefore, it is difficult to navigate and manage service provision, as well as maintain 
access to public services. 
• Limited tourism period: Tourism has recently become a major source of income for 
the province. Despite this, the tourism season only lasts throughout the winter period 
from November to February, constituting a short-term tourist season. 
• Restricted land: There is a continuous risk that the forest area may encroach onto the 
agricultural areas and more land will be lost to forestation as opposed to being used 
for agriculture. This risk is continuing and threatens the economic viability of the area 
on a permanent basis.  
In spite of this, the ONESDB (2018) states that the people in the Mae Hong Son do not 
feel as though they have problems on that grounds that they generally enjoy a contented 
and happy life. However, the high poverty situation and chronic conditions, placing 
restrictions on infrastructural development, combined with the physical geography of the 
province, present a cumulative challenge for the government. Therefore, the state’s first 
priority when facilitating Mae Hong Son’s development is in addressing the fundamental 
poverty issue for the residents on the grounds that this province represents Thailand’s 
poorest province and poverty has various deleterious secondary effects upon wellbeing. 
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Nevertheless, another (related) concern is the lack of educational development, 
particularly for hill tribes’ children (ONESDB, 2018).  
Within this current study, the researcher has determined to focus on the child caregivers’ 
roles with regards to educating and caring for those underprivileged young children who 
have mostly been ignored by the government. Clearly, from an ethical and statutory 
perspective alike, these children possess the right to receive an education comparable to 
that received by children in urban areas and currently adjudged to be qualitatively 
superior in terms of learning and holistic outcomes. As mentioned in the report of the 
World Education Forum (2015: 6), “Thailand’s policy is to create and expand education 
opportunities, taking into consideration the need for equity and fairness for every group 
within the society, including the poor, the disadvantaged, and those with physical and 
learning disabilities, as well as minority groups, to respond to the second goal in the 
provision of education for all”. 
 
4.3 Education for underprivileged children in rural areas 
In Thailand, comprehensive education plans for the development of children were 
initially formulated in 1992; these stated that, “a policy for the development of children 
was formulated based on improving the situation regarding basic needs and services for 
children [...] All children aged 3-5 must be developed in all aspects before receiving 
compulsory education.” (MOE, 2007: 4-5). Despite this, there remains a continuing 
problem regarding inequality within educating, with core distinctions around outcomes 
relating to the disjuncture between developed urbanized areas and remote areas where 
impoverished people must essentially focus upon seeking a basic wage for labour rather 
than giving priority to an education for their child or children. Even though various 
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governments and other organizations are delivering an extensive range of support, 
underprivileged children are still palpably and measurably not receiving adequate 
education (Fujioka, 2002). 
Fujioka (2002: 3) indeed revealed that, “hill tribe people are among the most 
disadvantaged groups within the country”. They have been associated with problems such 
as infrastructure-related limitations, similarly limited access to legal status and 
categorization as non-Thai on the part of outsiders. In addition, “Highland development, 
while seen as increasingly important, has not been integrated into mainstream 
development policies. Delayed by the difficultly in access, communication barriers, 
frequent migration of hill tribe people and to a certain extent, alleged illegal dealings 
among the hill tribes, assistance to highland communities has faced insufficiencies in 
many respects” (Fujioka, 2002:18). As briefly discussed earlier, hill tribes consistently 
prefer to live in small villages rather than being integrated into large villages and there 
are still some areas not covered by government agencies’ support.  
Clearly, the provision of education in rural communities is influenced by cross-
determining social, economic, political, technological and cultural factors (Bhola, 2014). 
Disadvantaged children from remote villages in Mae Hong Son province have struggled 
with a number of challenges, including living in very isolated areas, poverty and 
communication barriers. A parallel disparity in educational outcomes exists among these 
children, which is both evidenced and exacerbated by a lack of learning equipment, 
teaching media and study materials.  
Another significant problem particularly pronounced in the context of hill tribe child 
education is that when pupils come to school, they will invariably use their own language 
to communicate with the practitioners and other students. If the practitioners are not from 
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the area, there might be obstacles to communication in the event of their not 
understanding the local language dialect. The children’s parents are predominantly 
members of hill tribes who frequently  cannot communicate in standard Thai at a fluent 
level and their hopes and aspirations that children will learn to communicate in Thai  are 
grounded in an expectation that schools will have the human, technological and scholastic 
resources to teach them (UNESCO and Asia-Pacific Regional Network for Early 
Childhood (ARNEC), 2016). Furthermore, since parents in the highlands give priority to 
earning a living rather than getting children to study, children become at high risk of 
losing opportunities for obtaining appropriate education and care (Fujioka, 2002; 
Murphy, 2012; UNESCO, 2016). Consequently, instructors need to be particularly well 
prepared with their knowledge and understanding regarding learners’ backgrounds.  
Added to this, human and physical geographical issues relating to rural resources and 
climate phenomena mean that there is a food problem. Since the students generally come 
from remote areas with minimal infrastructural development, environmental conditions 
can affect students’ food, often precluding the preservation of fresh food. From the 
informal observation undertaken in this study, the researcher found that rain was often 
accompanied by strong wind and storms, which consequently caused power cuts and 
rendered refrigeration ineffective. Likewise, some areas have only solar cells containing 
limited power, which must be utilized for instruction and teaching periods. Therefore, 
some CDCs have no refrigerator or even freezers to maintain fresh food and vegetables 
in order to make lunch for the young learners the next day.  
In summation, the educational development opportunities available to hill tribe children 
cannot therefore be perceived as successful when evaluated against the projected and 
explicit aims of Thai educational policy. These young children find themselves in a 
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situation where they receive inferior support services and limited learning resources 
within schools which lack qualified personnel and teaching equipment.  The quality of 
education for these disadvantaged children is low, which will invariably affect their 
quality of life in the future. This data is consistent with the results of the study of 
disadvantaged children living in the highlands of the upper northern region as conducted 
by the Office of Basic Education Commission (OBEC); this found that the children in 
those villages have a low quality of education and a very low standard of living as well 
as lacking access to key aspects of Thai citizenship (OBEC, 2009; Fry and Bi, 2013).  
This situation is further exacerbated by communication problems occurring between the 
practitioners and the parents, who are not in a position to meet any additional costs 
involved with their child’s development and learning. Finally, broader inequalities 
around access to, and developmental opportunities within, educational institutions for 
urban and rural children respectively constitute a particularly critical issues within 
Thailand as a whole since the majority of people live in rural areas (Fry and Bi, 2013).  
According to Thai educational policy, MOE (2017: 3) states, “Thai Government in each 
period have attached great importance to education provision and promotion. Educational 
policies delivered have aspired to improve the quality of education as a whole so that all 
groups of the Thai population have equal opportunity to access quality education”. This 
statement encompasses a broad commitment to supporting disadvantaged young children 
who are members of hill tribe groups, as they also live within Thailand’s boundaries and 
hence are entitled to receive equal opportunities around education and study.  
Therefore, this current research is concerned with the challenges surrounding hill tribe 
children’s attendance at the CDCs and the provision of adequate education and care of 
them on the part of the practitioners in the context of fulfilling Thailand’s educational 
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policy directives. Furthermore, this research also aims to deliver actionable information 
around the main factors and challenges impacting upon practitioners’ performances, 
whilst identifying strategies which should better enable childcare providers within the 
province to provide suitable education to these underprivileged young children.  
 
4.4 Summary 
There is a large deficit in the quality of early years education provided to young learners 
within remote areas of Thailand when compared to that education offered to learners in 
urban areas. Travel restrictions in these areas imposed by the lack of good roads, lack of 
finances and the mountainous terrain make it difficult for people to travel easily 
throughout the regions. Additionally, parents often do not have the financial capacity to 
make choices about their child’s education and most descend from hill tribes who 
traditionally cannot communicate Thai fluently due to their relative isolation and use of 
tribe-specific dialects on a day-to-day level.  
Within educational institutions, the parents are understandably keen to for children to be 
educated in standard Thai, so that the children can communicate well and subsequently 
access a greater number of future opportunities for work. Despite this, the child 
caregivers are not only responsible for teaching the young learners to speak Thai but also 
for appropriately nurturing the young learners in order to enable them to overcome their 
socio-economic deprivation. The findings from this current study will therefore not only 
provide an understanding of child caregivers’ practices, including the impact upon 
practitioners and young learners, but also offer recommendations for local authorities 
around developing the effectiveness of child caregiver’s performances and improving 
educational practices within rural areas. 
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Chapter Five: Child Caregivers’ Roles in the Education System 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this project was to help the researcher gain an understanding of child 
caregivers’ perceptions of their knowledge, understanding, general role, and aptitude of 
the surrounding educational context in order to educate young children. The qualitative 
data, as mentioned in the methods chapter, was acquired through in-depth interviews with 
child caregivers and educational officers, along with observations of child caregivers 
during their daily work. The findings are presented in this chapter (Chapter Five), and 
then in Chapter Six and Chapter Seven, each of which is based on the three research 
questions explicated in Chapter Two. This chapter will discuss insights derived from 
analysis of the data relating to the first research question, which is: 
Ø What role do current child caregivers think they are playing in the education 
system?  
Interviews were conducted with thirty respondents, including twenty-three child 
caregivers and seven educational officers over a period of three months. During the direct 
observations, four child caregivers from four Child Development Centres (CDCs) were 
selected and observations were conducted over a period of three months. All prospective 
participants who were approached to take part in the study agree to do so. General 
information about the respondents has been categorized within this study according to 
sample demographics. These groupings are composed of educational officers and child 
caregivers, segmented by gender within Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Gender of the participants (N=30) 
 
 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the gender division of the participants. The majority of respondents 
were female, with 26 (87%), while 4 (13%) were male. Table 5.1 below provides a 
comprehensive breakdown of educational officer demographics.   
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Table 5.1 Demographics of the educational officers (N=7) 
Details Frequency Percentage (%) 
Age 
25-30 years old 1 14.29 
31-35 years old 2 28.57 
36-40 years old 3 42.85 
Over 41 years old 1 14.29 
Qualification 
Bachelors’ degree 6 85.71 
Masters’ degree 1 14.29 
Years of experience 
Less than 1 year 2 28.57 
1–3 years 3 42.85 
4–5 years 1 14.29 
Over 6 years 1 14.29 
Total 7 100 
 
The majority of educational officers were aged 36-40 (43%), with similar minority 
percentages of those aged 25-30 and those over 41 years old (14%). In terms of their 
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qualification level, most of the educational officers (86%) were educated up to Bachelors’ 
degree level, while one (14%) of the educational officers had attained a Masters’ degree. 
Regarding years of experience, the largest grouping (43%) consisted of educational 
officers had between 1–3 years’ experience. In addition, 14% possessed 4–5 years’ 
experience, with 14% falling within the most experienced band of 6+ years in the field. 
Nevertheless, it is salient to note that 29% of educational officers held very little 
experience, i.e. less than one year. Table 5.2, featured below, indicates broad general 
demographic divisions amongst the child caregivers. 
 
Table 5.2 Demographics of the child caregivers (N=23) 
Details Frequency Percentage (%) 
Age 
25-30 years old 8 34.80 
31-35 years old 6 26.08 
36-40 years old 3 13.04 
41-45 years old 3 13.04 
46-50 years old 1 4.35 
Over 51 years old 2 8.70 
Qualification 
Lower than Bachelors’ degree 7 30.43 
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Bachelors’ degree in Early Childhood Education 10 43.48 
Bachelors’ degree in other areas 5 21.74 
Masters’ degree 1 4.35 
Years of experience 
Less than 1 year 2 8.70 
1 – 5 years 6 26.08 
6 – 10 years 5 21.74 
11 – 15 years 5 21.74 
16 – 20 years 2 8.70 
21 – 25 years 2 8.70 
Over 26 years 1 4.35 
Total  100.0 
 
The greatest percentage of child caregiver respondents were aged 25-30 years old (35%), 
whereas 26% of the group was aged between 31-35 years old. Most of the child caregivers 
(43%) had a Bachelors’ degrees in early childhood education, whilst a quarter of child 
caregivers (30%) had qualifications lower than a Bachelors’ degree. In addition, 22% of 
child caregivers held a Bachelors’ degree in other areas whilst 4% had graduated with a 
Masters’ degree. From this information, it is clear that respondent demographics varied 
in terms of their caregiving experience. The highest percentage of child caregivers (26%) 
had between 1-5 years’ experience; followed by 22% each falling within the ranges of 6-
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10 years and 11-15 years. Conversely, a small proportion (4%) fell into the bracket of 
having over 26 years’ experience.  
In the following section, the findings of the study are presented, drawing on analysis of 
the interviews and observational data. The respondents’ socio-demographic information 
is provided in brackets after each quote specifying whether they are an educational officer 
or child caregiver. The respondents were not identified by name to ensure anonymity. 
The discussion is structured in order to address the specified research question, and 
examines the following key issues regarding child caregivers’ role in the education 
system: 
▪ Child caregivers’ perceptions of their role, 
▪ The effectiveness of the child caregivers’ performances, and 
▪ The obstacles to child caregivers’ performances 
Themes were developed as a result of research interviews and observations, based upon 
the frequency of certain participant responses and terms during the interview processes, 
and relating to events and actions witnessed during observational sessions. Extrapolating 
from the types and frequency of terms extensively mentioned by many respondents in 
this research different perceptions of child caregivers’ roles appear to be one of the key 
determinants influencing child caregivers’ practices. The three themes above were 
constructed from the first research questions as mentioned earlier.  
Categories were constructed by focusing on the participant’s perspectives contained in 
the interview data in response to research questions. The respondents who took part in 
this study felt they had gained many benefits from their involvement in the study, 
including the opportunity to express concerns regarding early years education provision.  
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5.2 Child Caregivers’ Perceptions of their Roles and Contribution 
Eighteen out of twenty-three child caregivers perceived their roles as child caregivers and 
work at the Child Development Centres (CDCs) as a crucial part of developing 
disadvantaged young children, especially those residing within isolated areas. In the past, 
the CDCs sole responsibility was to care for children while their parents went to work. 
By contrast, providing education was regarded as a duty of the school system. Nowadays, 
the role of child caregivers has changed as indicated by the DLA’s current policy stating 
that they intend to provide not only child-care, but also early years education; this makes 
them responsible for developing young learners’ learning and essential skills in 
preparation next stages of their formal education. Thus, the educational content of the 
CDCs emphasized child preparation in all its aspects, including skill-improvement and 
self-reliance as preparation for further education and development within society. This 
can be seen from some practitioners’ views:  
 
“The educational management of the Centre is beneficial for the young children 
when they go to higher levels as they will be ready for the new input.” 
(การจดัการศกึษาของศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กเป็นประโยชน์ตอ่การเรียนในระดบัตอ่ไป 
เพือ่จะเป็นการเตรียมความพรอ้มสาํหรบัการเรียนรูส้ิง่ใหม)่ (Child caregiver 8)  
“The Child Development Centre is part of the education system. Although it is not 
compulsory as in other schools in the state system, children are educated while 
being looked after.”  
(ศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กเป็นสว่นหน่ึงของระบบการจดัการศกึษา ถงึแมว้า่จะไมใ่ช ่
การศกึษาภาคบงัคบัเชน่เดยีวกบัระบบโรงเรียน แตเ่ด็กก็จะไดร้บัการศกึษา 
ไปพรอ้มกบัการใหก้ารเล้ียงด)ู (Child caregiver 10) 
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These statements confirm the CDCs status as a key place for provision of basic skills and 
education for young children. Previously, the primary reasons for learners’ limited school 
attendance in the remote areas, particularly those raised within hill tribe societies, were 
grounded within structural social discrimination. Due to limited Thai language skills, 
they were afraid of using government services which included the provision of early years 
education from local authority. The child education therefore was not generally valued 
in the hill tribe communities, whilst the right and value of education was not fully 
understood by parents (UNESCO and ARNEC, 2016). 
Hence, statements on the part of the child caregivers also indicate that parents previously 
did not assign high priority to education. They would send children to the Centre in the 
late morning around 10-11 am and come to pick them up in the afternoon, around 12-1 
pm. Occasionally, the children did not take showers prior to attending and came to the 
Centre in their nightclothes. Additionally, when it was raining there would invariably be 
no children in the Centre.  
 
“Previously, a few children came to the Centre without taking a shower. Their 
parents were not aware that their child needed to be clean before coming to the 
Centre.”  
(เมือ่กอ่นเด็ก 2-3 คน จะมาศนูย์แบบทีไ่มไ่ดอ้าบน้ํา คอืพอ่แมไ่มไ่ดรู้ส้กึวา่ 
ตอ้งอาบน้ําใหลู้กกอ่นมาสง่ทีศ่นูย์) (Child caregiver 6) 
Nowadays, regardless of circumstances, parents habitually bring their child to the Centre. 
Child caregivers have expressed and advocated to parents the value of education, which 
has led to greater realization on the part of the latter that young children should acquire 
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important literacy skills to enable them to enter the formal education system successfully. 
In addition, the children enjoyed attending coming to the CDCs and consequently 
engaged with the sessions. Parents themselves appear more educated both on the issues, 
and in general, and consequently understand how education is significant for their child. 
The practitioners revealed that they were proud to have played a role in changing parental 
perspectives, resulting from which parents would now send their young children to an 
early-years institution. Practitioners understood this as having made an important 
contribution to their society. One respondent thus stated that:  
 
“I believe that what I did, had been considered from parents. Thus, they now 
realize the importance of education for their child more so than previously 
happened.”  
(พีค่ดิวา่พอ่แมเ่ห็นในสิง่ทีพี่ต่ ัง้ใจทาํ ตอนน้ีพวกเขาเลยเห็นถงึความสาํคญั 
ของการศกึษาสาํหรบัลูกของเขามากกวา่เมือ่กอ่น) (Child caregiver 13) 
 
From providers’ perspectives the value both of basic language-related education and 
essential life skills development, which children currently received, became more 
thoroughly understood and appreciated by parents. For example, during the period of 
observation (BO1), there was a heavy storm in the night which continued into the 
daytime. This meant it was difficult to drive, as the road was slippery and muddy. 
Nevertheless, all of the children showed up at the CDC and only two were late. This 
implies that the parents thought that attendance was really important despite the heavy 
rain and the storm. It was thus clear that the parents were committed to the education of 
their young children.  
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The child caregivers noted that it took time to make the parents understand the necessity 
of education for the young children. They tried to explain that taking the children out of 
educational institutions meant interrupting their education. Furthermore, child caregivers 
demonstrated their good intentions by looking after the children with demonstrable 
competence and care, leading parents to further recognize the benefits of education for 
their children. There was clear evidence that attendance of the CDCs increased learner 
well-being, along with intellectual, behavioural, physical, emotional, and social 
development (Pinyoanuntapong, 2013 and Buain, 2017). Early years practitioners 
perceived that their responsibility under the education system was, and is, to provide 
equal educational access to these underprivileged young learners.  
The CDCs examined in this study were located in the highlands and represented the rural 
aspect of Thailand’s education system. Accessing centres from main roads involved long 
travel across difficult terrain, confirmed by the researcher’s experience when travelling 
to conduct the research. As discussed in previous Chapters when young learners initially 
attend these rural institutions, they speak their own hill tribe dialects and invariably start 
to learn the Thai language from their instructors. Consequently, the instructors need to 
communicate in both Thai and the ethnic languages. In addition to discussing their 
contribution towards changing perceptions around  early years education, child 
caregivers discussed their roles within  the education of young learners from hill tribes in 
relation to the following eight themes: protection (20)5; facilitation (17); pleasure (16); 
creation (13); devotion (11); care (10); investigation (7); and role model (5) see Table 
 
5 The number in brackets refers t the number of child caregivers who were coded to these 
respective themes. 
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5.3. All of the respondents mentioned more than one option, which implied the multiple 
responsibilities that the child caregivers perceived themselves to hold.  
 
Table 5.3 The child caregivers’ perception about their roles 
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CC1* 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
CC2* 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
CC3* 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
CC4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
CC5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
CC6 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
CC7 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
CC8 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
CC9 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
CC10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
CC11 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
CC12 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
CC13 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
CC14* 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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CC15 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
CC16 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
CC17 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
CC18 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 
CC19 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
CC20 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
CC21 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
CC22 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
CC23 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
*There are the child caregivers who were selected for, and agreed to participate in, the 
observational work.  
 
The early years instructors’ roles rely largely upon the individual circumstances and 
social setting each instructor works in, but in all cases child caregivers are expected to 
deliver knowledge, skills and experience in order to improve outcomes for young 
learners. Surprisingly, the child caregivers did not perceive themselves as early years 
educators primarily responsible for providing education to the young learners; however, 
they did perceive themselves as having more than one responsibility. This 
multifariousness can be found illustrated within table 5.2 and discussed further in light 
of evidence garnered from the participants’ statements. 
The majority of them (twenty out of twenty-three child caregivers) believed that child 
protection was undoubtedly the greatest concern for a classroom instructor. The child 
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caregivers commonly noted that they retained a key role in ensuring child safety while 
young learners attended the CDCs; this included both physical and mental safety. In 
respect of the physical safety, the following quotations, taken from interviewee 
responses, reflect recurring tendencies: 
 
“I think I am a protector, which makes me concerned about the safety of children 
which I view as the priority of the Centre.”  
(พีค่ดิวา่พีอ่ยูใ่นฐานะผูด้แูลความปลอดภยั ซึง่เรือ่งความปลอดภยัของเด็กๆ 
จะมาเป็นอนัดบัหน่ึงสาํหรบัศนูย์น้ี) (Child caregiver 12) 
“My main responsibility is to protect the children from unsafe things and provide 
proper hygiene and nutrition.”  
(หน้าทีห่ลกัของพีค่อืการดแูลในเรือ่ง ความปลอดภยัของเด็กๆ จากอนัตรายตา่งๆ 
และจดัการในเรือ่งของสขุภาพและโภชนาการดว้ย) (Child caregiver 17) 
 
Protection was a major issue in the gathered responses.  However, children’s safety was 
nevertheless understood as concerned with physical protection and holistic development, 
as evidenced by the following statements: 
 
“Touching can make children feel warm and safe, and the key is to gain trust from 
them. So, when talking to them, I normally gently touch their arms, heads, and 
give them a hug.”  
(การสมัผสัชว่ยใหเ้ด็กรูส้กึอบรมและปลอดภยั และยงัเป็นกุญแจสาํคญัไดร้บั 
ความไวว้างใจจากเด็กดว้ย เวลาพีค่ยุกบัพวกเขาพีก็่จะคอ่ยๆสมัผสัพวกเขาที ่
แขนลูบหวัและกอด) (Child caregiver 6) 
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“What I normally do is to hug and talk to them nicely, so that they will feel safe 
while attending the Centre.”  
(สิง่ทีพี่จ่ะเป็นประจาํคอืพีจ่ะกอดพวกเขา เพือ่ใหพ้วกเขารูส้กึปลอดภยัเมือ่มา อยูท่ีศ่นูย์) 
(Child caregiver 18) 
 
This demonstrates that participants viewed themselves as playing a crucial role in 
protecting the children and that young children were seen as secure in the best 
environment when instructors could be trusted with their wellbeing when they were away 
from their families. 
The child caregivers not only mentioned the importance of protection, but also discussed 
facilitation as an essential element with regards to young learners’ development and 
learning. In terms of the facilitation, seventeen out of twenty-three child caregivers 
mentioned that their roles could be seen as those of an organizer providing all of the 
activities in order to enhance young learners’ skills and education. They noted that 
stationary, materials, tools and equipment were provided even though the CDCs were 
located in areas with limited resources.  
The child caregiver was responsible for preparing teaching materials, sometimes when 
there were insufficient numbers for all the children. They would ask the young learners 
to merge into groups of 3-4 learners in order to fully perform the activities. Besides this, 
they brought local materials into the classroom and also took the young learners out on 
field trips to learn from activities taking place in their village. This feature is elucidated 
within the following accounts: 
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“I would say I am a facilitator in this Centre in order to care and prepare various 
teaching aids for the young learners.”  
(พีอ่ยากจะเปรียบตวัพีเ่องเป็นผูอ้าํนวยความสะดวกของศนูย์น้ี เพราะพีจ่ะดแูล 
และเตรียมอปุกรณ์การสอนใหมี้ความหลากหลายสาํหรบัเด็กๆ) (Child caregiver 13)  
“I am a facilitator in order to bring local materials into the classroom. Sometimes 
I take the children out to learn from community activities as learning resources.”  
(พีเ่ป็นผูเ้ตรียมการในการเอาสือ่ในทอ้งถิน่เขา้มาสอนในหอ้งเรียน บางคร ัง้พี ่
ก็จะพาเด็กๆ ออกไปเรียนรูต้ามแหลง่เรียนรูต้า่งๆ ในชุมชนดว้ย) (Child caregiver 20) 
 
As discussed, the Child Development Centres forming the basis of this study were located 
in isolated areas of Thailand and normally had problems around inappropriate and 
insufficient teaching materials. The child caregivers were keen to use their own skills so 
as to be able to run activities professionally and beneficially and ultimately in order that 
young learners could develop their own fundamental skills. Providing accessible learning 
resources from the local community is one method the practitioners use to arrange 
materials for young children’s learning even though they live in the midst of a shortage. 
Despite this, sixteen out of twenty-three child caregivers were pleased to be a part of the 
early years education system, which they viewed as ensuring disadvantaged children 
access to educational services. They perceived themselves as having a transformative role 
in relation to those underprivileged children. They also noted that education for young 
learners was indeed significant for their life, a view evidenced by the following 
statements:  
 “It is my pleasure to make a transformation in their lives. I think nothing is more 
worthwhile than helping children to develop the essential skills required for life.”  
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(พีรู่ส้กึยนิดทีีเ่ป็นผูเ้ปลีย่นแปลงชีวติของพวกเขา พีค่ดิวา่ไมม่อีะไรทีจ่ะคุม้คา่ 
ไปกวา่การชว่ยใหเ้ด็กๆ ไดพ้ฒันาทกัษะทีจ่าํเป็นสาํหรบัชีวติพวกเขา)                    
(Child caregiver 4) 
 
This statement demonstrates that the child caregivers perceived themselves to be capable 
of changing the young learners’ lives. In addition, it reiterates that even though the young 
learners live in remote areas, they possess rights to the same quality of education and 
proper care as the urban children. The interviews provide evidence that the child 
caregivers who were interviewed were born within the vicinity of the CDCs and very 
close to the local people. They therefore had a better chance of understanding   each 
young learner’s cultural background. 
The child caregivers noted that there were many children from difficult families and 
therefore needed support and encouragement from instructors in order to fulfil their 
potential, stated here by one of the interviewees:  
 
“This boy, he lives with his grandma and his dad got a new family and his mom 
had left him when he was very young. When he first attended the Centre, he was 
really naughty and needed attention from me. I always give him a hug.”  
(เด็กผูช้ายคนน้ีอยูก่บัยา่ พอ่ของเขาไปมีครอบครวัใหม ่แมก็่ทิง้ไปต ัง้แตเ่ขายงั 
เล็กมากตอนแรกทีเ่ขา้มาเรียนทีศ่นูย์จะดือ้มากและจะเรียกรอ้งความสนใจ 
พีก็่จะกอดเขาตลอด) (Child caregiver 2) 
This can be seen to indicate the advantages of having local people as child caregivers, on 
the grounds that they understand when and why the young learners behave 
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inappropriately and ground their solutions to within this knowledge as well as consequent 
abilities. 
According to the child caregiver’s qualifications, they had opportunities to search for 
other careers within the urban work environment in order to avoid the poverty inherent 
within the remote areas. It can be discerned that child caregivers’ direct experiences and 
understanding of rural young learners’ status have caused the majority to relinquish urban 
work opportunities, to work with these children and enhance educational and care quality 
in remote districts. 
In addition, eleven out of twenty-three child caregivers explicitly expressed the view that 
they devoted themselves to working with disadvantaged early year children in order to 
develop and educate these children. They worked with the limited resources and many 
challenges associated to engagement associated with young children’s family 
circumstances, such as language barriers and economic restrictions. Despite this, the child 
caregivers still self-identifiably dedicated themselves to developing these hill tribe 
children in order to prepare them for starting primary school with confidence. Two 
respondents said: 
 
“I am devoting myself to educate them and try to give them learning opportunities, 
which they would not otherwise have.”  
(พีไ่ดอ้ทุศิตวัเองเพือ่การสอนเด็กและสรา้งโอกาสทางการเรียนรูต้า่งๆ ทีพ่วกเขาไมม่)ี 
(Child caregiver 5) 
“Being able to teach young children who are from ethnic groups and where 
education is currently limited, is my willing duty and I am devoted to provide 
them with various learning opportunities.”  
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(การทีจ่ะสอนเด็กเล็กๆ ทีเ่ด็กชาวเขา ซึง่จะมีขอ้จาํกดัในเรือ่งของการใหก้ารศกึษา 
พีรู่ส้กึเต็มใจและอทุศิตวัเพือ่ทีจ่ะจดัการใหพ้วกเขาได ้มโีอกาสทางการเรียนรู ้
อยา่งหลากหลาย) (Child caregiver 6) 
 
These comments imply that although young learners lived in remote areas, with their 
associated challenges to learning as well as practically ensuring that caregivers continued 
to reside within rural areas themselves, the child caregivers realized the social value of 
providing  learning opportunities in the formative early years and were consequently 
enthusiastic around educating these children. On the other hand, some of the childcare 
providers explicitly indicated that they were happy to work in the area because they could 
live with their families. However, they still considered to seeking employment in the city 
in order to have a better life. 
Due to limited resources, the child caregivers needed to ingeniously create activities for 
provision and maintenance of a friendly atmosphere within learning. Thirteen out of 
twenty-three child caregivers mentioned that most activities were not excessively serious 
and were orientated towards young children’s interests, even as issue of limited resources 
was a significant continuing matter in deciding what to do and how sustainable activities 
were. The activities were likewise created to encourage young children to engage with 
local materials such as small banana trees, vegetables, and fruit which they could collect 
from within local communities, as well as village-centred field trips. Three child 
caregivers stated that: 
 “I created activities for the young learners in an enjoyable environment with 
various local learning materials to play with and took them on a field trip around 
the village.” 
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(พีอ่อกแบบกจิกรรมตา่งๆ สาํหรบัเด็กๆ ใหพ้วกเขาไดเ้ลน่และเพลดิเพลนิ 
กบัสภาพแวดลอ้มพรอ้มกบัสือ่การเรียนรูจ้ากทอ้งถิน่ และพีก็่พวกพวกเขาออก 
ไปทศันศกึษารอบๆ ชุมชนดว้ย) (Child caregiver 10)  
“I always create activities based on the weekly learning theme and merge local 
materials into the events in my classroom.”  
(พีอ่อกแบบกจิกรรมตา่งๆ จากหน่วยการเรียนรูร้ายสปัดาห์ และก็เอาสือ่จาก 
ทอ้งถิน่เขา้มารว่มในการจดักจิกรรมในหอ้งเรียนดว้ย) (Child caregiver 12) 
“Providing local authentic materials in my classroom is the way I can achieve 
activities while we have limited resources.”  
(การเอาสือ่ทีมี่ในทอ้งถิน่เขา้มาจดักจิกรรมในหอ้งเรียนเป็นวธีิการทีพี่ป่รบัใช ้เน่ืองจาก 
ศนูย์เราอยูใ่นพ้ืนทีท่ีข่าดแคลนแหลง่เรียนรู)้ (Child caregiver 17) 
 
These statements indicate that the child caregivers are required to provide the 
fundamental materials and equipment necessary for young learners’ learning abilities, 
based upon their own access to resources. Being faced with living in rural areas and a 
lack of accessible learning supplies, the child caregivers need to adapt whatever resources 
remain or become available within their areas in order to provide young learners with a 
good standard of education.  
Additionally, ten out of twenty-three participants perceived their duties included caring 
for and supporting young children in terms of developing skills for growth and social life 
development through CDC-based activities. This perspective is evidenced in statements 
from two of the interviewees: 
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“I believe that these children need to be taken good care of with proper 
development in accordance with their age.”  
(พีเ่ชือ่วา่เด็กเหลา่น้ีตอ้งการการดแูลทีด่ ีและการพฒันาอยา่งเหมาะสมกบัชว่ง 
อายขุองพวกเขา) (Child caregiver 6)  
“I provide good care and education at the same time in order to prepare them for 
their future learning.”  
(พีใ่หก้ารดแูลและการศกึษาพวกเขาในเวลาเดยีวกนั เพือ่เตรียมความพรอ้มให ้
พวกเขาสาํหรบัการเรียนรูใ้นอนาคต) (Child caregiver 15) 
 
Taking care of children while their parents go to work is perceived as the primary duty 
of educators. The learning opportunities for these disadvantaged children are minimal 
when compared to children in the city, partially since parents do not have enough 
knowledge to provide proper care (Suvansrul, 2013). Thus, when the children come to 
the Centre, child caregivers will be expected to provide appropriate care in order to ensure 
the children are properly developed. 
Such conclusions were supported by educational officers’ statements, which indicated 
that the officers had to go into the field to observe child caregiver’s actual performances 
at least once per semester. These officers saw that young children were happy and 
enjoyed the activities they participated, suggesting that the practitioners provided 
stimulation.  Likewise, the educational officers revealed that children’s skills improved 
when gauged against their developmental level and age. This could imply that practices 
carried out within and through child caregivers’ roles, consisting of activities delivered 
to the young learners, were objectively beneficial. One of the educational officers 
explained that: 
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“The child caregiver did her job quite well as it can be seen from the children 
who are happy, clean, healthy and enjoy participating in activities when I went to 
the Centre.” 
(ผูด้แูลเด็กทาํหน้าทีข่องตวัเองไดด้มีาก ซึง่สามารถดไูดจ้ากการทีเ่ด็กๆมาทีศ่นูย์ 
แลว้มีความสขุ, ดสูะอาด, สขุภาพด ีและสนุกสนานกบักจิกรรมตา่งๆ)         
(Educational officer 3) 
 
Furthermore, three educational officers noted that not all child caregivers (twelve out of 
twenty-three) had graduated with a Bachelors’ degree in early childhood education. They 
had opportunities to attend essential training sessions around education and care for the 
young learners. As a result, they were able to provide enjoyable and appropriate activities 
with diverse experiences, serving to stimulate young learners. Information from 
educational officers confirmed that child caregivers made continuing efforts to develop 
their practices, as indicated below:  
 
“Every time I go into the field to observe teaching, I see new activities with happy 
children. The teacher has more than one duty in a day, but she can handle all this 
and does her best.”  
(ทกุคร ัง้ทีพี่ล่งพ้ืนทีส่งัเกตการสอน พีจ่ะเห็นกจิกรรมใหม่ๆ  ทีค่รูจดั และเด็กมีความสขุ 
ครูมีภาระหน้าทีม่ากกวา่หน่ึงหน้าทีใ่นแตล่ะวนั แตเ่ขาก็ทาํหน้าทีไ่ดเ้ป็นอยา่งด)ี 
(Educational officer 1) 
“I would say that my child caregivers, who I supervise, are pretty professional. 
When I observe their teaching, I am always impressed with the set activities.” 
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(พีพู่ดไดว้า่ผูด้แูลเด็กในการดแูลของพีค่อ่นขา้งจะมคีวามเชีย่วชาญในการทาํหน้าที ่
เวลาทีพี่ล่งพ้ืนทีส่งัเกตการสอน พีจ่ะรูส้กึประทบัในกบักจิกรรมตา่งๆ ทีเ่ขาจดัเตรียม 
ใหก้บัเด็กๆ) (Educational officer 3) 
 
This indicates that child caregivers have several responsibilities when dealing with the 
young learners, with insights derived from educational officers’ direct observations of 
practitioners’ practices.  
A predominant perception identified within child caregivers’ around their roles is the 
integration of more than one responsibility. They are not only there to educate the 
children, but also to perform numerous tasks preparing young children for various life 
experiences. Providing positively charged experiences for disadvantaged young learners 
can indubitably improve their learning and essential skills as part of entering the wider 
world.  
In addition to the trends emergent from the interviews with child caregivers and 
educational officers, the data obtained from subsequent observational research also 
supports that claim that children were supported well.  Early years practitioners were 
observed as enacting their responsibilities to deliver and facilitate care and education 
through ongoing activities.  
Four child caregivers were observed over the course of their teaching sessions; these 
involved facilitating activities created by caregivers beforehand, then undertaking 
guidance and duties of care while young children were involved in events. The 
practitioners performed naturally, appeared happy and clearly intended to provide 
appropriate activities for the young learners. During the observations, the practitioners 
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cared for and protected young learners through creating and maintaining a safe 
environment, which included ensuring that:  
● The activities areas were cleaned both before and after activities, and 
● The children were reassured, with child caregivers gently touching the young learners 
at arrival and during the activities. 
In addition, the observation found that the four child caregivers who were observed 
demonstrated how to engage young learners in the activities. Their other role was to 
facilitate and be involved in the activities until the children were able to do it themselves. 
They permitted the young learners to learn through direct instruction and by discovering 
other approaches for themselves. The practitioners encouraged the children to continue 
the activities until they completed them. The following are examples of phrases from the 
observed child caregivers:  
 
Child Caregiver 1: “Wow, Ticha, you are doing a great job.”  
(OB2) (วา้ว ทชิาหนูทาํไดด้มีากเลย) 
 “Oh! I like it.”  
 (โอว้ ครูชอบมากเลย) 
 “Thank you for doing this for your friends.” 
 (ขอบใจมากทีห่นูทาํใหเ้พือ่น) 
 “Great! Tell me more what is the next step?”  
 (เยีย่ม! บอกครูสวิา่ข ัน้ตอนตอ่ไปคอือะไร) 
 “It looks like you are happy to do this. And it is beautiful.” 
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(ดเูหมือนวา่หนูจะสนุกกบัการทาํอนัน้ีนะ และมนัก็ออกมาสวยมากเลย) 
Child caregiver 1: “How about this one? What do you think Tanu?” 
(OB1) (อนัน้ีหละ ตะหนูคดิวา่ยงัไง)              
 “That is beautiful. It can be more, so keep doing it.” 
 (อนันัน้สวยมากเลย แตจ่ะสวยไดม้ากกวา่น้ีอกี ทาํไปเรือ่ยๆนะ) 
“Really?” 
(จรงิเหรอ!) 
 “You have nearly finished.” 
 (หนูทาํใกลจ้ะเสร็จแลว้) 
 
These are encouraging expressions, repeated by the early year instructors while the young 
learners were doing the activities to ensure that all young children complete the 
undertakings. This implies the practitioners cared and needed to confirm that each young 
learner had similar opportunities by asking and encouraging each of them to engage and 
complete the activities. 
In summary, child caregivers have a profound influence on the quality of education and 
care offered within CDCs.  Therefore, one of the child caregivers’ roles under the 
education system is to make a difference for these hill tribe children, which they 
perceived as a great responsibility in order to enhance the learning opportunities, life 
experiences and appropriate care available to these disadvantaged young children. The 
practitioners also perceived that the quality of education made a difference to children’s 
further educational opportunities. With increasing awareness of early years education’s 
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significance within the context of the larger education system, the CDCs become crucial 
child development institutions explicitly geared around enhancing children’s essential 
skills in light of their developmental level and age.  
 
5.3 The effectiveness of child caregivers’ performance 
Data obtained from the project interviews shows that twenty out of twenty-three child 
caregivers were satisfied with their work. They worked in the area where they were born 
and raised, and were thus intimately acquainted with the local community, including their 
charges’ parents, as the following statements indicate:  
 
“I am feeling so happy having the chance to take care of these children because 
their parents and I, we know each other. So, these children are like mine.”  
(พีรู่ส้กึดทีีมี่โอกาสไดด้แูลเด็กพวกน้ี เพราะผูป้กครองกบัพีเ่รารูจ้กักนัอยูแ่ลว้ 
เพราะฉะนัน้ เด็กพวกน้ีก็จะเหมือนลูกหลานของพีเ่อง) (Child caregiver 7) 
“I was born here, and I also have a family here. Everyone knows each other and 
my job is to help improve their capabilities.”  
(พีเ่กดิและก็มคีรอบครวัทีน่ี่ ทกุคนรูจ้กักนัหมด และงานของพีก็่คอืชว่ยพฒันา 
ความสามารถของเด็กเหลา่น้ี) (Child caregiver 9) 
 
The child caregivers perceived their role to be beneficial for the local community by 
improving the quality of education available to children from remote small villages. 
Furthermore, the practitioners’ desire to provide education and care to disadvantaged 
children can be identified as a result of their own background and connection with the 
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local community; indeed, a majority perceive young learners to be like their own 
children. From their perspective, as well as that of this study, therefore, the intention was 
to successfully seek ways to support their practices.  
Consequently, the child caregivers were questioned about what would help their practices 
to be effective. Their responses categorize ‘effective performance’ as consisting of four 
main factors:  cooperation from parents and communities; training; trustfulness of 
parents; and teaching techniques see Table 5.4. These themes relate to the first research 
question and emerged from interview discussions, as well as being evidenced and 
supported through direct observations. The detail of each theme will be presented in 
sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and 5.3.4. 
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Table 5.4 Performance effectiveness factors 
 
Cooperation from 
Parents and 
communities 
(19) 
Training 
(17) 
Trust from 
Parents 
(16) 
 
Teaching 
Techniques 
(10) 
 
CC1 1 1 1 1 
CC2 1 0 1 1 
CC3 1 0 1 0 
CC4 0 1 1 0 
CC5 1 1 1 0 
CC6 1 0 1 0 
CC7 1 0 0 1 
CC8 1 0 1 0 
CC9 1 0 0 1 
CC10 0 1 1 0 
CC11 1 1 1 1 
CC12 1 1 1 0 
CC13 1 1 1 0 
CC14 1 0 1 0 
CC15 1 0 0 0 
CC16 0 1 1 1 
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CC17 1 0 0 1 
CC18 1 0 1 0 
CC19 0 0 0 1 
CC20 1 0 1 0 
CC21 1 0 1 0 
CC22 1 1 0 1 
CC23 1 1 0 1 
 
5.3.1 Cooperation from the parents and communities 
Effective educational work in this study is exemplified through cooperation between 
practitioners, parents and communities. The majority of child caregivers (nineteen out of 
twenty-three child caregivers) expressed themselves as satisfied with the degree of 
collaboration and cooperation from parents. They articulated the crucial difference 
between children from disadvantaged backgrounds who did well and those who did less 
well in CDCs. It depended on positive attitudes of parents concerning their young child’s 
development and learning. The parents were members of rural hill tribes who worked as 
agricultural cultivators, and predominantly communicated using regional dialects instead 
of the mainstream Thai language. 
The local people always cooperated with child caregivers’ requirements and requests not 
only relating to their own child, but also the CDC’s facilities as well. The good 
cooperation between the child caregivers and parents is a significant factor in the 
effectiveness of child caregivers’ performance and in accordance with their work under 
the education system. The following statement gives some indication of this: 
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 “Parents here are very cooperative. They helped us build this fence. Anything 
or any assistance that I ask for has never been ignored.” 
(ผูป้กครองทีน่ี่ใหค้วามรว่มมือดมีาก ร ัว้ทีเ่ห็นอยูน่ี่ก็ฝือมือผูป้กครองชว่ยกนั ทกุอยา่ง 
หรือทกุความชว่ยเหลือทางเรารอ้งขอไปจะไมเ่คยทีจ่ะไดร้บัการปฏเิสธ เลยสกัคร ัง้) 
(Child caregiver 2) 
“The parents here have little knowledge about raising children, so we give them 
suggestions and they always follow these, and we always receive great 
cooperation as they listen to us.”  
(ผูป้กครองทีน่ี่มีความรูน้้อยเกีย่วกบัการดแูลเล้ียงดเูด็ก พีก็่ตอ้งใหค้าํแนะนํา พวกเขา 
พวกเขาก็จะฟงัและใหค้วามรว่มมือทีด่)ี (Child caregiver 18) 
 
These statements confirm that the child caregivers and parents have a good connection 
in terms of cooperating with each other for the benefit of young learners. Both the 
educational institution and home environment exert educational influence on the learners 
in order to achieve good average results, so both groups need to closely collaborate. With 
regards to section 5.2, the child caregivers describe parents’ realization of education’s 
value as well as appreciation of practitioners’ intentions to deliver teaching and care for 
young learners. Accordingly, they provided enthusiastic encouragement and practical 
support to the practitioners’ requirements.  
Similarly, the educational officers confirmed the strong relationship between child 
caregivers, parents and communities. The child caregivers received positive responses 
from parents and communities in all their requests. Even though educational officers’ 
responsibilities revolved around supporting all facets of child caregivers’ work, in 
practice it is apparent that they were not able to meet every resource requirement due to 
budgetary constraints amongst the local authorities. Moreover, within the village, there 
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was a monthly meeting held in the community, organized by a selected committee 
composed of local residents, which discussed various matters. When child caregivers 
submitted essential requirements, there is demonstrably no record of these requests ever 
being denied in principle, as partially evidenced within in the following examples:  
 
“The child caregivers here are very well connected with the parents. They can 
gain a lot of trust from the parents, which makes it much easier to ask cooperation 
from the community in all matters.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กทีด่ีจ่ะมีความสมัพนัธ์ทีด่มีากกบัผูป้กครอง เขาไดร้บัความไวว้างใจ 
จากผูป้กครอง ซึง่ชว่ยใหง้า่ยในการขอความรว่มมือจากชุมชนในเรือ่งตา่งๆ) 
(Educational officer 2) 
“I think that the child caregivers have more support from the parents in various 
matters of the Centre when compared to the local officers.” 
(พีค่ดิวา่ผูด้แูลเด็กไดร้บัการชว่ยเหลือจากผูป้กครองหลายเรือ่ง ซึง่มากกวา่ไดร้บัจาก 
ทางหน่วยงานตน้สงักดั) (Educational officer 5) 
 
Information from the educational officers implies that the child caregivers mostly 
received help from the community in contrast to the local authorities. The parents and 
local people all know that their children will benefit from all subjects, which the child 
caregivers request them to engage directly with. In addition, the child caregivers 
themselves tried to find alternative solutions in order to meet the needs of effective 
practice delivery in the context of resource shortfalls. Through experience, they 
discovered that cooperation between parents, communities and caregivers was the best 
solution for enabling caregivers to carry out their practices as mandated by the Thai 
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education system. Practitioners therefore seem to not unduly care whether or not local 
authorities provided appropriate support to them. 
The primary goal of parents and instructors is that young learners engage in 
developmentally appropriate practices. Since they share the same concerns around the 
young children’s development and learning, they should therefore work well together in 
order to achieve their common intentions successfully. The nature of cooperation depends 
on the local tradition and culture as well as the socio-economic status of areas (Cankar, 
Deutsch and Sentocnik, 2012: 37). Involvement in educational issues has become 
essential in order to effectively live together and benefit society, particularly with regards 
to the young learners.  
 
5.3.2 Trust from parents 
In the context of this research, the concept of parental trust is framed within positive co-
operation between parents and practitioners (section 5.3.1), as extremely significant for 
young children’s development and learning; effective partnership is developed based on 
trust (Reed and Canning, 2011). This project’s research has situated child caregiver 
practice in terms of parental aspirations around sending children to attend CDCs and the 
changing trends around, as well as structural determinants of engagement. Therefore, 
parental trust constitutes is a significant factor within the success or otherwise of 
practitioners’ practices in relation to provision for young learners’ development and 
learning.  
Sixteen out of twenty-three child caregivers mentioned that they gained trust from 
parents, although it took a while to do so. They discussed parents’ status as 
representatives of ethnic minority groups, tribal groups’ relative cultural remoteness and 
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the maintenance of individual ethnic linguistics. The participants noted that most parents 
lacked access to essential social services and a significant number experienced high-level 
poverty. It was within and through these structural conditions that they sustained their 
traditional way of living. One interviewee said: 
 
“Some parents had limited access to Thai social responsibility because they 
lacked a sense of national identity, so they were afraid to become involved in 
government services for themselves and their child.”  
(ผูป้กครองบางคนยงัไมส่ามารถ ทีเ่ขา้ถงึสทิธขิองประชาชนคนไทย เพราะพวกเขา 
ไมม่บีตัรประชาชนเลยทาํใหเ้กดิความกลวัทีจ่ะเขา้ไปเกีย่วขอ้งกบัการบรกิารจดัการ    
ตา่งๆ จากทางภาครฐั ซึง่ก็หมายความถงึในเรือ่งทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งกบัเด็กๆ ดว้ย)             
(Child caregiver 10) 
 
The interviewees additionally revealed that nowadays parents were aware, whether 
through their own experience of formal education or exposure to attitudes and social 
inculcation, of how education would benefit their child or children. Child caregivers also 
declared that even as local residents who were socially intimate with the parents, they 
still needed to demonstrate a loving and caring attitude whilst formally managing the 
children’s developmental skills in order to gain and retain parental confidence. This 
enabled parents to develop trust in the child caregivers and their performances, as 
indicated in the following statement:  
 
“I care for every one of the children here as my own children. Their parents will 
slowly see the development of their children and finally trust me.”  
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(พีด่แูลเด็กทีน่ี่ทกุคนเหมือนลูกพีเ่อง พอ่แมก็่จะคอ่ยๆ เห็นพฒันการทีด่ขีึน้ ของลูก 
และพวกเขาก็จะไวใ้จพีเ่อง) (Child caregiver 12) 
 
These respondents also noted that they were afforded a privileged status, since parents 
perceived the practitioners to be knowledgeable, and as a result capable of simultaneously 
educating and providing good care for their child while parents worked. Therefore, if the 
practitioners suggested anything regarding young learners’ development and learning, 
parents would invariably be happy to collaborate, on the grounds that suggested course 
of action would be of benefit to the children. This demonstrates the trust afforded by 
parents to practitioners in all aspects; the contention on the part of parents, practitioners 
and this study alike is that such trust is key to supporting practitioners in performing 
effectively their duties of provision toward young learners.  
As discussed, the CDCs under this study were located within those distant areas where 
practitioners worked, which helped with gaining trust as well as providing access. Most 
of the attendee children were from hill tribes. Conversely, three out of the twenty-three 
child caregivers were originally Thai and came not only from other villages, but other 
provinces. They had subsequently married and started their own families within these 
rural villages. Initially, these outside caregivers could not speak the original ethnic 
language. Nevertheless, they have striven to become part of the villages and to become 
entrusted with the care of these young children. One child caregiver stated that:  
 
“I am from Chiang Mai and to be part of this area, it took quite a while. I have 
attended and tried to help with all the affairs of the village until I gained their 
trust and I finally became one of the people here.”  
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(พีเ่ป็นคนเชียงใหมแ่ละกวา่จะปรบัตวัไดเ้ป็นสว่นหน่ึงของทีน่ี่ก็ใชเ้วลาพอสมควร 
พีต่อ้งเขา้รว่มชว่ยงานในกจิกรรมตา่งๆของชุมชนจนกระท ั่งคนในชุมชนให ้
ความไวว้างใจและยอมรบัพีเ่ขา้เป็นสว่นหน่ึงของพวกเขา) (Child caregiver 1) 
 
It is possible that living in isolated areas and maintaining a continuing reliance upon 
traditional linguistic dialects has influenced villagers to fear government intervention 
which involves using social services and standard Thai language to communicate with 
others. The child caregivers need to be part of communities in order to gain trust from 
hill tribe parents; this in turn takes time due to the relative cultural isolation 
accompanying. ethnic minority groups’ living practices. 
During the direct observations, the researcher surprisingly found that grandparents, aged 
on average between 70 and 80, frequently walked the children to Centres and acted as 
both parents and guardians. Even though some needed to attend to their farms early in 
the morning, they would drop young learners around to child caregiver’s homes around 
6.15-7 am in order that learners could attend the Centres with the child caregiver. 
Sometimes the child caregiver brought the young learner back home with them once the 
Centre closed, in which instance either the parent would pick the child up later or the 
child caregiver send the learner home. This set of procedures results from the Centre’s 
specific opening times, which are normally 7.30 am until 3 pm, in the context of hill tribe 
working adults’ workdays.  
The respondents additionally noted that young learners frequently arrived early in the 
morning and remained until late afternoon. A child caregiver who brought one of the 
learners back home with them provided the following account: 
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“His grandma called me this afternoon asking me to look after this boy after 
school and she will pick him up around 6.30 pm at my home.” 
(ยายของเด็กโทรหาพีเ่มือ่ตอนบา่ยขอใหพี้ช่ว่ยดแูลเด็กหลงัจากเลกิเรียน แลว้ยายจะ 
ไปรบัทีบ่า้นพีป่ระมาณ 6.30 น.) (Child caregiver 1) 
“Half of the young children who attend this Centre live with their 
grandparents because their parents have moved to the city to seek 
employment.”  
(ครึง่นึงของเด็กทีม่าเรียนทีน่ี่อยูก่บัตายาย เพราะพอ่แมย่า้ยไปทาํงานในเมืองกนัหมด) 
(Child caregiver 2) 
 
This shows that the child caregivers needed to provide learners with further care when 
their parents were not available to do so. The parents relied on child caregivers to be an 
available care person from the same cultural background and as well trustworthy. 
Furthermore, the parents did not wish their child to be absent from the class and knew 
they would be more secure with the practitioners than remaining with them while they 
worked. Therefore, the practitioners need to respond to family’s requests and consider 
those courses of action which will best benefit the child. 
 
5.3.3 Training 
Teaching young children is a career holding high expectations around personal 
responsibility in the process of providing learning environments and setting various 
activities which prepare children for engaging with Thai language and society whilst also 
developing their skills (Villegas-Reimers, 2003). Instructors need to have appropriate 
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knowledge in order to provide proper activities regardless of young learners’ stages of 
learning and development. 
Seventeen out of twenty-three child caregivers perceived that they had received new 
knowledge through attending training sessions organized by the DLA and other agencies; 
these sessions were aimed at promoting provision of age appropriate and well-timed 
activities so as to boost young children’s learning and development. The child caregivers 
indicated that they applied knowledge and activities gained from the training to their 
classrooms, and that young learners consequently enjoyed engaging with the activities. 
Their appreciation of the training sessions can be found illustrated within the following 
statements: 
 
“I always obtained new knowledge from the basic training, which was used in the 
classroom and the activities always appealed to my young learners.”  
(พีไ่ดร้บัความรูใ้หม่ๆ  จากการอบรมเสมอๆ ซึง่พีนํ่าไปใชใ้นหอ้งเรียนและในการ 
จดักจิกรรมทีด่งึดดูความสนใจจากเด็กๆ) (Child caregiver 5) 
“Even though I did not finish an early childhood education degree, from the 
training sessions I could learn how to produce the teaching plans and how to set 
up appropriate activities for the children based on their developmental levels.”  
(ถงึแมว้า่พีไ่มไ่ดจ้บปฐมวยัมาโดยตรง แตจ่ากการทีพี่ไ่ดไ้ปอบรมพีก็่สามารถ 
เขยีนแผนการสอนไดแ้ลว้ และรูว้า่ควรจดักจิกรรมอยา่งไรใหเ้หมาะสมกบัระดบั 
พฒันาการของเด็ก) (Child caregiver 13) 
 
This means that the child caregivers could gain the knowledge and skills for creating 
appropriate activities without having formally graduated within the field of early years 
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education. On the other hand, six of the participants mentioned that even though they 
technically had the right to attend training sessions, they were not able to access these as 
a consequence of insufficient budgets. As one child caregiver said: 
 
“I have attended the training organized by the DLA once and the SAO (Sub-
district Administrative Organization) never permitted me to attend any further 
training and the reason was that there was no budgetary support me.” 
(พีมี่โอกาสไดไ้ปเขา้รว่มอบรมทีก่รมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่จดัเพียง 
แคค่ร ัง้เดยีว เพราะทางอบต.ไมอ่นุญาตใหไ้ปอกีเน่ืองจากไมมี่งบประมาณสนบัสนุน)  
(Child caregiver 22) 
 
Childcare providers noted that they had received the same kind of training, organized by 
the local government, instead of the actual basic training organized by the DLA and other 
agencies. This kind of training concerned local government child caregivers related 
regulations, about which the practitioners were already aware. The people who attended 
the meeting commonly included executive members, educational officers and child 
caregivers belonging to this local government, illustrated within the following statement:   
 
“We had several patterns of the various kinds of the meeting such as the up-to-
date standards of the CDC and regulations stuff.”  
(เรามกีารประชุม หลายรูปแบบมาก เชน่ การอพัเดทขอ้มลูเกีย่วกบัมาตรฐาน 
ของศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็ก กฎระเบียบทีเ่กีย่วกบัเจา้หน้าที)่ (Child caregiver 12) 
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This information indicates that the local authorities had the power to manage all aspects 
related to child caregivers’ work. The limited budget was likely to constitute an 
impediment to providing or allowing child caregivers to attend teaching training. There 
appears to be a lack of awareness within the local authorities about the importance of 
practitioner training in terms of quality of early years care and education. Early years 
training quality corresponds to standards of practitioner-led child development and care, 
enhancing the childcare providers’ capacity to create rich and interesting environments 
which can better develop the young learners’ perceptions as well as incorporating playing 
and learning into practice as part of developing children’s elemental skills (Sommer et 
al., 2010). The conclusion was that local authorities ought to, therefore, consider making 
a training budget available for staff development.  
Even so, nine out of twenty-three practitioners noted that there were other challenges to 
accessing the training. Two key ones included traveling to the place where training was 
organized, together with the duration of training courses themselves. The training usually 
was organized in Bangkok, approximately 900 kilometers from Mae Hong Son province 
(National Statistical Office, 2014). In addition, when attending training, child caregivers 
needed to find someone with sufficient qualifications to cover for them during their 
absence. The following is the excerpt from the response of one interviewee: 
 
“The training which was organized by the DLA always took almost one week. I 
needed to hire someone to work on behalf of me and I paid her from my own 
money.” 
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(การอบรมทีจ่ดัโดยกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่ สว่นมากจะจดัอบรมเกือบ
หน่ึงสปัดาห์ พีต่อ้งจา้งคนมาทาํงานแทนในสว่นงานของพีโ่ดย ใชเ้งนิสว่นตวัพีเ่อง) 
(Child caregiver 3) 
“The training was always organized in Bangkok, which is quite far from Mae 
Hong Son as it took almost 2 days by bus. I could not afford the airplane’s price. 
(การอบรมสว่นใหญจ่ะจดัทีก่รุงเทพซึง่ไกลจากแมฮ่อ่งสอนมาก ใชเ้วลาเดนิทางเกือบ จะ 
2 วนักบัรถประจาํทาง ต ั๋วเครือ่งบนิแพง) (Child caregiver 11) 
 
Educational officers supported the child caregivers’ perceptions that the training 
organized by the DLA was not very accessible to the child caregivers in their area due to 
long travelling distance and duration of training, as can be seen within the following 
responses:   
 
“The training organized by the DLA was always placed in Bangkok and the 
child caregivers needed to travel almost 2 days to arrive there by bus.” 
(กรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่จดัการอบรมใหแ้กผู่ด้แูลเด็กซึง่สว่นใหญจ่ดัที ่
กรุงเทพ ซึง่ผูด้แูลเด็กตอ้งใชเ้วลาประมาณเกือบ 2 วนัในการเดนิทางโดยรถประจาํทาง) 
(Educational officer 1) 
“The training usually took 1 week, during which the child caregivers needed to 
find someone to work on their behalf.” (การอบรมโดยปกตจิะใชเ้วลาหน่ึงสปัดาห์ 
ซึง่ระหวา่งน้ีผูด้แูลเด็กตอ้งหาคน ทาํงานแทน) (Educational officer 2) 
 
As pointed out by the respondents, the majority of child caregivers who attended the 
training sessions organized by the DLA were satisfied with the contents of the 
programme and were able to apply the knowledge into their classes. Despite this, the 
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participants suggested that the DLA should re-consider organizing the training at a 
convenient location in each region due to travel difficulties. Since Mae Hong son is 
located in the high mountain ranges of the Northern region of Thailand this causes travel 
difficulties and accessibility issues between the province and wider country, as one 
practitioner points out:  
 
“It would be better if the DLA arranged the training sessions in each region to 
serve the needs of the practitioners who live in the isolated areas like Mae Hong 
Son.” 
(พีว่า่มนัจะดมีากเลยนะถา้ทางกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่จดัการอบรมตามภา
คตา่งๆ เพือ่ใหผู้ด้แูลเด็กตามพ้ืนทีห่า่งไกลเหมือนแมฮ่อ่งสอนเน่ีย ไดเ้ดนิทาง 
สะดวกมากขึน้) (Child caregiver 18) 
 
In addition, it has been suggested that the training should be more directly relevant to the 
demands and expectations upon child caregivers. These include how to deal with budgets, 
with the DLA having recently stipulated that child caregivers needed to operate the 
budget themselves. This had previously been the responsibility of educational officers. 
In a significant number of cases practitioners revealed that their working experience 
provided them with enough knowledge about the young learners’ developing and 
learning, suggesting also that in the event of wishing to update their knowledge, they 
could self-train through information on the Internet. One practitioner said:  
 
 “In my opinion, the training content should involve asking what the child 
caregivers would like to know, which we need to engage with, such as the 
expenditure system.”  
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(ในความคดิของพีเ่น่ือหาในการอบรมควรจะถามถงึสิง่ทีผู่ด้แูลเด็กตอ้งการทีจ่ะรู ้เชน่ 
ในเรือ่งของการเบกิจา่ยงบประมาณ) (Child caregiver 11) 
 
In addition, the DLA should invest in practitioners to operate the training in various topics 
related to provide education and care for young learners and other duties which were 
assigned, so they can deliver their performances effectively. As their role is to provide 
young learners with the appropriate fundamental skills within educational institutions, 
thus facilitating the crucial initial stage of education as codified under Thailand’s 
education system. 
 
5.3.4 Teaching techniques 
Early year educators are expected to have an understanding of child development and 
early education issues and deliver rich, meaningful educational experiences for young 
learners within their care (Donoghue, 2017). Ten out of twenty-three child caregivers had 
a Bachelors’ degree in early childhood education, and seven of them had obtained their 
degree through a scholarship from the DLA. They consequently considered themselves 
to have proper knowledge related to early years educational setting and care for the 
learners. Likewise, their personal teaching techniques were perceived to be appropriate 
for young children in terms of providing integrated early years learning programmes.  
In addition, they had their special methods for stimulating learner’s engagement around 
devised activities; these included bringing local materials into the classrooms and taking 
the young learners on field trips. Due to limited resources, the majority of participants 
used local materials and field trips regularly in their teaching delivery.  The following 
statements extracted from two interviewees illustrate this fact: 
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“My Centre is on the mountain, which makes the journey quite difficult. Buying 
teaching aids is something almost impossible because of budgetary support, so I 
have to adapt what is available in the community into my classroom.”  
(ศนูย์ของพีอ่ยูบ่นเขา การเดนิทางก็คอ่นขา้งจะลาํบาก ทาํใหก้ารซ้ือสือ่การเรียน 
การสอนตา่งๆ ก็ลาํบากเชน่เดยีวกนั เน่ืองจากขาดงบประมาณสนบัสนุน พีก็่เลยตอ้ง 
ดดัแปลงสิง่ทีมี่อยูใ่นชุมชนเขา้มาสอนในหอ้งเรียน) (Child caregiver 7)  
“I believe that learning by engaging with materials is the best method for young 
learners to learn. I always bring the real material from our village into the 
classroom and take them on a field trip.”   
(พีเ่ชือ่วา่การเรียนรูผ้า่นการสมัผสัจบัตอ้งสือ่จะเป็นวธีิการเรียนรูท้ีด่ทีีส่ดุสาํหรบั เด็กพีก็่ 
จะเอาพวกสือ่ของจรงิ จากชุมชนเขา้มาสอนเด็กๆ และก็พาพวกเขาออกไปเดนิเลน่ 
ในหมูบ่า้นดว้ย) (Child caregiver 11) 
 
The child caregivers worked in the CDCs, which were remotely located and had limited 
resources. Therefore, the activities were undertaken with limited materials. Surprisingly, 
they played a role in organizing activities combining limited resources and using local 
supplies repurposed as learning materials. These accounts imply that the child caregivers 
applied their knowledge to their lessons in conjunction with integrating local materials 
and local resources as learning tools.  
During the direct observation, the young learners were brought on a village field trip 
under the weekly theme of ‘My House’ in order to look through different kinds of houses 
in the village see Photo 5.1. The learners were asked to walk in one row holding a rope 
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as part of this exercise. The following photo details the practitioner and children enjoying 
a field trip in the village. 
 
Photo 5.1:  Field Trip (Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Practitioners constantly asked the young learners questions about things around them, 
using open-ended questions, while learners were engaging in different activities outside 
of this field trip’s objectives. The following examples illustrate types of questions utilized 
by the practitioners:  
 
 “What are you seeing?” 
 (เด็กๆ เห็นอะไรบา้ง) 
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 “What kind of the house is on the left-hand side? 
(บา้นทางซา้ยมือเป็นบา้นแบบไหน) 
 “Who knows whose house this is?” 
 (ใครรูบ้า้งบา้นหลงัน้ีเป็นบา้นของใคร) 
 “What do you think this roof is made of?” 
(เด็กๆ คอืวา่หลงัคาของบา้นหลงัน้ีทาํมาจากอะไร) 
 “How many family members are there in your house? And who are they?” 
 (บา้นของหนูอยุก่นักีค่น และมีใครบา้ง) 
 
The practitioners asked these questions in order to convince the learners to engage in 
expressive learning through conversations. Simultaneously, this method also equips 
children with information and a level of understanding about components integral to their 
daily life.  
In addition, this practitioner was observed bringing local resources into the classroom, in 
this instance bananas and a small banana tree under the weekly theme of ‘Banana’ see 
Photo 5.2. The practitioner explained in the classroom about the elements of the banana 
tree along with their names in Thai and their original ethnic language alike. Further to 
this, they learned about the colours, sizes, shapes, and tastes of bananas.  
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Photo 5.2: Bringing local resources into a classroom (Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
 
It is clear from the observations that incorporating local materials from the community 
into the classroom can be an ideal way to enhance children’s curiosity and develop the 
use of their senses to engage with the material. This technique also offers opportunities 
for children to discuss things from their own experience. Furthermore, this technique 
inspires the practitioner to think about what they have in their village and what can be 
used to create a weekly learning theme. 
The information gathered from direct observations further revealed that each child 
caregiver had their own techniques in terms of asking questions. The child caregivers 
continuously gave instructions to children by asking questions in order to keep them 
focused upon their learning activities. The instructions were in turn used for achievement 
of learning purposes. Three out of four instructions used during teaching sessions 
consisted of open-ended questions deployed in contradistinction to closed questions 
during teaching sessions, such as:  
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Child caregiver 1: “How did that happen?” 
(OB2)               (ทาํไดย้งัไงจะ๊) 
 “Can you think of a new way to do it?”  
(ไหนลองวธีิอืน่ดสู)ิ 
“What did you do on the weekend?”  
(วนัหยดุไปทาํอะไรมาบา้ง) 
Child caregiver 2: “Does anyone know where a pig lives?” 
(OB1)   (ไหนใครรูบ้า้งวา่หมอูาศยัอยูท่ีไ่หน) 
 “What is your favorite animal?” Why?”  
                       (สตัว์ทีเ่ด็กๆ ชอบคอืตวัอะไร, ทาํไมถงึชอบ) 
  “What is it called? 
 (ตวัน้ีเรียกวา่อะไร) 
 
This establishes that when the young learners were directed by the practitioners through 
asking questions, sessions consequently consisted of discussions and responding to 
questions from the young learners. By extension, practitioners used their questions during 
the discussion sessions to develop and evaluate the young learners’ learning skills. In 
addition, it can be seen that even though the practitioners worked in the rural CDCs as 
carers, they intended to use their professional skills around enhancing the young learners’ 
development more broadly and creatively when they had an opportunity to do so.  
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Additionally, six out of twenty-three child caregivers also mentioned the techniques they 
had discovered and utilized for the promotion and development of young children’s self-
discipline. They explained that young children from hill tribe families frequently had 
parents with insufficient knowledge around raising and appropriately caring for their 
children with respect to education, and also lacked knowledge around promotion of self-
discipline to their children including good behaviour and manners. The respondents 
further noted that they understood when the learners behaved inappropriately such as 
shouting or running around while other children were sitting doing activities. Due to this, 
the learners required attention from the practitioners in order to aid their behavioural 
development: this is partially demonstrated in the following responses: 
 
“As the children here are poorly raised, it is the responsibility of the child 
caregiver to teach them self-discipline, sharing, and knowing how to wait.”  
(เด็กทีน่ี่จะไดร้บัการดแูลทีค่อ่นขา้งแย ่ก็จะเป็นหน้าทีข่องผูด้แูลเด็กทีจ่ะตอ้งสอน 
เรือ่งระเบยีบวนิยั การแบง่ปนัและรอคอยใหแ้กพ่วกเขา) (Child caregiver 11) 
“There are 8 students in my classroom. This makes it easier for adjusting some 
difficult behaviour, so whoever has problems, then they will be helped with ease 
immediately.”  
(หอ้งเรียนของพีมี่เด็กท ัง้หมด 8 คน ซึง่ก็งา่ยตอ่การปรบัเปลีย่นพฤตกิรรม เด็กคนไหน 
ทีมี่ปญัหาก็จะถูกแกไ้ขอยา่งทนัท)ี (Child caregiver 17) 
“Ignoring is the one method for me to react with the negative behaviour of 
children in my class. I try to be more patient and ignored that improper behaviour 
until they tried and stopped by themselves.”  
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(เวลาเด็กแสดงพฤตกิรรมแปลกๆในหอ้งเรียน การแกป้ญัหาของพีก็่คอื พีก็่จะทาํ 
เป็นไมส่นใจ พีพ่ยายามทีจ่ะ อดทนและไมส่นใจในสิง่ทีเ่ขาทาํจนเขาเหน่ือย 
และเลกิทาํไปเอง) (Child caregiver 22) 
 
It is essential to change’s improper behaviour while they are young because this negative 
behaviour occurs to get attention from others. Child caregivers need to have skills around 
understanding and patience in order to manage this behaviour. Furthermore, practitioners 
perceived that they had a responsibility for improving a child’s self-discipline as the basis 
for developing those behavioural skills crucial for them to live in this society. Therefore, 
they used their own techniques for correcting young learners’ inappropriate behaviour as 
mentioned.  
Based upon the adjudged effectiveness of the early childhood services delivered through 
the CDCs, child caregivers’ self-perceptions and reflective judgements have led to 
implementation of the best performance strategies within the circumstances. The 
respondents in this study are highly satisfied with the co-operative relationship that exists 
between parents, communities and CDCs as it provides the encouragement and support 
deemed necessary for delivering quality service at the Centres. The practitioners 
demonstrated achievement to gather the parents’ trust, with the result being that young 
children will have opportunities to study regularly. In addition, the practitioners 
mentioned opportunities to attend the professional career training and to maintain an up-
to-date knowledge regarding early years development, therefore resulting in better 
provision for the young learners.  
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5.4 The obstacles to the child caregivers’ performances 
Analysis suggests that there are obstacles to the practitioners’ practices, some of which 
this study has already touched upon in the case of lack of finances for training and the 
location of training. The respondents partly revealed through statements, indicated in 
section 5.3.3, that the local authorities were unaware with regards to the necessity of 
providing financial support for practitioners to attend training sessions. Furthermore, 
training was mostly organized in Bangkok, which produced associated travel difficulties.  
In addition, when the child caregivers were directly interviewed regarding the obstacles, 
they revealed two main challenges preventing practitioners from providing a quality 
education for disadvantaged pre-school children: workload (18), and language barriers 
(16), as shown within Table 5.5.  
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Table 5.5 The obstacles of the child caregivers’ performances 
 
 
Workload 
(18) 
Language Barrier 
(16) 
CC1 1 1 
CC2 0 1 
CC3 0 0 
CC4 1 0 
CC5 0 0 
CC6 0 1 
CC7 0 1 
CC8 0 0 
CC9 0 0 
CC10 0 0 
CC11 1 1  
CC12 0 1 
CC13 1 0 
CC14 1 0 
CC15 0 1 
CC16 1 0 
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CC17 1 0 
CC18 0 1 
CC19 0 0 
CC20 1 1 
CC21 0 1 
CC22 1 0 
CC23 1 1 
 
 
5.4.1 Workload 
The overwhelming stress of work was perceived as another, significant challenge 
affecting the ongoing performance of child caregivers. According to child caregivers’ 
perceptions of their roles (discussed in section 5.2), there were eight categories of practice 
child caregivers articulated with regards to their work around aiding young learners’ 
development and learning. Despite this, eighteen out of twenty-three child caregivers 
indicated obstacles in their practice. As described within table 5.4, they indicated 
struggles with the additional work associated with running the Centres. Consequently, 
time was always tight, which influenced the quality of their day-to-day practices 
regarding delivery of education and care for young learners. This can be seen within the 
following examples:  
 
“The proportion of other jobs influences the main accountability as the 
performance on young learners.” 
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(สดัสว่นของงานอืน่ๆ มนัมากกวา่งานหลกัของพีท่ีเ่กีย่วกบัสอนเด็ก)                 
(Child caregiver 11)  
“I am responsible for a lot of work to do including teaching, looking after 
children, cooking, cleaning the Centre and also the dishes after the children have 
lunch, and paperwork, which influence the quality of my work.”  
(พีม่ภีาระงานเยอะมากท ัง้งานสอน ดแูลเด็ก ทาํอาหาร ทาํความสะอาดศนูย์ ลา้งถาด 
อาหารกลางวนัเด็ก งานเอกสารตา่งๆ งานพวกน้ีมนักระทบกบังานหลกัของพีม่ากเลย) 
(Child caregiver 14) 
 
Many practitioners explicitly noted that they were required to be involved around the 
local authorities’ events, be their Buddhist Lent, Thailand Constitution Day or Father’s 
Day. Upon the advent of events, it befell practitioners to take primary responsibility for 
helping to run these within the local community in addition to educating and caring for 
young learners. The following excerpts from respondents’ statements illustrating this 
point:  
 
“When the local government had an event, the executive required all the 
employees to be involved in order to run the occasion smoothly and complete 
it faster.”  
(เวลาทีท่างอบต.จดังานตา่งๆ ทางผูบ้รหิารก็จะใหลู้กจา้งท ัง้หมดเขา้ไป ชว่ยงาน 
เพือ่ใหง้านมนัเสร็จเร็วขึน้) (Child caregiver 4) 
“I needed to close the Centre when the local government had an occasion 
because my Centre has only me and I was required to participate in the event.”  
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(พีต่อ้งปิดศนูย์เวลาทีท่างอบต.จดังาน เพราะศนูย์น้ีมีพีค่นเดยีวและพีก็่ตอ้งไป 
รว่มงาน) (Child caregiver 17) 
 
It appeared that the child caregivers were struggling with overwhelming anxiety 
resulting from the amount of work they had to do, particularly when the CDCs had only 
one child caregiver on site. The heavy workload was seen to disrupt child caregivers’ 
ability to deliver a consistent and quality educational experience to young learners and 
the educational officers were aware of this issue. Four out of the seven educational 
officers used to be child caregivers before entering their present roles. Based upon their 
previous experience, they confirmed that child caregivers were obliged to hold multiple 
responsibilities, as shown in the following statement: 
 
“I totally understand that the child caregivers have multiple responsibilities 
because I was in the position for 10 years before becoming the educational 
officer.” 
(พีเ่ขา้ใจครูศนูย์เด็กมภีาระหน้าทีเ่ยอะมาก เพราะพีก็่เคยเป็นครูศนูย์เด็กมา 15 ปี 
กอ่นทีจ่ะมาเป็นนกัวชิาการ) (Educational officer 1)  
 
Through the researcher’s direct observations, it became clear that practitioners were 
overloaded with tasks during the day, including teaching, cleaning, cooking, doing 
paperwork, and accounts, whilst some child caregivers had to engage with orderings 
from their local governments’ offices see Table 5.6.  
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Table 5.6 Child caregivers’ tasks during a day (N=4) (Fieldwork, 2017) 
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Elsewhere, during one of the direct observations, the practitioner was witnessed cooking 
lunch while the young learners played freely. After a few minutes, two children were 
fighting, and the practitioner had to pause their cooking in order to deal with the incident.  
 
Child caregiver 3:  “What is going on here?” 
(OB 3)                    (เกดิอะไรขึน้) 
 “I see you want that toy and Aung is playing with.  
  Let’s find another toy like that.” 
 (ครูเห็นนะวา่หนูอยากไดข้องเลน่ทีเ่องิเลน่อยู ่      
       ลองหาดอูนัอืน่ทีค่ลา้ยกนัส)ิ 
 
Additionally, in the period of observation, one child caregiver needed to travel to the 
SAO’s office in order to sign and organize paperwork before submitting reports to the 
DLA. Consequently, she asked one of the mothers of a young learner who lived near by 
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the CDC to work on her behalf while she was not there; the caregiver subsequently stated 
that she had been obliged on several occasions to close the CDC for this same reason. 
The evidence indicates that the practitioners were responsible for a lot of tasks during 
the day and required to identify solutions to these issues without any support. 
Consequently, completing these tasks impacted on the quality of children’s development 
by disrupting the educational environment within CDCs and thus causing parents to 
doubt the quality of practitioners’ care provisions. 
 
5.4.2 Language as a barrier 
Even though child caregivers were able to obtain full support from parents for their 
requests, as mentioned earlier (section 5.3.1), language often worked as a barrier in the 
relationship between child caregivers and parents. As discussed, the parents in the study 
regions were primarily members of an ethnic minority population of Thailand who use 
their traditional regional language dialects to communicate, although some of them can 
also partially speak standard Thai. Whilst at home young learners spoke their original 
languages, which was consequently an obstruction to speaking formal Thai.   
Sixteen out of twenty-three child caregivers indicated that the predominant absence of 
fluency in Thai on the part of hill tribe children’s parents and families operated as another 
challenge. These parents were mostly illiterate, with their occupations largely consisting 
of working in the fields as diversified agriculturists and/or in handicraft production. As a 
result, the parents did not have much time to spend with their children and used dialect 
language to communicate with them within any everyday interactions. Despite this, the 
respondents noted that the parents expected their children to speak and understand 
standard Thai language as a basis for foundational literacy which would enable them to 
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pursue further school study. The following responses on the part of interviewees clearly 
established the point: 
 
“The learners all speak Lizu, which is an ethnic language, so I need to 
communicate to them with both, Thai and Lizu, otherwise they will not 
understand.”  
(เด็กทีน่ี่ทกุคนพูดภาษาลีซูซึง่เป็นภาษาของชนเผา่ของพวกเขา เวลาพีค่ยุกบั 
พวกเขาก็ตอ้งใชส้องภาษา ก็คอืภาษาไทยดว้ย ภาษาลีซูดว้ย ไมง่ ัน้เด็กๆก็จะ 
ไมเ่ขา้ใจ) (Child caregiver 1) 
“The children speak their own mother tongue all the time, it is hard for me 
to teach them only in Thai language. Therefore, I need to use both languages 
in my class”. 
(เด็กๆ พูดภาษาพ้ืนเมืองของพวกเขาตลอดเวลา มนัยากสาํหรบัพีใ่นการสอนโดย 
ใชภ้าษาไทยอยา่งเดยีว พีเ่ลยตอ้งใชส้องภาษาในการสอน) (Child caregiver 18) 
 
With regards to direct observations, four child caregivers were observed, all of whom 
used both Thai and ethnic languages to communicate with the learners. Within the 
following Photo 5.3 example, the practitioner engaged the young children in storytelling, 
using both Karen and Thai languages. 
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Photo 5.3: Story telling time (Child caregiver 2) (Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
The child caregiver was asked to indicate after the session reasons for using both 
languages. She explained that: 
 
“The young learners are used to their language. It is called the Karen 
language. If I speak only Thai, they will not concentrate on what I am saying. 
Actually, they can learn both languages from the story as well” 
(เด็กๆทีน่ี่เคยชนิกบัการใชภ้าษากะเหรีย่ง ถา้พีพู่ดเฉพาะภาษาไทย พวกเด็กๆ 
จะไมส่นใจทีพี่พู่ดเลย และจรงิๆ แลว้เด็กไดเ้รียนรูส้องภาษาจากนิทานดว้ย 
เหมอืนกนันะ) (Child caregiver 2) 
 
This implies that the child caregivers afford the children opportunities to use their 
language in studying. Therefore, the children become relatively confident in 
communicating their ideas and emotions to others, expressing themselves and sharing 
their thoughts and feelings freely within their mother tongue, while at the same time 
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learning the Thai language by dint of the practitioner’s use of both within the learning 
sessions. 
Even though the practitioners work within the CDCs - which are early years institutions 
organized through the DLA under the MOI - they still work as early years educators with 
primary responsibilities for educating and caring for young learners within the Thai 
education system. This study has focused on disadvantaged young children living in the 
remote areas of Northern Thailand where the practitioners indubitably face a range of 
challenges which include workloads and language barriers. Despite this, child caregivers 
visibly identified and implemented the best solutions for handling the most pressing 
issues relating to carrying out their work under specific socio-economic and cultural local 
conditions. 
 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter has reported the findings of the research as these relate to the first research 
question. The discussion was framed with regards to three main themes: (1) child 
caregivers’ perceptions of their roles and contribution; (2) the effectiveness of the child 
caregivers’ performances; and (3) the obstacles to child caregivers’ performances.  
Firstly, the analysis suggested that child caregivers’ perception about their role involved 
recognition of more than one responsibility toward the young learners. Disadvantaged 
young learners were perceived to possess few opportunities for receiving appropriate care 
from their parents, and little access to learning resources within their home environment. 
The practitioners were therefore not only there to educate the young learners, but also to 
perform myriad duties in the course of preparing learners for further education and 
assuming future work-social-familial situations and responsibilities. In addition, they 
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delineated eight roles making up their larger field of practice around supporting 
underprivileged young learners’ development and learning. These included: protection; 
facilitation; pleasure; creation; devotion; care; investigation; and acting as role models. 
One of most intriguing findings emergent from this ethnographic research that the 
practitioners did not perceive themselves in the first instance as educators; rather their 
self-reflective practice assumed numerous responsibilities regarding the young learners 
extending beyond what was definable (for them) as strictly educational provision.  
In addition, practitioners noted that the effectiveness of their performance depended on 
two factors. Firstly, external support in the form of parental and community cooperation, 
including baseline trust on the part of parents. By their own accounts, child caregivers 
received more support from the parents and communities with regards to CDCs than was 
frequently available from the local authorities. Secondly, caregivers highlighted internal 
support though the education system, which included training sessions techniques. They 
revealed that the training sessions provided updated knowledge and proper practices for 
them to apply within their classroom settings. In terms of teaching techniques, 
practitioners expressed a belief that stimulating methods, both those showcased within 
the training and created through their own experience and ingenuity, had a measurable 
impact upon learner engagement. Practitioners therefore developed their own teaching 
techniques when approaching learning delivery. Based upon analysis of terminology used 
within their responses and of conceptual formulations it can be reasonably argued that 
the practitioners did not formally  discuss the young learners’ outcomes in accordance 
with formal learning,; nevertheless, practitioners formulated  effectiveness of practice in 
relation  to how they  handled  challenges impacting upon their initial practice and  young 
children’s subsequent learning outcomes.  
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Finally, practitioners indicated the obstacles impacting upon their performances; these 
included workload and language barrier. Regarding workload, the practitioners revealed 
that not only they did have their own regular duties around providing education and care 
to the young learners, whilst manage the CDCs’ core operation, but they also had 
additional duties assigned from the local government. The language barrier was another 
obstacle affecting their practices, since young leaners lived in isolated areas which 
retained their own ethnic dialects. On the other hand, their parents they become 
competent in standard Thai in order to facilitate the young learners’ future educational 
and broader life prospects. Despite this, the parents still spoke with children in their own 
dialects and learners’ only opportunity to learn Thai language was whilst attending the 
CDCs. Therefore, the practitioners needed to utilize both languages in their teaching 
sessions for the purposes of facilitating language learning and wider skills acquisition 
alike.  
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Chapter Six: Child Caregivers’ Level of Professionalism 
 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents findings from the interviews and observations with the child 
caregivers and educational officers who participated in this study in relation to the second 
research question: 
Ø Does child caregivers’ level of professionalism match the demands of the 
Department of Local Administration’s policy and standards?  
The data obtained from the interviews and observations were analysed, and the themes 
discussed here provided towards answering this research question. The discussion is 
organized into four main sections, as follows: 
§ Curriculums and teaching plan management 
§ Daily activities in teaching and learning sessions 
§ Interaction between child caregivers and young learners 
§ Standards of child caregivers’ performances 
The discussion is thus structured to present the findings regarding child caregivers’ 
professionalism in relation to their daily routines and working practices, and I draw here 
on my interviews and observational work. Firstly, the interviews explored child 
caregivers and educational officers’ perceptions in relation to the practitioners’ day-to-
day practices in providing education and care for underprivileged young children. Then, 
the data obtained from the observations served to gain further understanding to support 
the interview findings and thereby to increase in depth details of the practitioner’s 
professionalism in their day-to-day practices. 
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6.2 Curriculum and Teaching Plan Management 
The Child Development Centre (CDC) has a responsibility to perform educational 
activities and provide care to children in accordance with early childhood education 
programmes designated by the Ministry of Interior. The CDC also has to create its own 
curriculum to comply with the context and location of the specific institution (ONEC, 
1999; Buaraphan, 2013; MOI, 2016). Eighteen out of twenty-three child caregivers had 
established the curriculum for their individual Centres which integrated information 
existing in the local community with the activities for early childhood education. So, the 
children learn about and are aware of what they have in the community and the 
curriculum focuses upon the community as the fundamental basis for children’s learning. 
The practitioners also mentioned that as the young learners have their specific ethnic 
background and cultural requirements, they need to be developing a positive awareness 
of their own identity. The following are the responses from two interviewees: 
 
“As the young children are growing up, they do so in accordance with their 
culture and traditional events in their daily life. I think I am in part responsible 
for offering young children the chance to learn about their culture and cultural 
identity, so that the learners will make sense of and learn about their unique 
culture.”  
(เด็กๆ เตบิโตทา่มกลางวฒันธรรมและประเพณีตา่งๆ ในชีวติประจาํวนั พีค่ดิวา่พีก็่
เป็นสว่นหน่ึงทีต่อ้งรบัผดิชอบในการทีจ่ะใหพ้วกเขาไดเ้รียนรูเ้กีย่วกบัวฒันธรรมและ
วฒันธรรมทีเ่ป็นเอกลกัษณ์ของพวกเขา เพือ่จะชว่ยใหพ้วกเขาไดเ้ขา้ใจและเรียนรู้
เกีย่วกบัอตัลกัษณ์เฉพาะของตนเอง) (Child caregiver 10) 
“Every CDC needs to have its own curriculum to form a foundation for 
organizing early years development experiences. The curriculum must be 
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unique for each institution by using existing local materials to be a part of 
learning.”  
(ศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กทกุทีต่อ้งมีการหลกัสตูรสถานศกึษาของตนเองเพือ่เป็นแนวทาง
สาํหรบัการจดัเตรียมกจิกรรมเพือ่พฒันาเด็ก หลกัสตูรสถานศกึษาตอ้งมคีวามเป็น
เอกลกัษณ์เฉพาะของแตล่ะพ้ืนที ่โดยการทีนํ่าเอาสิง่ทีมี่ในพ้ืนทีชุ่มชนของตนเองเขา้
มาเป็นสว่นหน่ึงของการเรียนรู)้ (Child caregiver 16) 
 
In addition, the interviewees were asked how the local context was integrated into their 
lessons. Participants revealed that they created activities based on their own communities, 
which provided local materials and other resources to be accessible in a constructive way 
during the children’s learning activities’ sessions. Two of the respondents stated how 
they have combined local activities into their lessons:  
 
“The Centre’s curriculum integrates aspects of local culture into activities and 
I create the teaching to match that activity. When the community has organized 
a traditional event, I take the children to join the villagers in order to observe 
how they prepare work during the daytime activities. Then, we will discuss the 
event that they have watched, and summarize what children received from the 
activities.”  
(หลกัสตูรสถานศกึษาของพีก็่จะมีการเอากจิกรรมทีเ่ป็นวฒันธรรมทอ้งถิน่เขา้มาบรรจุ
อยูใ่นการจดักจิกรรมและพีก็่จะออกแบบการสอนใหต้รงกบักจิกรรม เมือ่มกีจิกรรมใน
ชุมชนพีก็่จะพาเด็กๆไปรว่ม เพือ่ทีจ่ะไดไ้ปดกูารจดัเตรียมงานในชว่งกลางวนั และ
หลงัจากนัน้ก็จะกลบัมาพูดคยุกนัถงึกจิกรรมทีไ่ดไ้ปดมูา เหมือนเป็นการสรุปสิง่ทีเ่ด็กๆ 
ไดร้บัจากกจิกรรมดว้ย) (Child caregiver 1) 
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“To combine local culture with lessons through activities, I normally adapt 
my teaching plans to the events that the community has organized, taking 
children to the events during the day to see and discuss these the next day. 
Additionally, the children will be asked to dress in the hill tribe or traditional 
costume and sometimes they learn how to cook our local food as well.”  
(การนําวฒันธรรมในทอ้งถิน่รวมเขา้กบักจิกรรมการเรียนการสอน พีก็่จะปรบัเปลีย่น
การแผนการสอนของพีโ่ดยการเอากจิกรรมในชุมชนสอดแทรกเขา้ไป พาเด็กๆ ดู
กจิกรรมและกลบัมาสนทนาพูดคยุในวนัถดัไป และพีก็่ยงัใหเ้ด็กๆ ใสชุ่ดประจาํเผา่มา
เรียน และบางคร ัง้เราก็เรียนรูก้ารทาํอาหารประจาํทอ้งถิน่ดว้ย)                    
(Child caregiver 16) 
 
With regard to the teaching plan, fourteen childcare providers mentioned that the 
Department of Local Administration (DLA), Ministry of Interior (MOI) had provided 
services and distributed handbooks and plans for daily activities to every CDC as a 
guideline for work. Fourteen child caregivers said that the teaching plan is like a guideline 
as to how they should operate, which they need to develop individually. Although it was 
dependent on the context and circumstances, which childcare providers will apply to their 
own situation, as pointed out in the following statements: 
 
“I have my own lesson plans. Most of them are derived from the department 
but practically they have to be changed according to the context of each day. 
Sometimes my lesson doesn’t necessarily follow the plan. The documents need 
to be done in order to satisfy the educational officer or executives who come 
to visit.”  
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(พีม่แีผนการสอนของพีน่ะ พีก็่ลอกมาจากแผนการสอนทีก่รมสง่เสรมิการปกครอง
สว่นทอ้งถิน่สง่มาใหศ้นูย์ แตก็่มีการปรบัเปลีย่นเวลาเวลาทีท่าํกจิกรรมจรงิเพือ่ให้
สอดคลอ้งกบับรบิทในแตล่ะวนั บางทก็ีไมไ่ดเ้ป็นไปตามทีเ่ขยีนไวใ้นแผนการสอน แต่
ก็ตอ้งทาํเตรียมไวเ้ผือ่เวลานกัวชิาการหรือผูบ้รหิารมาเยีย่มศนูย์)                  
(Child caregiver 5) 
“Every child caregiver has been assigned to make individual teaching plan, to 
be ready when the educational officer needs to evaluate our performances. 
However, in practice, I will do what is convenient for us each day.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กทกุคนจะมีแผนการสอนประจาํตวัเพือ่เตรียมไวส้าํหรบัใหน้กัวชิาการมา
ประเมนิการปฏบิตังิาน แตใ่นทางปฏบิตัพีิก็่จะทาํในสิง่ทีค่ดิวา่เหมาะสมและสะดวกใน
แตล่ะวนั) (Child caregiver 12) 
“My lesson plan was taken from the DLA. Therefore, I use it as a guideline 
that I can rely on each day. I also realize that not all the activities in the plan 
will be completed, as sometimes the children are hard to control. I also need 
to set a second plan for that.”  
(แผนการสอนก็เอามาจากทีก่รมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่แจกมาให ้สาํหรบัพี่
แผนการสอนเปรียบเสมือนแบบแผนสาํหรบัการทาํงาน แตก็่ไมใ่ชว่า่ทกุกจิกรรม
จะตอ้งเอามาใหเ้ด็กทาํใหห้มดนะ เพราะบางคร ัง้เด็กๆ บางคร ัง้ก็ควบคมุพวกเขาไมไ่ด ้
แตก็่มีการเตรียมแผนรองรบัไว)้ (Child caregiver 17) 
 
Child caregivers produce a teaching plan to be a guideline for their work and a document 
to be ready for when executive bodies or educational officers come to evaluate their 
teaching and learning processes. In the researcher’s direct observational work, four child 
caregivers were observed in their daily practice in four CDCs. During the observations, 
the researcher requested to see the child caregivers’ weekly lesson plans in order to 
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examine the consistency of the lesson plans and the day-to-day activities. It was found 
that all four child caregivers were unable to organize most activities as specified in the 
planning guidelines and that most of the activities were designed for the whole class and 
not for small groups.  
In conjunction, most learning activities were changed and adapted in terms of the 
materials the child caregivers had specified in the lesson planning regarding weekly 
themes as presented in Table 6.1. In fact, three of them (OB2, OB3 and OB4) organized 
the basic learning materials including conversing, colouring, and watching DVDs. It 
seems that the child caregivers create weekly lesson planning which is flexible enough 
to be adapted in terms of day-to-day practice, to suit the needs and interests of the young 
learners and any changes in circumstances. 
In the first observation (OB1) the child caregiver organized a variety of activities and had 
clearly set her goal for daily learning under the topic of weekly learning. The topics taught 
over three weeks during the observations were ‘House’, ‘Banana’, and ‘Ant’. The child 
caregiver had created activities for both inside and outside the classroom in accordance 
with the weekly topics, even though it was only partly consistent with the guideline 
mentioned in the weekly teaching plan. After asking the child caregiver why the activities 
were not the same as in the lesson plan, she responded that: 
 
“Most of the activities organized for children on a daily basis are not the same 
as those written in the whole plan, but I try to arrange them as appropriately 
as possible. There are adjustments as appropriate each day, but I try to 
diversify the media and activities and make sure they achieve the learning 
objective.”  
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(พีอ่อกแบบกจิกรรมสาํหรบัเด็กวนัตอ่วนั ซึง่จะไมเ่หมือนทีก่าํหนดไวใ้นแผนการสอน
ท ัง้หมด แตพี่ก็่พยายามทีจ่ะจดัเตรียมกจิกรรมใหเ้หมาะสมมากทีส่ดุ ก็จะมีการ
ปรบัเปลีย่นอยา่งเหมาะสมไปในแตล่ะวนั พีก็่พยายามทีจ่ะจดัใหไ้ดอ้ยา่งหลากหลายท ัง้
สือ่การสอนและกจิกรรมทีจ่ดัเพือ่ใหเ้ด็กไดพ้ฒันาการเรียนรูข้องพวกเขา)        
(Child caregiver 2: OB1) 
 
The second and fourth teaching observations (Child caregiver 1: OB2 and child caregiver 
14: OB4) did not appear to have clear weekly topics even though these were shown in 
the teaching planning. Their teaching mainly focused on organizing activities that helped 
promote the child’s development as ordered by the DOH. In every sub-district, there is a 
District Health Promotion Hospital6, which has the task of evaluating young children in 
the area in terms of their development (see Photo 6.1). The Department provides the 
manual and accessories for child caregivers to practice with the young learners before the 
department doctor from the department comes to perform an assessment.  
Both child caregivers spent an hour (9.30-10.30) almost every day practicing with the 
young children in order that they become familiar with the process and materials. In the 
course of each 10-day observation period the child caregivers were witnessed spending 
seven days (OB2, child caregiver 1) and eight days (OB4, child caregiver 14) respectively 
practicing this activity. 
 
6 The District Health Promotion Hospital has a duty to evaluate child development once a month 
and find ways to help them according to their health issues especially those with development 
fatigue. With the evaluation results, the hospital will be able to identify the overall development 
of the children within the centre as well as the overall development of the children within the 
community. 
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Photo 6.1 An example of activity from the District Health Promotion Hospital 
(Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
According to Photo 6.1, it presented an activity to train young learners’ cognitive 
potential and this activity was not defined in the teaching plan and practitioner spent a 
considerable amount of time focusing on this activity. Therefore, the young learners 
could miss the opportunities to engage in other learning activities. After asking both child 
caregivers about the purpose of practicing this activity every day, their responses are 
recorded below: 
 
“I have to prepare the children ready for the check-up from a doctor next time. 
Children have to pass the development standards or otherwise the doctor will 
return to follow up again and again until they reach the standards and I am 
sometimes blamed.”  
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(พีต่อ้งฝึกเด็กเพือ่เตรียมพรอ้มในการประเมนิตดิตามของหมดคร ัง้หน้า เด็กตอ้งผา่น
มาตรฐานการประเมนิพฒันาการ ไมเ่ชน่นัน้หมอก็จะกลบัมาประเมนิซํา้อกีจนกวา่
พฒันาการเด็กจะถงึตามเกณฑ์มาตรฐาน และถา้ไมผ่า่นบางคร ัง้พีก็่จะถูกตาํหนิดว้ย) 
(Child caregiver 1: OB2) 
“In my opinion, these activities are useful. It helps promote the children’s 
development.”  
(ในความคดิของพีน่ะ กจิกรรมน้ีเป็นกจิกรรมทีมี่ประโยชน์ มนัชว่ยสง่เสรมิพฒันาการ
เด็กได)้ (Child caregiver 14: OB4) 
 
These two child caregivers did not organize a variety of activities for the children to 
perform as specified in the plan mainly because they spent excessive time on the activities 
to enhance the children’s development according to the assignment from the Department 
of Health. The child caregivers intended to familiarize the young learners with this 
activity and perceived that the learners would benefit from the activity as well.  As a 
result, the young children did not have time to learn or engage with other activities.  
In addition, during each of the ten days of observations, the researcher did not see these 
child caregivers arrange any activities outside the classrooms. Consequently, after the 
observation sessions, the child caregivers were asked about taking the young learners to 
do activities outside the classrooms and Centres. Both child caregivers revealed that their 
Centres had a single practitioner to look after young learners and it was therefore difficult 
to retain control when the learners went outside the Centres. The following statements 
illustrate these points:  
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“There is not enough space for the playground, and it is almost impossible to 
regularly take the children out into the community. This centre has only one 
child caregiver, me, and that is not enough to look after all the children in the 
field.”  
(ทีน่ี่ไมมี่พ้ืนทีส่นามเด็กเลน่ และก็มีโอกาสน้อยทีพี่จ่ะพาเด็กออกไปเดนิเลน่ในชุมชน 
ศนูย์น้ีมีพีค่นเดยีว ซึง่พีค่ดิวา่พีไ่มส่ามารถดแูลเด็กไดถ้า้พาเด็กออกไปเดนิทศันศกึษา) 
(Child caregiver 1: OB2) 
“I don’t want to disturb the villagers. Sometimes the children are too naughty 
to handle. As I am the only instructor here, I don’t think I can look after all of 
them very well, especially when everyone wants to run. So, I normally choose 
not to take them outside.”  
(พีไ่มอ่ยากรบกวนคนในชุมชน เพราะบางคร ัง้เด็กๆ จะซนมากรบัมือไมไ่หว ซึง่พีเ่ป็น
ครูคนเดยีวของศนูย์น้ี เลยคดิวา่ไมส่ามารถดแูลเด็กไดถ้า้พาออกไป โดยเวลาออกนอก
ศนูย์เด็กๆ จะชอบวิง่ พีก็่เลยเลือกทีจ่ะไมพ่าออกไป) (Child caregiver 14: OB4) 
 
These childcare providers both supervised a number of children, taking charge of seven 
and thirteen children respectively. In each example the Centre had only one childcare 
provider who looked after the young learners. According to the concurrent interviews, 
both practitioners mentioned that their teaching plans replicated the one created by the 
DLA. In spite of this, it seemed that these practitioners arranged their teaching plans in a 
fashion which suggested they perceived that it was not necessary to follow the plans. This 
was despite the fact that they were tasked by the educational officers to do so and could 
be subject to assessment from local government executives and educational officers, as 
one interviewee stated below: 
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“My teaching plan was also taken from the guidelines, which the DLA provide 
to every Centre. But I do not follow every step due to my Centre being located 
in a rural area and there is a lack of appropriate learning materials. I only do 
what I think is suitable for the children.”  
(แผนการสอนของพีก็่เอามาจากแบบแผนทีก่รมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่สง่มา
ใหท้กุศนูย์เหมือนกนัท ัง้หมด แตพี่ไ่มไ่ดจ้ดักจิกรรมตามท ัง้หมดนะ เพราะวา่ศนูย์น้ีอยู่
ไกลจากตวัเมอืงมากและสือ่การเรียนรูต้า่งๆ ก็ไมไ่ดม้อียา่งเหมาะสมเทา่ไหร ่พีก็่จดั
กจิกรรมใหเ้ด็กทีพี่ค่ดิวา่มนัเหมาะสมกบัพวกเขา) (Child caregiver 1: OB2) 
“In terms of performance assessment, there will be a section of document 
evaluation on top of teaching assessment. The academic of the local 
administration will evaluate documentary evidence, to see if activities are well 
organized.”  
(ในการประเมนิการปฏบิตังิานของผูด้แูลเด็กจะมีสว่นหน่ึงทีเ่ป็นการประเมนิเอกสาร
ประกอบการจดัการเรียนการอสน ซึง่นกัวชิาการจะประเมนิเพือ่ดวูา่จดักจิกรรม
เหมาะสมหรือไม)่ (Child caregiver 14: OB4) 
 
It is clear that the curriculum and teaching plans are documents which need to be in place 
as guidelines for the Centre to follow. While it is defined in the lesson plan what the 
young children’s attainment goals are and which activities will be performed, in reality, 
childcare providers are the ones who organize activities and can freely change the plans 
according to the needs of both the providers and the young learners. 
The third observation (Child caregiver 3: OB3) noted that the practitioner’s weekly topics 
clearly created learning objectives for each week. Every morning, the caregiver spent 15-
20 minutes (9.00-9.20) at the beginning of the learning session on discussion to interest 
the young learners in the weekly topic. The topics taught in the 3 weeks of observation 
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period were ‘Healthy Food’, ‘Safety’, and ‘Rainy Season’. The child caregiver showed 
her teaching plan to the researcher and also said that: 
 
“I have a lesson plan in order to know what these young learners need to 
engage with to achieve the learning objectives regarding the weekly topics. In 
fact, it is difficult to achieve every activity mentioned in the plan, so I do what 
is suitable for me to arrange materials and for my children’s learning.”  
(พีมี่แผนการสอนเพือ่ทีจ่ะบอกวา่เด็กตอ้งเรียนรูอ้ะไรบา้งในการทีส่อดคลอ้งกบั
จุดประสงคข์องการเรียนรูร้ายสปัดาห์ แตใ่นความเป็นจรงิมนักากเหมือนกนันะทีจ่ะทาํ
ทกุกจิกรรมตามทีก่าํหนดในแผน พีก็่เลยเลือกทีจ่ะทาํเฉพาะกจิกรรมทีเ่หมาะสม
สาํหรบัพีใ่นการจดัเตรียมและสาํหรบัเด็กๆ ในการเรียนรู)้.                               
(Child caregiver 3: OB3)  
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Table 6.1 Summary of the direction observation regarding the teaching plans      
(Fieldwork, 2017) 
 Summary 
Observation 1 
(Child caregiver 2) 
• Having weekly topics and teaching plans as assigned 
by the DLA and used as a guideline for setting daily 
activities 
• Daily activities set related to weekly topics 
• Daily activities set partly in relation to the teaching 
plans 
Observation 2 
(Child caregiver 1) 
• Having weekly topics and teaching plans as assigned 
from the DLA and used as a guideline for setting daily 
activities 
• Daily activities set, but not related to weekly topics 
Observation 3 
(Child caregiver 3) 
• Having weekly topics and teaching plans as assigned 
by the DLA and used as a guideline for setting daily 
activities 
• Daily activities set related to weekly topics 
• Daily activities set partly in relation to as a partly of 
mentioned in the teaching plans 
Observation 4 
(Child caregiver 14) 
• Having weekly topics and teaching plans as assigned 
from the DLA and used as a guideline for setting daily 
activities 
• Daily activities set, but not related to weekly topics 
 
As supporters and promoters of education management of the CDC, the educational 
officers further mentioned that the local authorities would provide child caregivers with 
training on written lesson plans, whilst the DLA also provided an instructional manual 
and documents. Every Centre will have to create its own curriculum and all child 
caregivers must have their own lesson plans as these documents are utilized for 
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performance evaluation. Additionally, in the case of civil servants, this will be useful for 
determining promotion and in cases of employed child caregivers this will be taken into 
consideration when renewing the contract with the local administrative organization.  
 
“All the childcare providers must have their own lesson plans. This is 
essential, as the childcare providers must have goals for organizing daily 
activities in place. These lesson plans will also be used for their performance 
evaluation.” 
(ผูด้แูลเด็กทกุคนตอ้งมีแผนการสอนเฉพาะของตนเอง ซึง่จาํเป็นมาทีผู่ด้แูลเด็กตอ้งมี
เป้าหมายในการจดักจิกรรมประจาํวนั แผนการสอนน้ีจะใชใ้นการประเมนิการทาํงาน
ของพวกเขาดว้ย) (Educational officer 3) 
“At the Centre I supervise; every practitioner has to create the weekly lesson 
plans and submit them to me every month so that I can see what activities each 
will be performing. However, I normally do not participate in or monitor all 
the activities myself, but I will join in only when the evaluation is needed.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กในศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กทีพี่ด่แูลอยูต่อ้งออกแบบแผนการสอบประจาํสปัดาห์
และสง่ใหพี้ต่รวจทกุเดอืน เพือ่ทีพี่จ่ะไดด้วูา่กจิกรรมทีพ่วกเขาจดัมีอะไรบา้ง แตส่ว่น
ใหญแ่ลว้พีจ่ะไมไ่ดเ้ขา้ไปยุง่เกีย่วหรือเขา้ไปสงัเกตการณ์อะไร จะมีก็เพียงแตเ่มือ่ถงึ
เวลาตอ้งไประเมนิการทาํงานของพวกเขา) (Educational officer 4) 
“There must be a meeting held every academic year in order for the personnel 
to brainstorm and draw up the Centres curriculum. This is to ensure that every 
Centre has the curriculum and that every practitioner has their own lesson 
plans, although, in practice, these lesson plans are only guidelines, and the 
practitioners are able to adjust the activities freely when it becomes to actual 
practice.”  
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(มีการประชุดทกุปีการศกึษาเพือ่ทีจ่ะระดมความคดิในการทาํหลกัสตูรสถานศกึษา 
เพือ่ทีจ่ะม ั่นใจไดว้า่ทกุศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กในการดแุลของพีมี่หลกัสตูรและแผนการ
สอนของตนเอง ถงึแมว้า่ในแผนการสอนน้ีจะเป็นเพียงแคแ่นวทางการปฏบิตังิานให้
ผูด้แูลเด็กเทา่นัน้  แตใ่นทางปฏบิตัผิูด้แูลเด็กสามารถทีจ่ะเปลีย่นแปลงกจิกรรมได้
อยา่งทีต่อ้งการ) (Educational officer 6) 
 
It is obvious that even though the educational officers realized that the child caregivers 
did not organize activities according to the written plans, the officers understood and 
trusted in the child caregivers’ efficiency to deliver education and care for the young 
learners and allowed them to fully perform their duties. 
 
6.3 Daily Activities in Teaching and Learning Sessions 
In the case of the daily practices of child caregivers, the researcher conducted interviews 
and observations concerning this issue and found that all the practitioners had similar 
activities settings. All Twenty-three practitioners started daily activities with a large 
group discussion. This was done by having the young learners get into a circle group 
activity (see Photo 6.2) either sitting on the floor or standing up with discussion learning 
topics and movement activities, which were instigated by the practitioners, as 
demonstrated by the following statements.  
 
“During circle time, young children sit in a circle and sometimes they stand 
in a circle doing activities and I am part of the circle, too. We always have a 
discussion during the circle session which leads to the topic we are learning 
about.”  
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(ชว่งเวลาของการทาํกจิกรรมวงกลม เด็กๆ นั่งเป็นวงกลม และบางคร ัง้ก็จะยนื 
แลว้แตก่จิกรรม พีก็่จะเป็นสว่นหน่ึงในวงกลมนัน้ดว้ย กจิกรรมหลกัเลยก็จะเป็นการ
สนทนาพูดคยุกนัซึง่ก็จะนําไปในสูเ่รือ่งทีก่าํลงัเรียนอยู)่ (Child caregiver 9) 
 “I would normally start the activity by having the children sit in a circle and 
let them talk about topics they have studied during the week by asking them 
questions in order to review their knowledge.” 
(สว่นใหญพี่จ่ะเริม่กจิกรรมในทกุวนัดว้ยการใหเ้ด็กนั่งเป็นวงกลม และพูดคยุ
เกีย่วกบัเรือ่งทีเ่รียนไปแลว้ในสปัดาห์ โดยการถามคาํถามเพือ่ทีจ่ะทบทวนความรู้
ของพวกเขา) (Child caregiver 12) 
“I begin daily activities with a circle session including singing songs, dancing 
and doing role play. After that I try to draw them in to the current learning 
weekly lesson.” 
(พีเ่ริม่กจิกรรมประจาํวนัดว้ยการกจิกรรมวงกลม ซึง่รวมไปถงึการรอ้งเพลง เตน้ และ
บทบาทสมมุต ิหลงัจากนัน้ก็จะพยายามทีจ่ะนําเขา้สูก่ารเรียนรูท้ีก่าํลงัเรียนอยูใ่น
สปัดาห์นัน้) (Child caregiver 20) 
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Photo 6.2: Group activity (Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
The child caregivers also revealed that they used the questions to lead the discussion and 
most of the questions were open-ended questions. These questions were created to 
encourage the learners to participate in a weekly review of their knowledge and it had 
also introduced them to the new activities for that day. Most of the discussion topic was 
focused on what had been learnt from the lessons. The respondents also mentioned that 
the young learners additionally enjoyed occasions when the practitioners led them by 
instigating learning games and movement activities in the circle session. The following 
statements illustrate these points: 
 
 “Circle time sessions are designed to support encouraging children with 
regard to the activities we are going to do. The learners love to sing songs and 
play games during circle sessions as well.”  
(กจิกรรมวงกลมออกแบบเพือ่ทีจ่ะนําเด็กไปสูก่จิกรรมทีจ่ะทาํตอ่ไป เด็กชอบรอ้งเพลง
และเลน่เกมส์ระหวา่งกจิกรรมวงกลมดว้ยเหมือนกนั) (Child caregiver 18) 
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“I always lead them to sing songs and doing movement activities before 
leading them into the topic and plan for the day.”  
(สว่นใหญพี่จ่ะนําพวกเขารอ้งเพลงและทาํกจิกรรมเคลือ่นไหวกอ่นทีจ่ะนําไปสูห่วัขอ้ที่
กาํลงัเรียนและบอกเด็กๆ ถงึสิง่ทีจ่ะเรียนตอ่ไป) (Child caregiver 21) 
 
These statements confirm that the circle time session is important because as a large 
group activity, it promotes a positive relationship between young children and the 
practitioners. Additionally, it can help the young learners understand the topic and 
activities they are going to engage with. This information can be supported by the 
observation in order to ascertain consistency between the interviews and observations.  
There were four child caregivers who were observed during their performances, and this 
revealed that the child caregivers were encouraged to put the young learners at ease by 
greeting each child when they arrived at the CDC. They had a quick conversation with 
each other, an example of such a conversation is as follows: 
 
Child caregiver 1: Hello Nong Jane, how are you today? Have you had breakfast? 
   (สวสัดคีะ่น้องเจน เป็นยงัไงบา้ง กนิขา้วเชา้มาหรือยงั) 
Child:   Hello, I have had it already. 
   (สวสัดคีะ่ ทานมาแลว้คะ่) 
Child caregiver 1: How about milk? 
   (ไดด้ืม่นมมาดว้ยหรือเปลา่) 
Child:   Yes 
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   (คะ่) 
Child caregiver 1: Great, you will be strong. 
   (ดมีากคะ่ จะไดแ้ข็งแรงนะ) 
Child:   (Smile) 
   (ยิม้) 
 
This can be a good practice as it demonstrates that the practitioner is enthusiastically 
welcoming the child into the CDC with friendliness. This may also possibly connect the 
young learners and practitioners and provide a chance to construct a good relationship 
which will allow practitioners to effectively introduce new activities and prompt the 
young learners to engage with topics.  
In addition, the observations of teaching found that when all the young learners arrived 
in the class, the practitioners started each day with circle time for their young learners. In 
order to stimulate the young learners and focus their attention on the lesson, the childcare 
providers led the activity by using conversations, most of which consisted of open-ended 
questions with a few close-ended questions. This 20-minute activity was important for 
linking the contents of the pervious lessons with the new one. The following statements 
are sample questions from the participants, which persuaded the young learners to engage 
with the lessons. 
 
Child caregiver 3: “Look at the picture in my hand and tell me what is shown in the picture 
that could be considered dangerous for children.” (Open-ended 
question) 
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 (ดภูาพในมือครู ไหนบอกครูสวิา่สิง่พวกน้ีเป็นอนัตรายตอ่เด็กๆ ยงัไงบา้ง) 
Child: “A knife can cut our hands, and my hand will be bleeding.” 
 (มือบาดมือ แลว้จะเลือดออก) 
Child: “Candles can burn our hands, as hot.” 
 (เทยีนไหมมื้อ รอ้น) 
Child caregiver 3: “If there is a knife on the table, do you think you can play  
   with it”? (Close-ended question) 
   (ถ้ามมีดีอยู่บนโต๊ะ เดก็ๆ คิดว่าเดก็ๆ ไปเล่นกับมดีได้ไหม) 
Child:   “No” 
   (ไมไ่ด)้ 
 
After large circle activities, the early years would sing songs and moved their bodies 
accordingly. From observing 4 practitioners, it was found that 2 of them performed the 
activities by dividing early learners into small groups with 3-4 learners in each group 
before starting the next activities. In contrast, the other 2 practitioners asked the early 
years learners to continue in one group and this might be due to the small children 
attending the Centre (7 and 13 children). 
Seven practitioners mentioned activities which allowed the young learners to participate, 
both inside and outside the classrooms. The practitioners provided all the equipment and 
facilitated the activities all the way through. Respondents reasoned that if the young 
children had the opportunity to join the activity themselves, they were more likely to have 
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fun and therefore, they could learn appropriately according to their age. By doing so, the 
young learners were able to learn from their own experiences. The practitioners also 
stated that they were normally there for the young leaners when activities took place so 
that the learners were confident to express their opinions and ask questions, as stated 
below: 
 
“I like to take children out and let them learn outside the classroom as we 
grow vegetables, water the plants or do other activities just like what we adults 
do. But I just have to give them more time so that they can learn by themselves 
under my guidance.” 
(พีช่อบพาเด็กๆ ออกไปเรียนรูน้อกหอ้งเรียน ปลูกผกั รดน้ําตน้ไม ้หรือกจิกรรมอืน่ พี่
ก็จะใหพ้วกเขาทาํเอง ทาํเหมือนทีผู่ใ้หญท่าํนัน้แหละ แตใ่หเ้วลาพวกเขามากขึน้ พวก
เขาจะไดเ้รียนรูด้ว้ยตวัเอง พีก็่จะเป็นคนคอยแนะนํา) (Child caregiver 11) 
“Children of this age are curious and want to try new things. What I normally 
do is to let them learn through their senses by themselves. They will finally 
learn from trial and error.” 
(เด็กวยัน้ีอยากรูอ้ยากเห็น อยากลอง พีก็่จะใหพ้วกเขาไดท้าํกจิกรรมผา่นประสาท
สมัผสัของพวกเขาใหเ้กดิการเรียนรูเ้อง ผดิถูกก็คอ่ยเรียนรูก้นัไป)                  
(Child caregiver 12) 
“I normally focus on art activities which the children must practice on their 
own. There are different art activities each day. Some days, if there is time left, 
the children have to present their own work in front of the class. But in every 
activity, I am the one who designs and prepares the equipment for them and I 
demonstrate how to do it.” 
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(กจิกรรมของพี่จะเน้นไปทีก่จิกรรมศลิปะทีเ่ด็กจะตอ้งปฏบิตัดิว้ยตวัเอง แตก็่จะสลบั
เปลีย่นไปในแตล่ะวนั และบางวนัก็จะใหเ้ด็กนําเสนองานของตวัเองหน้าช ัน้เรียนดว้ย
ถา้มีเวลาเหลือ แตใ่นทุกกจิกรรมพีจ่ะเป็นคนออกแบบและเตรียมอุปกรณ์ใหพ้วกเขา 
และก็จะสาธติการทาํกจิกรรมใหพ้วกเขาดดูว้ย) (Child caregiver 23)  
 
In addition, four child caregivers mentioned preparation for the activities, saying that they 
planned and organized activities and all the equipment, before starting sessions with 
demonstrations of how to do the activities with detailed explanations. Following 
demonstrations, practitioners allowed the children do the activities themselves under 
close supervision. One practitioner said: 
 
“I normally have activities that are consistent with weekly learning guidelines. 
Each day, I will plan daily activities and then prepare the equipment. When it 
is the time, I will show how to do it and let them do their own activities. I won’t 
interfere but will advise them when they have problems.”  
(พีจ่ะมีกจิกรรมทีส่อดคล้องตามการเรียนรูป้ระจําสปัดาห์ ก็จะวางแผนไว้ว่าในแตล่ะ
วนัใหเ้ด็กๆ ทาํกจิกรรมอะไรบา้ง หลงัจากนัน้ก็จะเตรียมอุปกรณ์ พอถงึเวลาก็จะบอก
อธบิายใหฟ้งัว่าทาํอะไรยงัไงบา้ง หลงัจากนั้นก็จะใหพ้วกเขาลงมือทาํเอง พีจ่ะไมเ่ขา้
ไปยุง่ แตจ่ะคอยใหค้าํแนะนําเวลามปีญัหา) (Child caregiver 4) 
 
Thus, it is apparent that the practitioners share similar views regarding the application of 
materials to classroom activities. Practitioners are in agreement that as long as the young 
leaners are allowed to play and have fun, they subconsciously learn and want to come to 
the CDCs. The practitioners are responsible for activity planning and all the facilities 
needed for the activities. Additionally, in the context of CDCs operation, practitioners 
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are the most crucial resource for knowledge being available to the young learners as they 
plan and coordinate activities. Despite inadequate teaching materials, the practitioner’s 
role is to try their best to provide efficient lessons for the young learners. 
During the interviews with the child caregivers, concerning the selection of instructional 
media for classroom activities, twelve out of twenty-three child caregivers mentioned the 
difficultly they faced when it came to the preparation of their classroom activities. These 
respondents stated the distance between the CDCs and the city centre made it problematic 
for the child caregivers to obtain a variety of teaching materials, and therefore existing 
materials had to be used for the classroom activities instead. The practitioners themselves 
accepted that there was not as much variety in the instructional materials as there should 
have been, and even though they realized the importance of using a wide range of 
materials there were many factors that limited their capacity to obtain these resources. 
Three of the respondents stated below: 
 
“There is not a lot of media for the classroom activities. So, I have to change 
to the activities that allow children to move around instead. Art activities are 
also common in the classroom and after completing the activity, the children 
are normally allowed to play games together.”  
(ทีน่ี่ไมไ่ดมี้สือ่การสอนอะไรมามาย พีก็่จะใหเ้ด็กไดไ้ดท้าํพวกกจิกรรมเคลือ่นไหว
ตา่งๆ แทน แตก็่จะมีพวกศลิปะดว้ยเหมือนกนั และหลงัจากนัน้พีก็่จะใหเ้ลน่พวกเกมส์
การศกึษาทีพี่ท่าํขึน้มา) (Child caregiver 2) 
“I accept that the media used in teaching and learning are not diverse but due 
to many factors such as the distance and budget issues, I tried to change the 
activities for the children in order to keep them active. Activities like colouring 
are always used.”  
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(พีย่อมรบันะวา่สือ่การสอนของทีน่ี่ไมไ่ดมี้หลากหลาย เพราะขึน้อยูก่บัหลายอยา่ง 
เพราะจะไปหาซ้ือทีล่าํบากในการเดนิทาง และก็ตอ้งใชเ้งนิของตวัเองอกีเวลาตอ้งการ
จะซ้ือ พีก็่จะพยายามเปลีย่นกจิกรรมเพือ่ใหเ้ด็กไมรู่ส้กึเบือ่ ก็จะมีใบงานใหเ้ด็กได้
ระบายสก็ีใชเ้ป็นประจาํ) (Child caregiver 10) 
 
With regard to the observations of the four childcare providers teaching activities, only 
one of the them had integrated existing learning materials from her village into the 
teaching and learning process. Additionally, she also organized an activity to take the 
young learners for a field trip, which also corresponded to the weekly theme. In contrast, 
in the observations of the other 3 practitioners’ teaching, the activities were general 
activities such as colouring and drawing (see Photo 6.3).  
 
Photo 6.3 Colouring activity (Fieldwork, 2017) 
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With regard to the question concerning the early learners’ daily activities, eleven child 
caregivers mentioned a similar problem associated with the mixed age of the young 
learners. As the learners were aged between two and five years and there was only one 
classroom, all the learners had to be grouped into one class and they all participated in 
the same activity. Certain issues arose from the disparity in ages, as the child caregivers 
were aware that the learners would have dissimilar lengths of concentration, which can 
be regarded as a problem for both child caregivers and young learners. The following are 
extracts taken from child caregivers responses concerning this issue: 
 
“There is always a significant problem when they do activities together. The 
older children are less encouraged in their academic learning due to the 
young children needing more attention.”  
(เวลาทาํกจิกรรมรว่มกนัจะเกดิปญัหาตลอด และเด็กโตจะไมไ่ดร้บัการเอาใจใสใ่น
เรือ่งของการเรียนมากเทา่ทีค่วร เพราะเวลาสว่นใหญต่อ้งดเูด็กเล็ก)               
(Child caregiver 6)  
“A mixed-aged classroom is one reason that older learners do not seem to 
benefit as much from the practitioner as younger learners.”  
(การเรียนแบบคละอายทุาํใหเ้ด็กโตไมไ่ดร้บัประโยชน์มากเทา่ทีค่วรจากครูเมือ่เทยีบ
กบัเด็กเล็ก) (Child caregiver 12) 
 
In fact, even though the DLA requires the CDCs to provide an education service for 
children aged three to five years, most Centres will admit children from a younger age 
(two years old) to attend the CDCs in order to assist working parents. The executives of 
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local authorities have found it important to do this to support parents who need to seek 
employment. Furthermore, this has been done in order to prepare the children in readiness 
for future learning and facilitate learner’s development according to their age. Therefore, 
the Centres accept the children despite their age not meeting the specified criteria. The 
following extracts illustrate the perspective of educational officers who support 
children’s early admittance to CDCs: 
 
“Most CDCs now accept children from 2 years because most parents have 
to work. If the CDCs are able to look after their children, the parents would 
be considering leaving their children with the Centre. The administrators 
saw the importance of this issue.”  
(ศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กสว่นใหญจ่ะเปิดรบัเด็กอายตุ ัง้แต ่2 ปี เน่ืองจากผูป้กครองตอ้ง
ออกไปทาํงาน ถา้ศนูย์สามารถทีจ่ะชว่ยดแูลลูกหลานของพวกเขาได ้ผูป้กครองก็จะ
ใหลู้กหลานมาเรียนทีศ่นูย์ ผูบ้รหิารเลยเห็นความสาํคญัในจุดน้ี)            
(Educational officer 2)  
“The chief of local government wants to support employed parents back into 
work and improving children with essential skills. Therefore, he has allowed 
parents to send their children to CDC at 2 years old”.  
(นายกองคก์ารบรหิารสว่นตาํบลตอ้งการทีจ่ะสนบัสนุนใหผู้ป้กครองไปทาํงานและ
ตอ้งการทีจ่ะใหเ้ด็กไดร้บัการสง่เสรมิในดา้นทกัษะทีจ่าํเป็นตา่งๆ เลยเปิดโอกาสให้
ผูป้กครองสง่เด็กมาเรียนทีศ่นูย์ต ัง้แตอ่าย ุ 2 ปี) (Educational officer 4) 
 
Besides, another significant reason for accepting children aged under 3-year old is the 
fact that a lot of parents send their children into the school system at four years old instead 
of leaving them in attendance at the CDCs until they are five years old as the DLA 
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requirements specify. This leads to a reduction in the number of children attending the 
Centres. One educational officer said: 
 
 “The number of learners will be reducing when they become 4 years old and 
start to attend the school system. Therefore, the executives of the local 
government have a vision to maintain the amount of attendance and to give 
further opportunity for children aged 2 years old to attend CDC in order to be 
obtain appropriate care and education.” 
(จาํนวนของเด็กจะลดลงเมือ่เด็กอาย ุ4 ปีและสามารถทีจ่ะไปเขยีนโรงเรียนในระบบได้
แลว้ ทางผูบ้รหิารก็เลยมวีสิยัทศัน์ทีจ่ะรกัษาจาํนวนเด็กทีเ่ขา้เรียนทีศ่นูย์ไว ้ โดยการ
เปิดโอกาสใหเ้ด็กอาย ุ 2 ปีเขา้มาเรียนได ้และเพือ่ทีจ่ะใหเ้ด็กไดร้บัการดแูลและไดร้บั
การศกึษาทีเ่หมาะสม) (Educational officer 4) 
 
Nine out of twelve CDCs pertaining to this current study had one classroom in each 
Centre and were attended by mixed-aged learners. It was especially hard for the child 
caregivers to manage the classroom and the activities to suit the varied needs of young 
learners of different ages. Indeed, five out of twenty-three childcare providers revealed 
the methods which they would undertake in order to manage classrooms effectively.  
Different age groups have different levels of development; children aged between 3 years 
and older will have a higher development and readiness to learn compared with younger 
children. Due to this reason, children aged three-years or older could pay more attention 
to activities which created difficulties in the Centres and had only one practitioner. The 
following are the excerpts from the responses of interviewees:  
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 “This Centre has only one practitioner, which is me, who has to take care of 
all eleven young learners aged two to five years old. I have to manage 
classroom activities, and this is very difficult as older children are interested 
in the activity at the same time that the smaller children start to feel bored 
and want to do something new.”  
(ศนูย์น้ีมีพีเ่ป็นผูด้แูลเด็กคนเดยีว ซึง่พีต่อ้งดแูลเด็ก 11 คน อาย ุ2-5 ปี พีต่อ้งดแูล
จดัการกจิกรรมในหอ้งเรียนท ัง้หมดมนัยากเหมอืนกนันะเพราะเวลาทีเ่ด็กโตยงัมี
ความสนใจในกจิกรรม เด็กเล็กเริม่เบือ่ละและก็อยากทีจ่ะทาํอยา่งอืน่)               
(Child caregiver 1) 
“There is a problem which occurs when the smaller children are having fun 
playing, they will make loud noise, and this will be a distraction for the older 
children who are trying to complete the activity.”  
(ปญัหาทีพ่บคอืเด็กเล็กเวลาพวกเขาเลน่จะสนุกมาก เสยีงดงั ซึง่ก็จะรบกวนเวลาทีเ่ด็ก
โตกาํลงัทาํกจิกรรม) (Child caregiver 8) 
“My classroom is a mixed-age classroom with nineteen young learners. 
Normally, older children aged three to five years old can pay better attention 
to activities than the smaller learners. They can understand and participate 
in all activities with less problems while smaller children can pay less 
attention to things.”  
(หอ้งเรียนของพีเ่ป็นเด็กคละอาย ุมีเด็ก 19 คน โดยท ั่วไปเด็กโต 3-5 ปีเน่ียจะ
สามารถทีจ่ะมสีมาธใินกจิกรรมมากกวา่เด็กเล็ก  เด็กโตจะสามารถเขา้ใจและทาํ
กจิกรรมไดท้ ัง้หมดโดยทีมี่ปญัหาน้อยมาก แตเ่ด็กเล็กจะมีความสนใจในกจิกรรม
น้อยมากในเวลาเดยีวกนั) (Child caregiver 17)  
“This Centre has one classroom with mixed-aged children, which causes me 
a problem with the children aged two-five years old. The younger children 
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can only focus on one thing for a short period of time. What I need to do is 
to let them play freely while waiting for the older children to finish 
activities.”  
(ศนูย์น้ีมีหอ้งเรียนรบัเด็กแบบคละอาย ุ2-5 ปี ซึง่ทาํใหพี้ป่วดหวัมาก เด็กเล็กจะ
สนใจในกจิกรรมหน่ึงไดเ้พียงแคช่ว่งเวลาส ัน้ๆ พีก็่เลยตอ้งปลอ่ยใหพ้วกเขาเลน่ของ
เลน่รอกลุม่เด็กโตทาํกจิกรรมจนเสร็จ) (Child caregiver 22) 
 
On the other hand, there were four out of twelve CDCs which had more than one child 
caregiver with one classroom to educate and care for the mixed-aged young learners aged 
two-five years old. The practitioners revealed the advantage of having a colleague to help 
supervise the young learners and stated that this could increase the efficiency of their 
practices. Three child caregivers who worked in these CDCs said: 
 
“The children at my Centre are mixed-age. Fortunately, there are two child 
caregivers, an assistant and I to look after eighteen young learners. When 
doing activities, the class will be divided into two groups, which are two-
three years old and more than 3 years old, each being supervised by one 
practitioner, and each group participates in the same kind of activities. 
Having assistance makes my work run easily.”  
(เด็กทีศ่นูย์ของพีเ่ป็นเด็กคละอาย ุโชคดทีีมี่ครูสองคน คอื น้องผูช้ว่ยและก็พี ่ดแูล
เด็กท ัง้หมด 18 คน เวลาทาํกจิกรรมก็จะแบง่เด็กออกเป็น 2 กลุม่ คอื กลุม่แรก เด็ก
อาย ุ2-3 ปี และกลุม่ทีส่อง เด็กอายุ 3 ปีขึน้ไป โดยทีพี่ก่บัน้องอกีคนก็จะแบง่กนัดแูล
คนละกลุม่ แตท่าํกจิกรรมเหมอืนกนันะ พีว่า่การทีพี่ม่น้ีองอกีคนมาชว่ยทาํใหง้าน
ของพีส่บายขึน้มาก) (Child caregiver 2)  
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 “At this Centre, we have children from the age of two and so far, we have 
had twenty-two young learners and fortunately we have two child caregivers 
in charge of the classroom and activities, which are normally held together. 
The main problem is that the children pay attention to activities for different 
periods of time. The other child caregiver and I will help each other create 
further new activities for them.” 
(ศนูย์น้ีรบัเด็กต ัง้แตอ่าย ุ2 ปี และตอนน้ีมีเด็กท ัง้หมด 22 คน โชคดทีีม่ผีูด้แูลเด็ก 2 
คน ซึง่โดยปกตก็ิจะชว่ยเหลือซึง่กนัและกนั ปญัหาหลกัทีพ่บคอืเด็กจะมีชว่งความ
สนใจในกจิกรรมทีแ่ตกตา่งกนั ครูอกีคนและพีก็่จะชว่ยกนัคดิกจิกรรมเสรมิใหพ้วก
เขา) (Child caregiver 8) 
 “Normally, the younger children finish the activities faster or sometimes 
when they get bored, they want to start a new activity without completing the 
first one. So, I have to prepare educational games for the assistant to perform 
with them. These are created to help avoid the problem of loud noise made 
by the smaller children.” 
(โดยปกตแิลว้เด็กเล็กจะทาํกจิกรรมเสร็จเร็วมาก หรือบางคร ัง้ถา้พวกเขารูส้กึเบือ่ 
อยากทาํอยา่งอืน่ก็จะหยดุทาํกจิกรรมทีท่าํอยูโ่ดยทีไ่มส่นใจวา่ยงัไมเ่สร็จ พีก็่เลยตอ้ง
เตรียมพวกเกมการศกึษาใหค้รูอกีคนชว่ยดแูลให ้เพือ่ใหไ้มเ่กดิปญัหาของการสง่
เสยีงดงัรบกวน) (Child caregiver 10) 
 
It was found that the problems outlined above stemmed from the fact that there were 
different age groups of children all in one class. As mentioned above, this created 
problems for classroom management, requiring child caregivers to prepare activities 
which provide support for the young learner’s at different stages of development. In 
contrast, if the child caregivers fail to prepare suitable activities the children’s 
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development progress and learning will be affected. Additionally, Centres which have 
more than one child caregiver to supervise the mixed-aged young children seem to 
perform more effectively.  
In an effort to support working parents the local executives have allowed Centres to admit 
young children from two years old. As a consequence, the executives increase the burden 
upon the practitioners because usually the CDCs located in rural areas have only one 
classroom while the different ages of young children result in a diverse range of attention 
spans, meaning the practitioners need to organize activities in response to this issue. The 
direct observation discussion will offer further evidence in support of these findings. 
According to the observation of four child caregivers, it was found that two out of the 
four were the only child caregivers at the CDCs. This created problems especially when 
the child caregivers were directing a large group activity, as some of the children would 
only pay attention to the activity for ten minutes or less before they started running around 
making noises and disturbing others. These were normally those children aged two years 
old. The child caregivers had to stop them repeatedly using a variety of words and 
expressions. Some examples of the words and expressions the child caregivers used are 
listed below: 
 
Child caregiver 1: “Be quiet, please.” 
(OB3)   (เงียบๆ หน่อยคะ่) 
   “Play quietly.” 
   (เลน่กนัเบาๆ) 
   “Could you play properly, please?” 
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   (เด็กๆ เลน่กนัดคีะ่) 
“I will not let you attend story telling time if you make any noise again.” 
(เดีย๋วครูจะไมเ่ลา่นิทานใหฟ้งัถา้เด็กๆ เลน่กนัเสยีงดงัแบบ้ีอกีคร ัง้) 
Child caregiver 14: “Do not run please”. 
(OB4)   (อยา่วิง่) 
“Please come back to your seat”. 
(กลบัมานั่งทีข่องตวัเอง) 
   “Anyone making noises will not be allowed to have snacks.” 
   (ถา้ใครเสยีงดงัจะไมไ่ดอ้นุญาตใหก้นิของวา่งนะ) 
   “Could you turn down your noises, please?” 
   (ลดเสยีงลงหน่อยไดไ้หมคะ่) 
 
As a result of the loud noises the small children made, the other children aged 4 to 5 years 
who were completing activities could not focus on their learning as much as they should. 
The childcare providers had to use words to encourage them to continue with activities 
until finished. 
 
Child caregiver 1: “Very beautiful indeed, keep doing.” 
(OB3)   (สวยมากเลย ทาํตอ่เลยคะ่) 
“You are almost finished, and it looks beautiful.” 
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(ใกลเ้สร็จแลว้คะ่ สวยมากเลย) 
Child caregiver 14: “You can also play once it is complete.” 
(OB4)   (ทาํเสร็จกอ่นแลว้จะไดไ้ปเลน่นะ) 
“How beautiful your painting is. Almost done. You can play  
   soon.” (ระบายสสีวยมากเลยคะ่ ใกลจ้ะเสร็จแลว้นะ เดีย๋วจะไดไ้ปเลน่ละ) 
 
This demonstrates that the child caregivers used words to stop the disturbances from the 
youngest learners whilst simultaneously giving attention to the older learners to 
encourage their capabilities. Additionally, from the observations, the researcher found 
that there were times when a group of younger children did not want to do activities or 
they lost focus on their work, and then the practitioners allowed them to play freely. The 
practitioners did not try to encourage the younger children to do activities as they did 
with the older children and there was no extra activity prepared for the young ones. 
This implies that the child caregivers produced similar activities with each, starting the 
day with a circle group discussion to prepare the young learners and stimulate them to 
engage with activities, whether these were related to a weekly theme or were instead daily 
activities. Despite this, the majority of child caregivers faced the similar problem of how 
to supervise a mixed-age group of young children attending the CDCs. 
The educational officers revealed that they have noticed the issue of providing education 
and care for a mixed-aged group of young children in Centres with a single child 
caregiver. Additionally, the local authority could not afford to hire more staff to help 
because of the budgetary limitation. The uncertainty regarding the number of young 
children who will be enrolled at the Centres each year is another reason the local 
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authorities are reluctant to recruit additional staff. If the number of young learners 
decreases, the person hired by the local government will be dismissed from the position 
and will encounter the problems associated with unemployment. 
Even though this problem should be immediately addressed, the educational officers 
believed that each child caregiver had their own way of handling the number of children 
and felt confident that they could find a solution if confronted with problems, as stated 
below:  
 
“The role set by the DLA states that one child caregiver can supervise up to 
20 early years. I agree with this idea, as I believe that each child caregiver 
has their own methods to handle different situations.”  
(แนวทางการปฏบิตังิานทีก่าํหนดโดยกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่กาํหนดวา่
ผูด้แูลเด็ก 1 คน ดแูลเด็ก 20 คน พีก็่เห็นดว้ยนะ เพราะพีเ่ชือ่วา่ครูเขาก็จะมวีธีิการ
รบัมอืกบัสถานการณ์ตา่งๆ ได)้ (Educational officer 7) 
 
Additionally, the educational officers who supervised multiple child caregivers across a 
number of Centres further mentioned that the executive team of the local government 
were aware of practitioner’s responsibilities on top of teaching work such as cleaning, 
making lunch, and Centre management, as well as all the problems the practitioners 
encountered. Therefore, executives aimed to find ways to help improve the effectiveness 
of practitioners’ performances by recruiting assistant practitioner to provide support for 
the main practitioner. The following is an excerpt of the response: 
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“The administrators acknowledge the problems the child caregivers have to 
encounter and therefore hire people from the village to help them. This 
member of staff has been provided with training in teaching and caring for 
young children as well so that they can fully assist the child caregivers of the 
Centre.” 
(ผูบ้รหิารรบัทราบถงึปญัหาทีผู่ด้แูลเด็กเผชญิอยูก็่เลยมีการจา้งงานคนในพ้ืนทีเ่พือ่ทีจ่ะ
ไดม้าชว่ยในการทาํงานของผูด้แูลเด็ก น้องคนน้ีก็ถูกสง่ใหไ้ปอบรมในการจดัการเรียน
การสอนและการดแูลเด็กเหมือนกนั เพือ่ทีจ่ะไดส้ามารถชว่ยผูด้แูลเด็กไดอ้ยา่งเต็มที)่ 
(Educational officer 1) 
 
Clearly, the educational officers have strong trust in the performance of the practitioners 
and are confident the child caregivers will be able to resolve any situations which arise. 
The vision of the local authority executives for Centre management also has a significant 
impact upon the performance of the child caregivers. 
 
6.4 Interaction between child caregivers and young learners 
Good interactions between practitioners and early years children will help the 
practitioners to respond to the developmental and learning needs of early years 
appropriately. According to the interviews concerning the importance of establishing a 
positive relationship with their young learners, seventeen out of twenty-three child 
caregivers mentioned a method which allowed them to get to know young learners better. 
This procedure involved encouraging the children to feel warm and safe and this is often 
achieved by reacting to them intimately. In the process of organizing learning activities, 
there are various teaching methods which enable good interactions between childcare 
providers and young learners as indicated by the following statements: 
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“I normally start a day by talking to children to make sure that they are happy 
and enjoy coming to the Centre.”  
(พีเ่ริม่แตล่ะวนัดว้ยการพูดคยุกบัเด็ก เพือ่ทาํใหพ้วกเขามคีวามสขุและสนุกในการมาทีศ่นูย์) 
(Child caregiver 4) 
“I talk to the children like we are friends and need to make sure that they enjoy 
being at the Centre. If they enjoy the atmosphere, they will be looking forward 
to coming to the Centre and actively participating in the activities.” 
(พีพู่ดคยุกบัเด็กๆ เหมอืนเพือ่นนะ และก็จะตอ้งทาํใหเ้ด็กๆ สนุกในการอยูท่ีศ่นูย์ 
เพราะถา้พวกเขาสนุกก็จะทาํใหพ้วกเขาอยากมา และเขา้รว่มในกจิกรรม)           
(Child caregiver 13) 
 
The child caregivers further stated the importance of building a good relationship with 
the young children, saying that the most important thing was to provide a warm and safe 
environment for the young learners and to immediately respond to the children’s needs. 
It can be perceived that when the learners feel comfortable and enjoy attending the CDCs, 
they will actively engage with all activities. This should be done, according to twelve 
child caregivers, to ensure that the young learners feel safe and moreover, to make them 
feel that they are important.  
Most of the children who study at the Centre are from local areas and as this research 
focuses on the rural areas of Mae Hong Sone Province, an area where the majority of the 
people are members of the hill tribes, and the majority of the early years speak their own 
local languages. This makes it desirable for the practitioners to be recruited from the local 
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area in order for them to effectively communicate with the children in their language. 
The following statements from two interviewees illustrate this fact: 
 
“I always listen to the children when they talk to me. I think this is one of the 
ways to build their confidence and through this communication. I can also 
help and correct them when they don’t speak Thai properly. Most of the 
children are hill tribes so they use their dialects in their conversations, and I 
try to teach them more Thai.” 
(พีจ่ะรบัฟงัเวลาทีเ่ด็กๆ มาพูดดว้ย พีค่ดิวา่การพูดคยุกบัพวกเขาเป็นการสรา้งความ
ม ั่นใจในตวัเองใหพ้วกเขาไดเ้หมือนกนันะ และพีจ่ะสามารถชว่ยเสรมิเวลาทีพ่วกเขา
พูดไมถู่ก เด็กทีน่ี่เป็นเด็กชาวเขา พวกเขาจะพูดดว้ยภาษาทอ้งถิน่ พีก็่จะพยายามสอน
ภาษาไทยใหพ้วกเขา) (Child caregiver 6) 
“Fortunately, I am from the area so I have spoken the local language with the 
children because at the beginning they couldn’t speak Thai at all. After that I 
have tried to teach them some Thai words to describe objects around them. 
And nowadays, I am using both languages to communicate with them and 
trying to encourage them to use more Thai.” 
(โชคดทีีพี่เ่ป็นคนในพ้ืนที ่ในชว่งแรกพีต่อ้งพูดกบัเด็กๆ ดว้ยภาษาทอ้งถิน่กอ่น เพราะ
เด็กๆ พูดไทยไมไ่ดเ้ลย หลงัจากนัน้พีก็่จะพยายามสอนภาษาไทยใหพ้วกเขา ชือ่เรียก
ของสิง่ของตา่งๆ ตอนน้ีพีก็่จะใชท้ ัง้สองภาษาในการพูดคยุกบัพวกเขาเพือ่ทีจ่ะกระตุน้
ใหพ้วกเขาใชภ้าษาไทยใหม้ากขึน้) (Child caregiver 19) 
 
According to nine child caregivers, verbal interaction with young children can help them 
better connect and learn about the young children’s cognitive capabilities. Furthermore, 
participating in activities together with the young learners can assist the assessment of 
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knowledge as well as intellectual development. The following are the responses of the 
interviewees, which clearly established this point: 
 
“I like talking to the young learners. It is the chance to get to know their 
thoughts and also, I can evaluate what I have taught them. This will be useful 
for my teaching preparation too.”  
(พี่ชอบพูดคุยกบัเด็กๆ เหมือนพี่ไดร้บัรูค้วามคดิของพวกเขา ไดรู้ว้่าสิง่ทีเ่ราสอนไป 
พวกเขารบัรูม้ากน้อยแคไ่หน และพี่จะเอามาประเมนิตวัพี่เองด้วยว่าควรจะเพิ่มเตมิ
ตรงสว่นไหนใหพ้วกเขาไดบ้า้ง) (Child caregiver 2) 
“I always enjoy talking to the children because they are innocent. Sometimes 
they tell me about their parents’ arguments and I normally teach them what is 
right and what is wrong.”  
(เวลาพีไ่ดพู้ดคยุกบัเด็กๆ พีว่า่เพลนิดนีะ สนุก พวกเขาไรเ้ดยีงสา บางทก็ีมาเลา่เรือ่งที่
บา้นใหพี้ฟ่งั พอ่แมท่ะเลาะกนั พีก็่สอนเขาวา่อะไรถูกอะไรผดิ) (Child caregiver 9) 
“The children here started to speak good Thai. They can speak Thai but only 
a short sentence. I always correct their mistakes and help them learn new 
vocabulary. These children are good memorizers as they can remember so 
quickly since the first or the second time, I teach them.” 
(เด็กทีน่ี่เริม่พูดภาษาไทยไดเ้ก่งแล้ว สามารถสนทนาประโยคส ัน้ๆ ได ้พีก็่จะช่วยแก้
ให้ถ้าผิด และก็จะช่วยเพิ่มเติมคําศพัท์ให้ เด็กๆ มีความจําดี พวกเขาสามารถจําได้
อยา่งรวดเร็วหลงัจากทีบ่อกไปคร ัง้หรือสองคร ัง้) (Child caregiver 18) 
 
In the interviews with the educational officers, the respondents confirmed that the 
relationship between the practitioners and young children was very close, as the child 
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caregivers themselves were local and thus were familiar with the area’s community. The 
practitioners also had the chance to meet with the children on a regular basis, even outside 
CDCs hours. This helps create trust and a good relationship between the practitioners and 
young learners. The following are excerpts from the respondents’ statements illustrating 
the point: 
 “The child caregiver is a local resident. Some learners who study at the 
Centre are her relatives, therefore, it is easier and more convenient for the 
practitioner to lead various activities each day.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กทีน่ี่เป็นคนในพ้ืนที ่เด็กบางคนทีม่าเรียนก็เป็นญาตกิบัครู ก็จะทาํใหง้า่ยและ
สะดวกในการทีค่รูจะจดักจิกรรมตา่งๆ ในแตล่ะวนั) (Educational officer 1) 
“Creating a good interaction between young learners and practitioner can 
facilitate the practitioner to work with ease. When children trust their 
practitioner, and enjoy learning, the classroom management is easy and 
efficient as planned.” 
(การสรา้งปฏสิมัพนัธ์ทีด่ีระหว่างนกัเรียนกบัผูดู้แลเด็กช่วยใหก้ารทาํงานสะดวกมาก
ยิง่ขึน้ เมือ่เด็กไว้ใจครู และสนุกสนานในการเรียน การจดัการหอ้งเรียนก็จะงา่ยและ
เกดิประสทิธภิาพตามเป้าหมายทีว่างไว)้ (Educational officer 6) 
 
In conclusion, the practitioners and the young children have established a good 
relationship. This is mainly because the practitioners start getting to know the young 
children and use verbal collaboration to make sure that the young learners feel safe. This, 
in turn, benefits the practitioners themselves as they can use their professional knowledge 
according to young children’s learning to evaluate the young learners’ development 
through this collaboration. 
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According to the observations of teaching, it was found that all four child caregivers had 
good interactions with the children. Practitioners had good conversations with the 
learners, and there was no sign of shyness amongst the children or communication 
difficulties between the practitioners and the young learners. Whenever the young 
learners had problems or wanted some advice, they were not reluctant to express their 
feelings to the childcare providers and then the providers could respond to them 
immediately. This suggests that a good relationship between instructors and young 
leaners is crucial as children are always stimulated to learn and participate in all activities.   
In addition to forging a good relationship and assessing the young children’s learning 
development, the practitioners can also gain other benefits from verbal collaboration. 
That is, the practitioners can attract the early years to classroom activities. This can be 
illustrated as follows: 
§ When the practitioner begins the activity by talking about the topic of the day, 
there are instant responses from the young learners. 
§ The young learners are more interested in the lessons if the practitioners have 
various teaching materials, and more importantly, they are more likely to 
understand and in fact learn from this variety of media. 
It can be concluded that the fact that practitioners are from local areas is advantageous 
when it comes to communicating with the young learners. Therefore, the practitioners 
communicated with the early years in two languages, both the local ethnic dialect and 
Thai languages, so that the early years became familiar with using Thai in higher 
education. Moreover, the practitioners also have the advantage in that they can test their 
young leaners’ development and thoughts through verbal communication and ultimately 
the standards of the CDCs are met.  
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6.5 Standards of child caregivers’ performances 
The practitioners of the CDCs work under the DLA, MOI, which has specific standards 
for the practitioners to follow. The interviews with practitioners established that there are 
standard procedures which are to be followed by all the practitioners across the country. 
It was found that all the twenty - three child caregivers have a manual of the Standards 
Operational Guidance for Child Development Centre under the Department of Local 
Administration, Ministry of Interior, B.A.2559 (2016), which has been disseminated by 
the DLA throughout the LAOs, and the practitioners could show the evidence to the 
researcher.  
In terms of practicing, fifteen out of twenty-three child caregivers revealed that the CDCs 
could not be well organized because of many limitations as discussed earlier including 
whether the importance of education was valued by the administrators, local 
administrative organizations and parents, the insufficient budgets allocated by the local 
government, or the isolated location of the Centre. In the case of Centre administration, 
this depended only on the management by the local government organization. The child 
caregivers had no right to interfere. Their only duty was to educate and take good care of 
young learners. As two child caregivers said: 
 
“I think that the standards set in the manual are quite detailed and it would 
be beneficial if they were able to be accomplished. In my view, the Centres in 
urban areas should be able to perform as specified in the standard. For our 
Centre, on the other hand, it is very difficult as the management of everything 
is under the authority of the local government organization which does not 
administer properly.” 
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(พีค่ดิวา่มาตรฐานทีก่าํหนดมาในคูม่อืมคีวามละเอยีด และถา้ทาํไดต้ามนัน้จะดมีากเลย 
พวกศูนย์ทีอ่ยูใ่นเขตเมืองก็น่าจะทาํไดต้ามทีก่าํหนดไวใ้นมาตรฐานนะ แตศู่นย์ทีน่ี่จะ
ยากหน่อยทีจ่ะใหเ้ป็นตามนัน้และดว้ยความทีก่ารบรหิารจดัการทุกอยา่งจะถูกจดัการ
โดยองค์กรปกครองส่วนท้องถิ่นซึ่งก็ไม่ได้มีความพร้อมมากเท่าที่ควร) (Child 
caregiver 9) 
“The standard is like a model. But in practice, it all depends on a number of 
contributing factors. The fact that our Centre is isolated from the city Centre 
makes it difficult for getting access and this causes us a loss of opportunities.” 
(มาตรฐานเปรียบเสมือนโมเดลในการปฏบิตั ิแตใ่นการทาํงานจรงิๆ ก็ตอ้งขึน้อยู่กบั
ความเหมาะสมและปัจจยัประกอบอื่นๆ ศูนย์ของเราอยุ่ไกลจากตวัเมืองมาก การ
เดนิทางก็ลาํบาก ทาํใหข้าดโอกาสหลายๆ อยา่งไป) (Child caregiver 9) 
 
From interviewing child caregivers about the concordance between the standards and the 
day-to-day performance, seventeen out of twenty-three child caregivers stated that there 
were times when not all the actual work was executed exactly as specified in the 
standards. Despite this, the child caregivers further stated they tried their best to apply 
their knowledge to developing and improving the children’s leaning through the means 
of providing a variety of sources of knowledge for their children. The following is an 
excerpt of a response: 
 
“In practice, I have tried my best. I have tried to find various learning 
materials for the children so that they can be fully developed.” 
(ในทางปฏบิตัพีิ่ก็พยายามทําให้ดีทีสุ่ดนะ ก็พยายามทีจ่ะหาสือ่การเรียนต่างๆ มาให้
เด็ก และก็เตมิเต็มใหเ้ด็กไดร้บัการพฒันาอยา่งเต็มที)่ (Child caregiver 10) 
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The practitioners also mentioned that the young learners were happy during the activities and this 
was good for their learning. This can be demonstrated by the young learner’s participation in 
activities and how the children were willing to come to the Centre.  
The standards of operation for the CDCs set by the DLA are considered as a guideline that has 
been established for the practitioners to follow. In spite of this, in practical terms, the work of the 
practitioners depends on a number of contributing factors as mentioned by the practitioners. The 
location of the Centre, the vision of the local administrators, and the practitioners themselves are 
all important for the educational improvement of the children attending the Centre. 
From the above data, it can be seen that childcare providers have a consistent awareness of diverse 
work practices. When asked about the problems or obstacles encountered while working under 
the standards set by the DLA, twelve out of twenty – three child caregivers stated that they had 
to deal with pressure from many parties involved including the parents who wanted to see their 
children develop clearly and speedily. One of the respondents stated: 
 
“The parents nowadays are instantly informed due to the prevalence of the 
media. They want to see clear development in their children. However, 
children should be developed according to their own potential and age.” 
(ผู้ปกครองเดียวน้ีเขาติดตามสื่อ เขาก็จะต้องการให้ลูกหลานได้รบัการพฒันาอย่าง
เดน่ชดั ซึง่ในความเป็นจรงิเด็กก็ควรจะไดร้บัการพฒันาตามศกัยภาพและตามวยัของ
พวกเขาเอง) (Child caregiver 18) 
Seven out of twenty-three practitioners further mentioned the main problem which affects 
their operations and efficiency is the fact that there are the standards set by the DLA, 
although there is no proper support from local authorities. One of the child caregivers 
indicated this in the following statement: 
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“The executives of the local government want the Centre to work under the 
standards set by the DLA and by the local government’s policy but there is no 
proper support. It is therefore impossible to operate following the standards 
completely.” 
(ผู้บริหารส่วนท้องถิ่นของที่น่ีต้องการให้ศูนย์ทํางานภายใต้มาตรฐานของกรมและ
นโยบายของทางผู้บริหาร แต่ขาดแคลนการสนบัสนุนอย่างเหมาะสม มนัก็เป็นไป
ไมไ่ดท้ีจ่ะดาํเนินการไดต้ามนัน้) (Child caregiver 16) 
 
In addition, the child caregivers also had further suggestions which are consistent with 
the performance. The DLA assigned various standards for local governments and CDCs 
to follow, although the DLA did not evaluate whether performance of Centre meets these 
standards. This was especially true for remote CDCs which were under-equipped when 
compared to the Centres in the city. The following excerpt illustrates this point: 
 
“The Department of Local Administration has never sent any personnel to 
visit the Centre. Therefore, they are unable to recognize the real problems of 
our operations. The standard that is set is good if it can be followed in actual 
practice. But in reality, with the context and circumstances, it is a different 
story.” 
(กรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่ไมเ่คยสง่บุคลากรลงมาดกูารทาํงานของศนูย์
พฒันาเด็กเล็กเลย จงึไมส่ามารถทีจ่ะรบัรูป้ญัหาทีแ่ทจ้รงิวา่เกดิอะไรขึน้บา้งในการ
ปฏบิตังิานของพวกเรา มาตรฐานทีก่าํหนดขึน้มานัน้ดนีะ ถา้ไดท้าํตามนัน้จะดมีากเลย 
แตใ่นความเป็นจรงิดว้ยบรบิทและองคป์ระกอบตา่งๆ มนัก็เป็นคนละเรือ่งกนั)   
(Child caregiver 7) 
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Educational officers were asked whether the child caregivers’ work is appropriate and 
consistent with the standards. All eight educational officers came to the same conclusion 
that the child caregivers under their supervision did their best, even though they might 
not meet all the standards assigned due to many factors and challenges. Although in 
general, the child caregivers fully performed their jobs, two educational officers reveal 
this in the following statements: 
 
“With the context of the location of the Centre, there are some management 
problems. But the children who study here have improved their skills and 
knowledge. This also shows that the child caregiver is doing her own job very 
well.” 
(ดว้ยบรบิทของพ้ืนทีต่ ัง้ของศูนย์ การบรหิารจดัการทีมี่ปญัหา แตเ่ด็กทีม่าเขา้เรียนทีน่ี่
ได้รบัการพฒันาทกัษะและความรู้ ซึ่งแสดงให้เห็นว่าครูทําหน้าที่ได้เป็นอย่างดี) 
(Educational officer 1)  
“The child caregivers here are dedicated to work. With their background as 
hill tribes who received educational opportunities from the DLA to work in 
areas where they grow up, I think this is an important factor that they do their 
job well and try their best to deal with the problems.” 
(ครูทีน่ี่ทุม่เทกบัการทาํงานดว้ยสถานะของพวกเขาทีเ่ป็นชาวเขา แตไ่ดร้บัโอกาสทาง
การศกึษาจากกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่เขา้ทาํงานในพ้ืนทีท่ีต่นเองเตบิโต
มา พี่คดิว่าเป็นปจัจยัสําคญัเหมือนกนันะที่ทําให้พวกเขาต ัง้ใจทํางานได้เป็นอย่างดี 
และพยายามทีจ่ะจดัการกบัปญัหาทีพ่บเจอ) (Educational officer 3) 
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The above therefore means that the educational officers are aware of the problems 
encountered by the child caregivers undertaking their work. Despite this, due to the 
qualifications and the performances of the child caregivers, the educational officers have 
confidence in the child caregivers’ abilities and believe that they could produce efficient 
work, even though not all the standards set by the DLA are met.  
 
6.6 Summary 
This chapter has presented the findings of the third research question, concerning whether 
or not child caregivers’ level of professionalism matches the demands imposed by the 
Department of Local Administration’s policy and standards. The collected data has been 
divided into four main themes: (1) curriculum and teaching plan management; (2) daily 
activities in teaching and learning sessions; (3) interactions between child caregivers and 
young leaners; and (4) standards of child caregivers’ performances. 
Firstly, the obtained data from the interviews highlighted the need for a curriculum and 
teaching plan management and identified how every CDC needed to generate a unique 
curriculum based upon available community resources which could be integrated into 
teaching activities in order to provide various learning materials for young learners. The 
practitioners additionally produced their own teaching plans to be a guideline for their 
practice and which could also serve as evidence for performance evaluation conducted 
by the executives of LAOs and the educational officers.  
Indeed, in practice, the practitioners did what was suitable for them each day because the 
Centres were located in isolated areas and had limited learning resources. Despite all this, 
the educational officers accepted that the child caregivers did not manage activities with 
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regard to the teaching plans written, although the officers were confident in the childcare 
providers’ day-to-day practices and capabilities.  
Secondly, the practitioners stated that they started the daily activities with a large group 
discussion in a circle concerning the topic which the children were learning about. The 
practitioners participated in this activity believing that the circle time session was 
important in terms of creating a positive relationship between themselves and the young 
learners. Additionally, these activities created the opportunity to encourage the young 
learner’s participation and give children the opportunity to learn from their own 
experiences. Despite this, there were many factors that restricted the practitioners’ 
capacity to provide a variety of learning resources for the young children, such as distance 
and budget issues.  
A mixed-aged group of learners in one classroom, supervised by only one practitioner 
was another issue which affected the effectiveness of practitioners’ performances as the 
young learners have different levels of development and dissimilar lengths of 
concentration. The mixed-aged group young learners were taught in the same classroom, 
as rural CDCs are normally smaller and only equipped with one classroom. In 
conjunction, the educational officers could not help the practitioners, because the local 
governments were unable to afford employing assistant practitioners due to the 
uncertainty regarding the number of young learners who would be enrolled each year.  
Crucially, the officers believed that the practitioners could manage the classrooms very 
well even though they faced this issue constantly. In contrast, there were CDCs staffed 
by more than one child caregiver supervising a mixed-aged group of young learners. The 
LAOs were aware that child caregivers performed a number of duties, although primarily 
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they were responsible for educating and caring for the young learners. They therefore 
recruited assistants to support the main practitioners.  
Thirdly, the findings indicated that the practitioners and the young learners developed 
good relationships with each other. The majority of the practitioners started to build a 
relationship with the learners through talking to them and ensuring that they were happy 
to attend the Centres. Besides, the practitioners stated that the verbal interaction could 
provide them with a better understanding of the learners’ cognitive abilities in order to 
evaluate their learning development. According to the educational officers’ interviews, 
respondents confirmed that the practitioners and the learners were familiar with each 
other because they lived in the same villages which was beneficial for both group when 
the young learners attended the CDCs. Consequently, this made it easier for the 
practitioners to arrange the activities and the young learners were therefore happy to 
participate in the activities.  
Finally, the participants were investigated with regard to the standard of the child 
caregivers’ performances. The findings identified the DLA-established standards for the 
CDCs’ operation, as guidelines for the child caregivers and collaborators to achieve a 
consistent performance. In fact, in terms of practices, these CDCs are located in isolated 
areas and the young learners are from ethnic minority groups, with limited local resources 
and, of course the local authorities have the responsibility for the administration of the 
CDCs’ procedures.  
The child caregivers mentioned the main problem which impacted upon their standard of 
working was that neither the practitioners nor CDCs received sufficient attention from 
the local authorities. Practitioners noted that although the LAO executives instructed 
them to work in accordance with the DLA standards, there was inadequate support from 
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the local authorities. Specifically, the negligence of the DLA resulted in the department 
never following up on performance evaluations with regard to standards or practices.  
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Chapter Seven: Meeting the aims and objectives of early years education 
 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter presents the analysis of obtained data with a view to answering the third 
research question:   
Ø To what extent do child caregivers think that the Department of Local 
Administration’s policy and standards on early childhood meet the Department’s 
aims and objectives?  
Data collected from the interviews and observations outlined three main themes closely 
connected with the third research question. These are:  
§ Support from local government executives and educational officers 
§ The child caregivers’ performances as perceived by the educational officers 
§ Recommendations to improve the DLA’s policy and performance guidelines. 
These themes were established through an analysis of responses given by participants 
during the interview sessions and the evidence from the observation. 
 
7.2 Support from local government executives and educational officers 
Local government appears to be one of the most significant elements influencing child 
caregivers and educational officers’ performances in relation to young children’s 
development and learning. The majority of respondents thought that the local 
government, and especially the executives’ vision, was one of the most predominant in 
influencing the process of child caregivers’ performances. Crucially, the executive body, 
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particularly the chief executive of the LAO, was appointed from within the central 
government to have decision-making powers in order to provide fundamental services 
and education management.  
The executive members of the local government were seen as important for implementing 
and managing local educational policy. Child caregivers and educational officers 
explained that the leader’s vision for education was reflected within their own 
performances. As each executive team has a distinctive vision and set of policies to 
provide public services to the villages, these result in varying levels of attention given to 
the performance of childcare providers in CDCs. This can be seen in the views of two 
practitioners:  
 
“Different executive bodies give different levels of attention to education. 
Much depends on their vision and interests.”  
(ผูบ้รหิารแตล่ะคณะก็จะมีความแตกตา่งในระดบัของความสนในในเรือ่งของการจดักา
รศกึษา ซึง่ขึน้อยูก่บัวสิยัทศัน์และความสนใจของผูบ้รหิาร) (Child caregiver 2) 
“The vision and policy of the local authority executive members are very 
significant as they tend to give more attention to what they see as important to 
deliver to local residents.”     
(วสิยัทศัน์และนโยบายของผูบ้รหิารองคก์รปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่มีความสาํคญัเป็น 
อยา่งมาก พวกเขาจะใหค้วามสนใจเรือ่งทีมี่ความสาํคญัในการใหบ้รกิารแกค่นใน 
ทอ้งถิน่) (Child caregiver 15) 
 
In addition, the educational officers supervise the child caregivers’ performances in order 
to meet the aims and objectives of providing education for young children. The officers 
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revealed their opinions about the role of the local administrators identifying that they 
have a duty to deliver public facilities including educational services, although the 
provision of these services is subject to budgetary constraints. The perspective of 
educational officers can be discerned from the comments of two of the interviewees who 
stated: 
  
“If the local administrators have their vision on how education is significant 
to young learners, then I will do my job easier because I am an educational 
officer who encourages the community’s educational setting.”  
(ถา้ผูบ้รหิารสว่นทอ้งถิน่มีวสิยัทศัน์ในเรือ่งความสาํคญัของการศกึษาของเด็กเล็ก 
ก็จะทาํใหพี้ท่าํงานไดง้า่ยขึน้ในฐานะของนกัวชิาการศกึษา ในการทีจ่ะสง่เสรมิ 
สนบัสนุนการจดัการศกึษาของชุมชน) (Educational officer 1)  
“The chief executive of the local administration organization is the main 
person who provides a clear local policy to staff. If he has a vision for 
providing education to young children, my duty to support the CDC is going 
to be much easier and this will ensure that operational processes and practices 
are smooth and successful.”  
(นายกองคก์ารบรหิารสว่นตาํบลเป็นคนออกนโยบายการทาํงานใหแ้กผู่ป้ฏบิตังิาน 
ถา้เขามีวสิยัทศัน์เกีย่วกบัการจดัการศกึษาสาํหรบัเด็กเล็ก การทาํงานของพีก็่จะ 
งา่ยขึน้ในการสนบัสนุนดแูลศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็ก และม ั่นใจไดว้า่การทาํงาน 
ก็จะสะดวกและเป็นไปอยา่งเรียบรอ้ย) (Educational officer 3) 
 
With its knowledge of local necessities and its existence on the front line of basic services 
provision, local government is significant for residents of local communities. In terms of 
the local educational setting, local authorities have a duty to ensure that every child is 
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able to receive an adequate and effective education (MOE, 2015). Sopchokchai (2001) 
argues that CDCs need support from local authorities, especially with regards to 
budgetary provision and its distribution, in order to take full advantage of the funds 
available. The chief of the LAO has the most significant role in this process, given that 
the central government transfers powers to the LAO for the purposes of assessing and 
supporting local educational practice.  
 
7.2.1 Support from the executives of local government  
The executives of the local government are considered to play a significant role, which 
is “to manage development and provide public services according to the needs of their 
constituents in the local community” (Sopchokchai, 2001: 4). CDCs are one of the public 
services that provide education and care for local young children. The local governments’ 
executives carry responsibility for the CDC’s administration and attend to the provision 
of additional support and resources, such as a budget, materials and equipment for the 
CDCs that fall under the local authorities’ system.  
Despite this, nineteen out of twenty-three child caregivers mentioned that they did not 
receive adequate administrative support from their local authorities. Because of this, the 
child caregivers needed to seek alternative support from parents and communities (as 
mentioned in Chapter Five, section 5.3.1). Three of the respondents stated: 
 
“Except for the budget from the DLA, there is no further funding support from 
my local government.”  
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(นอกเหนือจากงบประมาณจากกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่ ทีน่ี่ก็ไมเ่คยที ่
มีงบประมาณทีเ่พิม่เตมิสนบัสนุนจากหน่วยงานทอ้งถิน่ของพีเ่ลย)                      
(Child caregiver 7) 
“Unlike other places, the executives here are not eager to support us. The 
projects we have proposed to the local authority have never been approved.”  
(ทีน่ี่ไมเ่หมือนทีอ่ืน่ ผูบ้รหิารทอ้งถิน่ไมมี่การชว่ยเหลืออะไรเพิม่เตมิใหพ้วกพีเ่ลย 
โครงการตา่งๆ ทีพ่วกพีเ่สนอไปทีอ่บต. ก็ไมเ่คยทีจ่ะไดร้บัการอนุมตั)ิ              
(Child caregiver 8) 
“All of the budget we receive here comes directly from the DLA, which is a 
standard budget that all the Centres are given and my local government has 
never provided us with the extra funding for the Centre’s renovation or other 
necessities. However, I try to supplement the budget with other sources such as 
fundraising from parents or my family members.”  
(งบประมาณตา่งๆ ทีเ่ราไดร้บัจะมาจากกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่โดยตรง 
ซึง่เป็นงบประมาณสนบัสนุนทีท่กุศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กท ัง้หมดจะไดร้บัและทาง 
หน่วยงานตน้สงักดัของพีไ่มเ่คยทีจ่ะใหง้บประมาณเพิม่เตมิในสว่นของการซอ่มแซม 
ศนูย์หรือเรือ่งความจาํเป็นอืน่ๆ ของศนูย์เลย พีก็่เลยตอ้งไปหางบสนบัสนุนจากแหลง่ 
อืน่ๆ เชน่ ผูป้กครอง หรือคนในครอบครวัพีเ่อง) (Child caregiver 11) 
“There are a number of times that we proposed to buy equipment that is 
beneficial to the young learners such as water filters or we requested 
improvement to the playground area. The supervisor was in agreement with me, 
but the proposals were rejected by the local executive body.”  
(พีเ่คยเสนอผูบ้รหิารในความตอ้งการทีอ่ยากจะซ้ืออปุกรณ์ เชน่ เครือ่งกรองน้ํา  
หรืออยากทาํสนามเด็กเลน่ใหม ่พีเ่สนอไปหลายคร ัง้มาก ซึง่นกัวชิาการก็เห็นดว้ย 
แตส่ดุทา้ยก็ถูกปฏเิสธจากผูบ้รหิาร) (Child caregiver 23) 
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These statements confirm that the local government paid little attention to the CDCs’ 
operations. Respondents also suggested that the executives of the LAOs could resolve 
the issues associated with budget constraints, as demonstrated by the following statement: 
 
“In my opinion, my work would be more effective if the executive body, 
particularly the chief executive of local government, sees the importance of 
the educational management of the CDC on equal terms with the provision of 
other facilities’ delivered in our community and provides us satisfactory 
support particularly in financial.”  
(ในความคดิของพีน่ะ การทาํงานของพีจ่ะมีประสทิธภิาพมากกวา่น้ีถา้ผูบ้รหิาร 
สว่นทอ้งถิน่โดยเฉพาะนายกเห็นถงึความสาํคญัของการจดัการศกึษาของศนูย์ 
พฒันาเด็กเล็กไดอ้ยา่งเทา่เทยีมกบัการดแูลจดัการในเรือ่งของสิง่อาํนวยความ 
สะดวกตา่งๆในทอ้งถิน่ และจดัการใหพ้วกเราไดร้บัการ สนบัสนุนอยา่งเต็มที ่
โดยเฉพาะในเรือ่งของการสนบัสนุนดา้นงบประมาณ) (Child caregiver 2) 
 
Since the CDCs are under the supervision of the local administrative organizations, the 
Centres are dependent on financial support from these agencies. Where such budgetary 
support was lacking, the educational officers criticized the chief executives’ 
performances. These educational officers argued that a significant obstacle to child 
caregivers’ capabilities was the lack of financial contributions. As the Centres are 
dependent upon funding from local authorities, the approval of administrators was 
integral to ensure financial aid, whilst insufficient support may create consequences 
stifling the Centres’ ability to operate and survive. The following quotations outline the 
respondents’ attitudes and concerns in relation to the local authorities and executives:  
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“The main problem for the management of the CDC is the fact that the local 
authority’s executives do not value the importance of the management of the 
CDC as much as they should. I, as an educational academic, can then do 
nothing.”  
(ปญัหาหลกัของการจดัการศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กคอืทางผูบ้รหิารหน่วยงานทอ้งถิน่ไม ่
เห็นคณุคา่ในความสาํคญัของการจดัการศกึษาของศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กมากเทา่ทีค่วร 
พีใ่นฐานะของนกัวชิาการศกึษาก็ไมส่ามารถจะทาํอะไรไดน้ะ).                 
(Educational officer 1) 
“The fact that I used to be a child caregiver at a CDC makes me realize and 
understand the problems faced. If the local administrators acknowledge the 
importance of education, we will have additional support. Unfortunately, most 
of the Centres including ours do not obtain any assistance and the child 
caregivers therefore struggle to raise funds by themselves.”  
(คอืจรงิๆ แลว้พีเ่คยเป็นผูด้แูลเด็กของศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กมากอ่น ซึง่มนัทาํใหพี้รู่ ้
และเขา้ใจถงึปญัหา ถา้ผูบ้รหิารรบัรูถ้งึความสาํคญัของการศกึษานะ เราจะไดร้บั 
การสนบัสนุนทีม่ากมายเลยแหละ แตม่นัไมใ่ดแ้บบทีเ่ราตอ้งการ 
ศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กสว่นใหญซ่ึง่ก็รวมถงึทีน่ี่ดว้ย ไมไ่ดร้บัการดแูลชว่ยเหลือ 
อะไรเลยและผูด้แูลเด็กก็จะตอ้งพยายามทีจ่ะหางบประมาณสนบัสนุนกนัเอง) 
(Educational officer 2) 
 
This implies that the educational officers tend to perform their work based on directions 
or commands from superiors rather than making decisions by themselves. The power to 
make decisions resides with the local authority administrators. Some projects examples 
related to the improvement of the CDCs have been turned down because of financial 
difficulties. The participants also revealed that the local authorities had sufficient funds, 
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but these did not allocate the funds in an equal way across different services. The 
successful approval of applications for CDCs improvement projects depends on the 
vision of the executives and whether they consider the issue of education management a 
priority. No matter how much the educational officers want to provide assistance, the 
final decision will always rest with the local administrators.  
On the other hand, with regard to the executives’ support, only four out of twenty-three 
child caregivers who undertaken in this current study revealed that their local authorities 
supported them by providing an increased budget, extra equipment and materials. Indeed, 
one of the child caregivers indicated this in the following statement: 
 
“Our local government is very supportive. The executive team will assign 
responsibilities to the educational officer to deal with both the teaching and 
the Centre management. If the Centre needs further support, we submit the 
request and the team will provide us with the workers as well as more 
budgetary support.” 
(หน่วยงานตน้สงักดัของเราใหก้ารสนบัสนุนเป็นอยา่งดเียีย่ม คณะผูบ้รหิาร 
จะมอบหมายใหน้กัวชิาการศกึษาดแูลจดัการในเรือ่งของการจดัการเรียนการสอน 
รวมถงึการบรหิารจดัการศนูย์ดว้ย โดยถา้ทางศนูย์ตอ้งการการสนบัสนุน ในเรือ่งไหน 
และทางเราเสนอความตอ้งการไป ทางผูบ้รหิารก็จะจดัคนงาน 
พรอ้มท ัง้งบประมาณสนบัสนุนมาให)้ (Child caregiver 4) 
 
This clarifies the importance of the executive teams in administering young children’s 
education in the context of providing support to the CDCs’ management. In this study, 
there were twenty-three practitioners who worked in the CDCs and only four of them 
were satisfied with their local authorities’ support.  
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The two educational officers who supervised these four child caregivers confirmed that 
the child caregivers had obtained sufficient support from their local authorities. They 
pointed out that the local authorities provided several resources for the practitioners such 
as budget, materials and equipment: 
 
“Fortunately, our executives’ pay attention to and value the importance of 
education. There will be a budget from this local authority to support such 
things as building, maintenance or appliance purchase and excursion 
arrangements for these young learners. If the practitioner wants to take the 
learners on a daytrip, there will be a bus service to support this for example.”  
(เป็นโชคดขีองเราทีท่างผูบ้รหิารใหค้วามสนใจและเห็นคณุคา่ในความสาํคญัของ 
การศกึษา ทางหน่วยงานของเรามีงบประมาณสนบัสนุนในเรือ่งของการตอ่เตมิ 
ซอ่มแซม หรือการซ้ืออปุกรณ์เครือ่งมอื และการออกไปทศันศกึษาสาํหรบัเด็กเล็ก 
ถา้ทางผูด้แูลเด็กตอ้งการทีจ่ะพาเด็กออกไปเรียนรู ้นอกสถานทีก็่จะมีรถบรกิาร) 
(Educational officer 3) 
“Our executives supported the educational management by allocating the 
resources that the practitioners required such as budget, materials, and 
equipment.”  
(ผูบ้รหิารของทางเราสนบัสนุนการศกึษาโดยการจดัสรร สนบัสนุนสิง่ทีผู่ด้แูลเด็ก 
ตอ้งการ เชน่ งบประมาณ เครือ่งมือ และอปุกรณ์) (Educational officer 7) 
 
The executive body’s vision is very significant for the practitioners’ practices given that 
such local authority executives hold the power to administer the CDCs’ operation.  This 
implies that the CDCs’ management largely depends upon the attitude of local 
government executive members, mainly the chief of local agencies. The educational 
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officers and practitioners could accordingly collaborate around provision of education 
and care to disadvantaged young learners efficiently in the event of local authorities 
providing adequate support. Photo 7.1 and 7.2 are examples of toilets which apparently 
show the different support levels from local authorities. 
 
Photo 7.1 Proper toilet with sufficient support from local authority (Fieldwork, 2017) 
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Photo 7.2    Improper toilet with insufficient support from local authority               
(Fieldwork, 2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This current study concerns twenty-three child caregivers with seven educational 
officers, with the majority of the child caregivers (nineteen out of twenty-three) revealing 
that they received more support from external agencies and persons than from their own 
local governments. Further to this, only four child caregivers were satisfied with the 
support from their local authorities. This evidence thus partially corroborates earlier 
accounts from educational officers.  
The educational officers whose duties included oversight and support of nineteen 
practitioners defined a core part of their roles in terms of direct responsibility for 
supervision of the child caregivers’ performances. In fact, the executive bodies of local 
authorities had existing power to create considerable opportunities for community 
services to in turn serve the needs of villagers; such power thereby included educational 
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operation policy making and resource support. On the other hand, the educational officers 
who have responsibilities for those four practitioners in receipt of support from the local 
government perceived themselves to be lucky that their local authorities paid attention to 
and valued the educational provision.  
 
7.2.2 Support from the educational officers  
The educational officer has a core responsibility for supervising child caregivers in their 
day-to-day practices, thus ensuring that teaching and learning activities are organized 
professionally in order to enhance young children’s development and learning within 
CDCs (MOI, 2016). In interviews discussion with twenty-three practitioners about the 
relationship between the educational officers and child caregivers, eighteen of the 
participants explicitly stated that they had good working relationships with their 
supervisors. These practitioners talked about their supervisors displaying smiles and 
positive expressions, apparently signaling that good quality relationships existed between 
them. Three respondents commented: 
 
“My educational officer used to be a practitioner, so it is not difficult for him 
to understand the role of the child caregiver and he usually tries his best to 
help solve the problems we encounter here at the Centre.”  
(นกัวชิาการของพีเ่คยเป็นผูด้แูลเด็กมากอ่น ก็เลยทาํใหเ้ขาเขา้ใจในบทบาท หน้าทีน้ี่ 
และเขาพยายามทีจ่ะชว่ยแกป้ญัหาทีพี่เ่จอในศนูย์อยูต่ลอด)  (Child caregiver 6) 
“The supervisor always gives me suggestions and support. Even though she 
does not visit the Centre often, but we always keep in touch.”  
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(นกัวชิาการศกึษาจะคอ่ยใหค้าํแนะนําทีด่ีๆ  นานๆ เขาจะมาทีศ่นูย์สกัคร ัง้แตเ่ราก็ 
ตดิตอ่กนัตลอด) (Child caregiver 21) 
 
It is therefore feasible to suggest that the majority of child caregivers and educational 
officers have good relationships with each other, and that practitioners appreciated the 
support from the educational officers. 
Conversely, with regard to work, the abovementioned practitioners also revealed that the 
supervisors did not have sufficient time to supervise the CDCs at the level required. This 
lack resulted from competing commitments as educational officers, where they also had 
other responsibilities designated by their executives. These priorities were in turn 
determined by the local authorities, which hierarchy of duties practitioners in turn 
understood. Apart from encouraging education, the educational officers also had 
additional duties in respect of local government service. Consequently, the educational 
officers did not have chances to visit the Centres frequently. The following are excerpts 
from interviewee responses on this point:  
 
“The educational officer does not visit this Centre often, also the same with 
the SAO executive members. They, therefore, do not realize the actual 
problems. When the problems are reported or when help is needed, it is 
normally considered unimportant and sometimes is neglected or even 
rejected.”  
(นกัวชิาการศกึษาไมไ่ดม้าทีศ่นูย์บอ่ยนกั ผูบ้รหิารอบต.ก็เหมอืนกนัไมค่อ่ยไดม้า 
พีว่า่ก็จะทาํใหพ้วกเขาไมเ่ขา้ใจในปญัหาจรงิๆ ทีเ่ราพบเจอนะ เพราะเวลาทีท่างเรา 
เสนอถงึปญัหาทีเ่ราเจอ หรือตอ้งการความชว่ยเหลือในเรือ่งอะไรก็ตาม ก็จะถูกมอง 
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แบบไมเ่ห็นความสาํคญั บางคร ัง้ถูกเพกิเฉย หรือแมก้ระท ัง้ถูกปฏเิสธ)               
(Child caregiver 7)   
“My supervisor has a lot of duties. In addition to educational responsibilities, 
he must take care of sport, cultural and other Sub-district administrative 
organization activities. He was appointed as the head to arrange most 
activities with our local government.”  
(นกัวชิาการของทีน่ี่มีภาระหน้าทีม่ากมาย เพิม่เตมิจากภาระหน้าทีด่า้นการศกึษา 
เขาตอ้งดแูลในเรือ่งของกีฬา วฒันธรรม และกจิกรรมตา่งๆ ของทางอบต. เขาจะได ้
รบัมอบหมายใหเ้ป็นหวัหน้าจดัการในกจิกรรมสว่นใหญข่องทางหน่วยงานของเรา) 
(Child caregiver 19) 
“My academic officer does have other responsibilities in addition to 
educational purposes. She must take care of the various activities organized 
by the local authority.”  
(นกัวชิาการของพีมี่ภาระหน้าทีเ่พิม่เตมินอกเหนือจากเรือ่งการศกึษา เขาตอ้งดแูล 
ในเรือ่งการจดักจิกรรมตา่งทีจ่ดัโดยหน่วยงานของเรา) (Child caregiver 23) 
 
In the interview process, the educational officers also confirmed they had obligations 
beyond encouraging and supporting educational management. These responsibilities 
were compulsory and educational officers had to be involved in all the activities, which 
the local government organized. Despite this, the educational officers believed that the 
child caregivers at the CDCs could manage their main responsibilities, including 
educating and caring for the young learners themselves. As a result, when problems are 
initially identified, it was necessary for childcare providers to attempt to resolve issues. 
If there were continuing problems, the providers could report concerns and request 
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assistance and involvement from the educational officers. The following excerpts 
illustrate this point:  
 
“What I normally do is to visit and see how the practitioner created the 
activities and how they look after the young learners once a month. But there 
are some months that I have a lot of work as instructed by the local authority, 
and I cannot visit the Centre. Therefore, the practitioner and I always keep 
contact to see what I can provide in case she needs some support.”  
(ปกตพีิก็่จะไปเยีย่มทีศ่นูย์เพือ่ไปดผููด้แูลเด็กจดักจิกรรมและการดแูลเด็กของเขา 
เดอืนละคร ัง้ แตบ่างเดอืนงานทีพี่ไ่ดร้บัมอบหมายก็เยอะมากเลย พีก็่จะ ไมไ่ดไ้ป 
แตเ่ราก็ตดิตอ่กนัตลอด และถา้เขาตอ้งการอะไรพีก็่จะ พยายามหาทางดแูลจดัการ) 
(Educational officer 1) 
“The child caregiver here is highly experienced. I trust her in accordance with 
her duties for teaching and managing the Centre. I have a lot of work on my 
hands already and I do not have enough time to observe her teaching 
regularly.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กของทีน่ี่มีประสบการณ์มาก พีไ่วใ้จในการทาํงานของเขาในเรือ่งของการ 
จดัการเรียนการสอนและการดแูลจดัการงานของศนูย์ พีม่งีานเยอะ มากทีต่อ้งทาํ 
ทาํใหไ้มค่อ่ยมีเวลาไปดแูลการจดัการเรียนการสอนของเขาทีศ่นูย์บอ่ยมากนกั) 
(Educational officer 4) 
“I trust the child caregiver regarding her performance in teaching, caring 
for the young learners and managing the centre. She has more than ten years’ 
experience in accordance with this job, so she can handle every difficulty.”  
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(พีไ่วว้างใจผูด้แูลเด็กท ัง้เรือ่งการสอน การดแูลเด็ก รวมถงึการบรหิารจดัการศนูย์ 
เขามีประสบการณ์ในการทาํงานดา้นน้ีมามากกวา่ 10 ปี เขาจดัการไดท้กุปญัหา) 
(Educational officer 3) 
 
As can be seen, the educational officers generally believe in the practitioners’ ability to 
problem-solve whilst the additional duties assigned to the educational officers by the 
executive bodies makes it almost impossible for them to have time to visit the areas and 
the child caregivers as they should. 
According to four child caregivers, the remoteness of the CDCs was another reason 
preventing supervisors from visiting regularly. Since CDCs were located quite far from 
the local government offices, this made it more inconvenient for regular supervision visits 
or for follow-up sessions. The following statements from two interviewees illustrate this 
issue: 
 
“The Child Development Centre where I am working is 45 kilometres away 
from the main road, but it takes 3 hours to travel here and another 3 hours to 
travel back. This is due to the fact the centre is located up on the mountain and 
the road is dirt, making it difficult for anyone to visit often.”  
(ศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กทีพี่ท่าํงานน้ีหา่งจากตวัถนนหลกั 45 กโิลเมตร แตต่อ้งใชเ้วลา 
ในการเดนิทางขึน้มาบนน้ีถงึ 3 ชั่วโมงและอกี 3 ชั่วโมงในการเดนิทางกลบัลงไป 
เพราะวา่ศนูย์อยูบ่นเขาและถนนก็เป็นถนนลูกรงัทาํให ้การเดนิทางมาทีน่ี่คอ่นขา้ง 
ลาํบาก) (Child caregiver 6) 
“Traveling to the centre is another issue. It will be difficult and very dangerous 
if a driver is not familiar with the journey. During the rainy season, the storms 
hit this area and the centre will be literally closed. I mean nobody can go in 
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and out of the village. The parents do not want to take their children to the 
Centre while it is raining.”  
(การเดนิทางมาทีศ่นูย์ก็เป็นอกีหน่ึงปญัหา เน่ืองจากการเดนิทางคอ่นขา้งยาก 
ลาํบากและอนัตรายมากสาํหรบัคนขบัทีไ่มช่นิกบัหนทาง ถา้ชว่งฝนตกพาย ุ
เขา้ในพ้ืนทีน่ี่ ศนูย์จะถูกปิดโดยปรยิายเพราะไมมี่ใครสามารถทีจ่ะเขา้หรือออก 
จากหมูบ่า้นไปไหนไดเ้ลย พอ่แมก็่ไมอ่ยากพาลูกตากฝนมาสง่ทีศ่นูย์)            
(Child caregiver 22) 
 
These statements demonstrate that the distance of travel to the CDCs’ location in remote 
areas constituted another obstacle to the effective management of the CDCs. These 
geographic impediments to educational officers making regular visits to the centres 
potentially creates misunderstandings concerning issues challenging the practitioners 
within their work.  
 
7.2.3 Consideration of child caregivers’ performances regarding promotion and 
welfare  
In terms of teaching and learning in CDCs, young learners are taught the same as in 
comparable state or private schools and the practitioners in the centres have the same 
qualifications as those in the equivalent schools. In contrast, the child caregivers perform 
under the jurisdiction of the Local Administrative Organization (LAO) under DLA, 
which divides the providers into two types, including civil servants and hired employees. 
In this study, there were twenty-three child caregivers interviewed, comprising nine local 
government civil servants and fourteen employees of local authorities.  
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Child caregivers who have been recruited as civil servants, receive welfare from the 
department, which consists of tuition fees for their children and medical expenses for 
them and their children. Any incremental salary increases, or bonuses will be assessed by 
the executives in each area. However, the evaluation results will be transferred for a final 
decision to be made by the chief executives of the local administration. The following 
are the responses of the interviewees concerning evaluation: 
 
 “In the assessment of the agency’s performance, a committee will be appointed 
to evaluate the work at the centre. There will be one executive officer, one 
academic educator, and an external teaching staff member who will come to 
the centre in order to observe the process of teaching and caring for the young 
learners. The evaluation will be held for the whole day and I have to do the 
evaluation documents as well.”  
(ในการประเมนิของหน่วยงาน จะมคีณะกรรมการมาประเมนิทีศ่นูย์ ก็จะมผีูบ้รหิาร 
นกัวชิาการ และก็ครูจากโรงเรียนทีไ่ดร้บัการแตง่ต ัง้ มาประเมนิที ่เพือ่ทีจ่ะสงัเกต 
การจดัการเรียนการสอนและการดแูลเด็ก คณะกรรมการจะมาประเมนิตลอดท ัง้วนั 
และพีจ่ะตอ้งทาํเอกสารประกอบการประเมนิดว้ย) (Child caregiver 3) 
“I have to prepare documents to assess work for promotion. The documents 
include teaching materials and documentary evidence of training, which I have 
to present demonstrating my abilities to the evaluators and reasons for 
requesting a promotion. At this point, an educational officer will come to 
observe my teaching and learning materials as well.”  
(พีต่อ้งเตรียมเอกสารในการประเมนิเพือ่เลือ่นข ัน้ เอกสารก็จะมหีลกัฐานทีเ่กีย่วกบั 
การจดัการเรียนการสอน การอบรมตา่งๆ ซึง่จะตอ้งเป็นเอกสารทีจ่ะโชว์ใหเ้ห็นถงึ 
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ความสามารถของการทาํงานของพี ่ก็จะมนีกัวชิาการ เขา้มาสงัเกตการจดัการ 
เรียนการสอน การใชส้ือ่ดว้ย) (Child caregiver 11) 
 
The educational officers noted that the issue of salary promotion is mainly considered by 
the local administrators. The process for awarding a promotion included a detailed 
consideration of the practitioners’ work, both previously and currently, during the 
academic year. The process of evaluation also included an assessment of the use of 
innovative teaching materials, evidence of practitioners training certifications, and 
demonstrating that knowledge from training has been applied to increase the young 
learner’s development and learning. These criteria were only used for those hired as civil 
servants and the process was then approved by the chief executive of agencies. The 
methods used to evaluate practitioners for promotion is discussed by two interviewees 
who state: 
 
 “I will be the one who will consider the work of the child caregiver according 
to the young learners’ development and this includes listening to the parents’ 
feedback as well. Also, it includes assessing the relationship between the child 
caregivers and the community.”  
(พีจ่ะเป็นคนพจิารณาการทาํงานของผูด้แูลเด็กซึง่ก็จะดใูหส้อดคลอ้งกบัพฒันาการ 
ของวยัของเด็ก และรวมถงึพีก็่จะฟงัความคดิเห็นของผูป้กครองดว้ยเชน่เดยีวกนั 
และก็จะดถูงึความสมัพนัธ์ทีผู่ด้แูลเด็กมีตอ่ชุมชนดว้ย) (Educational officer 2) 
“There will be an assessment of work twice a year, in March and October. The 
evaluation will mostly observe a child caregiver’s performance according to 
teaching, caring, and innovations used in the development of young learners.”  
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(ทีน่ี่จะมีการประเมนิการทาํงานปีละสองคร ัง้ คอืเดอืนมีนาคมและตลุาคม 
การประเมนิก็จะเน้นไปทีก่ารสงัเกตการทาํงานของผูด้แูลเด็กเกีย่วกบัการจดัการ
เรียนการสอน การดแูลเด็ก การใชน้วตักรรมเพือ่การพฒันาเด็ก)            
(Educational officer 3) 
 
In comparison the child caregivers employed directly by the local government were hired 
under an employment contract in the role of childcare workers, and their contracts have 
to be renewed yearly and every four years which depended on the form of employment 
contract, whereas the official practitioners have no contract. Since most of the hired child 
caregivers lived in the areas where the centres were located, they were willing to continue 
to work according to these terms and conditions. 
The employed caregivers revealed that they received a lower salary than practitioners 
who were recruited as civil servants, despite the fact that they did the same duties. Their 
salary is paid from the local government budget expenditure. Additionally, employed 
child caregivers also have their work evaluated, although assessment is used to have 
employment contracts extended rather than for promotion. This evaluation is generally 
less complicated and requires less preparation of documents by the practitioners than the 
civil service providers. The practitioners were evaluated by academic officers who 
advised executives about whether or not to renew contracts. Employed caregivers all 
wished to demonstrate their value as teaching practitioners to the local authorities in order 
to secure permanent employment and associated welfare benefits. This point is illustrated 
in the following statements: 
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 “I have been working as a child caregiver for more than 10 years, in the 
position of an employee on a contract renewal every 4 years, but the local 
government has not yet offered me a government official position.”  
 (พีท่าํงานเป็นผูด้แูลเด็กมามากกวา่ 10 ปีแลว้ ตาํแหน่งของพีค่อืพนกังานจา้ง 
ซึง่จะมีการทาํสญัญาทกุ 4 ปี ทางอบต.ก็ไมมี่วีแววทีจ่ะบรรจุใหพี้เ่ป็น ขา้ราชการเลย) 
(Child caregiver 2) 
“I have been working at this kind of duty for more than 10 years, however, it 
seems that there is no opportunity for me to be promoted to the position of a 
government official.”  
(พีท่าํงานน้ีมามากกวา่ 10 ปี และก็ดเูหมือนวา่จะไมมี่โอกาสทีจ่ะ เป็นขา้ราชการ 
เหมอืนคนอืน่เขา) (Child caregiver 17) 
“An educational officer will come to the centre to evaluate my performance 
and propose to the chief of the agency to renew the contract. Once it is at the 
end of 4 years, the staff will contact and inform me. My second term renewed 
contract will come in the next month.”  
(นกัวชิาการจะเขา้มาประเมนิการทาํงานทีศ่นูย์ และก็จะเสนอไปทีน่ายกอบต. เพือ่ที ่
จะตอ่สญัญาจา้งพี ่พอครบกาํหนด 4 ปี ทางเจา้หน้าทีก็่จะแจง้ใหพี้ท่ราบ พีจ่ะตอ่ 
สญัญารอบที ่2 เดอืนหน้าน้ีละ) (Child caregiver 18) 
 
The child caregivers who held positions as employees also mentioned they received 
welfare from the Social Security Office rather than the Department of Local 
Administration. Therefore, they only received medical benefits for themselves. 
Employee caregivers felt they received unequal treatment, although they had the same 
work obligations, they only receive limited welfare. In terms of tuition fees and medical 
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expenses for their children, they do not receive the same as government officials, which 
they used to highlight the injustice and insecurity of the job: 
 
 “The benefits I have received are only medical expenses for myself and it 
depends on the contract. If the local authority does not renew the contract, I 
cannot get anything.”  
(สวสัดกิารทีพี่ไ่ดร้บัก็จะมีแคเ่บกิคา่รกัษาพยาบาลไดแ้ตก็่ขึน้อยูก่บัสญัญาจา้งดว้ย 
ถา้ทางหน่วยงานไมจ่า้งพีต่อ่พีก็่ทาํอะไรไมไ่ด)้ (Child caregiver 2) 
“Now I am working in the position of a hired employee and have my contract 
renewed every 4 years. I cannot withdraw tuition fees for my child. There are 
only the medical payments for me. If the local agency appointed me to the 
position of a civil servant, it would be better because it is more secure.”  
(ตอนน้ีพีท่าํงานในตาํแหน่งลูกจา้งของอบต. ทาํสญัญาจา้งทกุ 4 ปี พีเ่บกิคา่เลา่เรียน 
ของลูกพีไ่มไ่ด ้พีเ่บกิไดแ้คค่า่รกัษาพยาบาลของตวัพีเ่องเทา่นัน้ ถา้ทางอบต.เปิด 
ตาํแหน่งบรรจุใหพี้เ่ป็นขา้ราชการ ก็จะดมีากเลย พีก็่จะดมู ั่นคงมากกวา่น้ี)       
(Child caregiver 22) 
 
The employed child caregivers received a fixed rate salary, which the DLA allocated to 
the local authority. The local government does not usually raise the salaries of child 
caregivers due to the department’s allocation of the budget. As a result, any extra money 
the practitioners receive is allocated as a bonus and is only given when budget constraints 
allow.  
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“The employed child caregiver will not get a raised salary because the local 
government already pays an amount according to what the DLA has 
determined. In some years, the child caregiver will receive some extra money 
as a bonus, if the agency has money left from the annual management and the 
chief of the agency approves giving it to the employees for the New Year.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กทีเ่ป็นลูกจา้งจะไมมี่การขึน้เงนิเดอืน เน่ืองจากทางหน่วยงาน ของเราจา่ย 
เงนิเดอืนเต็มอตัราทีก่รมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่กาํหนดมาให ้แตใ่นบางปี 
เขาก็จะไดร้บัเงนิพเิศษเป็นโบนสั ถา้เงนิงบประมาณตา่งๆ ของอบต. เหลือจากการใช้
จา่ย และถา้นายกอบต.อนุมตัทิีจ่ะจา่ยใหลู้กน้องในชว่งของปีใหม)่           
(Educational officer 7) 
 
In conclusion, insufficient support from local authorities can be seen as a significant 
issue underpinning child caregivers’ performance quality. Most authorities focus less on 
education than on public services in order to try to increase the quality of life among 
rural people. In other words, they tend to emphasize concrete things rather than abstract 
ones, since the latter changes take much longer to become evident, even though they are 
more worthwhile for the children in the long run. Furthermore, the impact of apparent 
disequilibrium or inequality upon child caregivers’ positions and performances remains 
a contentious rather than settled issue, based upon the available interview-based 
evidence. Participants merely mentioned that the civil servant practitioners had distinct 
advantages over the local government casual employees without further elaboration. 
 
7.3 The child caregivers’ performances as perceived by the educational officers 
Educational officers have a duty to conduct the LAO’s educational management and 
supervise the work of child caregivers, making sure they performed in accordance with 
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the standards established by the DLA. This is to ensure that the development and 
education of young children is sufficiently appropriate and efficient. Educational 
officers’ roles are crucial for identifying educational needs, in particular, within those 
isolated, mountainous and remote rural areas. In these instances, the educational officers’ 
roles need to be more supportive in terms of encouraging the practitioners’ in their 
performances; such encouragement in turn should look to help children who live among 
scarce learning resources fulfill their potential. 
 
7.3.1 The educational officers’ roles 
Seven of the educational officers perceived themselves to have a duty to support and 
promote the educational management of the CDCs. If a policy document is issued by the 
DLA relating to the CDCs and child caregivers, the educational officers are the ones 
responsible for implementing procedures. The following are the educational officers’ 
verbatim responses: 
 
 “If there are issues to deal with financial matters, I submit the proposal to 
the executives to approve. When it comes to the purchase of teaching aids 
and materials, I normally ask for the practitioner’s opinions on what they 
want before ordering the materials.”  
 (ถา้มีเรือ่งทีเ่กีย่วกบัพวกงบประมาณ พีก็่จะสง่ตอ่ใหท้างผูบ้รหิารอนุมตั ิแตถ่า้เป็น 
เรือ่งของการซ้ืออปุกรณ์การเรียนการสอน พีก็่จะถามผูด้แูลเด็กกอ่นวา่พวกเขา 
ตอ้งการอะไรกอ่นทีจ่ะส ั่งของ) (Educational officer 2)  
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 “I work here as a coordinator. When there are projects or any 
announcements from the central and local government, it will be my 
responsibility to inform the child caregivers.  
(ผมทาํงานในฐานะผูป้ระสานงาน เวลามโีครงการตา่งๆ ทีจ่ะตอ้งแจง้ใหท้างศนูย์ 
หรือทางหน่วยงานทราบ ผมก็จะเป็นคนประสานแจง้ใหท้างผูด้แูลเด็กไดท้ราบ) 
(Educational officer 4) 
 
In addition, educational officers have been asked about their satisfaction with regard to 
their duties supervising and educational management of the LAOs. Three of the officers 
claimed they were very satisfied with their work and two of the respondents stated that:  
 
 “I am happy with my work as I have a chance to help child caregivers with 
all necessary requirements. The fact that I myself used to be a child caregiver 
at the DCD helps me understand the problems and obstacles that the child 
caregiver encounters.”  
 (พีม่คีวามสขุในงานทีท่าํนะ เพราะพีม่โีอกาสทีจ่ะชว่ยเหลือผูด้แูลเด็กในในเรือ่งตา่งๆ 
ทีพ่อจะชว่ยได ้คอืจรงิๆแลว้พีเ่คยเป็นผูด้แูลเด็กในศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็ก มากอ่น 
ซึง่มนัชว่ยใหพี้เ่ขา้ใจถงึปญัหาและอปุสรรคตา่งๆ ทีพ่วกเขาตอ้งเผชญิ) 
(Educational officer 3) 
 “I am very satisfied with my work. I personally like the fact that this job 
involves social services and communication with local people. I am delighted 
not only because I can help and facilitate others, but I can also manage the 
service and ensure everything runs smoothly. My responsibilities also include 
paperwork and the financial management of the Centre.”  
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(ผมพอใจในการทาํงานตรงจุดน้ี โดยสว่นตวัผมชอบทีง่านน้ีไดเ้ขา้ไปมี สว่นรว่ม 
ในการบรกิารสงัคมและชุมชนทอ้งถิน่อยูแ่ลว้ ไมเ่พียงแตไ่ดอ้าํนวยความสะดวก 
แตก็่ยงัไดจ้ดัการในเรือ่งตา่งๆ เอง ซึง่จะไดม้ ั่นใจไดว้า่ทกุอยา่งจะเป็นไป 
อยา่งราบรืน่ หน้าทีข่องผมก็จะรวมถงึในเรือ่งของเอกสารการเบกิจา่ยตา่งๆ 
ใหท้างศนูย์ดว้ย) (Educational officer 4) 
 
Four educational officers mentioned that they were satisfied with their work to a certain 
level. These officers believed they could do a better job if the executives paid more 
attention and valued the importance of education. They indicated: 
  
 “I personally want to help practitioners in many ways including recruiting 
those who have been working for a long time as government officials.”  
 (โดยสว่นตวัพีต่อ้งการทีจ่ะชว่ยเหลือผูด้แูลเด็กใหม้ากกวา่น้ี ซึง่ก็รวมถงึการทีจ่ะ 
ชว่ยใหค้นทีท่าํงานมาหลายปีไดเ้ขา้บรรจุเป็นขา้ราชการดว้ย) (Educational 2) 
 
A further challenge which the educational officers identified concerned CDC budget 
allocation. The educational officers do not have the authority to make budgetary 
decisions, but rather the local government requires that proposals for essential materials 
be submitted to them with the executive being able to reject requests for funds allocation 
at their discretion. This is a major issue impacting the work of educational officers, as 
stated below: 
 
 “I know the Centre needs maintenance due to the fact that it has been in use 
for more than ten years. I have already proposed this issue to the executive 
body, but it was rejected. Unluckily, most of the projects I proposed to the 
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management team were turned down and there was nothing else I could do 
to help.”  
 (พีรู่ว้า่ทางศนูย์ตอ้งการซอ่มแซมหลายจุดเลยเพราะศนูย์น้ีใชม้านานมากวา่ 10 ปี 
พีไ่ดเ้สนอผูบ้รหิารไปแลว้แตก็่โดยปฏเิสธ ซึง่โครงการสว่นใหญท่ีพี่เ่สนอผูบ้รหิาร 
ไปก็จะถูกปฏเิสธ และพีก็่ทาํอะไรไมไ่ด)้ (Educational officer 1) 
 “I did my best but whether the proposals are received and approved or not, 
will be the executive’s decision.”  
(พีท่าํหน้าทีอ่ยา่งดทีีส่ดุ ไมว่า่โครงการทีพี่เ่สนอจะไดร้บัอนุมตัหิรือไม ่ก็จะขึน้ 
อยูก่บัการตดัสนิใจของผูบ้รหิารเทา่นัน้) (Educational officer 6)  
“I am satisfied to a certain extent, but I wish it were better. It is not possible 
for me to do everything as it depends on the budget from the local 
government. More importantly, the final decision is in the hands of the 
executives as to whether or not projects are approved. They allocate the 
budget for the Centre and I have to accept their decisions.” 
(พีก็่พอใจ ณ ปจัจุบนั แตว่า่พีอ่ยากใหด้กีวา่น้ี คอืมนัไมง่า่ยสาํหรบัพีจ่ะ ทาํทกุอยา่ง 
เพราะมนัขึน้อยูก่บังบประมาณจากทางหน่วยงานตน้สงักดั ทีส่าํคญัคอื 
การตดัสนิใจสดุทา้ยก็จะขึน้อยูก่บัผูบ้รหิารเทา่นัน้ไมว่า่จะตอบมาวา่ยงัไงใน 
ประเด็นของการอนุมตัโิครงการหรือการจดัสรรงบประมาณ พีไ่ดแ้ตต่อ้งยอมรบั) 
(Educational officer 7) 
 
When the educational officers were asked about the means used to resolve these issues 
the respondents referred to the senior executive, the official in charge of administration 
under the local administration organization. The educational officers stated the senior 
executive is the chief of the LAO and holds absolute authority in managing and approving 
the budget as well as projects proposed by the staff at the Centres. As such, the 
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educational officers highlighted that the senior executive’s approval is required for all 
matters, as stated below: 
  
“The final decision will be made by the executive body, even though I give 
proposals, if they do not agree, they will refuse. And I do not want to get in 
trouble with them.”  
(การตดัสนิใจสดุทา้ยจะขึน้อยูก่บัผูบ้รหิาร ถา้พวกเขาไมเ่ห็นดว้ยโครงการทีพี่เ่สนอ 
ก็จะถูกปฏเิสธและพีก็่ไมอ่ยากทีจ่ะมีปญัญากบัพวกเขา) (Educational officer 4)  
 “I cannot do much. I have tried to propose ideas for improving the CDC and 
also to show the executive member that the educational institution needs to 
be taken care of and maintained. Ultimately it is under their authority.”  
 (พีท่าํอะไรมากกวา่น้ีไมไ่ด ้พีพ่ยายามทีจ่ะเสนอความคดิตา่งๆ ทีจ่ะพฒันา 
ศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็ก และก็เสนอใหท้างผูบ้รหิารเห็นวา่ทางหน่วยงานของเรายงัมี 
สถานศกึษาทีต่อ้งการการดแูลดว้ยนะ) (Educational officer 1) 
 “When the CDC’s improvement project got rejected by my local authority, I 
found another solution which was to ask for some support from the local 
community in order to complete the project.  
 (เวลาทีท่างโครงการตา่งๆ ของทางศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กถูกปฏเิสธจากทางอบต. 
พีก็่จะหาทางอืน่ในการแกป้ญัหานัน้ หลกัๆก็คอืการขอความชว่ยเหลือจากทาง 
ชุมชนเพือ่ใหง้านนัน้เป็นไปตามเป้าหมาย) (Educational officer 3) 
 
The executive members, particularly the chief of the local government, are in charge of 
approving the CDCs’ operations and the participants felt that they received inadequate 
support from their local authorities. Despite this, Thais are encouraged to respect people 
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in high positions of responsibility and culturally there is much emphasis on avoiding 
conflict and maintaining social harmony. Therefore, they seek other options in order to 
complete their requirements.  
It is clear that the educational officers have a direct role in promoting and supporting the 
teaching and learning management of the CDCs. In spite of this, in terms of management, 
there is an executive of the local government organization who is ultimately in charge. 
 
7.3.2 The educational officers’ perceptions of child caregivers’ performances  
This research involved interviewing seven educational officers about their perceptions 
and attitudes towards the child caregivers’ performances and it was found that all the 
officers perceived that the child caregivers worked professionally. The following are 
excerpts of their responses: 
 
“The practitioners are very good at their job. They are very experienced in 
what they are doing. With both experience and knowledge, they take very 
good care of the young learners. I have never been worried about this Centre 
at all.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กทาํงานไดด้มีาก เขาสองคนมีประสบการณ์ในการทาํงานมาก 
ดว้ยประสบการณ์ทาํงานและความรูท้ีมี่เขาใหก้ารดแูลเด็กได ้เป็นอยา่งดพีีไ่มเ่คย 
ทีจ่ะเป็นกงัวลเลย) (Educational officer 1) 
“She works very well, and she is determined, enthusiastic, and selfless. 
Traveling to the Centre by a motorcycle is not easy but she has many years 
of experience. Although, she is not local, she has been accepted by the people 
in the area.”  
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(พีเ่ขาทาํงานไดด้มีาก มีความมุง่ม ั่น กระตอืรือรน้ และไมมี่ความเห็นแกต่วั 
การเดนิทางไปทีศ่นูย์โดยรถมอเตอร์ไซด์ไมใ่ชเ้รือ่งงา่ย แตพี่เ่ขาก็ทาํแบบน้ี 
มาหลายปีละนะ พีเ่ขาไมใ่ชค่นในพ้ืนทีน่ะแตเ่ขาก็ไดร้บัการยอมรบั จากคนในพ้ืนที)่ 
(Educational officer 4) 
“The child caregiver graduated in early years education. She knows the 
principles of arranging activities for children. In addition, the fact that there 
are a lot of children at the Centre, no fewer than 25, indicates that parents 
trust her and let her take care of the children.”  
(ผูด้แูลเด็กเขา้จบการศกึษาเรือ่งเกีย่วกบัเด็กมาโดยตรง เขารูห้ลกัการจดักจิกรรม 
และเด็กมาเรียนทีศ่นูย์น้ีเยอะ ไมเ่คยตํ่ากวา่ 25 คนเลย ก็เหมอืนกบัวา่ผูป้กครอง 
ทีน่ี่ก็ไวใ้จใหเ้ขาดแุลลูกหลาน) (Educational officer 5)  
 
In conclusion, the educational officers work closely with the childcare providers in order 
to organize and promote local education. The officers also need to help the child 
caregivers find other solutions to overcome existing barriers. The support from local 
government is the most significant factor determining the successful operation of the 
childcare provision.  
 
7.4 Recommendations from educational officers and child caregivers for 
improving the DLA’s policy and performance guidelines 
In terms of the limitations of the DLA’s policy and operations, the child caregivers and 
educational officers have provided suggestions in order to improve policy and 
performance guidelines to meet their needs, which the participants considered to increase 
their work capability. The educational officers suggested that the following 
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improvements ought to be made: (1) providing clearer criteria relating to finances and 
ringfencing finances for maintenance; (2) generating new forms of incentives for staff; 
and (3) some further and different suggestions were made associated to the disbursement 
procedure.  
Firstly, five educational officers mentioned finance for maintenance or for developing 
the CDC as necessities. Most Centres in rural areas required improvements or additions 
to meet operational requirements. CDC’s normally do not obtain maintenance budgets 
directly from the DLAs. Rather, it is the local authorities that must allocate the budget 
from its revenue to the Centre. The Centre must make staff requests as well as budget 
approval from local government executives, most of which are unfortunately rejected for 
a number of reasons. In those instances, claims relate to budget non-allocation or the lack 
of funds on the basis of these having been allocated to other community facilities. 
Consequently, educational officers and child caregivers have to rely on a good 
relationship with the people in the community for help; this help comes in the form of 
physical and financial assistance alike. 
In addition, the educational officers stated that it would be helpful if the DLA allocated 
resources to enable the renovation of CDCs to be undertaken. According to the 
regulations, the DLA should clearly allocate funding in order to avoid the local 
government using it to fund other services, as the following statements demonstrate: 
  
 “The budget is the main problem here. Additional budget from the local 
government means almost nothing. What we have to do is ask the parents and 
the people in our community to help with the tools and equipment, which they 
already have at home. Any help counts.” 
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(ศนูย์พฒันาเด็กเล็กทีน่ี่จะมีปญัหาในเรือ่งของงบประมาณ งบประมาณเพิม่เตมิจาก 
องคก์รปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่แทบจะไมมี่อะไรมาใหเ้ลย ก็จะขอใหผู้ป้กครองและ 
คนในชุมชนเขา้มาชว่ยทาํให ้พวกอปุกรณ์ เครือ่งมอื พวกเขาก็จะมีอยูแ่ลว้ ใครมี 
อะไรทีพ่อจะชว่ยไดพ้วกเขาก็จะเอามาชว่ยกนั) (Educational officer 1) 
“I want the DLA to have the budget for the redecoration of the building which 
according to the regulations comes under the auspices of the local government 
organization. But sometimes we received the unhelpful answer that the budget 
does not exist, or the budget is there for other parts of the community.” 
(อยากใหท้างกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่มีงบใหใ้นสว่นของการ ปรบัปรุง 
ซอ่มแซมอาคาร ซึง่ตามระเบียบแลว้งบสว่นน้ีทางองคก์รปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่ตอ้ง 
เป็นผูจ้ดัการใหเ้รา แตว่า่บางคร ัง้ก็จะไดร้บัคาํตอบวา่งบประมาณไมมี่ เอาไปทาํ 
สว่นอืน่ๆ ในชุมชนหมดแลว้ เราก็ตอ้งขอ ความชว่ยเหลือจากทางอืน่ก็ คอืจะขอ 
ความชว่ยเหลือจากผูป้กครอง ไมว่า่จะเป็นแรงกายหรือเป็นเงนิสนบัสนุน) 
(Educational officer 7) 
 
Secondly, a specific recruitment process ought to be established, which would allow the 
childcare providers currently employed on a temporary basis to be recruited as 
government officials. Three educational officers commented that various practitioners 
had worked in the locality for more than ten years but were still employed as local 
government employees, complete with associated precariousness of employment. The 
officers also suggested that the DLA should consider taking appropriate action to recruit 
child caregivers, many of whom have been working at the Centres for a long time and 
have qualifications, as government officials. These respondents also noted that if such 
contracted caregiver employees were to find better employment options and chose to 
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leave, it would be a big loss for the local authorities. The following are excerpts from 
interviewee responses: 
  
 “The child caregivers here are excellent at their work. With their experience 
and educational background in early childhood education, I would say they 
deserve a position as government officials. If they receive a better opportunity 
at another organization, we will lose qualified staff.” 
(ครูทีน่ี่ทาํงานเกง่และจากประสบการณ์และวุฒกิารศกึษาทางดา้นการศกึษาปฐมวยั 
เขาควรจะไดร้บับรรจุเขา้เป็นขา้ราชการ เพราะถา้เขาไปสอบบรรจุไดท้ีห่น่วยงาน 
อืน่ทางเราก็จะเสยีบุคลากรทีมี่คณุภาพไป) (Educational officer 1) 
“The Sub-District Administrative Organization has opened the examinations 
for practitioners who want to work as civil servants. Despite this, the process 
takes a very long time and it is often complicated. Most of the people who have 
managed to pass the exam are the young practitioners or the new graduates. 
Those who have been working for a long time often cannot compete with the 
younger generations, so they miss their chance to be official child caregivers.” 
(ทางอบต.ก็เปิดสอบบรรจุเขา้เป็นขา้ราชการครู แตว่า่ทาํเรือ่งนานมากและมคีวาม 
ยุง่ยากพอสมควร และสว่นใหญค่นทีส่อบไดก็้จะเป็นครูรุน่เด็กๆ ทีจ่บใหม ่และสว่น 
ครูทีม่ปีระสบการณ์จรงิ ทาํงานมานานก็จะสูเ่ด็กทีจ่บใหมแ่ตไ่มมี่ประสบการณ์ ไมไ่ด)้ 
(Educational officer 3) 
“The child caregiver in this Centre is highly experienced in the field. I think 
the DLA should set up new criteria, which will allow them to be part of the 
system as a civil servant practitioner. This will encourage better morale among 
child caregivers who are dedicated and have been working for a long time.” 
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(พีค่ดิวา่ทางกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่ควรทีจ่ะกาํหนดเกณฑ์ ในการ 
บรรจุครูทีเ่ป็นลูกจา้งทีมี่คณุสมบตัเิหมาะสมใหเ้ป็นขา้ราชการ เพือ่เป็นขวญัและ 
กาํลงัใจใหแ้กค่รูทีทุ่ม่เทกบัการทาํงานมานาน) (Educational officer 6) 
 
Thirdly, two educational officers discussed the latest order from the departments 
indicating that childcare providers within CDCs will have to carry out the disbursement 
of resources themselves. The officers believed this order to be impractical on the grounds 
that it was not easy for the practitioners to perform this task which normally be taken care 
of by the local government staff. This has caused stress among the practitioners, and the 
educational officers have stepped in to help in those circumstances where practitioners 
are not equipped to carry this duty themselves. One educational officer said: 
 
“I want the DLA to reconsider this order. As the department does not provide 
training on disbursement to the child caregiver, there could be errors or 
mistakes and it could cause more problems. Besides, the child caregiver 
already has a lot of responsibilities on their hands.” 
(พีอ่ยากใหก้รมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่พจิารณาในเรือ่งการทีใ่หค้รูดาํเนินกา
รในเรือ่งเอกสารการเบกิจา่ย เพราะกรมฯไมไ่ดม้กีารเปิดอบรมให ้มแีตส่ ั่งการ 
ลงมาใหป้ฏบิตั ิเรือ่งเงนิงบประมาณถา้เกดิขอ้ผดิพลาดแลว้จะ เสยีหายมาก 
และอกีอยา่งครูก็มีภาระมาอยูแ่ลว้) (Educational officer 2) 
 
As a result of interviewing twenty-three child caregivers, it was found that the child 
caregivers had in turn identified three main issues where the DLA could make 
improvements: (1) opening up positions as government officials to childcare providers 
who are presently employees of the local government organization; (2) budget allocation 
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support for improvement and repair of CDCs; and (3) provision of regional training for 
child caregivers. Of these three main recommendations, the first and second were shared 
by the educational officers.  
With regards to the first issue, fourteen out of twenty-three child caregivers discussed 
appointing employees of the local authority to civil servant roles. The child caregivers 
felt they deserved all the welfare they would consequently derive from being civil 
servants and they wanted a new appropriate strategy, (specific recruitment processes) to 
enable such transitions. This idea is highlighted in the following accounts: 
 
 “I got a scholarship from the DLA to further my study. After graduating with 
a BA in Early Childhood Education, I have been in this role for seventeen years 
as an employee of the local agency, but there has been no progression in my 
career. So, I think the DLA should set up the specific criteria for qualified child 
caregivers like myself to become civil servants.” 
 (พีไ่ดร้บัทนุของกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่ไปเรียนจบเรียนจบปรญิญาตรี 
สาขาการศกึษาปฐมวยั ทาํงานในหน้าทีน้ี่มา 17 ปี ตาํแหน่งของ พีค่อืพนกังานจา้ง 
ซึง่ก็คอืลูกจา้งของอบต. แตเ่หมอืนทาํงานอยูก่บัทีไ่มไ่ด ้พฒันาเลยตลอด 17 ปี 
ทางกรมฯน่าจะทาํเกณฑ์พจิารณาคณุสมบตัเิป็นกรณีพเิศษเพือ่เปิด บรรจุใหค้รูที ่
มีคณุสมบตัแิบบพีน่ะ) (Child caregiver 2) 
“Since I have finished my BA, I have worked here since the opening of the 
centre as an employee of the local government and that is eleven years. When 
I ask the executives about becoming a government official child caregiver, I 
normally receive the same answer: We cannot provide it yet.”  
(พีท่าํงานทีศ่นูย์น้ีมาต ัง้แตเ่ริม่เปิดศนูย์พีท่าํมา ตลอด 11 ปี เรียนจบปรญิญาตรี 
ดา้นปฐมวยัแลว้ก็ยงัเป็นพนกังานจา้งของ อบต.อยูเ่หมือนเดมิ พอถามทางผูบ้รหิาร 
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วา่เมือ่ไหรจ่ะเปิดบรรจุใหเ้ป็น ขา้ราชการ ทา่นก็บอกวา่ยงัทาํไมไ่ด)้                 
(Child caregiver 17) 
 
Secondly, with regards to allocation of budgets for the renovation of the CDCs buildings, 
eleven out of twenty-three childcare providers suggested that it was essential that the 
local government allocate a specific budget to support maintenance and renovation of the 
Centres. Their CDCs had been constructed many years ago and subsequently subject to 
heavy prolonged usage consequently, CDCs’ conditions had deteriorated and left them 
in need of repair. As discussion, one major issue is that the local authority is currently 
obliged to set aside amounts of money for other services in the community. The 
respondents suggested the DLA should therefore allocate a ring-fenced budget for 
Centres. This should be clearly separated from the local government budget, thus 
preventing this budget from being used in other ways.  As one of the interviewees stated: 
 
“I would like to suggest to the DLA to increase the budget for maintenance and 
renovations for the Centre as the local authority has never had any budget for 
us. We must ask for cooperation from the parents and the local residents to 
help with the repairs. 
(พีอ่ยากเสนอแนะใหท้างกรมสง่เสรมิการปกครองสว่นทอ้งถิน่เพิม่เตมิในสว่นของ 
งบประมาณในการปรบัปรุง ซอ่มแซม อาคาร และบรเิวณศนูย์ เพราะอบต.ของพี ่
ไมเ่คยมีงบในสว่นน้ีใหเ้ลย พีก็่ตอ้งขอ ความรว่มมอืจากผูป้กครองและคนในชุมชน 
มาชว่ยซอ่มแซมให)้ (Child caregiver 11) 
 
Thirdly, the child caregivers mentioned the training sessions organized by the DLA, 
which were held in Bangkok. Participants stated that it was, and continued to be, quite 
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difficult for them to travel and attend the training there. The majority of them could not 
afford the flight, so they had no choice other than to take buses; such logistical demands 
made joining the session in the capital inconvenient and time-consuming for them. As 
mentioned in Chapter Five (section 5.3.2), participants argued that attending training 
would enhance their knowledge, making it possible to apply this to their lessons, and 
aligning their practice with the guidelines around education and care of young learners 
outlined within the DLA’s policy and performance documents. The solution to this, 
according to statements made by seven of the child caregivers interview subjects, would 
be for training sessions to take place regionally in order. One child caregiver stated: 
 
“I would like to make some suggestions about personal development training. 
I want the sessions to be organized in the region due to difficulties in travelling 
because my CDC is located high in the mountains, far from the city.” 
(พีอ่ยากจะเสนอแนะในสว่นของการพฒันาบคุลากร จดัอบรม อยากใหม้าจดั 
ตามภมูภิาค เน่ืองจากความลาํบากในการเดนิทาง เพราะศนูย์เราอยูบ่นเขาและไกล 
จากตวัเมอืงมาก) (Child caregiver 10) 
 
In some cases, the local government did not have the financial clout to support training 
or seminars. If the practitioners desired to attend the training sessions, they were required 
to pay for themselves. The following interviewee specifically mentioned this challenge: 
 
“If the DLA holds the training session near the Centre or in the area, it will 
help reduce travel expenses. For me, sometimes I pay for my own travel if I 
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want to attend the training, but on the condition that it is not too excessive and 
that I can afford it.”  
(ถา้ทางกรมฯมาจดัอบรมใกล้ๆ  ก็จะชว่ยลดคา่ใชจ่า่ยในการเดนิทาง บางคร ัง้ถา้พี ่
อยากจะไปอบรมแตท่างอบต.ไมส่นบัสนุนงบ พีก็่จะออกคา่ใชจ้า่ยเอง ถา้มนัไม ่
มากเกนิไป) (child caregiver 13) 
 
In conclusion, there is evidence that the educational officers and child caregivers are 
supportive of similar strategies, and consequently are prepared to offer similar 
suggestions, around the issue of financial support, especially for the maintenance and 
renovation of the CDCs. In addition, both groups also support the idea of opening 
positions for childcare providers who are employees of the local government to serve in 
government positions. For them, this is essential as it will create greater job security. 
These two issues are the main ones which both the educational officers and the 
practitioners agreed upon, for the reasons already mentioned.  
Despite this, the responses from practitioners regarding the preparation of budget 
disbursements have not been forthcoming. This is because the power to make decisions 
lies with local authority executives. The practitioners are not directly concerned about 
this issue since they do not yet have to take full responsibility for disbursements. With 
regards to provision of more training and relocation of training sessions, all practitioners 
interviewed agreed that because of the difficulties in commuting and travelling, these 
sessions should be held regionally so that child caregivers unable to travel long distances 
would find it easier to participate in the training sessions. 
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7.5 Summary 
This chapter presented empirical findings aligned to three themes that relate to the second 
research question and comprised: (1) support from local government executives and 
educational officers; (2) the child caregivers’ performances as perceived by the 
educational officers; and (3) child caregivers’ recommendations for improvement the 
DLA’s policy and performance guidelines. 
Firstly, the data revealed that the majority of child caregivers did not receive adequate 
support from their local government, and, in particular budgetary support. Practitioners 
needed to seek external support from parents and communities and seemed not to care if 
the local authorities rejected their requirements. The educational officers confirmed that 
the main obstacle to child caregivers’ practices was the lack of financial contribution 
from local government. This means the executives’ vision for education is of significance 
with regard to the impact upon child caregivers’ performances.  
In terms of length of service and the qualifications of the child caregivers, the 
practitioners who held unofficial positions claimed it was unfair that they perfored the 
same duties but were employed directly by the local government under a fixed-term four-
year contract and consequently received less welfare in comparison with the civil servant 
child caregivers. In conjunction with this, support from the local government can 
significantly determine the relative efficacy of child caregivers’ day-to-day practice. 
Secondly, the findings suggest that the educational officers were satisfied with their work 
supervising the child caregivers. Nevertheless, officers also believed that they could do a 
better job should executives of LAOs in turn provide more attention to the CDC 
education. Ostensibly, educational officers’ roles included supervising and supporting 
the practitioners’ work in order to meet the aims and objectives of the DLA. In practice, 
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officers argued, they do not possess the authority to provide full support around 
practitioners’ real requirements.  
In terms of administration, the executives of the LAOs have the power to approve and 
process every matter relating to child caregivers’ needs, including the provision of 
financial and other support. In addition, the educational officers found that the 
practitioners performed professionally to the best of their ability (given resource 
availability), invariable utilizing relevant methods in order to provide education and care 
for the young learners which enhanced learners’ development and essential skills. 
Finally, the recommendations from the educational officers and child caregivers around 
improving DLA’s policy and performance guidelines were similar concerning in two key 
areas. The provision of a set budget for the CDCs maintenance was the first suggestion. 
Respondents suggested that the DLA should clearly allocate funding to the Centres in 
order to enable renovation of the CDC buildings, along with other needs. Presently, in 
the latter regard, practitioners critically perceived themselves as receiving inadequate 
budgetary support from their local authorities. The second suggestion involves creating 
new criteria for the recruitment of government official child caregivers, especially in 
respect of child caregivers who continued to be employed on a temporarily through the 
local government. 
Additionally, the educational officers provided another suggestion in reference to the 
latest assignments’ issues by the DLA to the practitioners around expenditure 
management processes. Prior to these new duties, practitioners already assume a 
significant number of key duties during the day whose volume frequently let to stress on 
the part of child caregivers so the officers suggested the DLA should reconsider this 
order. Finally, the practitioners themselves suggested that the DLA’s policy and 
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performance guidelines could be improved through arrangement of training sessions on 
a regional basis. This would make them significantly more accessible to practitioners 
living in rural areas. 
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Chapter Eight: Discussion and Conclusions 
 
8.1 Introduction 
This section draws on the analysis presented in Chapter Five, Six and Seven to discuss 
some of the main findings of the research. This research, it will be remembered, examines 
the intricacies of the instructional model for early childhood care and education in rural 
Thai Child Development Centres (CDCs). The discussion is therefore organised under 
the following main headings related to three research questions: the role of child 
caregivers in early childhood care and education, the child caregivers’ day-to-day 
practices in early childhood care and education provision, and the Department of Local 
Administration’s policy and standards on early childhood care and education. Following 
this, the conclusion then will present in four sections: the original contribution of the 
research, limitations, professional recommendations and recommendations for future 
research.  
 
8.2 The role of child caregivers in early childhood care and education in Thailand  
In this section, the discussion focuses on the child caregivers’ practices within rural 
Thailand where the majority of the disadvantaged young children are found (Komut, 
2015). This discussion presents ideas and formulates a model of ‘quality’ early childhood 
care and education for the disadvantaged young children in line with the Thai Ministry 
of Education’s policy that every child in Thailand must have an opportunity to receive a 
high quality education irrespective of their location and circumstances (MOE, 2015). 
Conversely, empirically obtained data in this study has demonstrated marked regional 
disparities in achievement. The significant findings in this section fall into three main 
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areas: the contribution of child caregivers’ performances, the effectiveness of 
practitioners’ practices, and the obstacles to their delivery of educational services in 
Northern rural Thailand.  
 
8.2.1 The contribution of child caregivers’ performances 
The discussion in this section is about the child caregivers’ perceptions on their day-to-
day operation within rural CDCs and the role which child caregivers play in this context. 
The reason is that this study focuses on what comprises appropriate education and care 
provision for young learners in preparation for the next level of study and the main factors 
and challenges which impact on the practitioner’s day-to-day performance.  
As discussed in Chapter Five (see section 5.3, Chapter Five), my findings show that the 
child caregivers in this study understand that their core roles within the educational 
system include considerations of protection, facilitation, pleasure, creation, devotion, 
care, investigation, and being role models (see Table 5.3). However, it was interesting 
that the practitioners did not realise themselves as educators who provide education for 
young learners in educational institutions. In what follows, these main facets will be 
discussed in further detail. 
The research reveals that the learners’ parents rely on the child caregivers to look after 
the children while they are working. It is believed that the children will be safe in the 
CDCs as the result of what parents perceive to be full engagement in their work on the 
part of caregivers. The research also revealed that practitioners delivered a warm and safe 
feeling to children through reassuring them with tactile contact and a smile upon them 
reaching the Centre. This strategy arises from particular circumstances of hill-tribe 
children, raised among their highland indigenous communities and thus having limited 
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opportunities to engage with other people, whether using the Thai language or their own 
dialect. Such isolation may cause the children to lack confidence when away from their 
parents and such practices in turn improve the relationship between the practitioners and 
young children (Bhulpat, 2016). This research argues that greeting, smiling, hugging and 
gentle, socially permissible tactile contact with learners within these specific contexts 
cumulatively provides an avenue for developing positive relationships between child 
caregivers and learners. Provision of such conditions allowed learners to enhance 
confidence levels, self-esteem, and dignity (Black and William, 1998; Hay, 2015) as well 
as constituting good learning environments.  
In terms of teaching and learning activities, most practitioners were aware of their role as 
facilitators in preparing materials for organising activities which facilitated children’s 
development and learning. With the shortage of teaching materials, childcare providers 
had to solve the problem by letting the children work as a group in order to engage with 
the limited resources at the providers’ disposal. Likewise, the child caregivers also took 
the children out to the village and utilised equipment from within the village setting in 
their lessons. This in turn constituted salient examples of an early years’ activity setting 
within a disadvantaged CDC location.  
This represented the practitioners’ knowledge and capability around their ability to adapt 
to limited available resources. This finding significantly invited the drawing of a 
conclusion: notably that practitioners recognised the significance of early years’ learning 
processes and the role that engagement with materials played in these processes 
(Hendrick, 1994; National Institution of Child Health and Human Development 
(NICHD) Early Childhood Child Care Research Network, 2000). Improvising with 
limited learning resources and materials, the practitioners identified solutions based on 
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incorporating accessible material from local communities into their classrooms. These 
findings contrasted however with Jerajaturapornkul’s study (2017) which indicated that 
child caregivers performed due to the lack of knowledge and CDC-based teaching 
resources were insufficient to provide appropriate education for the young learners.  
Importantly, the child caregivers lived in the same communities as the young children 
who attended the CDCs, and thus the practitioners knew the children’s backgrounds very 
well. There were occasions when children not only performed in a different manner from 
their peers but acted inappropriately, for instance shouting, crying without reason, 
running around while others were engaged in activities; since the practitioners recognised 
each child’s background, they were aware of the causes underpinning those behavioural 
problems. Consequently, the practitioners knew to deal with the issues from their 
situational and local knowledge combined with their understanding of early years’ theory, 
applying strategies such as hugging and ignoring. Elicker and Fortner-Wood (1995) who 
believed that diverse interactions between practitioners and young children bolster young 
learners’ development and proper behaviour and are predicted upon sensitive and reactive 
interactions.   
The study observed that, despite child caregivers working in remote areas and mostly 
with a shortage of learning resources and a tendency to have to serve as sole practitioners 
within Centres, they demonstrated a positive and enterprising attitude towards the 
performance of their duties. They perceived themselves as having an essential role to play 
in transforming the educational opportunities for young hill tribe children and in turn, 
through educational access, in providing an improved chance at a higher quality of life. 
The existence of these beliefs and responsibilities alike was significantly confirmed by 
direct empirical observation, which found them performing activities using appropriate 
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expressions and techniques such as smiling, employing a pleasant tone of voice, and 
creating a friendly environment. This corresponds with qualitative data gathered through 
the project’s interviews which indicated that, by their own accounts, practitioners were 
very pleased to work as a child caregiver in rural CDCs, located in an environment with 
a shortage of recourses. 
The other significant finding related to the practitioners’ performances was found from 
observations at the beginning of the activity, when the practitioners first demonstrated 
how to perform activities before joining in the activities with the children. When the 
practitioners were confident that the children could do activities on their own, they 
changed their roles into those of supporters. They supported the children when taking 
part in activities, using stimulating words until all the children had completed the activity 
(see Chapter Five). It can thus be concluded that the practitioners perceived their roles as 
focused on improving the young learners’ development and learning. They performed 
every task in an effective manner and promoted perseverance by encouraging the 
preschoolers to complete the activities they were engaged in. 
Interview findings derived from educational officers confirmed that the practitioners 
under their guidance performed their duties very efficiently, based upon demonstrating 
the necessary knowledge, ability and capability around early years’ development and 
learning. This was also the case in the study conducted by Tepyorachai and Cheunarrom 
(2018), whose research engaged with practitioners in the local educational service and 
revealed that child caregivers perceived their work within the CDCs as important: by 
delivering proper education and care for early years, they were preparing those learners 
for their subsequent education. In this current research, it is further found that child 
caregivers roles involved more than providing education and care for young learners, as 
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early years education is essential for developing the young children’s foundational skills. 
Practitioners also worked to provide young learners with love, warmth and a caring 
environment which the learners seem lack of.  
There were many roles child caregivers had to play in one day, and they were still able 
to perform these duties very well. This research study implies that the practitioners’ 
performances can be read as replacing parental roles in some degrees, on the grounds that 
they assume provision of education and also good care as foundational measures for 
developing these disadvantaged young children’s potential (Uduchukwu, 2011; Essary, 
2012; Heikka, Halttunen and Waniganayake, 2018). Since most hill tribe parents are 
uneducated and have very limited knowledge of how to raise their children properly 
(MOE, 2015; Keawsomnuk, 2016), practitioners consequently assume the dual role of 
providing proper education and care. 
 
8.2.2 The effectiveness of child caregivers’ performances 
This section will discuss the effectiveness of practitioners’ day-to-day practices. Findings 
derived from child caregivers’ interviews demonstrate the factors that made child 
caregivers’ practices more effective which were mentioned in Chapter Five (section 5.3, 
table 5.2). They illustrate that when practitioners were asked about the effectiveness of 
their practices, their responses focused on the processes throughout their performances 
rather than the outcome of the young children’ learning.  
Ø Collaboration’s capability 
Firstly, the child caregivers underlined the degree of co-operation on the part of parents 
and communities as the most important factor for influencing their performances. The 
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fact that the CDCs were located in the communities precipitated appreciation of 
education’s significance, where signs of excellent cooperation between communities and 
child caregivers were increasingly visible. Such hypotheses were supported by the data 
gained from the educational officers, supporting the contention that it was advantageous 
for Centres on the grounds that communities demonstrated a willingness to participate, 
including in facilitation services. In turn this support could be seen to boost performances 
as a whole. The child caregivers focused on the practice process to achieve their aims, 
even though they mentioned that their local authority provided inadequate support, 
particularly in terms of financial aid.  
Additionally, the child caregivers were in no position to delay or suspend their delivery 
of education and care for young learners in light of these shortfalls, given that demand 
remained high and a lead priority. Significantly, they tried to find support from other 
sources, in the form of cooperation from parents and communities. Fortunately, such 
engagement proved to be a successful decision. The communities were appreciative of 
the significant educational provision for the local children and their children would 
accrue benefits from such a co-operation. They voluntarily collaborated with 
practitioners around CDCs’ operations in order to bolster the efficacy of early years’ 
educational programmes (Preankom and Jindapol, 2017). This finding significantly 
indicates that the educators’ best methods included actively creating opportunities for 
parents and communities to co-operate with young children-centred activities within the 
educational institution; parents and communities in turn willingly delivered services 
when the child caregivers needed their support (Thiamthad, 2016; Tepvorachai and 
Cheunarrom, 2018).  
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In terms of the CDCs’ operation, central government allowances have underpinned 
CDCs’ educational management. Conversely, as noted earlier, the local government 
reasoned that there were factors that obstructed the delivery of assistance to the Centres 
which consequently lead to insufficient funding being allocated for activities at the 
Centres. The process of budget allocation on the part of the central government, and 
transferring funds to local authorities for educational management, was found to be 
relatively complicated. Budgets were allocated to the Centre but could not meet the needs 
of the practitioners (Buranakanon, 2010; Tumthong et al., 2014). This current study found 
a gap in the acceptance of receiving insufficient support from local authorities, which 
will be further discussed later in this chapter (section 8.2). Therefore, the practitioners 
sought another form of support to help them perform their duties proficiently.   
Ø Relationship building’s capability 
As discussed, hill people, whose children make up the majority of those attending CDCs, 
constitute ethnic minority groups dwelling within relative cultural isolation and employ 
their own intergroup dialects within daily social practice (as mentioned in Chapter 4) 
(Sutamongkol, 2006; Kaewnuch, 2010). Three child caregivers examined as part of the 
current study came from outside of the communities and did not belong to any ethnic 
groups. Initially, they had to adjust to be in accordance with the local people in order to 
gain parents’ trust whereby they needed to be involved in all traditional events to show 
their sincere respectfulness. Subsequently, the parents and communities did not hesitate 
to support the practitioners in the CDCs’ operation. This finding shows that the 
significance of trust from parents and communities’ engagement is a vital part of 
educational institutes’ management and practitioners’ ability to provide education and 
care for young children productively (Karakus and Savas, 2012).  
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Additionally, the findings derived from the cumulative observation confirmed that the 
parents had a great deal of trust in the practitioners; observations to this extent included 
conversations between parents and child caregivers when parents brought children to the 
Centres, as well as a parent being observed dropping their child at the practitioner’s house 
very early in the morning (a residence where the researcher stayed during the observation 
sessions) with practitioners hosting the child within their home until the parent came to 
pick up the child in the evening. From this behaviour it can be concluded that the parents 
sincerely trusted the practitioners, which is consistent with the project’s more general 
thesis around the parents and community providing support to practitioners during 
activities, with a view to maintaining the quality of educational and care provision for the 
young learners. Furthermore, the parental association with educational institutions 
generates benefits to educators in terms of planning and setting applicable objectives for 
learners (Larocque, Kleiman and Darling, 2011).  
Ø Training attendance’s capability 
This research also identified the significance of attending basic training sessions for 
practitioners to increase their knowledge and understanding with regard to day-to-day 
practice. This can address one point before moving on, concerning the fact that ten out of 
twenty-three child caregivers have graduated with a bachelor’s degree in early childhood 
education (see Table 5.2, Chapter Five). As a result of their additional training course 
attendance, they also acquired knowledge applicable to their classroom practice and, in 
particular, made the learning experiences for the young learners more professional. The 
majority of practitioners revealed that they found the opportunity to attend the basic 
training sessions which were organised by the DLA compelling. The training was a 
preliminary step in their career and the only opportunity throughout the duration of their 
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work where they could gain knowledge and understanding around the guidelines 
regulating the provision of childhood education.  
On the other hand, the research revealed that there were also child caregivers who 
experienced difficulties securing the requisite financial support enabling them to attend 
training, both in relation to transportation and accommodation. Practitioners’ general 
right to be supported by their local authorities in this regard was therefore compromised. 
The majority of the practitioners did not receive what might be deemed satisfactory 
financial support from their local governments in this regard. This issue has also been 
discussed within several studies (e.g. Kenmok, 2010 cited in Nammanee, Ketsiri and 
Pakotang,2014; Selaruk and Asawaphum, 2015), where local administrative 
organisations failed to grant  permission for practitioners to  attending training sessions 
for the reason that there was no supporting budget, or that the budget for this part was not 
sufficient since the local government had spent the budget on other ‘essential’ facilities.  
Consequently, some practitioners were unable to afford their travel expenses and 
accommodation costs and hence missed the opportunity to gain this self-development. 
They now might not be in a position to perform their duties well enough as a result of 
structural failures or at least priorities established at a higher level. However, in this 
current research, it was found that some practitioners who wanted to attend the training 
sessions willingly paid the costs themselves, including accommodation, travelling and, 
importantly, the substitute caregiver because they perceived the benefits arising from the 
training were worth it. It is clearly necessary to develop knowledge and understanding of 
organising learning activities for children in a cost-effective manner (Rhodes and 
Hennessy, 2001; Burchinal et. al., 2002; UNESCO, 2011). 
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Some childcare providers also mentioned that they wanted the DLA to inquire about their 
needs in terms of formulating training topics. They perceived that, stemming from a lack 
of consultation, the Department constantly provided similar topics which they found 
repetitive. Therefore, it can be concluded that practitioners realised the significance of 
attending the training sessions, through which they can gain additional knowledge, which 
can increase their professional performance to enhance the disadvantaged young 
children’s capacities (Burchinal et. al., 2002), but that the creation and running of these 
sessions could still be improved. 
Ø Instruction’s capability 
Additionally, instructional and practically acquired knowledge of appropriate teaching 
techniques was mentioned by the practitioners as one key factor determining the 
efficiency of their practices. The findings significantly found that the practitioners did 
not focus on the consequences of the young children’s learning; rather, they paid more 
attention to processes during their day-to-day performances relating to development and 
learning. It is believed that if the practices are appropriate and effective, they would 
eventually have a positive impact on young learners’ development and learning’ 
outcomes. Early years practitioners play an important role in providing education and 
care for young children. The practitioners’ teaching processes are influential in early 
years’ development and learning (Fenech, 2011).  
Given the rural location of the CDCs utilised in this study, there was a shortage of 
learning resources as mentioned earlier (see section 8.2.1). The child caregivers revealed 
that they normally selected materials accessible from within communities for classroom 
sessions, sometimes taking children out to do activities outside the classrooms and asking 
them to wear a tribal dress. These teaching practices showed the practitioner to be focused 
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upon teaching and learning that brings the lives, communities, traditions and culture of 
children into teaching and learning activities (Prasartpornsitichoke and Takahashi, 2013), 
particularly bearing in mind that these children came from hill tribes and thus had their 
own distinctive cultures. Consequently, the practitioners provided opportunities for the 
learners to absorb their own identity. 
 
8.2.3 The obstacles to child caregivers’ delivery of educational services in Northern 
rural Thailand 
Early years practitioners who worked in the rural CDCs faced a number of challenges 
leading to struggles for their practice to the fulfilment of disadvantaged young children’s 
learning and development needs. These challenges include the location of, and budgetary 
constraints to attend training sessions, as discussed in section 8.2.2. 
This section discusses the obstacles which practitioners faced in their daily work. The 
theme most frequently commented on by child caregivers as posing an obstacle in their 
work was the heavy workloads (as mentioned in Chapter Five, section 5.3). The 
additional roles that child caregivers mentioned in their interviews were also perceived 
to impact on the main duties of educational provision and care; these caregiver assertions 
are in turn substantiated by critical analysis. The practitioners faced workload pressures, 
thereby not being able to fully focus on supporting young learners’ development and 
learning. These pressures included cleaning, cooking, washing children’s dirty clothes, 
paperwork and expenses (see table 5.4 in Chapter Five).  
In addition, this current study further found that not only were local authorities unaware 
of childcare providers’ daily duties, but they also increased their responsibilities by 
requesting practitioners to get involved with special events organised by local authorities. 
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This claim was corroborated by educational officers who had formally been practitioners; 
as a result of their background, they understood the cumulative pressure of multitasking 
and confirmed practitioners’ excessive workloads. 
This was also confirmed by the observational work of four practitioners. The practitioners 
were directly assigned certain tasks, while there were multiple additional tasks to do each 
day as well. The practitioners had lead responsibilities for teaching and looking after 
young learners (as the main duty), cleaning the Centre, securing various documents and 
co-operating with the local authorities when help was needed. The researcher points out 
that practitioners experienced problems during lunch time, during which they had to cook 
lunch for the children whilst letting learners play freely. During the observation, children 
started fighting and the practitioner consequently had to pause their cooking and take care 
of the situation. 
Another example during the observation was child caregivers having to travel to the local 
government urgently in order to sign documents. Consequently, they had to ask the 
parents for help during this time of absence. In the unfortunate event that there was 
nobody to assist, the practitioners had to close the Centre for the duration of their trip. It 
is clear that the child caregivers were experiencing an overload of tasks. Difficulties were 
particularly noticeable within Centres that had only one practitioner responsible for 
handling all these responsibilities (Suelierm et al., 2008; Torquati et al., 2007). In 
situations where one practitioner was responsible for coordinating an entire education 
institution or CDC, it invariably results in an inability to reasonably meet the full 
requirements relating to the administration of the Centre along with direct childcare and 
educational commitments. One possible solution could be the recruitment of local 
residents as practitioner assistants in order to facilitate the work of the practitioners and 
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to solve the problem of task overloads within Centres (Roa and Sue, 2010; Thianthad. 
2016). 
Apart from the obstacles relating to workload, there was another considerable obstacle 
which the child caregivers inevitable had to face; that of language. As previously 
discussed, the CDCs are located in the high mountainous regions whose residents 
primarily come from ethnic minorities. They share common features such as religion, 
culture and, most pertinently here, language.  Parents perceived the value of learning the 
Thai language for their young children, particularly in the context of their children’s 
future education and work opportunities. Despite this, when children were with their 
parents, they spoke their dialect, largely owing to the parents’ lack of fluency in Thai. 
Consequently, it was only during the CDCs attendance hours that learners had the 
opportunity to practice the Thai language. According to Suwannasuan et al.’s (2015) 
study, the academic management of disadvantaged children whose families live in 
deprived conditions is identified as a major problem. In conjunction with the diminished 
educational opportunities resulting from impoverished conditions, Suwannasuan et al. 
concluded that disadvantaged children are unpracticed in the standard Thai language as 
the majority originate from ethnic groups and continue to communicate in local dialects. 
In fact, most of the child caregivers in this current research study were bilingual, which 
enhanced their ability to deliver instructional provision.  
The majority of practitioners (twenty out of twenty-three child caregivers) in this study 
were fluent in the ethnic languages of young learners; such a linguistic faculty facilitated 
more effective educational provision (UNESCO, 2011). The learners were not familiar 
with Thai, so the practitioners had to provide bilingual teaching and support (Wei, 2000). 
The Thai language was used in combination with the learners’ own dialect during basic 
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communication, storytelling and providing instructions while children were attending the 
CDCs. Previous findings were consistent with what this current research study has 
observed in relation to the practitioners’ bilingual classroom and general CDC 
performances. This research therefore notes that a bilingual faculty exhibits evident 
advantages when it comes to social development on the part of the learners. The young 
learners appear to acquire better social, cognitive and other education-related skills as 
well as Thai language abilities, consequently developing a stronger foundation for further 
education and living (Blalystok, Craik and Luk, 2012). 
Conversely, if childcare providers were to only employ Thai speakers within teaching 
and learning, the young learners would be impaired in their understanding. Regardless of 
the region in which Thailand’s students are situated, as the official language of the 
country, it is compulsory under the Thai educational system to learn the Thai language 
and to receive instruction around other areas which is all conducted in Thai. 
 
8.3 Child caregivers’ daily practices in early childhood care and education 
provision  
As this study has discussed, early years practitioners are important in the provision of 
young children’s education. Significantly, essential knowledge and skills around 
developing and caring for early years students are a prerequisite in this regard; 
practitioners must be adequately professional in their career (Abbott and Rodger, 1994; 
Gambaro, Stewart and Woldfogel, 2015; Lindon and Brodie, 2016). As detailed in 
accounts by practitioners involved with this current study, the child caregivers that 
worked in CDCs had access to the standards and policies that were established by the 
DLA to ensure that performance around provision of equal and appropriate education and 
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care for young learners was to an acceptable standard (MOI, 2016). Practitioners’ 
qualifications profile has been enhanced significantly in order to ensure that early years’ 
teaching stages meet the aims and objectives underpinning early years educational 
services.   
 
8.3.1 The context of management in early years education  
This section will discuss the significant findings relating to the curriculum and teaching 
plan management. It is crucial for educational institutions to have their own school 
curriculum framework in order to support practitioners’ practices and focus on the most 
significant aspects of young learners’ development and learning (Hay, 2015).   
This study found that child caregivers had prepared their own school curriculum as 
determined by the DLA. The practitioners characteristically identified material and 
cultural resources available within their local area such as customs, cultural uniqueness, 
local food, and traditional dress as part of the teaching and learning activities in the 
curriculum. The young children’s attention was thus drawn towards independent learning 
sources contained within their immediate environment. In these cases, awareness of 
customs was particularly salient; the children are hill tribe children and it is by learning 
about the specific culture of their own tribe that they therefore gain what might be deemed 
as the necessary recognition of their identity (Sala, Ruangmontri and Jitnun, 2016; Apriso 
and Sornphet, 2018). Furthermore, they brought along objects that were accessible in the 
local area as part of their teaching and learning management and in accordance with 
curriculum requirements. 
During the present study, when discussing teaching plan management in relation to the 
teaching of the child caregivers, it was found that practitioners prepared individual 
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teaching plans. The practitioners revealed that they created their own teaching plans by 
implementing the DLA guidelines. In practice, practitioners revealed that they did not 
organise activities as exactly specified in the teaching plan since the daily activity settings 
were based on suitability and adjusted according to what child caregivers deemed 
appropriate for their young learners. Teaching plans were specifically intended to be 
evidence of their day-to-day practices for evaluation by educational officers and staff as 
well as to assist with classroom practice. This finding supports the assumption that 
practitioners did not give priority to strict adherence in regard to the plans laid down in 
the teaching plans when engaging in teaching. They provided learning activities for early 
years students by bringing accessible local materials into activity settings.  
This was further supported by the direct observations; these confirmed that the 
practitioners did not pay much attention to the teaching plans, which they had set 
themselves. Before conducting the observation, the researcher proposed seeing the 
teaching plans whilst observing the performance of the four selected child caregivers 
throughout the ten-day period of each practitioner. All practitioners were able to present 
their teaching plans. However, as became apparent to the researcher after studying these 
teaching plans before observing their day-to-day teaching performance, all four 
practitioners failed to perform as defined within the teaching plans. Subsequently, when 
engaged within verbal reflections, they recognised these gaps and explained that it was 
very difficult to follow the teaching plans as a result of previously discussed factors 
relating to unavailable resources and unsatisfactory support from their local government 
(see section 8.2.1). In conjunction with these structural issues, there were fewer than two 
practitioners in the class, and some Centres had only one practitioner – a feature which 
will be further discussed in section 8.3.2 below.  
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Despite these reasons, it was found that the practitioners attentively performed their 
duties to provide activities regarding the early years’ development and learning levels, 
even though this might not translate into providing young children with substantially 
greater opportunities for engaging with various activities and material. Due to the 
location of the CDCs within rural regions and run mostly without significant attention 
from local authorities, they could only nurture the early years students deprived of 
educational and proper care provision. 
Ineffective provision was also a matter of concern in Goonchamorin and Phudee’s study 
(2014), which indicated that practitioners failed to understand early years’ learning 
processes and consequently, the instructional materials were not really appropriate for 
young learners to engage with. Nevertheless, this current research argues that 
practitioners’ ability to shape educational attainment rests not only upon their knowledge 
and understanding in respect of early years development and learning, but also upon the 
location of the early years’ institutions.  
Additionally, the research observations showed that two of the four observed 
practitioners had set the foundations of early years’ developmental training within 
material providing and guidebook, which delivered by the Department of Health (DOH), 
relating to assessment of childhood development (see section 6.2 in Chapter Six). This 
relates to the assessment activities were not mentioned in the school curriculums or 
teaching plans as provided by these two child caregivers. These practices were 
constructed and occurred in reference to the DOH’s principles around the supervision of 
child development within the community, including young children studying at the 
CDCs. The practitioners provided this training so that young children became familiar 
with the material and instructions and the specific concepts were realised in line with the 
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training offered (see Photo 6.1 in Chapter Six). This activity encouraged the development 
and learning of young learners, nevertheless, during the observational period (ten days) 
the practitioners spent more than an hour each day on this activity, during which children 
were able to engage in other activities developing alternative skills. 
 
8.3.2 Child caregivers’ daily early years learning activities  
With regard to the daily activities, most practitioners revealed that they focused on large 
group activities, starting with the circle activities as morning meeting routines. Child 
caregivers were a part of the circle activities as well, which began with greeting 
conversations in order for the children to feel relaxed. Following this, the practitioners 
used conversations as an opportunity to review the children’s learning attainments in 
relation to the weekly theme, including organising additional activities for children to 
have fun; such as singing songs and playing games. Besides, they used the instructional 
materials for constructing appropriate activities within the circle format in order to inspire 
children’s interest in the subject being studied. 
Arguably, such activities could also help build good relationships between the children 
and practitioners, given that practitioners also participated in the circle, albeit through the 
distinct role relating to guiding group activities through asking leading questions. For 
children and practitioners to become better acquainted and developing relationships 
based on trust and affectivity, these activities made up for shortfalls in socialisation and 
general child-rearing provision within the communities themselves springing from land 
settlement, communication obstacles and legal status (Kaewnuch, 2010; ONESDB, 
2018). That is, such structural factors affected parental engagements with basic 
government services and precluded them from having dealings with others. The result of 
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these circle activities also speaks to the power of enhanced young learners’ ability to 
cooperate with one another, improve their self-esteem, and develop their communication 
skills as well as extracting greater enjoyment from attending the Centres (Lown, 2002; 
Canney and Byrne, 2006).  
The study also found that most activities organised by child caregivers during the day 
were large group activities. This may be explained by the fact that the number of children 
of each Centre was not large. Significantly, some of the CDCs had only one practitioner 
to take care of the children, so large group activities were, relatively, easier to manage. 
Each practitioner had primary teaching activities and was committed to the belief that the 
young learners benefited from learning by doing activities themselves as acts of self-
learning. Importantly, the practitioners played a role as facilitators during the activities. 
Therefore, the significant findings in this activity regarding the discussion in section 8.3.1 
which highlighted that childcare providers did not organise activities according to their 
teaching plans, do not necessarily mean that practitioners organise inefficient activities. 
It is apparent that flexibility constitutes one of the key factors for practitioners regarding 
the consistency of their teaching plans and day-to-day practices. 
Essentially, it is reasonable to assume from the available evidence that practitioners 
arranged activities appropriately, based upon an evaluation of numerous factors and 
challenges such as the number of children, location, learning resources, available 
teaching materials, and so on. In this research, practitioners spoke about the limitations 
on organising learning activities for young children which included the remote location 
of the CDCs alongside the circumstances that resulted in practitioners being unable to 
provide diverse teaching and learning materials. Therefore, practitioners chose to apply 
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existing local materials in terms of organising activities for children which may not be as 
varied as they ought to be. 
The practitioners demonstrated their efforts and intentions around teaching and leading 
children towards advancing in both development and learning. This is also cited in the 
work of Panpheng (2017), who found that the practitioners evidenced skills around 
teaching young children whilst facilitating teaching and learning experiences which were 
and are transactional. Consequently, Panpheng argued that they applied knowledge to 
practice to deliver quality education and care to the learners even whilst performing with 
limited resources. 
Nevertheless, the findings identified issues with the childcare providers in terms of 
organising daily teaching activities. This was particularly pronounced in those 
circumstances when Centres had a single child caregiver who provided education and 
care to young children aged between two and five years. Despite the DLA mandating that 
Centres accept young children from three to five years old, at present most local 
governments had appointed the DCDs to accept children from the age of two. This 
practice was attributable to two reasons: 
• Firstly, increasing the opportunity to help ease the burden of parents who have to work. 
In this case, the children should be properly cared for while also developing essential 
skills.  
• Secondly, the school’s system accepts young children starting from the age of four. 
Consequently, most children attending at the Centres reaching the age of four moved 
to school system, rather than staying at the Centres, which resulted in the number of 
children being reduced.  
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These multi-aged children have different developmental requirements for, and 
relationships with, the learning process, including variable interests in learning, a 
universal but differential need to learn, differing capacities of concentration, and 
consequent requirements for different levels and types of close practitioner care (Jensen 
and Green, 1993; Stone, 2012). Attendee children can be divided into two bands, those 
aged between two to three years and three to five years. However, due to the limitations 
of the location and staff numbers, practitioners must provide collective teaching across 
these age bands. Furthermore, regarding the data obtained from observing practitioners, 
in the case of two out of four child caregivers, it was found that they were challenged by 
the issue of mixed-age students. This fact meant difficulties arose in terms of organising 
activities as part of providing mandated care and education for children of various ages.  
When the practitioner performed the same activities, younger children (those aged two) 
could only concentrate on activities for a short time; in these circumstances, practitioners 
permitted them to play freely, enabling the practitioner to focus on the older children. 
Apparently, such an issue might lead to a significant concern whether practitioners would 
be accurately arranging varied classroom activities in practical situations. The 
implication provided in this circumstance is to employ more than one practitioner to 
nurture mixed-age young learners (Suelierm et al., 2008; Roa and Sun, 2010; Apriso and 
Sornpphet, 2018; Thianthad, 2018), so that the practitioners could divide the groups of 
learners based on their age range and deliver them the appropriate education and care.  
In conjunction with this issue, such independent activities by younger children always 
caused noise disturbance and attracted attention from the older ones. At that point, 
practitioners were required to remind younger children to play quietly whilst also 
encouraging the older children to complete their activities. These circumstances all 
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represented pedagogic obstacles within the context of there only being one working child 
caregiver who was responsible for providing teaching duties and care for the mixed-age 
children. 
The CDCs consisting of two practitioners providing education and care to mixed- age 
groups did not find themselves as troubled, since both staff members helped each other 
around taking care of the children. In terms of running academic activities, children were 
divided into two groups: older children (three to five years old) and younger children 
(younger than three years), whilst both practitioners shared the duties of looking after the 
learners with one assigned to each group; this allocation of responsibilities in turn caused 
the work to proceed efficiently.  
Additionally, theoretical and empirical evidence from several studies has discerned the 
value of having mixed-age groups within one classroom (e.g. Jensen and Green, 1993; 
Simon, 1996; Gray, 2011; Justice et al., 2019); however, these classrooms ought to have 
more than one practitioner sharing the duties. For instance, Justice et al. (2019) revealed 
that being part of multi-age groups correlated with the highest improvements in rates of 
vocabulary acquisition. Gray (2011) further pointed out that mixed-age groups provide 
broader opportunities for children’s development and learning since younger children 
learn more from older children compared to when the same kinds of social and 
educational interactions take place solely with their peers. 
The data gained from the educational officers in relation to dealing with mixed-age 
groups, revealed that these circumstances resulted from LAO’s administrator visions. It 
is the policy of executives assigned to the Centre to accept children from various age 
groups in order to support working parents and ameliorate the problems by providing 
children’s services as mentioned earlier. Originally, when parents had to go to work, they 
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would be obliged to leave their children with grandparents and without proper care. The 
CDC was then established for the purpose of providing an appropriate education to 
children of different ages, together with developing their various skills. Despite this, if 
the executives are not aware of the problems encountered by practitioners which impact 
on the learners’ development and learning, the education management of the Centre will 
not be sufficiently enough, even though practitioners put a lot of effort into providing 
educational administration and childcare. Therefore, the individual circumstances of each 
CDC should be considered by the local authorities to ensure the provision of appropriate 
support.  
 
8.3.3 Child caregivers and young learners’ relationship building 
This section focuses on discussing another area where practitioners’ responses were in 
step with current research on the relationship building between child caregivers and 
young children. It aims to create a strong learning atmosphere in which children and 
practitioners gain opportunities to get to know each other better. As explored within this 
research study, child caregivers emphasised the verbal interaction as the basis for 
relationship building in order for children to associate learning with a friendly, warm and 
safe environment as well as a familiar one. This emphasis upon familiarity is in line with 
the practitioners’ discussion regarding their roles in section 8.2.1; these mention the need 
for both the physical and mental security of children. Practitioners spent long periods of 
time having conversations with the young learners on their arrival, in order to provide 
them with a warm welcome. The practitioners also used questions to lead the teaching 
lessons and the practitioners responded to every question from the learners. This research 
resonated with the idea that encouraging responsive interactions is essential to engage 
young learners’ curiosity and enhance their learning and the development of good 
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relationships is a key component of practitioners’ effective practices (Kontos and Dunn, 
1993; Scroggins and Powers, 2004). 
Interestingly, the children attending the CDCs came from hill tribes that use their local 
language when communicating with each other. Therefore, practitioners from the area 
will be have the advantage of being able to easily communicate with young children, 
causing children to not feel alienated, but able to communicate with practitioners 
confidently. Even though some young children and practitioners knew each other before, 
learners attending the Centre without their parents may begin to feel worried and insecure 
(as discussed in section 8.2.1). However, upon experiencing the opportunity to speak with 
the practitioners in the same language, they were able to develop trusting and healthy 
relationships with practitioners. Consequently, the young children felt safe with the child 
caregivers without their parents; in turn, this impacts effectively on the teaching and 
learning management. The instructors were required to use both the local language and 
the Thai language to communicate with young children, in order for the children to 
gradually begin to have an understanding of the Thai language, leading to the creation of 
good interactions between practitioners and early years students. 
 
8.3.4 Expertise and proficiency of child caregivers 
The child caregivers worked under the guidelines and standards set by the DLA (DLA, 
2016). The subject guidelines and standards are effectively principles that every CDC 
must follow. As discussed, the Centres that were researched in this study were located 
within remote areas which had many practical restrictions and obstacles to overcome. 
These included limitations on budget support, travelling methods, and insufficient 
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practitioners. How these limitations impacted on the Centre further varied depending on 
the condition of each Centre’s infrastructure and the remoteness of its location.  
When the practitioners encountered limitations that could not be avoided, they tried to 
search for a means by which they could address these and thereby meet their aspirations 
of supporting young learners’ development and learning rather than providing education 
and care amidst the shortage. For example, as discussed in section 8.2.2 practitioners 
looked to develop good cooperation with parents and communities to support their 
requirements in the event of their local authorities failing to deliver sufficient support. As 
discussed in section 8.2.1, practitioners brought materials that were accessible within 
their local communities into the classrooms whilst taking the young children on field trips 
in order to provide various learning resources. 
Accordingly, they performed their duties as efficiently as possible in terms of providing 
education and care, thereby supporting children in their development of knowledge and 
proficiency. Supporting these conclusions were findings from the interviews with 
educational officers. These confirmed that the performance of practitioners was in 
accordance with the policies and standards of operations established by the DLA. The 
child caregivers had the expertise to work both from their own experience and from 
knowledge acquired through past courses, resulting in their performance being trusted by 
parents (see section 8.2.2). Given their ability and knowledge, it is feasible that many 
could find more stable jobs, such as becoming official teachers in state schools following 
the successful passing of exams; nevertheless, these practitioners continued to work as 
employees of the LAO. 
Regarding the standard of practitioners’ performances specified by the DLA, the 
practitioners’ day-to-day practices in the Centres may conform to all of these standards 
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as a result of the restrictions already mentioned. However, with respect to the standards 
of teaching and learning as well as childcare services, based upon data obtained through 
interviews and by observing the practitioners’ performances, it can be legitimately 
asserted that the practitioners perform very well. This judgement applies to their 
professionalism as well as their understanding of the principles underpinning young 
learners’ development and learning in each age range. These findings seem to contrast 
with several studies (e.g. Keenmok, 2010; Jerajaturapornkul, 2017; Sricharatchanya, 
2016; Tepyorachai and Cheunarrom, 2018), which indicated that the child caregivers who 
worked in CDCs lacked the relevant knowledge and understanding required to provide 
education for early years students, meaning practitioners delivered a low quality of 
education to young students attending the CDCs.  
 
8.4 The support from local authorities regarding policy and standards on early 
childhood education and care  
This research aims to fill a gap in the literature of early years’ provision in respect of in-
depth research which focuses on CDCs where education and care are delivered to early 
years students, particularly in rural communities. The DLA has authorised the LAO to 
support the CDC’s operation (OEC, 2012). The LAO has a key responsibility for 
supporting early years educational management of the CDCs, which constitutes a basic 
public service for local children, in various key aspects of service delivery, from the 
provision of support to the delivery of teaching, the professional training of practitioners, 
funding, and quality supplements (Sopchokchai, 2001). 
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8.4.1 General support from executives of local government and educational officers 
The local authority’s responsibility in early years education is critical for supporting early 
years practitioners in providing appropriate quality care and education to local young 
children. In this section, the discussion returns to the support and supervision provided 
by the local governments, particularly LAO’s executive bodies and educational officers, 
toward CDCs’ operation in relation to practitioners’ day-to-day practices.  
The LAO’s executive body’s vision and management practices are important and have a 
direct impact on the performance of practitioners with regards to early years provision of 
education and care within CDCs. Educational officers are principally responsible for 
supervising practitioners’ activities. These include offering assistance and support for 
around activities related to educational operation and care for young children attending 
CDCs. The state government transfers applicable functions as well as financial subsidies 
to local authorities. Then, local administrators have the freedom to administer 
improvement and provide public facilities, so the local basic services’ procedures must 
be approved by the local administrative organisation (Komut, 2015; MOI, 2016).  
Within this study, practitioners and educational officers agreed that effective 
management of CDCs, including the practitioners’ operations, and receipt of appropriate 
support from the local authorities, depended on the vision of the executive bodies. Seen 
as particularly important was the vision of the LAO’s chief. This is because all operations 
falling within the local government’s remit must ultimately be approved by the 
administration (DLA, 2010b) . In addition, the variation in degrees and type of support 
afforded by respective administrations might be explained by the fact that the executives 
have a four-year term of office and each of them invariably has a different level of interest 
relating to CDC educational management.  
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The practitioners revealed that the problems and obstacles which they faced appeared 
largely to stem from local authorities’ administrators lacking understanding of how 
important early years education is. Problems arose from the absence of priority extended 
by local administrators to CDC management, and impacted directly upon the 
practitioners’ practices (Boonmee, 2011; Kaenmok, 2010; Gongphet, 2016). Areas 
affected included curricular formulations, activity management, evaluation of child 
development, CDC’s standards, as well as funding for teaching aids and playgrounds. 
As mentioned, educational officers have a direct responsibility for supervising the 
practitioners in Centre support services. These include responsibility for improving 
standards of educational provision; monitoring the practitioners’ practices; and 
supporting practitioners in a range of other ways in order to perform efficiently (DLA, 
2010b). However, the educational officers noted that they had limited independence to 
perform their duties because all the necessary support they asked for (CDCs’ operation 
and practitioners’ practices support) required the LAO’s administrators’ approval. 
Accordingly, the officers disclosed that most of the requirements were rejected, with the 
main reason always given as the lack of sufficient budget.  
With regard to the educational officers’ experience, four of the seven officers interviewed 
had been child caregivers at CDCs, and they consequently understood the situation and 
the limitations affecting the practitioners’ practices. Nevertheless, officers were unable 
to provide much assistance on the grounds that they were simply acting as intermediaries 
between the practitioners and the local authorities. As such, officers were unable to 
independently assist with practitioners’ needs in the event of the authorities not valuing 
the importance of early years education as mentioned above. In addition, educational 
officers themselves would clearly have liked to provide the requisite support needed for 
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practitioners to maximise operations of the CDCs. The findings showed that the majority 
of child caregivers unfortunately encountered problems regarding their day-to-day 
performances stemming from LAO’s administrations’ lack of sufficient support. 
Although, it should also be noted that this study found that practitioners did not appear 
to mind that they did not receive adequate support from local authorities. This may result 
from an aspect of the Thai culture in which respect toward those holding position of 
seniority is high, and people tend to avoid exacerbating a difficult relationship with those 
socially or professionally above them. The child caregivers thus sought support from 
local communities and parents to accomplish their requirements (as discussed in section 
8.2.2).  
Furthermore, childcare providers accordingly claimed that, since local administrators 
rarely paid a visit to the Centres, it was consequently difficult for LAO’s executive bodies 
to truly understand the conditions and problems encountered by the practitioners. Inpet 
and Boonsong’s (2016) study also suggests that the local administrators should prioritise 
the CDCs’ operations more in relation to other services, particularly the practitioners’ 
performances, in order to drive quality of early years learning within quality of early 
years education management. If the executives visited the Centres, they could directly 
observe the actual hindrances that caregivers face and could subsequently provide 
appropriate resources as requested by the instructors.  
Interview findings also revealed that many educational officers had other duties to 
perform on top of the basic tasks concerning CDC educational management. They did 
not have much time to observe the childcare providers’ day-to-day performances 
themselves. Accordingly, they relied on the practitioners and believed that they would 
perform their jobs, including dealing with the difficulties efficiently. Nevertheless, on the 
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occasion of help being needed by the child caregivers, the educational officers would 
seek to provide them with practical solutions such as sending requests to the local 
authorities and contacting the communities around them to assist with the practitioners’ 
needs in case of the authorities rejecting their requests. 
This research found that child caregivers did not receive appropriate support from their 
own LAOs. In terms of budgetary issues, the main budget is allocated came from central 
government and channeled through the DLA. This was then allocated to LAOs for the 
purposes of carrying out CDCs’ teaching operations and childcare activities. The majority 
of practitioners stated that the DLA-allocated budget was insufficient, and the local 
authorities did not provide any additional budget, which they have from income derived 
from council tax and fees/charges, despite their power to do so. The practitioners believed 
that their work could be done more efficiently if the administrators of the local 
government allocated greater priority to the management of early years education and the 
Centres’ operations. This is consistent with the academic officers’ interviews. These 
revealed the main problems of the Centre were founded within the undervaluation of 
Centres on the part of local governments who did not perceive the benefits of early years 
education as being particularly fundamental. From the evidence provided it seems that 
the education operations governing CDCs under the supervision of LAO relied on the 
executive body’s vision and in particular their decisions to approve all requirements 
providing full support in order to deliver education and care for early years.  
Disappointingly, this study found that amongst twenty-three child caregivers working 
within twelve CDCs, only four practitioners from two CDCs received satisfactory support 
in terms of budget and equipment necessary for teaching, and where requested, support 
for early years educational management was potentially forthcoming. The educational 
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officers supervising these two CDCs further added that their LAO’s administrators 
recognised the importance of early years educational management and regularly allocated 
additional budgets and other essential support when the practitioners requested them to 
do so. Thus, it can be concluded that the vision and role of the LAO’s administrators 
constituted a most important and directly impactful factor regarding the CDCs’ 
operations for ensuring the effectiveness of early years educational provision.  
Funding support is an essential factor for facilitating improvement in educational 
management, education and care for local young children in this rural Thai region. Local 
authorities should be concerned with providing effective monitoring and support 
arrangements around practitioners’ day-to-day practices in order to deliver appropriate 
care and education for local children whilst improving the quality of early years’ 
programmes (Chinsri, 2009; Komut, 2015; Worain and Rukpanmongkol, 2017) 
In terms of performing various activities at the Centres, practitioners will clearly not be 
able to undertake activities successfully unless supported by the executives. As 
mentioned above (section 8.2.2), in the cases of those CDCs without proper financial 
support, requests for support where directed at parents and communities. The study thus 
posits that receipt of support from LAOs as needed was integral; even in those cases 
where educational officers wished to provide assistance to practitioners, in reality, they 
were unable to provide this on the grounds that approval was solely dependent on the 
executive of the local authorities. The research also found that the LAOs’ administrators 
must provide essential support for early years education, as organized in the form of 
CDCs, and in doing so recognise practitioners’ requirements. This suggestion regards the 
significance of LAO executives’ visions around CDCs’ operation and practitioners’ 
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practices as being in line with the results of previous studies (e.g. Donchuanchom, 2009; 
Saninat, 2009; Saengjan, 2015; Sala, Ruangmontri and Jitnun, 2016). 
In addition, the child caregivers vocalised other concerns regarding their respective 
positions as government practitioners, occupying either the position of government 
officials or of contract practitioners, with the latter employed through the LAO. As 
previously discussed, this study consisted of twenty-three child caregivers. Nine of them 
were government officials, with the remaining fourteen employed by their local 
government on temporary contracts lasting 4 years. Civil servants are accountable for and 
assessed by LAO’s administrators, educational officers and appointed committees that 
conduct performance evaluations and review salary increases. Conversely, whilst 
contract practitioners employed by the LAO were also assessed, such assessments solely 
related to the extension of their employment contracts. 
The employed practitioners claimed that regardless of whether they were civil servants 
or employed practitioners, they were obliged to provide the same education and level of 
care to young children. Therefore, the employed practitioners who were hired by local 
government felt a certain inequality in obtaining welfare and security through their work 
because they received lower salaries and less welfare than the official practitioners. Some 
of them had worked as contract child caregivers under a local government administration 
for over ten years, whilst remaining in the same contractual position. This caused them 
to feel that they were not stable in their work since the contract needed to be renewed 
every four years as they provided the recommendation to the DLA. This is further 
discussed in the next section (section 8.4.2). Therefore, if one day the local authority was 
not to hire them anymore, they would be rendered unemployed.  
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The educational officer provided additional confirmation that employed practitioners had 
fewer opportunities for salary increments, since the local government pays salaries 
according to the rates specified by the DLA. The salary provided to employed 
practitioners is derived from the local government’s income budget; conversely, official 
practitioners receive more opportunities for salary increases, since these are in 
compliance with the salary increase rates afforded to government officials working under 
the DLA. As already discussed, the results showed that the executives’ vision and policies 
affect the CDCs’ operations, impacting especially upon resolution of issues pertaining to 
children providers’ performance. Conclusions to be drawn from this include:   
1) When administrators appreciate the importance of education management of the CDC, 
they will perceive how and why practitioners are struggling with regard to their day-
to-day performances, and thus provide full support for the practitioners’ needs whilst 
granting approval for supplementary requirements.  
2) Educational officers are responsible for facilitating child caregivers’ running of 
Centres; they consequently deal with various matters related to early years teaching 
and efficient learning, quality-assurance around educational management, and 
ensuring young children are nurtured by the CDC. Nevertheless, they did not have as 
much autonomy as they ought to have in fulfilling these responsibilities. The LAO is 
authorised to approve the final budgets and various support mechanisms as these 
correspond to the executive’s vision. 
This research study therefore posits that the LAO is indubitably authorised by the central 
government to manage local affairs in order to maximise the benefits for the community, 
and that it aims to do so according to the principles and standard operating procedures 
set by the central government. The education management of the CDC is a service 
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provided by the LAO for the community which seeks to ease parents’ burden and allow 
them to work, thereby meeting their essential financial obligations.  Practitioners are 
recruited by the local authority to perform educational in addition to care duties. They 
ought therefore to be afforded the opportunity to perform these duties to the best of their 
abilities (Suethusnaphasit, 2014; Sukhnet and Subruangthong, 2015). Consequently, the 
executive body should give them comprehensive support and thereby commit to 
upholding the key role that education management of young children plays in those 
young people’s development. 
 
8.4.2 Strategy choices for improving DLA’s policy and performance guidelines  
The educational management and care of young children by the CDCs under the DLA 
throughout the LAOs has specific policies and guidelines formulated and administered 
by the DLA that practitioners are expected to adhere by (Goonchamorin and Phudee, 
2014). As discussed, the practitioners operating in the field faced various problems and 
challenges whilst educational officers confirmed these problems. Regarding the 
participants’ experiences, they therefore suggested the development of further policies 
and guidelines in order to make the CDC operation and practitioners’ practice more 
effective. Both child caregivers and educational officers invariably proposed the same 
two solutions as discussed briefly below.  
Firstly, the educational officers and practitioners proposed that the DLA should clarify 
the budget allocation by determining a funding formula for CDC equipment and 
maintenance. According to the principles of the LAO, this budget should provide an 
allocation supporting the work of CDCs, including practitioners’ additional requirements. 
Nevertheless, from this study results demonstrate that practitioners revealed the local 
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authorities are not amenable to their requests and unable to support, citing insufficient 
budget or no budget allocated for the resources in question. This periodically causes CDC 
operations to not meet set objectives and causes difficulties for practitioners in their daily 
work. It seems that the ignorance of the central government has also resulted in 
negligence from the local organisations when it came to the education management of 
the CDCs.  
Secondly, the practitioners and educational officers consistently proposed to place 
childcare provider posts within the category of local government official staff (as 
mentioned in section 8.2.1) in order to encourage greater career stability for these 
practitioners. The majority of the practitioners worked as employed child caregivers 
under the LAO, not as government officials. As mentioned, some of them had bachelor’s 
degrees in early childhood education and had worked in childhood education for more 
than ten years. They were therefore fully qualified but were nevertheless still not in posts 
as government officials; a status which adversely impacted upon the stability of their life. 
If the local government does not re-employ them anymore, they therefore cannot seek 
any compensation. Furthermore, the welfare benefits associated with this role are not 
equal to those awarded to government officials. They suggested that the DLA ought to 
consider determining a special formula in order to promote caregivers to the position of 
government officials, for instance those child caregivers with full qualifications and ten 
years of work experience should be confirmed in a post as official practitioner. 
Educational officers made further suggestions based upon DLA directives, pertaining to 
assigning child caregivers responsibility for budget disbursement documents. 
Educational officers stated that child caregivers were not in a position to execute these 
responsibilities because of their pre-existing obligations and workload. The DLA 
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assigned these duties to the practitioners without providing training, which would have 
enabled them to apply proper procedures regarding completion of documentation. This 
conclusion corresponded with the results of instructors’ interviews which raised this 
issue, as detailed within section 5.3.2 (Chapter Five); these results specified that the DLA 
should provide training around practitioners’ requirements. This showed that the 
educational officers were concerned - based upon their prior practitioner experiences - 
that the practitioners had an inordinate amount of work to do in a day; consequently, 
should the DLA provide more duties without initial instruction, it would cause problems 
for them later on.  
The practitioners also suggested that additional training be held regionally, since most of 
this was currently held in Bangkok (as previously discussed in section 5.3.3, Chapter 
Five). The child caregivers explained that they encountered difficulties with travelling to 
the city; the Mae Hong Son province is located in the northern part of Thailand within 
high mountainous terrain, consequently causing travel beyond the area to be lengthy and 
often treacherous in bad weather. Conversely, on various occasions child caregivers 
found that they were not awarded financial support from the local authorities even when 
committing to attend the training in Bangkok; they were therefore expected to pay for the 
cost themselves. Nevertheless, there was a recognition of the training’s beneficial 
qualities, including the potential for updating knowledge and developing techniques by 
applying that knowledge within their own classrooms. 
Accordingly, the evidence of this study seems to suggest that practitioners and 
educational officers working in the rural areas were aware of the problematic 
circumstances in which they worked, including the structural obstacles which impacted 
and impact on their practices. The absence of sufficient support from the local authorities 
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was also identified within this current research study. Conversely, the policy makers 
designing policies and guidelines were often unaware of problems occurring around 
ground-level operating procedures because of their unfamiliarity with local conditions 
(Wallance and Athamesara, 2004; Sala, Ruangmontri and Jitnun, 2016). Consequently, 
the LAO, as local service leaders, have an imperative to support and improve the quality 
of local communities (Pattaravanich et al., 2005; Kantabutra and Tang, 2006).  Such 
support ought to be predicated upon increased awareness of child caregivers’ 
performance and ability to deliver on their obligations regarding the provision of 
education and care for the early years students within CDCs. 
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Chapter Nine: Conclusion  
 
9.1 Introduction 
The main aim of this study was to investigate the issues relating to child caregivers’ day-
to-day practices, knowledge and understanding of disadvantaged young children’s 
development and learning within the Northern Thai rural CDCs, throughout LAOs under 
the broader supervisory framework of the DLA. The young learners in question were 
from hill tribe villages whose homes were found within the isolated and mountainous 
territories of Mae Hong Son Provinces, Thailand. Areas under consideration included the 
effects of learning resource shortages along with a further examination of the main factors 
and challenges impacting upon practitioners’ performances. 
Poor early years educational attainment had not only been correlated with, but causally 
linked to structural economic disadvantages faced by parents (Arnold and Doctoroff, 
2003; Ready, 2010). As a result of financial precarity and dispossession, parents 
primarily focused on seeking employment rather than sending their young children to 
school; young children, meanwhile, were likely to require appropriate care and education 
in order to counteract their geographic, economic and cultural capital-related 
disadvantages.  
Based upon consultation and critical reflection and as discussed in Chapter Three, I chose 
to utilize a qualitative approach for this research, and obtained data in two ways: firstly, 
from interviews and secondly, through direct observations at CDCs. The study involved 
twelve rural CDCs where interviews were carried out with twenty-three child caregivers 
and seven educational officers, (numbering thirty participants in total) and followed by 
observations of four practitioners’ performances.  
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This study indicated that the child caregivers who performed under the LAOs had 
certainly intended to perform their duties judiciously using knowledge, understanding, 
and skills in order to provide adequate education and care for disadvantaged young 
learners. Nevertheless, CDCs suffered from an area-specific and funding-related 
unavailability of learning resources and the child caregivers did not receive sufficient 
support from local authorities. Furthermore, several key findings emerged over the course 
of this study, relating to the three research questions that were introduced and discussed 
in Chapter Two, and which were presented in the discussion section above (sections 8.2, 
8.3, 8.4). The following statements therefore present my final conclusions and a 
discussion of the original contributions of this research project. 
 
9.2 Original contribution of the research 
This study aimed to fill a gap in the existing empirical literature concerning Thailand’s 
programme for early years education provision in respect of rural CDCs regarding child 
caregivers’ day-to-day practices. The genuine understanding of the factors and challenges 
identified in the research findings which impact on child caregivers’ performances will 
provide great opportunities for the DLA to pay more attention to the needs and concerns 
of child caregivers who work in the form of rural CDCs. This research intends to be of 
benefit to those rural child caregivers which have thus far not received a great deal of 
attention from policy providers or academic researchers. Therefore, the practitioners 
deserve to have the conditions of their work highlighted and explained, and it is important 
that the DLA considers these in order to develop a genuine understanding of 
practitioner’s situations. This is necessary as these practitioners who worked in the rural 
educational institutions suffer from a shortage of learning resources whilst they are 
required to provide quality education and care for underprivileged young learners to the 
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same standard as practitioners who work in urban areas in fully resourced Centres with 
materials and adequate budgets.  
I reviewed various approaches and existing studies involved in the discussion of Thai 
child caregivers’ practices. It can be concluded that many studies (e.g. Nitain and 
Keatsiri, 2016; Sricharatchanya, 2016; Buain, 2017; Jerajaturaphornkul, 2017; 
Thianthad, 2018), which indicated that the practitioners within CDCs have insufficient 
knowledge and understanding regarding young learners’ development and learning. 
Young children who attended early years provision within CDCs did not receive proper 
services to develop their leaning and essential skills. The quality of the CDCs’ 
educational programme was identified as being in need of improvement  
The findings from this current research project argue, however, that the child caregivers 
performed their duties with appropriate levels of enthusiasm and relevant knowledge and 
understanding to effectively provide proper early years education and care. Specifically, 
the practitioners recognized that their duties working in rural CDCs with disadvantaged 
learners were not only associated with educational provision. Child caregivers also 
mentioned eight roles associated with protection, facilitation, pleasure, creation, 
devotion, care, investigation, and being role models throughout their performances to 
meet the needs of the young learners. The practitioners also changed parents’ 
perspectives to recognize the value of early years education as important, as the parents 
were members of isolated and impoverished hill tribe communities, the majority of them 
were focused on seeking employment and often lacked a cohesive sense of national 
identity. These parents were therefore frequently fearful of accepting basic services 
offered by the government and did not understand the advantages of mainstream 
education for their children. 
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In terms of teaching and learning sessions, the practitioners improvised activities whilst 
making appropriate arrangements and adjustments by bringing local materials into 
classrooms and taking the learners out into the local communities for learning purposes. 
Child caregivers worked pragmatically according to the context and availability of 
materials for them each day. As discussed, the practitioners performed their duties in the 
rural CDCs, which were located in the isolated highland regions, and these Centres 
frequently suffered from an absence of various learning resources. These circumstances 
were continuously reflected upon quality of the practitioner’s everyday performances 
regarding early years education and care provision. The findings were derived from 
interviews and observations in relation to the practitioners’ role and their performances 
showed that the young learners were very well supported by the practitioners.  
This finding contributes to the understanding of hill tribe young children education in 
relation to the performance of child caregivers who work in rural CDCs has never been 
previously studies. The practitioners commit themselves to working in these areas with 
the goal of improving those learners’ life chances, based upon the conviction that those 
learners ought to have opportunities to receive quality education and care. Even so, their 
teaching and care was delivered in a context of  many challenges, such as, the shortage 
of learning resources, language barriers, mixed-age children, overload of work during a 
day which disrupted the instructors’ capability to deliver core and discretionary activities 
in developing the early years students’ essential skills. Additionally, this study adds to 
our understanding of quality education and care for hill tribe young children by exploring 
the assimilation of accessible cultural identity into learning activities in order to create 
opportunities for early years students to learn about their own unique and valuable 
culture.  
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This study also contributes towards understanding of the best practice in early years’ 
education in terms of determining the effectiveness of the child caregivers’ daily 
performances. Practitioners highlighted the processes involved in the provision of 
education and care for early years students and consequently how these processes 
impacted upon young students’ learning outcomes. The cooperation from local 
communities and learners’ parents is one of the most significant factors impacting upon 
the child caregivers’ practices. The practitioners endeavored to create a good relationship 
with local communities and parents, and resultingly often received a greater degree of 
support from then the local authorities (as discussed in section 8.4). This finding presents 
substantial evidence that when confronted with the challenges of limited learning 
resources and  insufficient support from local authorities, the practitioners did not neglect 
their duties, but instead attempted to resolve these issues through the means of seeking 
external support to meet requirements in order to provide education and care for early 
years students.  
In terms of local early years education management, CDCs are responsible for providing 
education and care for young children and gaining support from the DLA through local 
government. The findings revealed that the practitioners measurably did not receive 
sufficient support from their local governments and additionally, CDCs were given less 
attention than other basic services. Different executive bodies exhibited dissimilar levels 
of attention regarding early years education management. This finding contributes to 
understandings over how the local government administrators’ vision and practices 
impact on the practitioners’ performances. Thus, the persistent work of early years 
education management within CDCs appears to be effective in changing attitudes of the 
administrators about defining what are appropriate practices in providing support for 
CDCs’ operations regarding early years educational provision. 
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9.3 Professional recommendations 
In this section, I provide recommendations to the DLA and LAOs who have direct 
responsibilities for provision of support to those undertaking local education 
management. Due to disparities within Thailand regarding levels of educational settings, 
education management within rural area is lower than in city settings (MOE, 2008b; 
Chongcharoen, 2009; Chanbanchong, 2014, MOE, 2015; Chiengkool, 2018). 
Consequently, a major aim of this study was to critically analyse the factors and 
challenges, which impact on the effectiveness of practitioners’ practices, particularly in 
rural CDCs.  
This study hopes to improve support and provided benefit to child caregivers who provide 
education and care to disadvantaged young children dwelling in areas of deprivation, by 
arguing that educational institutions should be better equipped to provide quality 
education to students. The satisfactory equipment of educational institutions is specified 
and defined within central government policy and relates to the problematic of delivering 
equal of educational provision for all Thai citizens (MOE, 2015).  
 
Recommendations for the Department of Local Administration and Local 
Administrative Organization 
Many challenges were identified within this study, such as the limitations of financial 
support both from the DLA and LAO. The main struggles and limitations around LAO’s 
support can be divided into two aspects: (1) inequity of promotion and welfare allocation 
for practitioners; and (2) limitations over support for CDCs’ operations and practitioners’ 
performances. The following improvements to the criteria underpinning the DLA and 
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LAOs’ policy and guidelines in terms of early years educational management are 
suggested:  
• The DLA is responsible for the CDCs’ operations toward educational and care 
management for early years students. The Centres are directly supervised by LAOs 
and child caregivers perform under the authority of the LAO. The most significant 
administrative measures revolve around determining financial capacity and 
administrative procedures. Budgetary support largely comes from the DLA and 
administered by LAOs which allocate resources for the CDCs’ operation. Therefore, 
the DLA should follow up on how the LAOs utilize budgets, particularly with regard 
to CDCs, which benefit young learners through the provision of education and care 
programmes and thus requires resources necessary to meet children’s basic care and 
pedagogic demands. In addition, it is recommended that the DLA should provide the 
LAOs with specific criteria through which budgetary support so the CDC’s 
maintenance can be administered and awarded. Consequently, local authorities should 
not be able to reject the allocation of additional budgetary support to the CDCs when 
the practitioners submit properly articulated requests with regards to maintaining 
Centres and fulfilling their core functions. Alternatively, the Department could 
determine an allocation criterion against which specific requests for support by 
Centres is automatically approved.  
• In addition, the local authority ought to establish itself a specific criterion with regard 
to allocating budgets; this system should be based on the authorities’ earned income 
and structured in order to better guarantee support to CDCs’ operation regarding to 
education management.  
• In terms of training provisions, the DLA should reconsider organizing key training 
sessions in each region in order to make it easier for the child caregivers to access the 
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training. A number of practitioners wish to attend training sessions but are unable to 
access support from their local authorities. This regionalized training may help them 
to attend. In conjunction with evaluating training locations, the DLA should provide 
a training needs assessment programme in order to identity individualized training 
needs amongst practitioners. A suggested training method would be for suitable peer-
driven workshop training formats to be devised in which practitioners are able to share 
their experiences of implementing teaching techniques and acquire a varied range of 
methods to employ within their classrooms. Accordingly, this study argues this format 
of training will become more meaningful and beneficial to practitioners’ 
performances. 
• As policy and regulation designer, the DLA should genuinely pay more attention to 
educational management and other related elements that constitute requisite support. 
This attention is especially important with regard to deeply understanding overall 
conditions from a rural perspective and thus maximizing rural capacities in under-
served areas. Subsequently, the Department will be able to provide more precise 
support tailored around practitioners’ needs, hopefully serving to reducing the 
inequality of educational settings.  
• The LAOs have complete authority to supervise the education management settings 
within the CDCs. This administrative capacity is imperative in terms of providing 
support to CDCs’ operation and practitioners’ performances. Consequently, LAOs 
should provide sufficient support in order to develop education in their local 
community.  
• The local authorities should plan and launch a programme of family literacy provision 
to educate parents in basic Thai language and teach parents how to support their 
children’s learning and care for the children. This in turn will cultivate a highly 
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cooperative and collaborative approach to improving education for the early years’ 
learners. Accordingly, the parents should be able to provide quality care for their 
children as well as supporting their learning through communicating with them in the 
Thai language.  
• The local government should consider and allow the educational officers a greater 
degree of autonomy in enabling an independent judgement of the educational 
management support required by individual practitioners. As educational officers 
work closely with the practitioners, they have a clear understanding of the resources 
necessary for caregiver to perform their duties and the Centres continuing operation, 
as well as the challenges which confront practitioners 
 
9.4 Recommendations for future research 
This section provides a number of recommendations based upon the gaps which I have 
identified within my research which would thus benefit from further investigation. My 
research has highlighted the child caregivers’ performances regarding underprivileged 
young learners’ development and learning. I have therefore gathered data from the child 
caregivers and educational officers. In future studies, data gathering, and analysis might 
prove to be more comprehensive and illuminating if the parents were able to form one of 
the participant groups within the research study; such research could survey their 
perspectives in relation to their children’s development and learning upon having 
attended the CDCs.  
From the research findings, it was found that many employed practitioners were 
concerned about their work status as they need to renew their temporary contracts every 
four years, so these caregivers had unstable working conditions when compared with the 
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civil servant practitioners. Despite this, the work duties of both groups were similar. 
Future research may compare employment conditions across other regions in Thailand in 
combination with an investigation of child caregivers’ performances regarding education 
and care provision for disadvantaged young children within rural CDCs.  This may 
provide significant and varied information such as the factors and challenges, 
motivations, and different effectiveness of teaching strategies used in practitioners’ day-
to-day performances.   
In addition, this study focused on the child caregivers who worked in the rural CDCs, 
although I conducted data from both the child caregivers and educational officers, the 
study appears to investigate only the dimensions of the practitioners’ performance as a 
consequence of the factors and challenges they face in relation to delivering education 
and caring for underprivileged young learners. In a future study, data gathering, and 
analysis might prove to be more comprehensive and illuminating if the parents are able 
to form one of the participant groups within the research study; such research could 
survey their perceptions. The perceptions of the parents could be investigated in a similar 
manner to the investigation of practitioners’ performances and provide a comprehensive 
understanding of the challenges faced from different perspectives. 
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Appendix Two 
Interview Guide for Child Caregiver and Educational Officer 
 
Interview Guide for Child Caregiver 
All participants will be informed in advance that their contributions are private and 
confidential. (Make sure consent is obtained) 
Background information  
1 To begin, I’d like to get some basic information about you. Tell me about 
yourself? 
- Age 
- Work experience 
- Education, qualification 
Section A: The roles of the caregivers within the education system 
2. Tell me about your daily routine work?  
- Since when 
- What is your daily routine 
- How do you feel about your routine of work 
3. What is your role within education system? 
4. If they are going to make the current policy better, what do you think should 
include or remove from the current policy? Why? 
5. Do you feel the curriculum is adequate to bring about developing physical, 
mental, social and cognitive skills? 
Section B: The perceptions of caregivers about their jobs  
6. What is your understanding of ‘good education’ especially in early childhood 
education? Why? 
7. Do you feel that you are adequately trained to do this job? Why? 
8. In your opinion, what are children like? 
9. What do you think about child’s development and learning? Why?  
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10. How do you feel about your job? Why? 
11. Are you motivated to do this job? Why? 
Section C: The level of professionalism of caregivers 
12. Do you think your role is effective in developing children? Why? and How?  
- Physical 
- Emotional 
- Social 
- Intellectual 
13. What method do you use for your teaching? Why? and How? 
- Inside classroom 
- Outside classroom 
- Outside Child Development Centre  
14. Do you face any challenges you in the process of doing your work and how do 
you deal with its/them? Why? 
15. Do you feel you have the skills as required by the Department of Local 
Administration to carry out your work? 
16. What knowledge and skills levels do the policy and curriculum prescribe of 
caregivers? 
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Interview Guide for Educational Officer 
All participants will be informed in advance that their contributions are private and 
confidential. (Make sure consent is obtained) 
1. To begin, I’d like to get some basic information about you. Tell me about 
yourself? 
- Age 
- Work experience 
- Education 
2. What is the current practice in your institution? 
3. Can you tell me your role in supervising caregivers? Why? 
4. Are you satisfied with the caregiver’s practice? How? and Why? 
5. What are the policy standard in your institution? (In relation to caregiver) 
- What institution provides to caregiver 
- What caregiver provides to institution 
6. What is your opinion in relation to caregivers’ training? Why?   
- Programme 
- Quality 
- Duration 
- Adequacy 
- Practical 
7. What do you think about caregiver’s role (in general)? Why? 
8. How do you deal with caregiver if they have some problems? (Give some 
example) 
9. What is the criterion for promoting caregivers? 
10. What is your understanding of ‘good education’ especially in early childhood 
education? Why? 
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Appendix Three 
Invitation Letter for Educational Officer 
 
 
 
Dear [participant name], (Officer - Interview)  
Letter of invitation to participate in a research 
My name is Duangkamol Chongcharoen. I am a PhD student at the School of Social Science and 
Public Policy, Keele University. I am doing my doctoral degree in education under supervision 
of   Dr. John Howlett (email: j.howlett@keele.ac.uk) and Dr. Lydia Martens (email: 
l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk). In my research, the main focus in on caregivers’ practices in rural 
Child Development Centres under the Department of Local Administration.  
The study’s title is: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres. 
The general objective of the research is to study perceptions of caregivers regarding how 
effective caregivers’ practices are developing children physical, emotional, social and intellectual 
skills in Thailand’s rural Child Development Centres. 
I am contacting you to take part in my study because you are responsible for supervision the 
caregivers. I would like to interview you about your role, and the interview will take 
approximately 40 minutes. If you are interesting, I am happy to tell you more about my project, 
and about the interview I would be conducting with you. If, following this information, you are 
happy to participate; we would both sign a consent form that clarifies your interest in taking part 
in my research. 
If you have any questions regarding my research, please contact me at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk or my mobile phone number is 08xxxxxxxx. 
Thank you for your kind cooperation 
Your sincerely, 
……………………………… 
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
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Appendix Four 
Information Sheet for Educational officer 
 
 
  
 
 
INFORMATION SHEET (Educational Officer- Interview) 
Study Title: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early     
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Invitation 
You are being invited to participate in the research “An Investigation into the Intricacies of the 
Instructional Model for Early Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development 
Centres”. This project is being undertaken by Duangkamol Chongcharoen, a PhD student in the 
School of Social Science and Public Policy at Keele University (UK). The project is supervised 
by Dr John Howlett and Dr Lydia Martens. Your contribution will be invaluable and will enrich 
this study.  
Before you decide whether or not you wish to take part, it is important for you to understand why 
this research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read this information 
carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives if you wish. If there is anything that is unclear, 
and you would like more information, you may contact me via email at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk. or my mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx. 
Aims of the Research 
The aim of this research is to study perceptions of caregivers regarding how effective caregivers’ 
practices are in developing children’s physical, emotional, social and intellectual skills in 
Thailand’s rural Child Development Centres.  
Why have I been invited? 
You have been invited to participate in this research because you are responsible for supervising 
the caregiver. Your responses will help the researcher to identify and understand caregivers’ 
perceptions regarding how effective caregivers’ practices are in developing children’s physical, 
emotional, social and intellectual skills.  
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Do I have to take part? 
You are free to decide whether you wish to take part or not. If you do decide to take part you will 
be asked to sign the consent forms. One form is for you to keep and the other is for our records. 
You are free to withdraw from the study at any point in time during the interviews or within 1 
month after completing the interviews by informing the researcher without giving reasons. The 
records from the interviews made to the point of withdrawal will be destroyed and not used for 
the purposes of analysis and reporting. 
What will happen if I take part? 
If you take part in this research, you will then be asked to choose a convenient time for the 
interview. The interview is expected at least approximately 40 minutes and I will use a digital 
audio-recorder to capture your responses. The audio data will be transcribed into a textual format 
for the data analysis. All data will be analysed as part of the research study. Only researcher and 
research supervisors will have access to the data. 
What are the benefits (if any) of taking part? 
You will have the opportunity to reflect on your working experience in term of supervision, which 
will be benefit to the Department of Local Administration in order to develop the policy and 
curriculum on early childhood education and can be guided for caregivers’ practices.  
What are the risks (if any) of taking part? 
There is no anticipated risk to you as participate in this research because all participants will be 
informed in advance that your contributions are private and confidential. Moreover, the 
anonymization techniques will be used to replace personal information. 
How will information about me be used? 
Data from your interview will be analysed and published as a part of my PhD thesis. It also will 
be published subsequently as part of research papers in academic journals. All data will be treated 
as confidential and anonymized.  
Who will have access to information about me? 
Only the researcher and research supervisor will have access to your personal information. All 
research data will be anonymized, and consent forms with your name will be stored separately 
from the data. This data will be saved in the electronic system with password to protect the data. 
Hardcopies of documentation containing personally identifiable information about you will be 
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kept secure in a locked cupboard during the period of data collection. All records will be 
destroyed after five years. 
However, I have to work within the confines of current legislation over such matters as privacy 
and confidentiality, data protection and human rights and so offers of confidentiality may 
sometimes be overridden by law. For example in circumstances whereby I am concerned over 
any actual or potential harm to yourself or others I must pass this information to the relevant 
authorities.  
Who is funding and organising the research? 
This research is being conducted as a requirement to obtain a PhD degree in the School of Social 
Science and Public Policy at Keele University. The researcher is funded for her degree by Suan 
Suanandha Rajabhat University in Thailand. 
What if there is a problem? 
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you may wish to speak to the researcher 
who will do her best to answer your questions. You may email Duangkamol Chongcharoen as a 
researcher at d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk or her mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx.  Alternatively, 
if you do not wish to contact the researcher, you may contact one of the academic supervisors Dr. 
John Howlett (j.howlett@keele.ac.uk) or Dr. Lydia Martens (l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk).  
If you remain unhappy about the research and/or wish to raise a complaint about any aspect of 
the way that you have been approached or treated during the course of the study please write to 
Nicola Leighton who is the University’s contact for complaints regarding research at the 
following address:- 
Nicola Leighton 
Research Governance Officer 
Directorate of Engagement and Partnerships 
IC2 Building  
Keele University  
ST5 5NH 
E-mail: n.leighton@ keele.ac.uk 
Tel: 01782 733306 
 
Contact for further information 
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If you have any questions or require any further information, either now or at any time 
during the study, please contact Duangkamol Chongcharoen at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk. T: xxxxxxxx. 
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Appendix Five 
Consent Form for Educational officer 
 
 
Consent Form (Educational Officer) 
Study Title:  An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Name and contact details of Principal Investigator:  
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
Email: d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk  
Keele University, School of Social Science and Public Policy, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG  
Please tick box if you agree with the statement 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated (  -  - 
2016) for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
¨ 
 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw within 1 month after completing the interview.  
¨ 
3. I agree to take part in this study. ¨ 
4. I agree to allow the dataset collected to be used for future research projects. 
  
5. I agree to be contacted about possible participation in future research project.                                                    
 
¨ 
  ¨ 
6. I agree to the interview being audio recorded. ¨ 
                                                                                                                                                                      
________________________ 
Name of participant 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
_______________________  
Researcher 
 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
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Consent Form (Officer) 
Study Title:  An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Name and contact details of Principal Investigator:  
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
Email: d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk  
Keele University, School of Social Science and Public Policy, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG  
Please tick box if you agree with the statement 
 1. I agree for my quotes to be used. ¨ 
 2. I do not agree for my quotes to be used. ¨ 
   
   
 
 
________________________ 
Name of participant 
___________________ 
Date 
_____________________ 
Signature 
________________________  
Researcher 
___________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
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Appendix Six 
Invitation Letter for Child Caregiver (Interview) 
 
 
 
Dear [participant name], (Caregiver- Interview) 
Letter of invitation to participate in a research 
My name is Duangkamol Chongcharoen. I am a PhD student at the School of Social Science and 
Public Policy, Keele University. I am doing my doctoral degree in education under supervision 
of   Dr. John Howlett (email: j.howlett@keele.ac.uk) and Dr. Lydia Martens (email: 
l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk). In my research, the main focus in on caregivers’ practices in rural 
Child Development Centres under the Department of Local Administration.  
The study’s title is: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres.   
The general objective of the research is to study perceptions of caregivers regarding how 
effective caregivers’ practices are developing children physical, emotional, social and intellectual 
skills in Thailand’s rural Child Development Centres. 
I would like to interview you about your practice, and the interview will take approximately 40 
minutes. If you are interesting, I am happy to tell you more about my project, and about the 
interview I would be conducting with you. If, following this information, you are happy to 
participate, we would both sign a consent form that clarifies your interest in taking part in my 
research. 
If you have any questions regarding my research, please contact me at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk or my mobile phone number is 08xxxxxxxx. 
Thank you for your kind cooperation 
Your sincerely, 
……………………………… 
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
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Appendix Seven 
Information Sheet for Child Caregiver (Interview) 
 
 
 
INFORMATION SHEET (Child Caregiver - Interview) 
Study Title: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Invitation 
You are being invited to participate in the research “An Investigation into the Intricacies of the 
Instructional Model for Early Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development 
Centres”. This project is being undertaken by Duangkamol Chongcharoen, a PhD student in the 
School of Social Science and Public Policy at Keele University (UK). The project is supervised 
by Dr. John Howlett and Dr. Lydia Martens. Your contribution will be invaluable and will enrich 
this study.  
Before you decide whether or not you wish to take part, it is important for you to understand why 
this research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read this information 
carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives if you wish. If there is anything that is unclear, 
and you would like more information, you may contact me via email at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk. or my mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx. 
Aims of the Research 
The aim of this research is to study perceptions of caregivers regarding how effective caregivers’ 
practices are in developing children’s physical, emotional, social and intellectual skills in 
Thailand’s rural Child Development Centres.  
Why have I been invited? 
You have been invited to participate in this research because of your general role in rural Child 
Development Centre will help the researcher to identify and understand caregivers’ perceptions 
regarding how effective caregivers’ practices are in developing children’s physical, emotional, 
social and intellectual skills. You are invited to express your knowledge and understanding.  
Do I have to take part? 
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You are free to decide whether you wish to take part or not. If you do decide to take part you will 
be asked to sign the consent forms. One form is for you to keep and the other is for our records. 
You are free to withdraw from the study at any point in time during the interviews or within 1 
month after completing the interviews by informing the researcher without giving reasons. The 
records from the interviews made to the point of withdrawal will be destroyed, and not used for 
the purposes of analysis and reporting. 
What will happen if I take part?  
If you take part in this research, you will then be asked to choose a convenient time for the 
interview. The interview is expected at least approximately 40 minutes and I will use a digital 
audio-recorder to capture your responses. The audio data will be transcribed into a textual format 
for the data analysis. Only researcher and research supervisors will have access to the data. 
What are the benefits (if any) of taking part? 
You will have the opportunity to reflect on your working experience in the rural Child 
Development Centre, which will be benefit to the Department of Local Administration in order 
to develop the policy and curriculum on early childhood education and can be guided for 
caregivers’ practices.  
What are the risks (if any) of taking part? 
There is no anticipated risk to you as participate in this research because all participants will be 
informed in advance that your contributions are private and confidential. Moreover, the 
anonymization techniques will be used to replace personal information. 
How will information about me be used? 
Data from your interview will be analysed and published as a part of my PhD thesis. It also will 
be published subsequently as part of research papers in academic journals. All data will be treated 
as confidential and anonymized.  
Who will have access to information about me? 
Only the researcher and research supervisor will have access to your personal information. All 
research data will be anonymized, and consent forms with your name will be stored separately 
from the data. This data will be saved in the electronic system with password to protect the data. 
Hardcopies of documentation containing personally identifiable information about you will be 
kept secure in a locked cupboard during the period of data collection. All records will be 
destroyed after five years. 
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However, I have to work within the confines of current legislation over such matters as privacy 
and confidentiality, data protection and human rights and so offers of confidentiality may 
sometimes be overridden by law. For example in circumstances whereby I am concerned over 
any actual or potential harm to yourself or others I must pass this information to the relevant 
authorities.  
Who is funding and organising the research? 
This research is being conducted as a requirement to obtain a PhD degree in the School of Social 
Science and Public Policy at Keele University. The researcher is funded for her degree by Suan 
Suanandha Rajabhat University in Thailand. 
What if there is a problem? 
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you may wish to speak to the researcher 
who will do her best to answer your questions. You may email Duangkamol Chongcharoen as a 
researcher at d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk or her mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx. Alternatively, 
if you do not wish to contact the researcher, you may contact one of the academic supervisors Dr 
John Howlett (j.howlett@keele.ac.uk) or Dr Lydia Martens (l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk).  
If you remain unhappy about the research and/or wish to raise a complaint about any aspect of 
the way that you have been approached or treated during the course of the study please write to 
Nicola Leighton who is the University’s contact for complaints regarding research at the 
following address:- 
Nicola Leighton 
Research Governance Officer 
Directorate of Engagement and Partnerships 
IC2 Building  
Keele University  
ST5 5NH 
E-mail: n.leighton@ keele.ac.uk 
Tel: 01782 733306 
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Contact for further information 
If you have any questions or require any further information, either now or at any time 
during the study, please contact Duangkamol Chongcharoen at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk. T: xxxxxxxx. 
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Appendix Eight 
Consent Form for Child Caregiver (Interview) 
 
 
Consent Form (Child Caregiver - Interview) 
Study Title:  An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Name and contact details of Principal Investigator:  
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
Email: d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk  
Keele University, School of Social Science and Public Policy, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG  
Please tick box if you agree with the statement 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated (  -  - 
2016) for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
¨ 
 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw within 1 month after completing the interview.  
¨ 
3. I agree to take part in this study. ¨ 
4. I agree to allow the dataset collected to be used for future research projects. 
  
5. I agree to be contacted about possible participation in future research project.                                                    
 
¨ 
  ¨ 
6. I agree to the interview being audio recorded. ¨ 
                                                                                                                                                                      
________________________ 
Name of participant 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
_______________________  
Researcher 
 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
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Consent Form (Caregiver - Interview) 
Study Title: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Name and contact details of Principal Investigator:  
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
Email: d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk  
Keele University, School of Social Science and Public Policy, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG  
 
Please tick box if you agree with the statement 
 
 1. I agree for my quotes to be used. ¨ 
 2. I do not agree for my quotes to be used. ¨ 
   
   
   
                                                                                                                                                
 
 
 
 
________________________ 
Name of participant 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
________________________  
Researcher 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
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Appendix Nine 
Invitation Letter for Child Caregiver (Observation) 
 
 
Dear [participant name], (Child Caregiver - Observation)  
Letter of invitation to participate in a research 
My name is Duangkamol Chongcharoen. I am a PhD student at the School of Social Science and 
Public Policy, Keele University. I am doing my doctoral degree in education under supervision 
of Dr. John Howlett (email: j.howlett@keele.ac.uk) and Dr. Lydia Martens (email: 
l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk). In my research, the main focus in on caregivers’ practices in rural 
Child Development Centres under the Department of Local Administration.  
The study’s title is: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres. 
The general objective of the research is to study perceptions of caregivers regarding how 
effective caregivers’ practices are developing children physical, emotional, social and intellectual 
skills in Thailand’s rural Child Development Centres. 
I would like to observe your general practice, and the observation will be involved for 10 days. 
If you are interesting, I am happy to tell you more about my project, and about the observation I 
would be conducting with you. If, following this information, you are happy to participate, we 
would both sign a consent form that clarifies your interest in taking part in my research. 
If you have any questions regarding my research, please contact me at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk or my mobile phone number is 08xxxxxxxx. 
Thank you for your kind cooperation 
Your sincerely, 
……………………………… 
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
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Appendix Ten 
Information Sheet for Child Caregiver (Observation) 
 
 
 
INFORMATION SHEET (Child Caregiver - observation) 
Study Title: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Invitation 
You are being invited to participate in the research “An Investigation into the Intricacies of the 
Instructional Model for Early Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development 
Centres”. This project is being undertaken by Duangkamol Chongcharoen, a PhD student in the 
School of Social Science and Public Policy at Keele University (UK). The project is supervised 
by Dr. John Howlett and Dr. Lydia Martens. Your contribution will be invaluable and will enrich 
this study.  
Before you decide whether or not you wish to take part, it is important for you to understand why 
this research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to read this information 
carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives if you wish. If there is anything that is unclear, 
and you would like more information, you may contact me via email at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk. or my mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx. 
Aims of the Research 
The aim of this research is to study perceptions of caregivers regarding how effective caregivers’ 
practices are in developing children’s physical, emotional, social and intellectual skills in 
Thailand’s rural Child Development Centres.  
Why have I been invited? 
You have been invited to participate in this research because of your general role in rural Child 
Development Centre will help the researcher to identify and understand caregivers’ perceptions 
regarding how effective caregivers’ practices are in developing children’s physical, emotional, 
social and intellectual skills. You are invited to express your knowledge and understanding from 
your general role.  
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Do I have to take part? 
You are free to decide whether you wish to take part or not. If you do decide to take part you will 
be asked to sign the consent forms. One form is for you to keep and the other is for our records. 
You are free to withdraw from the study at any point in time during the observation or within 1 
month after completing the observation by informing the researcher without giving reasons. The 
field-notes taken from the observations made to the point of withdrawal will be destroyed and 
not used for the purposes of analysis and reporting. 
What will happen if I take part? 
If you take part in this research, you will then be observed your general practice as a caregiver 
for 10 days and the data will be recorded as field-notes. All data will be analysed as part of the 
research study. Only researcher and research supervisors will have access to the data. 
What are the benefits (if any) of taking part? 
You will have the opportunity to reflect on your working experience in the rural Child 
Development Centre, which will be benefit to the Department of Local Administration in order 
to develop the policy and curriculum on early childhood education and can be guided for 
caregivers’ practices.  
What are the risks (if any) of taking part? 
There is no anticipated risk to you as participate in this research because all participants will be 
informed in advance that your contributions are private and confidential. Moreover, the 
anonymization techniques will be used to replace personal information. 
How will information about me be used? 
Data from your interview and observation will be analysed and published as a part of my PhD 
thesis. It also will be published subsequently as part of research papers in academic journals. All 
data will be treated as confidential and anonymized.  
Who will have access to information about me? 
Only the researcher and research supervisor will have access to your personal information. All 
research data will be anonymized, and consent forms with your name will be stored separately 
from the data. This data will be saved in the electronic system with password to protect the data. 
Hardcopies of documentation containing personally identifiable information about you will be 
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kept secure in a locked cupboard during the period of data collection. All records will be 
destroyed after five years. 
However, I have to work within the confines of current legislation over such matters as privacy 
and confidentiality, data protection and human rights and so offers of confidentiality may 
sometimes be overridden by law. For example in circumstances whereby I am concerned over 
any actual or potential harm to yourself or others I must pass this information to the relevant 
authorities.  
Who is funding and organising the research? 
This research is being conducted as a requirement to obtain a PhD degree in the School of Social 
Science and Public Policy at Keele University. The researcher is funded for her degree by Suan 
Suanandha Rajabhat University in Thailand. 
What if there is a problem? 
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you may wish to speak to the researcher 
who will do her best to answer your questions. You may email Duangkamol Chongcharoen as a 
researcher at d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk or her mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx. Alternatively, 
if you do not wish to contact the researcher, you may contact one of the academic supervisors Dr. 
John Howlett (j.howlett@keele.ac.uk) or Dr. Lydia Martens (l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk).  
If you remain unhappy about the research and/or wish to raise a complaint about any aspect of 
the way that you have been approached or treated during the course of the study please write to 
Nicola Leighton who is the University’s contact for complaints regarding research at the 
following address:- 
Nicola Leighton 
Research Governance Officer 
Directorate of Engagement and Partnerships 
IC2 Building  
Keele University  
ST5 5NH 
E-mail: n.leighton@ keele.ac.uk 
Tel: 01782 733306 
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Contact for further information 
If you have any questions or require any further information, either now or at any time 
during the study, please contact Duangkamol Chongcharoen at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk T: xxxxxxxxx. 
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Appendix Eleven 
Consent Form for Child Caregiver (Observation) 
 
 
Consent Form (Child Caregiver - Observation) 
Study Title:  An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Name and contact details of Principal Investigator:  
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
Email: d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk  
Keele University, School of Social Science and Public Policy, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG  
Please tick box if you agree with the statement 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated (  -  - 2016) 
for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
 
¨ 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw within 
1 month after completing the observation. 
 
¨ 
3. I agree to take part in this study. 
 
¨ 
4. I agree to allow the dataset collected to be used for future research projects. 
  
5. I agree to be contacted about possible participation in future research project                                                    
 
¨ 
¨ 
6. I agree to the observation being field notes taken. ¨ 
                                                                                                                                                                      
________________________ 
Name of participant 
__________________ 
Date 
___________________ 
Signature 
_______________________  
Researcher 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
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Appendix Twelve 
Invitation Letter for Parent 
 
 
Dear Parent, 
Letter of invitation to participate in a research project 
My name is Duangkamol Chongcharoen. I am a PhD student at the School of Social Science and 
Public Policy, Keele University (UK). I write this letter to inform you about my intention to 
conduct research as part of my doctoral degree. The title of the research is ‘An Investigation into 
the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child 
Development Centres’. The main objective of this research is to study perceptions of caregivers 
regarding how effective caregivers’ practices are in developing children’s physical, emotional, 
social and intellectual skills.  
The research will involve observation of one caregiver in the Centre during his/her work with 
children. The aim of the research is not to observe your child in any specific way, though I may 
be writing up notes on my observation of the work of the caregiver with your child. I am therefore 
asking your permission for me to observe the work of the caregiver in the classroom attended by 
your child.  
You are free to decide whether you wish to consent your child to involve or not. If you do decide 
to permit your child to be involved in this study, you will be asked to sign the consent forms 
instead of your child because your child is very young to give or withdraw his/her consent to 
research. 
If you are unhappy about any aspect of the research and/or you do not wish for your child/children 
to be involved in any way, please do not hesitate to contact the researcher or the caregiver. Rest 
assured that no observation will take place if you do not provide your consent. In addition, if you 
wish to discuss anything about the research or find out more about it, please contact me on 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk (email address) or 08xxxxxxx (mobile number). 
Your sincerely, 
……………………………… 
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
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Appendix Thirteen 
Information Sheet for Parent 
 
 
 
INFORMATION SHEET (Parent) 
Study Title: An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Information 
My name is Duangkamol Chongcharoen. I am a PhD student in the School of Social Science and 
Public Policy at Keele University (UK). I am doing the research in the above title and under 
supervision of Dr. John Howlett and Dr. Lydia Martens.  
Before you decide whether or not you wish your child to involve in this study, it is important for 
you to understand why this research is being done and what it will involve. Please take time to 
read this information carefully and discuss it with friends and relatives if you wish. If there is 
anything that is unclear, and you would like more information, you may contact me via email at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk. or my mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx. 
Aims of the Research 
The aim of this research is to study perceptions of caregivers regarding how effective caregivers’ 
practices are in developing children’s physical, emotional, social and intellectual skills in 
Thailand’s rural Child Development Centres.  
Why has my child been involved in this study?  
The researcher will examine the caregivers’ knowledge, understanding, their general role and 
aptitude to develop children appropriately. The observation will focus on what actually happens 
in the rural Child Development centres and interacts between children and caregiver, children’s 
activities in that setting. Thus, your child will be involved in this observation. The researcher will 
not initiate interaction with children, even though she will observe what caregivers are doing 
inside and outside the classrooms.  
Do I have to consent my child to involve this study? 
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You are free to decide whether you wish to consent your child to involve or not. If you do decide 
to permit your child to be involved in this study, you will be asked to sign the consent forms 
instead of your child because your child is very young to give or withdraw his/her consent to 
research. One form is for you to keep and the other is for our records.  
What will happen if my child is involved in this study? 
If your child is involved in this research, your child will then be in the classroom and do the daily 
setting’s activities, meanwhile, the researcher will observe the caregiver in general practice. The 
researcher will not initiate interaction with children. The observation will take part for 10 days. 
The data will be recorded as field-notes. All data will be analysed as part of the research study. 
Only researcher and research supervisors will have access to the data.  
What are the benefits (if any) of taking part? 
This research will be benefit to the Department of Local Administration in order to develop the 
policy and curriculum on early childhood education and can be guided for caregivers’ practices.  
What are the risks (if any) of taking part? 
There is no anticipated risk to your child as involve in this research. The data will be recorded as 
field-notes in the part of what actually happens inside and outside the classroom in contexts of 
the caregiver’s practice. This has no consequences which relate to your child/children.  
Who is funding and organising the research? 
This research is being conducted as a requirement to obtain a PhD degree in the School of Social 
Science and Public Policy at Keele University. The researcher is funded for her degree by Suan 
Suanandha Rajabhat University in Thailand. 
What if there is a problem? 
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you may wish to speak to the researcher 
who will do her best to answer your questions. You may email Duangkamol Chongcharoen as a 
researcher at d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk or her mobile phone is 08xxxxxxxxx.  Alternatively, 
if you do not wish to contact the researcher, you may contact one of the academic supervisors Dr. 
John Howlett (j.howlett@keele.ac.uk) or Dr. Lydia Martens (l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk).  
If you remain unhappy about the research and/or wish to raise a complaint about any aspect of 
the way that you have been approached or treated during the course of the study please write to 
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Nicola Leighton who is the University’s contact for complaints regarding research at the 
following address:- 
 
Nicola Leighton 
Research Governance Officer 
Directorate of Engagement and Partnerships 
IC2 Building  
Keele University  
ST5 5NH 
E-mail: n.leighton@ keele.ac.uk 
Tel: 01782 733306 
 
Contact for further information 
If you have any questions or require any further information, either now or at any time 
during the study, please contact Duangkamol Chongcharoen at 
d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk T: xxxxxxxxx. 
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Appendix Fourteen 
Consent Form for Parent 
 
 
 
Consent Form (parent on behalf of children) 
Study Title:  An Investigation into the Intricacies of the Instructional Model for Early 
Childhood Education in Rural Thai Child Development Centres 
Name and contact details of Principal Investigator:  
Duangkamol Chongcharoen 
Email: d.chongcharoen@keele.ac.uk  
Keele University, School of Social Science and Public Policy, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG  
Please tick box if you agree with the statement 
 
1. I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated (  -  - 
2016) for the above study and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 
 
¨ 
2. I agree to permit my child to be involved in this study. 
 
¨ 
3. I do not agree to permit my child to be involved in this study. ¨ 
  
                                                                                                                                                                      
 
________________________ 
Name of participant 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
________________________  
Researcher 
__________________ 
Date 
____________________ 
Signature 
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Appendix Fifteen 
Poster 
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Appendix Sixteen 
Interview Transcripts of Educational Officer and Child Caregiver 
 
Interviewer : Duangkamol   Interviewee   : Officer1 
Date   :  23rd  March 2017    
 
Q1:   Can you provide some general information about    
        yourself? 
OF1:  I am 35 years old, graduated with the BA in Early Childhood Education. So far I have 
been an educational officer for one and a half years. I used to work as a teacher at the 
Child Development Centre for 10 years and I would say I have more experience as an 
educational officer than as a teacher. I totally understand that the child caregivers have 
multiple responsibilities because I was in the position for years before becoming the 
educational officer. 
 
Q2:  What made you change from teaching expertise to becoming an educational officer? 
OF1:  I wanted to improve myself, so I decided to sit the exam and got lucky. Having worked 
as a teacher for a while in the past, I could understand more about the teacher’s role and 
duties. And from this understanding, I could provide appropriate assistance and support 
to teachers. It’s my experience as a teacher that helps. 
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Q3:  What are your main responsibilities as an educational officer? 
OF1:  Well, the main part of my job is to provide support and any relevant assistance to all the 
teachers of the Child Development Centre. When there is an instruction from the 
Department of Local Administration, it will be my responsibility to pass the information 
on to the Child Development Centres, or when there are problems at the centres, either 
about teaching management or any other related issues, I will try as much as I can within 
my authority to solve the problems. The final decision is all, however, dependent on the 
board of director. For example, in the case of requesting teaching equipment or requests 
regarding maintenance or renovation, we educational officers can only propose the 
project to the SAO and all we could do is to wait for the approval from the board.  
 It is unfortunate that most of the requests are not approved and I will have to find other 
ways to help the teachers and the centres. One of the main supporters for the teacher is 
the community as well as the children’s parents. 
 In addition, I am also in charge of internal assessment. I am responsible for teaching 
management and ensuring the teachers can bring out their students’ best potential. 
 Normally the teachers have lesson plans though they are not strictly followed. Instead, 
they adjust according to the context and I totally understand this. What I will consider is 
how much they understand the activities and can adjust according to the students’ ability. 
Also, the fact that most students at the centre are hill tribes who cannot speak Thai 
properly makes it essential for the teachers to speak both Thai and their dialect. And it is 
my duty to occasionally pay a visit. 
 
Q4:   How is the performance of the teachers in your opinion? 
OF1:  Teachers here are good at their job. They have a lot of experience, a lot more experience 
than I do. They have been working here for over ten years. They were born and bred here, 
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and some got the scholarship to study in the university level, which made them highly 
knowledgable and experienced. In terms of children’s supervision, they also perform 
their job very well. The children who study with them all are happy. I’m not worried 
about the activity management held in this centre, as there are two teachers to take care 
of 10 students or so. Besides, the the children’s parents and the teachers know each other 
very well, making it much easier for the cooperation between the school and the 
community. 
It is the people here. Graduation. Bachelor's degree. Department of scholarship has both 
knowledge. Both experience He takes care of children quite well. Organized activities 
for children throughout. Children are happy here. Organizing activities, I'm not worried 
about this place. Because the children are not much more than ten people but there are 
two teachers These children are children in the village. Parents know each other with 
teachers. 
What I normally do is to visit and see how the practitioners created the activities and how 
they look after the young learners once a month. But there are some months that I have a 
lot of works as instructed by the local authority, and I cannot visit the Centre. Therefore, 
the practitioner and I always keep contact to see what I can provide in case she needs 
some support. Every time I go into the field to observe teaching, I see new activities with 
happy children. The teacher has more than one duty in a day, but she can handle all this 
and does her best. 
 
Q5:  Are you satisfied with the role of the teachers under your supervision? 
OF1:  I am quite satisfied with their performance. They know their job very well. The 
practitioners are very good at their job. They are more experienced in what they are doing. 
With both experience and knowledge, they take very good care of the young learners. I 
have never been worried about this Centre at all. 
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Q6:  Is there any policy involving or any guidelines from the Department of Local 
Administration? 
OF1:  Of course, the Department of Local Administration has provided guidelines for the centre 
and teachers. They involved child care, teachers’ qualifications, plans for developing and 
training teachers. The teachers have to hold a BA in Early Childhood Education and the 
Department of Local Administration provides scholarships and grants for those who are 
interested. Also, there are a number of trainings for teacher development from time to 
time. In my view, the Department of Local Administration provides appropriate support, 
but the most important is the vision of the SAO’s executives. Even though educational 
officers agree with the projects or activities of the centre, we cannot do much as the 
decision is on the SAO’s hands. The centre I am in charge of is trying their best to manage 
the centre themselves, and I am trying to do my best in aiding their activities. One 
problem is that the condition of the centre does not yet meet the specification; the 
classroom, the kitchen, or even the surrounding area of the centre are not safe enough for 
the children. Unfortunately, we can do nothing about this. Previously, the condition was 
worse; the centre areas were covered with dust, but it was much better since the teacher 
and parents helped each other build basic road with mortar; other maintenances are 
helped by the community as the SAO has no budget for such tasks. Though we have 
budget from the Department of Local Administration, it was insufficient. I know the 
Centre needs maintenance due to the fact that it has been in use for more than ten years. 
I have already proposed this issue to the executive body, but it was rejected. Unluckily, 
most o the project I proposed to the management term were turned down and there was 
nothing else I could do to help. 
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Q7:  How about rewards or any other welfares for the teachers? 
OF1: We do receive some rewards and benefits, but not often. Fringe benefits for us as a 
teacher will be different from as a government official or a teacher under SAO; a 
government official normally receives more benefits such as free health care, tuition fee 
for their children, pay raise under certain conditions. So, we could say job security for a 
government official is higher when compared to temporarily-employed teachers; they 
have to renew the contract every 4 years and receive less benefit (only free health care 
for themselves). The child caregivers here are excellent at their work. With this 
experience and educational background in early childhood education. I would say they 
deserve a position as government officials. If they receive a better opportunity at another 
organization, we will lose qualified staff. 
 
Q8:  What is your opinion on the role of the teacher to the agency, the Child Development 
Centre, and the Department of Local Administration? 
OF1: I would say that the teacher works excellently, and by doing so, they have the chance to 
pay back to their agency. I think they look after the children very well and manage 
interesting and appropriate activities for their students. Also, the center is located in their 
own community, and the students are either their children or relatives, making easier for 
setting up activities. The activities they came up with are well-organized, interesting, and 
appropriate for the students. This is in contrast to some other centres, which do not 
organize such activities as held here. Of course, the teachers here are not good at 
document or administration work, they are excellent in setting up activities. The children 
here have fun and look forward to coming to the center. The responses from parents are 
also excellent, not because the teachers are local, but because of what the teacher really 
does for the centre and the children. However, there are some complaints from the parents 
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who would say that they do not see any development at all. In fact, the teachers are doing 
their job and they are paying back to the agency who gave them scholarship to study. 
Q9:  Will there be any training sessions that the caregiver can participate in?  
OF1:  Of course, there are some sessions but not often. Actually, it’s been quite a while after 
my last participation. The SAO reasoned that they had no budget for the teachers to join 
trainings. In my view, this caregiver is always developing her skills; she always searches 
for information to ensure that organizing activities for the students runs smoothly. In fact, 
I often see her with new activities with the children. 
 
Q10:  What is your opinion about the appropriateness of the trainings held by the the 
Department of Local Administration?  
OF1:  Each training lasts approximately 5-7 days depending on courses. I think The Department 
of Local Administration has chosen topics that are considered useful for teacher 
development. When theses teachers came back from the training, we called the meeting 
and had discussions about what they had gained from the training. Normally they will be 
asked the topics and the speakers at the training, most of whom are university professors 
who are knowledgeable. After the training, teachers reported us what they had gained 
from the training and I will observe how they work, whether their performances are 
beneficial for the children or not. As I said it was not often despite some instructions 
from the Department. Sometimes the SAO reasoned there was no budget and I couldn’t 
do anything. In fact, the reimbursement could be done for personnel development, but 
the SAO has to support them. In addition, there is also another problem involving. The 
training organized by the DLA was always placed in BKK and the child caregivers 
needed to travel almost 2 days to arrive there by bus. Which I believe will be useful if 
there are held regionally as it will be more convenient for the teachers’ traveling.  
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Q11:  What do you think about the caregiver daily responsibilities?  
OF1:  The main duties for them are to promote child development, take care of children’s 
cleanliness, and oversee activities to improve children’s learning. The children here are 
not aware of their sanitation; they do not even wear shoes and their parents do not care 
much about this. Another main concern for the teachers is appropriate nutrition for 
children. The teachers have to cook for the children for the reason of cost; it wouldn’t be 
cost effective to buy food from the merchants considering the 20 Baht per head budget. 
 
Q12:  Is there any problem here? 
OF1:  There is no problem involving teaching management. I think it is good for some extent, 
but of course, we cannot compare the standard here with the parents. The child caregiver 
is a local resident. Some learners who study at the Centre are her relatives, therefore it is 
easier and more convenient for the practitioner to lead various activities each day. The 
parents believe that then their children are at the centre, they are in good hands. All of 
the children here are Karen and according to the assessment of children development, the 
Department of Health will be in charge. Classrooms are mixed-aged classrooms and we 
are lucky to have one teacher with one assistant each class. I was the one who proposed 
this to the executives. The administrators acknowledge the problems the child caregiver 
have to encounter and therefore hire people from the village to help them. This member 
of staff has been provided with training in teaching and caring for young children as well 
so that she can fully assist the child caregiver’ performance. I have proposed the problem 
many times until received an approval. I would say the only problem here is the 
executives’ vision on importance of the centre and mostly is related to the budget issue. 
If the local administrators have their visions on how education is significant to young 
leaners, then, I will do my job easier because I am an educational officer who encourages 
the community’ s educational setting. 
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Q13:  As an educational officer, do you have any suggestions or solutions to the 
problem?  
OF1: I cannot do much. I have tried to propose ideas for improving the CDC and also to 
show the executive member that the educational institution needs to be taken care of 
and maintained. Ultimately it is under their authority. The budget is the main problem 
here. Additional budget from the local government means almost nothing. What we 
have to do is to ask the parents and the people in our community to help with the tools 
and equipment, which they already have at home. Any help counts. 
 
Q14:  What do you think are the definition of “Quality Education Management”, 
especially in terms of Early Child Development? 
OF1:  I think the quality must be clearly seen and education has to be met with the needs of 
both the government and the community. All of the students here are hill tribes who can 
rarely speak Thai, and considering this issue, the teachers have done their best. I think 
they are highly devoted to their job. They did not have to do this good as nobody is 
monitoring them 24 hours, but they do their job perfectly; they take very good care of the 
children and provide well-organized teaching and learning experience to children. The 
parents trust enough to voluntarily leave their children here. Taking everything into 
consideration, I think they are qualified teachers, who scarify themselves for the children 
of their own community. With the context of the local of the Centre, there are some 
management problems. But the children who study here have improved their skills and 
knowledge. This also shows that the child caregiver is doing her job very well. 
Thank you for your time. 
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Interviewer : Duangkamol   Interviewee   : Caregiver 2 
Date   :  24th  March 2017    
 
Q1:   Can you provide some general information about    
        yourself? 
CA2: I am now 34 years old. I have been working as a child caregiver for more than 10 years 
which is actually 17 years in the position of an employee on a contract renewal every 4 
years, but the local government has not yet offered me a government official position. I 
got a scholarship from the Department of Local Administration to study in the university 
level and I have now graduated with a bachelor’s degree in Carly Childhood Education 
and have obtained the professional teaching certificate. I think the fact that I got a 
scholarship from the Department of Local Administration was a great opportunity for 
me. I have gained invaluable knowledge and had the chance to develop myself 
considerably during my studies. 
 
Q2:  How many children are there all together? 
CA2:  We have 18 children this semester. Here, I am the main caretaker, and there is another 
assistant working with me. Half of the young children who attend this Centre live with 
their grandparents because their parents have moved to the city to seek employment. 
Their grandparents just raise them as they were raised as a child.  They will leave the 
children with the centre during the day while they start working in the field. 
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Q3:  Can you tell us about your daily routines? 
CA2:  I have tried to arrange a wide variety of activities for the children. I normally do this by 
setting weekly theme for them, most of which are organized for children on a daily basis 
are not the same as those written in the whole plan, but I try to arrange them as 
appropriately as possible. There are adjustments as appropriate each day, but I try to 
diversify the media and activities, and make sure they achieve the learning objective. The 
day starts with children gathering and lining in rows to sing the national anthem as seen 
in all Thai schools, and then the children will do a variety of activities such as meditation, 
singing the songs, art activities, storytelling, playing with toys, eating and sleeping, 
reviewing some lessons after sleeping, playing while waiting for their parents to pick 
them up. Sometimes I would take the children out for a walk in the village. There are 
times that I bring materials found locally into classroom activities, all of which are 
consistent with weekly units. Honestly, it is difficult to say. Our centre is far from the 
community centre. Everything here is rather limited; the building is neither beautiful nor 
convenient; there is only one room for all activities. I only do what I can for the children, 
adapting activities and making it suitable for the context of our community. 
 
Q4:  What time do the children start arriving at the school? 
CA2:  The children start arriving at school at around 7 o’clock as that is the time their parents 
have to start work in the farm. At 8.30 am., the children have morning ceremony: 
raising the flag and doing morning greetings. Normally, the children are at the centre 
until around 4pm. though some parents start picking up their children earlier at around 
half past three or so. In cases that their parents do not show up until late, I would take 
them home with me and they will wait for their parents there. Sometimes if their 
parents are too busy to pick them up, I will have to walk them home myself and 
normally there are grandparents waiting at home. 
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Q5: As the Child Development Center focuses more on preparing children rather than 
teaching courses as in other school in the system, do you still think your 
responsibility is a part of the Thai education system? 
CA2:  Of course, I still think it is a part of the system. I don’t just take care of them while their 
parents have to work, but I do organize education for children and prepare them for higher 
education. This is what I consider a part of the education system. I work under the policies 
of the Ministry of Education, the policies of the national Early Childhood Education, as 
well as the policies of the Department of Local Administration, which is the agency that 
directly supervises and supports all the operations within the centre. 
 
Q6:   Do you think your work is important to the community in which you live? 
CA2:  Absolutely. Every kid here goes to a child center before going to school. The children who 
have undergone a child center will be more ready for the school. Most teachers at the 
school always say that these children can do many things according to the instructions. 
Actually, many parents from other villages also want to bring their children to our centre, 
but whether they can take their children here or not depends on the distance of their 
villages. I think what I am doing now plays a part in improving the education system. I 
believe that if children are provided good basis and appropriate care and development, 
they will grow up with necessary skills and if, by contrast, they do not have sufficient 
basis, the reverse will occur. 
 
Q7: Do you feel satisfied with your position? 
CA2:  I would say yes, I have been doing this job for quite a while now. The fact that the centre 
is not far from my house makes it even more convenient for walking. My life here is 
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good; I can be with my family who are also local, and I do not have to worry much about 
any other things. However, the drawback is that there is no opportunity to progress my 
career nor any job security. I have been convinced by friends to try applying for a position 
in the government agency. I haven’t decided yet as I am still worried about the children 
here, some of whom I have seen before they were born, and I feel connected to them. I 
am happy to be contributing to their good foundation for their future. 
 
Q8:  Now I want to ask you about the Department of Local Administration as an agency 
that designates policies and action plans as well as provides various support to the 
Child Development Center.  What would you like to suggest to the agency in order 
to ensure the efficiency of the policies and all relevant action plans? 
CA2:   I am quite satisfied with the policies and action plans available now. I think the current 
specifications and criteria are for the children’s benefits. The only main concern for us 
as the caretakers is about the development of the children. Also, I would like to suggest 
employing the caretakers who have worked for more than 5 years as government 
officials. It’s about job security. I myself have been working for over ten years but 
haven’t been appointed any position in the government office. I think I am qualified as 
with all the qualifications and the degree I hold. Besides, I also have the essential 
experience working with children and parents. I think the Department should consider 
anyone who have the same qualifications as I do. The department should have special 
rules for teachers who are qualified as older people who have worked for 17 years as an 
SAO employee. But acts like a teacher who is every civil servant. The benefits I have 
received are only medical expenses for myself and it depends on the contract. If the local 
authority does not renew the contract, so I cannot get any welfare.  
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Q9: As for the curriculum and lesson plan, how do you proceed? 
CA2:  The Department of Local Administration normally distributes the pattern for teaching 
plans to every Child Development Center under the department’s authority. There were 
trainings provided in the past, but I didn't participate because the request to join the 
training session was not approved by the SAO. The reason offered was that there was not 
enough budget for this part and as I had been working for a long time, I was supposed to 
thoroughly understand the lesson plan. So, I ended up studying the lesson plan provided 
by the Department on my own and adjusting it accordingly. For the curriculum part, I 
would follow the Primary Education Program of the Ministry of Education with some 
additional as designated by the Department. 
 
Q10: Do the educational officers have provided assistance regarding the teaching and 
learning management? 
CA2: She has been a caretaker before, so she understands the system and also how the centre 
works pretty well. She always coordinates and gives us supports whenever there are 
problems. But most of the teaching and learning activities are my responsibilities. She 
sometimes lends a hand with document work as she has a lot to take care of and there are 
other two more centres She has to oversee, not to mention other responsibilities of hers 
as educational officer. 
 
Q11:  Do you consider managing education for young children important? 
CA2:   It is very important. It is preparation and a foundation for higher education. The center 
will train and prepare children for the study in school. Children are small adults but may 
not yet a complete version. He understands almost everything. Some argue that they do 
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not understand anything, but I disagree and believe if they are correctly and appropriately 
guided and supported, they will grow up and make complete adults. 
 
Q12: What do you think is the development and learning of children? 
CA2:  Development and learning is an important part to fulfill the children. As a teacher, I have 
to ensure that the activities are for their good and appropriate development. Children of 
this age learn quickly, remember quickly but also forget quickly. Therefore, the 
consistency is important; if they come to the centre regularly they will be able to learn 
but if not, it will be easier for them to forget what they have learnt, and we have to start 
teaching all over. I notice that the children generally do not like serious lessons, but they 
are more attracted to storytelling and teaching. 
 
Q13: Did you have the chance to attend the training organized by the Department? 
CA2:  Yes, but only since the beginning of my career. The Department organized training on 
teaching and learning to young children as a basic step that teachers need to understand. 
But after that I have never had the chance as the SAO has no budget for this. 
 
Q14: If you want to gain more knowledge or skills, what will you do if the SAO does not 
approve the budget for training? 
CA2:  I normally search for information from the internet. Sometimes I was told about the training 
in the area and I wanted to join, I decided to do it with my own money. But the problem 
is that most of the trainings are held in Bangkok and it is not convenient for me to travel.  
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Q15: In terms of operations, what do you think is your role? 
CA2: For me, I don’t consider myself only as a teacher; I am in charge of many tasks including 
taking care of the children’s cleanliness and safety. The parents leave their children with 
us in the hope that in addition to knowledge, we will also provide their children safety. It 
is our priority. All the children at my centre know each other. So, it is useful if there are 
strange behaviors, we will be able to relate them to their needs. This boy, he lives with 
his grandma and his dad got a new family and his mom had left him since he was very 
young. When he first attended the Centre, he was really naughty and needed attention 
from me. I always give him a hug. When organizing activities, we have to prepare all the 
equipment and facilitate everything as much as we can. 
 
Q16:  What are your teaching techniques that you think unique? 
CA2: At the beginning of their days at the centre, we cannot teach much. What they need is a 
hug. This will help keep them warm and it is a good way to gain trust from the children. 
After a while, we can start teaching and asking them to join activities such as singing and 
listening to stories. While small children do not pay much attention, older children can 
sit and listen well. I like talking to the young learners. It is the chance to get to know their 
thoughts and also, I can evaluate what I have taught them. This will be useful for my 
teaching preparation too.  
 
Q17:  How do you think your work has contributed to the development of child 
development? 
CA2:  I normally encourage them to do exercises through body movement and hand muscle 
activities. Art activities are often used to boost their creativity and social acumen. When 
they play with friends, they will learn to share and help each other. Of course, there are 
some arguments between them but every time it happens, I will teach them how to live 
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harmoniously with each other, how to share and love friends. In terms of brain 
development, I teach them various things in order to enhance this development.  
 I think the children are developed in all aspects. Some knowledge I apply at the centre 
is from the education and some is from my experience. 
 
Q18: How do you manage the classroom as your class is a mixed-aged class? 
CA2: The children at my cnetre are mixed-age. Fortunately, there are two child caregivers, an 
assistant and I to look after 18 young children. When ding activities, the class will be 
divided into 2 groups, which are 2-3 years old and more than 2-year-old, each being 
supervised by one practitioner, and each group participants in the same kind of activities. 
Having assistance make my work runs easily.  
Q19: Do you encourage them to participate in the community events? 
CA2: Yes, I always do this. Sometimes I take them out to the planting field, sports fields and 
local learning resources. There are also times when I take them out into the community 
to talk to the elderly in the village. I find that the children love this activity and so do 
their parents. I think this is a better idea than asking old people to come to the centre as 
they are vulnerable. 
 
Q20:  What are the challenges for your work? 
CA2: Different executive bodies give different levels of attention to education. Much depends 
on their vision and stimulation. In my opinion, my work would be more effective if the 
executive body particularly the chief executive of local government sees the importance 
of the educational management of the CDC on equal terms with the provision of other 
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facilities’ delivery in our community and provides us satisfactory support particularly in 
financial. 
Secondly, parents do not have the necessary knowledge to look after their children. Some 
parents want us to teach their children to read and write even though the children are too 
young. They don’t understand what is needed for the children of this age, so I explain to 
them. The researcher also noticed that most parents don’t have time for their children as 
they have to work in the city and leave the children with grandparents. This leads to 
problems in children’s bahaviour; some don’t pay attention to class; some are stubborn, 
and some are very demanding. Thirdly, I normally teach two languages to children as 
they are Karen. The young learners are used their language. It is called the Karen 
language. If I speak only Thai, they will not concentrate on what I am saying. Actually, 
they can learn both languages from the story as well. 
 
Q21: Can they speak Thai? 
CA2:   Not really, they can understand Thai, but they don’t often speak Thai. When they are at 
home, they normally speak their own language, Karen with their parents. Thus, the 
languages used in the class are both Thai and Karen with Karen as the main one, or 
otherwise the children will lose concentration. 
 
Q22:  Is there any other problem to mention? 
CA2:  Yes, we want the fence and a good-conditioned road, but whenever we propose the 
project to the SAO, we never have any approval. What we can do is to ask for help from 
the community, which are well received by the residents in the village. The community 
here is good; everyone is eager to help the children and always cooperate with the centre. 
Actually, the community plays a significant role in helping us achieve the goals. We 
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cannot wait for the assistance from the SAO as there is no sign of when to receive it, 
whereas the community never refused to help us. 
 
Q22: And aside from the cooperation from community, do you think there is any other 
factor that helps? 
CA2: For me, the assistance from parents and the community is the most important factor. Also, 
the fact that we have gained trust from the parents has considerably helped us; they leave 
their children with us at the centre with trust and whenever we ask for help, we always 
receive it. Another factor, I would say, is how I organize the activities for the children. I 
can tell that they sing the songs, tell stories, and do activities with happiness. 
 
Thank you for your time 
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Observation Field-Notes 
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